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Lifting harmonic morphisms II:
Tropical curves and metrized complexes
Omid Amini, Matthew Baker, Erwan Brugallé and Joseph Rabinoff

We prove several lifting theorems for morphisms of tropical curves. We interpret
the obstruction to lifting a finite harmonic morphism of augmented metric graphs
to a morphism of algebraic curves as the nonvanishing of certain Hurwitz numbers,
and we give various conditions under which this obstruction does vanish. In
particular, we show that any finite harmonic morphism of (nonaugmented) metric
graphs lifts. We also give various applications of these results. For example, we
show that linear equivalence of divisors on a tropical curve C coincides with
the equivalence relation generated by declaring that the fibers of every finite
harmonic morphism from C to the tropical projective line are equivalent. We
study liftability of metrized complexes equipped with a finite group action, and
use this to classify all augmented metric graphs arising as the tropicalization of a
hyperelliptic curve. We prove that there exists a d-gonal tropical curve that does
not lift to a d-gonal algebraic curve.

This article is the second in a series of two.

Throughout this paper, unless explicitly stated otherwise, K denotes a complete
algebraically closed nonarchimedean field with nontrivial valuation val : K →
R∪ {∞}. Its valuation ring is denoted R, its maximal ideal is mR , and the residue
field is k = R/mR . We denote the value group of K by 3= val(K×)⊂ R.

1. Introduction

This article is the second in a series of two. The first, entitled Lifting harmonic
morphisms I: metrized complexes and Berkovich skeleta, will be cited as [ABBR1];
references of the form “Theorem I.1.1” will refer to Theorem 1.1 in [ABBR1].

We are grateful to Andrew Obus for a number of useful comments based on a careful reading of the
first arXiv version of this manuscript. We thank Ye Luo for allowing us to include Example 5.13.
M.B. was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1201473. E.B. was partially supported by the
ANR-09-BLAN-0039-01.
MSC2010: primary 14G22; secondary 14T05, 11G20.
Keywords: tropical lifting, skeleton, Berkovich space, analytic curve, harmonic morphism, Hurwitz

number, metrized complex.
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1.1. The basic motivation behind the investigations in this paper is to understand
the relationship between tropical and algebraic curves. A fundamental problem
along these lines is to understand which morphisms between tropical curves arise
as tropicalizations1 of morphisms of algebraic curves. More precisely, we are
interested in the following question:

(Q) Given a curve X with tropicalization C , can we classify the branched covers
of X in terms of (a suitable notion of) branched covers of C?

In addition to this lifting problem for morphisms of tropical curves, we also study
questions such as “Which tropical curves arise as tropicalizations of hyperelliptic
curves?”. This naturally leads us to study group actions on tropical curves and how
notions such as gonality change under tropicalization.

In this paper we will consider three different kinds of “tropical” objects which one
can associate to a smooth, proper, connected algebraic curve X/K , each depending
on the choice of a triangulation of X . Roughly speaking, a triangulation (X, V ∪D)
of X (with respect to a finite set of punctures D ⊂ X (K )) is a finite set V of points
in the Berkovich analytification X an of X whose removal partitions X an into open
balls and finitely many open annuli (with the punctures belonging to distinct open
balls). Triangulations of (X, D) are naturally in one-to-one correspondence with
semistable models X of (X, D); see Section I.5. The skeleton of a triangulated
curve is the dual graph of the special fiber Xk of the corresponding semistable
model, with infinite rays for the punctures, equipped with its canonical metric.

To any triangulated curve, one may associate the three following “tropical”
objects, at each step adding some additional structure:

(1) a metric graph 0: this is the skeleton of the triangulated curve (X, V ∪ D);

(2) an augmented metric graph (0, g), i.e., a metric graph 0 enhanced with a
genus function g : 0→ Z≥0 which is nonzero only at finitely many points:
this is the above metric graph together with the function g satisfying g(p)= 0
for p 6∈ V and g(p)= genus(C p) for p ∈ V , where C p is the (normalization
of the) irreducible component of Xk corresponding to p;

(3) a metrized complex of curves C, i.e., an augmented metric graph 0 equipped
with a vertex set V and a punctured algebraic curve over k of genus g(p) for
each point p ∈ V , with the punctures in bijection with the tangent directions

1In the present paper tropicalization is defined via Berkovich’s theory of analytic spaces (see
also [Payne 2009; Baker et al. 2012; Chambert-Loir and Ducros 2012]). Another framework for
tropicalization has been proposed by Kontsevich and Soibelman [2001] and Mikhalkin (see for
example [Mikhalkin 2006]), where the link between tropical geometry and complex algebraic geometry
is provided by real one-parameter families of complex varieties. For some conjectural relations
between the two approaches see [Kontsevich and Soibelman 2001; 2006].
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to p in 0: this is the above metric graph, together with the curves C p for p ∈ V
and punctures given by the singular points of Xk .

An (augmented) metric graph or metrized complex of curves arising from a
triangulated curve by the above procedure is said to be liftable. If (X, V ∪ D) and
(X, V ′∪D′) are triangulations of the same curve X , with D′⊂ D and V ′⊂ V , then
the corresponding metric graphs are related by a so-called tropical modification.
Tropical modifications generate an equivalence relation on the set of (augmented)
metric graphs, and an equivalence class for this relation is called an (augmented)
tropical curve. The (augmented) tropicalization of a K -curve X is by definition the
(augmented) tropical curve C corresponding to any triangulation of X . Tropical
curves and augmented tropical curves can be thought of as “purely combinatorial”
objects, whereas metrized complexes are a mixture of combinatorial objects (which
one thinks of as living over the value group 3 of K ) and algebrogeometric objects
over the residue field k of K .

There is a natural notion of finite harmonic morphism between metric graphs
which induces a natural notion of tropical morphism between tropical curves. There
is a corresponding notion of tropical morphism for augmented tropical curves,
where in addition to the harmonicity condition one imposes a “Riemann–Hurwitz
condition” that the ramification divisor is effective. There is also a natural notion of
finite harmonic morphism for metrized complexes of curves. Each kind of object
(metric graphs, tropical curves, augmented tropical curves, metrized complexes)
forms a category with respect to the corresponding notion of morphism. The
construction of an (augmented) tropical curve C (resp. metrized complex C) out of
a K -curve X (resp. triangulated K -curve (X, V ∪D)) is functorial, in the sense that
a finite morphism of curves induces in a natural way a tropical morphism C ′→ C
(resp. a finite harmonic morphism C′→ C).

1.2. Our original question (Q) now breaks up into two separate questions:

(Q1) Which finite harmonic morphisms C′ → C of metrized complexes can be
lifted to finite morphisms of triangulated curves (with a prespecified lift X
of C)?

(Q2) Which tropical morphisms between augmented tropical curves can be lifted
to finite harmonic morphisms of metrized complexes?

One can also forget the augmentation function g :0→Z≥0 and ask the following
variant of (Q2):

(Q2′) Which tropical morphisms between tropical curves can be lifted to finite
harmonic morphisms of metrized complexes?

A consequence of the results of [ABBR1] is that the answer to question (Q1) is
essentially “all”, so the situation here is rather satisfactory; there is no obstruction to
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lifting a finite harmonic morphism C′ → C to a branched cover of X , at least
assuming everywhere tame ramification when k has characteristic p > 0. In
particular, if char(k) = 0 then there are no tameness issues, and we have the
following result:

Theorem. Assume char(k) = 0 and let ϕ : 6′ → 6 be a finite harmonic mor-
phism of 3-metrized complexes of k-curves. Then there exists a finite morphism of
triangulated punctured curves lifting ϕ.

This follows immediately from Proposition I.7.15 and Theorem I.3.24. We stress
that the genus and degree are automatically preserved by such lifts.

Essentially by definition, (Q2) reduces to an existence problem for ramified cov-
erings ϕp′ : C ′p′→ C p of a given degree with some prescribed ramification profiles.
Hence the answer to (Q2) is intimately linked with the question of nonvanishing
of Hurwitz numbers. See Proposition 3.3. In particular, one can easily construct
tropical morphisms between augmented tropical curves which cannot be promoted
to a finite harmonic morphism of metrized complexes (and hence cannot be lifted
to a finite morphism of smooth proper curves over K ). The simplest example of
such a tropical morphism is depicted in Figure 1, and corresponds to the classical
fact that, although it would not violate the Riemann–Hurwitz formula, there is no
degree-four map of smooth proper connected curves over C having ramification
profile {(2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1)}; this is a consequence of the (easy part of the) Riemann
existence theorem (see Example 3.4 below for more details).

Understanding when Hurwitz numbers vanish remains mysterious in general,
so at present there is no satisfying “combinatorial” answer to question (Q2), in
which we require that the genus of the objects in question be preserved by our lifts.

2

2

2

2

3

1

A3

A1

A2

p

Figure 1. A tropical morphism of degree four which cannot be
promoted to a degree-four morphism of metrized complexes of
curves. The labels on the edges are the “expansion factors” of the
harmonic morphism. See Definition I.2.4.
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However, if we drop the latter condition, i.e., if we consider instead question (Q2′),
we will see that the answer to (Q2′) is also “all” (see Theorem 3.11):

Theorem. Any finite harmonic morphism ϕ : 0′→ 0 of 3-metric graphs is liftable
if char(k)= 0.

1.3. Applications. We prove a number of additional results which supplement and
provide applications of the above results. Some of these results are as follows.

1.3.1. Tame group actions. Let C be a metrized complex and let H be a finite
subgroup of Aut(C). We say the action of H on C is tame if for any vertex p
of 0, the stabilizer group Hp acts freely on a dense open subset of C p, and for
any point x of C p, the stabilizer subgroup Hx of H is cyclic of the form Z/dZ for
some integer d, with (d, p) = 1 if char(k) = p > 0 (see Remark 4.6 for further
explanation of this condition). It follows from Theorem I.7.4 (in its strong form, i.e.,
using the calculation of the automorphism group of a lift) that we can lift C together
with a tame action of H if and only if the quotient C/H exists in the category of
metrized complexes. We characterize when such a quotient exists in Theorem 4.9,
of which the following result is a special case:

Theorem. Suppose that the action of H is tame and has no isolated fixed points
on the underlying metric graph of C. Then there exists a smooth, proper, and
geometrically connected algebraic K -curve X lifting C which is equipped with an
action of H commuting with the tropicalization map.

In the presence of isolated fixed points, there are additional hypotheses on the
action of H to be liftable to a K -curve. As a concrete example, we prove the follow-
ing characterization of all augmented tropical curves arising as the tropicalization
of a hyperelliptic K -curve (see Corollary 4.15):

Theorem. Let 0 be an augmented metric graph of genus g ≥ 2 having no infinite
vertices or degree one vertices of genus zero. Then there is a smooth proper
hyperelliptic curve X over K of genus g having 0 as its minimal skeleton if and
only if (a) there exists an involution s on 0 such that s fixes all the points p ∈ 0
with g(p) > 0 and the quotient 0/s is a metric tree, and (b) for every p ∈ 0 the
number of bridge edges adjacent to p is at most 2g(p)+ 2.

1.3.2. Gonality of tropical curves. The tropical projective line is the augmented
tropical curve TP1 represented by any tree with genus function identically zero.
See Example 2.15. An augmented tropical curve C is called d-gonal if there exists
a tropical morphism of degree d from C to TP1. By Corollary I.4.28, the gonality
of an augmented tropical curve is always a lower bound for the gonality of any
lift to a smooth proper curve over K . (See Remark 5.3 for a discussion of the
various notions of gonality of tropical curves existing in the literature.) We prove
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in Section 5 that none of the lower bounds provided by tropical ranks and gonality
are sharp. For example:

Theorem. (1) There exists an augmented tropical curve C of gonality 4 such that
the gonality of any lifting of C is at least 5.

(2) There exists an effective divisor D on a tropical curve C such that D has
tropical rank equal to one, but any effective lifting of D has rank 0.

The construction in (1) uses the vanishing of the degree-four Hurwitz number
H 4

0,0((2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1)). In fact, we prove in Theorem 5.4 a much stronger
statement: we exhibit an augmented (nonmetric) graph G such that none of the
augmented tropical curves with G as underlying augmented graph can be lifted to
a 4-gonal K -curve. This means that there is a finite graph with stable gonality 4 (in
the sense of [Cornelissen et al. 2014]) which is not the (augmented) dual graph of
any 4-gonal curve X/K .

The proof of (2) is based on our lifting results and an explicit example, due to
Luo (see Example 5.13), of a degree three and rank one base-point free divisor
D on a tropical curve C which does not appear as the fiber of any degree-three
tropical morphism from C to TP1.

1.3.3. Linear equivalence of divisors. When the target curve has genus zero, we
investigate in (3.16) a variant of question (Q2′) in which the genus of the source curve
may be prescribed, at the cost of losing control over the degree of the morphism.
As an application, we show in Theorem 4.3 that linear equivalence of divisors on a
tropical curve C coincides with the equivalence relation generated by declaring that
the fibers of every tropical morphism from C to the tropical projective line TP1

are equivalent:

Theorem. Let 0 be a metric graph. Linear equivalence of divisors on 0 is the
additive equivalence relation generated by (the retraction to 0 of ) fibers of fi-
nite harmonic morphisms from a tropical modification of 0 to a metric graph of
genus zero.

1.4. Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. Precise defi-
nitions of tropical modifications and tropical curves are given in Section 2, along
with various kinds of morphisms between these objects. In that section we also
use results from [ABBR1] to define tropicalizations of morphisms of curves, and
provide a number of examples. Lifting results for (augmented) metric graphs and
tropical curves are proved in Section 3. Section 4 contains applications of our lifting
results. For example, lifting results for metrized complexes equipped with a finite
group action are discussed in (4.5). In (4.5) we also give a complete classification
of all hyperelliptic augmented tropical curves which can be realized as the minimal
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skeleton of a hyperelliptic curve. Finally, in Section 5 we study tropical rank and
gonality and related lifting questions.

1.5. Related work. The definition of effective harmonic morphisms of augmented
metric graphs that we use is the same as in [Bertrand et al. 2011]. The closely
related, but slightly different, notion of an “indexed harmonic morphism” between
weighted graphs was considered in [Caporaso 2014]. The indexed pseudohar-
monic (resp. harmonic) morphisms in [ibid.] are closely related to harmonic (resp.
effective harmonic) morphisms in our sense when the vertex sets are fixed (see
Definition I.2.4), and nondegenerate morphisms in the sense of [ibid.] correspond
to finite morphisms in our sense. One notable difference is that in [ibid.] only the
combinatorial type of the metric graphs are fixed; the choice of positive indices in
an indexed pseudoharmonic morphism determines the length of the edges in the
source graph once the edge lengths in the target are fixed.

Tropical modifications and the “up-to-tropical-modification” point of view were
introduced by Mikhalkin [2006].

In (5.1) we propose a definition for the stable gonality of a graph which coincides
with the one used in the preprint [Cornelissen et al. 2014]. A slightly different
notion of gonality for graphs was introduced in [Caporaso 2014]. We also define
the gonality of an augmented tropical curve, which strikes us as a more natural and
perhaps more useful notion than the stable gonality of a graph (where the lengths of
the edges in the source and target metric graphs are not prespecified). We emphasize
the importance of considering the dual graph of the special fiber of a semistable
model of a smooth proper K -curve as an (augmented) metric graph and not just as
a (vertex-weighted) graph. Keeping track of the natural edge lengths allows us to
avoid pathological examples like Example 2.18 in [ibid.] of a 3-gonal graph which
is not divisorally 3-gonal.

The question of lifting effective harmonic morphisms of metric graphs also occurs
naturally (in a related but different archimedean framework) when one considers
degenerating families of complex algebraic dynamical systems; see for example
[DeMarco and McMullen 2008, Theorems 1.2 and 7.1], where the authors prove
a lifting theorem for polynomial-like endomorphisms of (locally finite) simplicial
trees which has applications to studying dynamical compactifications of the moduli
space of degree-d polynomial maps. Our Theorem 3.15 was inspired by the results
of DeMarco and McMullen.

2. Algebraic and tropical curves

In this section we introduce tropical curves and morphisms between them. We use
the results of [ABBR1] to define functorial “intrinsic tropicalizations” of algebraic
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curves. We will freely use the definitions and notations in Section I.2. We reproduce
some of them here for the convenience of the reader.

2.1. Metric graphs. A 3-metric graph is a metric graph whose edge lengths be-
long to3. The length of an embedded segment e in a metric graph 0 is denoted `(e).
The set of tangent directions at a point p of 0 is denoted Tp(0). To a harmonic
morphism ϕ : 0′→ 0 of metric graphs are associated its degree degϕ, its degree
at a point dp′(ϕ), the degree of ϕ along an edge (also called the expansion factor)
de′(ϕ), the directional derivative of ϕ along a tangent direction at a vertex dv′(ϕ),
and the induced map on tangent spaces dϕ(p′) when dp′(ϕ) 6= 0.

The group of divisors on a metric graph 0 is denoted Div(0). A harmonic
morphism of metric graphs ϕ : 0′ → 0 gives rise to pushforward and pullback
homomorphisms ϕ∗ : Div(0′)→ Div(0) and ϕ∗ : Div(0)→ Div(0′) defined by

ϕ∗(p)=
∑

p′ 7→p

dp′(ϕ) (p′) and ϕ∗(p′)= (ϕ(p′))

and extended linearly. It is clear that for D ∈ Div(0) we have deg(ϕ∗(D)) =
degϕ · deg D and deg(ϕ∗(D))= deg D.

2.2. Augmented metric graphs. An augmented metric graph 0 has a genus func-
tion g : 0→ Z≥0. We say that 0 is totally degenerate provided that g is identically
zero. The genus of 0 is

g(0)= h1(0)+
∑
p∈0

g(p),

where h1(0) is the first Betti number of 0. If g(0) = 0 then we say that 0 is
rational. The canonical divisor of an augmented metric graph 0 is

K0 =

∑
p∈0

(val(p)+ 2g(p)− 2) (p).

The degree of K0 is deg K0 = 2g(0)− 2.
Let ϕ : 0′ → 0 be a harmonic morphism of augmented metric graphs. The

ramification divisor of ϕ is the divisor R =
∑

Rp′(p′), where for p′ ∈ 0′,

Rp′ = dp′(ϕ) · (2− 2g(ϕ(p′)))− (2− 2g(p′))−
∑

v′∈Tp′ (0
′)

(dv′(ϕ)− 1).

We have the Riemann–Hurwitz formula

K0′ = ϕ
∗(K0)+ R.

We say that ϕ is generically étale if R is supported on the set of infinite vertices
of 0 and is étale if R = 0.
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2.3. Effective harmonic morphisms. The following Riemann–Hurwitz condition
will be used in formulating lifting problems for harmonic morphisms of augmented
metric graphs. Given a vertex p′∈V (0′)with dp′(ϕ) 6=0, we define the ramification
degree of ϕ at p′ to be

rp′ = Rp′ − #{v′ ∈ Tp′(0
′) : dv′(ϕ)= 0}.

Clearly rp′ ≤ Rp′ , with rp′ = Rp′ if and only if dv′(ϕ) > 0 for any v′ ∈ Tp′(0
′),

i.e., the distinction between ramification divisors and ramification degrees only
makes sense for nonfinite harmonic morphisms. Our motivation not to restrict
ourselves to finite harmonic morphisms is that nonfinite harmonic morphisms show
up naturally in many practical situations.

Definition 2.4. A harmonic morphism of augmented 3-metric graphs ϕ : 0′→ 0

is said to be effective if rp′ ≥ 0 for every finite vertex p′ of 0′ with dp′(ϕ) 6= 0.

The significance of the number rp′ is given in Remark 2.7. In particular, only
effective harmonic morphisms of augmented metric graphs have a chance to be
liftable to a harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of curves, and possibly to
a morphism of triangulated punctured K -curves. See Remark 2.10.

Note that a generically étale morphism of augmented metric graphs is effective.

Example 2.5. Consider the harmonic morphisms of graphs ϕ : 0′→ 0 represented
in Figure 2. We use the following conventions in our pictures: black dots represent
vertices of 0′ and 0; we label an edge with its degree if and only if the degree is
different from 0 and 1; we do not specify the lengths of edges of 0′ and 0.

The morphisms in Figure 2(a,b,c) are effective provided that all the target graphs
are totally degenerate. Suppose that all 1-valent vertices are infinite vertices in
Figure 2(d,e), and that g(p)= 0 in Figure 2(e) and g(p)= 1 in Figure 2(e). Then
rp′ = 2g(p′)− 1 and rp′i = 2g(p′i )− 2, so the morphism depicted in Figure 2(d)
is effective if and only if g(p′) ≥ 1, and the morphism depicted in Figure 2(e) is
effective if and only if both vertices p′1 and p′2 have genus at least one.

The morphism in Figure 1 is effective when both graphs are totally degenerate.

2.6. Metrized complexes of curves. Metrized complexes of curves and harmonic
morphisms between them are defined in (I.2.16). We recall some of the definitions
here. A 3-metrized complex of k-curves C is the data of an underlying augmented
3-metric graph 0 with a distinguished vertex set, and for each finite vertex p ∈ 0 a
smooth proper connected k-curve C p of genus g(p), called the residue curve, and an
injective reduction map redp : Tp(0) ↪→ C p(k). A harmonic morphism ϕ : C′→ C

is a harmonic morphism of underlying augmented metric graphs ϕ : 0′ → 0,
taking finite vertices of 0′ to finite vertices of 0, along with a finite morphism
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Figure 2. Examples of harmonic morphisms of augmented metric graphs.

ϕ : C p′→ Cϕ(p′) for every finite vertex p′ of 0′ such that dp′(ϕ) 6= 0, satisfying the
following compatibility conditions:

(1) For every finite vertex p′ ∈ V (0′) and every tangent direction v′ ∈ Tp′(0
′) with

dv′(ϕ)> 0, we have ϕp′(redp′(v
′))= redϕ(p′)(dϕ(p′)(v′)), and the ramification

degree of ϕp′ at redp′(v
′) is equal to dv′(ϕ).

(2) For every finite vertex p′ ∈ V (0′) with dp′(ϕ) > 0, every tangent direction
v ∈ Tϕ(p′)(0), and every point x ′ ∈ ϕ−1

p′ (redϕ(p′)(v)) ⊂ C ′p′(k), there exists
v′ ∈ Tp′(0

′) such that redp′(v
′)= x ′.

(3) For every finite vertex p′ ∈ V (0′) with dp′(ϕ) > 0 we have dp′(ϕ)= degϕp′ .

Let ϕ : C′→ C be a finite harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of curves.
We say that ϕ is a tame harmonic morphism if ϕp′ is tamely ramified for all finite
vertices p′ ∈ 0′. We call ϕ a tame covering if in addition it is a generically étale
finite morphism of augmented metric graphs.

Remark 2.7. It follows from the Riemann–Hurwitz formula applied to the maps
ϕp′ :C ′p′→Cϕ(p′) that a harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of curves gives
rise to an effective harmonic morphism of augmented metric graphs when each ϕp′

is a separable morphism of curves; the integer rp′ is then the sum of ramification
indices over all ramification points of ϕp′ not contained in redp′(Tp′(0

′)). In
particular, tame harmonic morphisms of metrized complexes of curves give rise to
effective harmonic morphisms of augmented metric graphs.

2.8. Triangulated punctured curves and skeleta. Let X be a smooth, connected,
proper algebraic K -curve and let D ⊂ X (K ) be a finite set of punctures. Recall
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from Definitions I.3.8 and I.3.9 that a semistable vertex set of (X, D) is a finite set V
of type-2 points of X an such that X an

\ (V ∪ D) is a disjoint union of open balls
and finitely many once-punctured open balls and open annuli. If V is a semistable
vertex set of (X, D), then (X, V ∪D) is called a triangulated punctured curve. The
semistable vertex sets of (X, D) are in bijective correspondence with the semistable
R-models of (X, D).

To a triangulated punctured curve (X, V ∪ D) one associates a canonical 3-
metrized complex of curves 6(X, V ∪ D) called its skeleton. The genus of the
underlying augmented metric graph 0 is equal to the genus g(X) of X . There is a
canonical closed embedding 0 ↪→ X an and a retraction map τ : X an

→ 0.
A finite morphism of triangulated punctured K -curves ϕ : (X ′, V ′ ∪ D′) →

(X, V ∪ D) consists of a finite morphism ϕ : X ′ → X such that ϕ−1(V ) = V ′,
ϕ−1(D) = D′ and ϕ−1(6(X, V ∪ D)) = 6(X ′, V ′ ∪ D′) as sets. Here we restate
Corollary I.4.28:

Proposition. Let ϕ : (X ′, V ′ ∪ D′)→ (X, V ∪ D) be a finite morphism of triangu-
lated punctured curves. Then ϕ naturally induces a finite harmonic morphism of
3-metrized complexes of curves

6(X ′, V ′ ∪ D′)−→6(X, V ∪ D).

Definition 2.9. A finite harmonic morphism ϕ : 0′→ 0 of metrized complexes
of curves (resp. augmented metric graphs, metric graphs) is said to be liftable
provided that there exists a finite morphism of triangulated punctured K -curves
ϕ : (X ′, V ′ ∪ D′)→ (X, V ∪ D) and an isomorphism of ϕ with the induced finite
harmonic morphism of skeleta6(X ′, V ′∪D′)→6(X, V ∪D) (resp. of augmented
metric graphs underlying the skeleta, of metric graphs underlying the skeleta).

Remark 2.10. Among all finite harmonic morphisms of augmented metric graphs,
only the effective ones have a chance to be liftable to a tame finite morphism of
triangulated punctured K -curves. Since the induced morphism of skeleta is a finite
harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of curves, this follows from Remark 2.7.

2.11. Tropical modifications and tropical curves. Here we introduce an equiv-
alence relation among metric graphs; an equivalence class for this relation will be
called a tropical curve.

Definition 2.12. An elementary tropical modification of a 3-metric graph 00 is
a 3-metric graph 0 = [0,+∞]∪00 obtained from 00 by attaching the segment
[0,+∞] to 00 in such a way that 0 ∈ [0,+∞] gets identified with a finite 3-point
p ∈ 00. If 00 is augmented, then 0 naturally inherits a genus function from 00 by
declaring that every point of (0,+∞] has genus zero.
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τ

τ

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Two tropical modifications.

An (augmented) 3-metric graph 0 obtained from an (augmented) 3-metric
graph 00 by a finite sequence of elementary tropical modifications is called a
tropical modification of 00.

If 0 is a tropical modification of 00, then there is a natural retraction map
τ : 0→ 00 which is the identity on 00 and contracts each connected component of
0 \00 to the unique point in 00 lying in the topological closure of that component.
The map τ is a (nonfinite) harmonic morphism of (augmented) metric graphs.

Example 2.13. We depict an elementary tropical modification in Figure 3(a), and a
tropical modification which is a sequence of two elementary tropical modifications
in Figure 3(b).

Tropical modifications generate an equivalence relation ∼ on the set of (aug-
mented) 3-metric graphs.

Definition 2.14. A 3-tropical curve (resp. an augmented 3-tropical curve) is an
equivalence class of 3-metric graphs (resp. augmented 3-metric graphs) with
respect to ∼.

In other words, a 3-tropical curve is a 3-metric graph considered up to tropical
modifications and their inverses (and similarly for augmented tropical curves). By
abuse of terminology, we will often refer to a tropical curve in terms of one of its
metric graph representatives.

Example 2.15. There exists a unique rational (augmented) tropical curve, which
we denote by TP1. Any rational (augmented) metric graph whose 1-valent vertices
are all infinite is obtained by a sequence of tropical modifications from the metric
graph consisting of a unique finite vertex (of genus zero).

Example 2.16. Let 00 be a3-metric graph, p ∈00 a finite3-point, and l ∈3\{0}.
We can construct a new 3-metric graph 0 by attaching the segment [0, l] to 00 via
the identification of 0 ∈ [0, l] with p. Then 00 and 0 represent the same tropical
curve, since the elementary tropical modification of 00 at p and the elementary trop-
ical modification of 0 at the right-hand endpoint of [0, l] are the same metric graph.
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Definition 2.17. Let 0 and 0′ be representatives of 3-tropical curves C and C ′,
respectively, and assume we are given a harmonic morphism of 3-metric graphs
ϕ : 0′→ 0.

An elementary tropical modification of ϕ is a harmonic morphism ϕ1 : 0
′

1→ 01

of 3-metric graphs, where τ : 01 → 0 is an elementary tropical modification,
τ ′ : 0′1→ 0′ is a tropical modification, and such that ϕ ◦ τ ′ = τ ◦ϕ1.

A tropical modification of ϕ is a finite sequence of elementary tropical modifica-
tions of ϕ.

Two harmonic morphisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 of 3-metric graphs are said to be tropically
equivalent if there exists a harmonic morphism which is a tropical modification of
both ϕ1 and ϕ2.

A tropical morphism of tropical curves ϕ : C ′→ C is a harmonic morphism
of 3-metric graphs between some representatives of C ′ and C , considered up to
(the equivalence relation generated by) tropical equivalence, and which has a finite
representative.

One makes similar definitions for morphisms of augmented tropical curves, with
the additional condition that all harmonic morphisms should be effective.

Note that it might happen that two nonequivalent morphisms of augmented metric
graphs represent the same tropical morphisms of nonaugmented tropical curves.

Remark 2.18. The collection of 3-metric graphs (resp. augmented 3-metric
graphs), together with harmonic morphisms (resp. effective harmonic morphisms)
between them, forms a category. Except for the condition of having a finite
representative, one could try to think of tropical curves, together with tropical
morphisms between them, as the localization of this category with respect to
tropical modifications. However, there are some technical problems which arise
when one tries to make this rigorous (at least if we demand that the localized
category admit a calculus of fractions): as we will see in Example 2.19, tropical
equivalence is not a transitive relation between morphisms of 3-metric graphs.
On the other hand, the restriction of tropical equivalence of morphisms (resp. of
augmented morphisms) to the collection of finite morphisms (resp. of generically
étale morphisms) is transitive (and hence an equivalence relation). This is one reason
why we include the condition that ϕ has a finite representative in our definition
of a morphism of tropical curves; another reason is that all morphisms of tropical
curves which arise from algebraic geometry automatically satisfy this condition.
See (2.21).

Example 2.19. The morphism of (totally degenerate augmented) metric graphs
depicted in Figure 2(b) (resp. 4(b)) is an elementary tropical modification of the
one depicted in 4(a) (resp. 2(b)).
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ϕ

(d) g(p′)= 0, Rp′ = 1 (e) g(p′)= 0, Rp′ = 2

Figure 4. Figure 4(b) is an elementary tropical modification of
Figure 4(a), and Figures 4(c) and (d) are elementary tropical modi-
fications of Figure 4(e).
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3 ϕ1

3
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3

ϕ
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Figure 5. Figures 5(a) and (b) are elementary tropical modifica-
tions of Figure 5(c).

The tropical morphisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 of totally degenerate augmented tropical
curves depicted in Figure 4(c) and (d) are both elementary tropical modifications of
the morphism ϕ depicted in Figure 4(e).

The tropical morphisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 depicted in Figure 5(a) and (b) are both
elementary tropical modifications of the morphism ϕ depicted in Figure 5(c).

On the other hand, the harmonic morphism ϕ : 0′→ 0 depicted in Figure 2(c)
with d = 1 is not tropically equivalent to any finite morphism: since ϕ has degree
one, the cycle of the source graph will be contracted to a point by any harmonic
morphism of metric graphs tropically equivalent to ϕ. In particular, ϕ does not give
rise to a tropical morphism.
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As mentioned above, tropical equivalence is not transitive among morphisms
of metric graphs (resp. of augmented metric graphs). For example, the two mor-
phisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 depicted in Figure 4(c) and (d) are not tropically equivalent
as augmented morphisms: since Rp′ = 0 in Figure 4(c), any edge appearing in a
tropical modification of ϕ1 will have degree one.

Note that the preceding harmonic morphisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 are tropically equivalent
as morphisms of metric graphs (i.e., forgetting the genus function). However,
tropical equivalence is not transitive for tropical morphisms either, for essentially
the same reason: the two tropical morphisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 depicted in Figure 5(a)
and (b) are not tropically equivalent.

Nevertheless, the restriction of tropical equivalence of morphisms to the set of
finite morphisms (resp. generically étale morphisms) is an equivalence relation.
Hence a tropical morphism (resp. an augmented tropical morphism) can also be
thought of as an equivalence class of finite harmonic morphisms (resp. generically
étale morphisms). In particular, there exists a natural composition rule for tropical
morphisms (resp. augmented tropical morphisms), turning tropical curves (resp.
augmented tropical curves) equipped with tropical morphisms into a category.

Remark 2.20. In the definition of a tropical morphism of augmented tropical curves,
in addition to the condition of being a harmonic morphism and the “up to tropical
modifications” considerations, we imposed two rather strong conditions, namely be-
ing effective and having a finite representative. We already saw in Example 2.19 that
the finiteness condition is nontrivial. The effectiveness condition is also nontrivial:
for example, the harmonic morphism ϕ : 0′→ 0 of totally degenerate augmented
metric graphs depicted in Figure 2(c) with d = 2 is not tropically equivalent to any
finite effective morphism of totally degenerate augmented metric graphs. Indeed,
for any tropical modification of ϕ which is effective, at most two edges adjacent
to p′ can have degree two; since 0′ already has two such edges for ϕ, any tropical
modification of ϕ which is finite and effective will contract the cycle of 0′ to a point.

We refer to [Brugallé and Mikhalkin ≥ 2015] for a general definition of a tropical
morphism ϕ : C→ X from an augmented tropical curve to a nonsingular tropical
variety, including Definition 2.17 as a particular case.

2.21. Algebraic and tropical curves. Restating Lemma I.3.15 and Remark I.3.16,
we have:

Proposition. Let (X, V ∪D) be a triangulated punctured K -curve. Let D′⊂ X (K )
be a finite set and let V ′ be a semistable vertex set of (X, D′), so (X, V ′ ∪ D′)
is another triangulated punctured K -curve with underlying curve X. Then the
augmented metric graphs underlying 6(X, V ′ ∪ D′) and 6(X, V ∪ D) represent
the same tropical curve.
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This proposition implies that one can associate a canonical (augmented) tropical
curve to any smooth proper connected K -curve X . This association is functorial by
Corollary I.4.26:

Proposition. Let ϕ : X ′ → X be a finite morphism of smooth proper connected
K -curves, let D ⊂ X (K ) be a finite set, and let D′ = ϕ−1(D). Then there exist
semistable vertex sets V, V ′ of (X, D) and (X ′, D′), respectively, such that ϕ
induces a finite morphism of triangulated punctured curves ϕ : (X ′, V ′ ∪ D′)→
(X, V ∪D). In particular, ϕ induces a finite harmonic morphism on suitable choices
of skeleta.

Again we emphasize that a tropical morphism of tropical curves functorially
induced by a finite morphism of algebraic curves is effective and has a finite
representative.

Definition 2.22. We say that a tropical morphism of tropical curves ϕ : C ′→ C is
liftable provided that there exists a finite morphism of smooth proper connected
K -curves ϕ : X ′→ X functorially inducing ϕ on skeleta in the above sense.

We will also make use in the text of the notion of tropical modifications of
metrized complexes of curves.

Definition 2.23. Let C0 be a 3-metrized complex of k-curves.

• A refinement of C0 is any3-metrized complex of k-curves C obtained from C0

by adding a finite set of 3-points S of C0 \V (C0) to the set V (C0) of vertices
of C0 (see Definition I.2.17), setting C p = P1

k for all p ∈ S, and defining the
map redp by choosing any two distinct closed points of C p.

• An elementary tropical modification of C0 is a 3-metrized complex of k-
curves C obtained from C0 by an elementary tropical modification of the
underlying metric graph at a vertex p of C, with the map redp extended to e by
choosing any closed point of C p not in the image of the reduction map for C0.

• Any metrized complex of curves C obtained from a metrized complex of
curves C0 by a finite sequence of refinements and elementary tropical modifi-
cations is called a tropical modification of C0.

3. Lifting harmonic morphisms of metric graphs
to morphisms of metrized complexes

There is an obvious forgetful functor which sends metrized complexes of curves
to (augmented) metric graphs, and harmonic morphisms of metrized complexes
to harmonic morphisms of (augmented) metric graphs. A harmonic morphism of
(augmented) metric graphs is said to be liftable to a harmonic morphism of metrized
complexes of k-curves if it lies in the image of the forgetful functor.
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We proved in Theorem I.7.7 that every tame covering of metrized complexes of
curves can be lifted to a tame covering of algebraic curves. In this section we study
the problem of lifting harmonic morphisms of (augmented) metric graphs to finite
morphisms of metrized complexes (and thus to tame coverings of proper smooth
curves, thanks to Proposition I.7.15).

3.1. Lifting finite augmented morphisms. Recall that k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p ≥ 0. A finite harmonic morphism ϕ of (augmented) metric
graphs is called a tame harmonic morphism if either p = 0 or all the local degrees
of ϕ along edges are prime to p. Lifting of tame harmonic morphisms of augmented
metric graphs to tame harmonic morphisms of metrized complexes of k-curves is
equivalent to the existence of tamely ramified covers of k-curves of given genus
with some given prescribed ramification profile.

3.1.1. A partition µ of an integer d is a multiset of natural numbers d1, . . . , dl ≥ 1
with

∑
i di = d. The integer l, called the length of µ, will be denoted by l(µ).

Let g′, g ≥ 0 and d > 0 be integers, and let M = {µ1, . . . , µs} be a collection of
s partitions of d. Assume that the integer R defined by

R := d(2− 2g)+ 2g′− 2− sd +
s∑

i=1

l(µi ) (3.1.2)

is nonnegative. Denote by Ad
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) the set of all tame coverings ϕ :C ′→C

of smooth proper curves over k, with the following properties:

(i) The curves C and C ′ are irreducible of genus g and g′, respectively.

(ii) The degree of ϕ is equal to d .

(iii) The branch locus of ϕ contains (at least) s distinct points x1, . . . , xs ∈ C , and
the ramification profile of ϕ at the points ϕ−1(xi ) is given by µi , for 1≤ i ≤ s.

As we will explain now, the lifting problem for morphisms of augmented metric
graphs to morphisms of metrized complexes over a field k reduces to the emptiness
or nonemptiness of certain sets Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs). This latter problem is quite
subtle, and no complete satisfactory answer is yet known (see also (3.3.1)). In some
simple cases, however, one can ensure that Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is nonempty. For
example, if all the partitions µi are trivial (i.e., they each consist of d 1’s), then
Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is nonempty. Here is another simple example.

Example 3.2. For an integer d that is prime to the characteristic p of k, the set
Ad

0,0((d), (d)) is nonempty since it contains the map z 7→ zd . This is in fact the
only map in Ad

0,0((d), (d)) up to the action of the group PGL(2, k) on the target
curve and P1-isomorphisms of coverings.
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3.2.1. Let ϕ : 0′→ 0 be a finite harmonic morphism of augmented metric graphs.
Using the definition of a harmonic morphism, one can associate to any point p′

of 0′ a collection µ1(p′), . . . , µs(p′) of s partitions of the integer dp′(ϕ), where
s = val(ϕ(p′)), as follows: if Tϕ(p)(0) = {v1, . . . , vs} denotes all the tangent
directions to 0 at ϕ(p′), then µi (p′) is the partition of dp′(ϕ) which consists of the
various local degrees of ϕ in all tangent directions v′ ∈ Tp′(0

′) mapping to vi .

The next proposition is an immediate consequence of the various definitions
involved once we note that, by Example 3.2, there are only finitely points p′ ∈ 0′

for which the question of nonemptiness of the sets A
dp′ (ϕ)

g(p′),g(ϕ(p′)) arises. It provides
a “numerical criterion” for a tame harmonic morphism of augmented metric graphs
to be liftable to a tame harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of curves.

Proposition 3.3. Let ϕ : 0′ → 0 be a tame harmonic morphism of augmented
metric graphs. Then ϕ can be lifted to a tame harmonic morphism of metrized
complexes over k if and only if for every point p′ in 0′, the set

A
dp′ (ϕ)

g(p′),g(ϕ(p′))(µ1(p′), . . . , µval(ϕ(p′))(p′))

is nonempty.

3.3.1. In characteristic zero, the lifting problem for finite augmented morphisms
of metric graphs can be further reduced to a vanishing question for certain Hurwitz
numbers.

Fix an irreducible smooth proper curve C of genus g over k, and let x1, . . . , xs ,
y1, . . . , yR be a set of distinct points on C . The Hurwitz set Hd

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is
the set of C-isomorphism classes of all coverings in Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) satisfying
(i), (ii) and (iii) in (3.1.1) for the curve C and the points x1, . . . , xs that we have
fixed, and which in addition satisfy:

(iv) The integer R is given by (3.1.2), and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ R, ϕ has a unique
simple ramification point y′i lying above yi .

Note that, by this condition, the branch locus of ϕ consists precisely of the points
xi , y j . The Hurwitz number H d

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is defined as

H d
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) :=

∑
ϕ∈Hd

g′,g(µ1,...,µs)

1
|AutC(ϕ)|

,

and does not depend on the choice of C and the closed points x1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yR

in C .

Example 3.4. It is known (see for example [Edmonds et al. 1984]) that

H 2
g,0 =

1
2 , H 3

g,0((3), . . . (3)) > 0, H 4
0,0((2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1))= 0.
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For the reader’s convenience, and since we will use it several times in the sequel,
we sketch a proof of the fact that H 4

0,0((2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1))= 0. By the Riemann–
Hurwitz formula and the Riemann existence theorem, H 4

0,0((2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1)) 6= 0
if and only if there exist elements σ1, σ2, σ3 in the symmetric group S4 having
cycle decompositions of type (2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1), respectively, such that σ1σ2σ3= 1
and such that the σi generate a transitive subgroup of S4. However, elementary
group theory shows that the product σ1σ2 cannot be of type (3, 1) (the transitivity
condition does not intervene here). For a proof which works in any characteristic,
see Lemma 5.10 below.

All Hurwitz numbers can be theoretically computed, for example using the
Frobenius formula (see [Lando and Zvonkin 2004, Theorem A.1.9]). Nevertheless,
the problem of understanding their vanishing is wide open. The above example
shows that Hurwitz numbers in degree at most three are all positive, which is not
the case in degree four. Some families of (non)vanishing Hurwitz numbers are
known (see Example 3.5). However, in general one has to explicitly compute
a given Hurwitz number to decide if this latter vanishes or not. We refer the
reader to [Edmonds et al. 1984; Pervova and Petronio 2006; 2008], along with the
references therein, for an account of what is known about this subject. We will
use the vanishing of H 4

0,0((2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1)) in Section 5 to construct a 4-gonal
augmented graph (see Section 5 for the definition) which cannot be lifted to any
4-gonal proper smooth algebraic curve over K .

Example 3.5. Some partial results are known concerning the (non)vanishing of
Hurwitz numbers. For example, it is known that double Hurwitz numbers (i.e.,
when s = 2) are all positive (this can be seen for example from the presentation of
the cut-join equation given in [Cavalieri et al. 2010]), as well as all the Hurwitz
numbers H d

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) when g ≥ 1 and R ≥ 0 [Husemoller 1962; Edmonds
et al. 1984]. On the other hand, it is proved in [Pervova and Petronio 2008] that

H d
0,0
(
(d − 2, 2), (2, . . . , 2), (1

2 d + 1, 1, . . . , 1)
)
= 0 for all d ≥ 4 even.

Example 3.6. As another example of nonvanishing Hurwitz numbers, one has
H d ′

0,0(µ1, . . . , µs, (d ′)) > 0 for all integers d ′ ≥ 1 when the integer R defined
in (3.1.2) is zero (i.e., if the combinatorial Riemann–Hurwitz formula holds);
see [Edmonds et al. 1984, Proposition 5.2] or [DeMarco and McMullen 2008,
Proposition 7.2].

The nonemptiness of Ad
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) can be reduced to the nonemptiness of

the Hurwitz set Hd
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs).

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that k has characteristic zero. Then Ad
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is

nonempty if and only if H d
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) 6= 0.
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Proof. Since Hd
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is a subset of Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs), obviously we only
need to prove that if Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) 6=∅, then the Hurwitz set is also nonempty.
Let ϕ : C ′→ C be an element of Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs), branched over xi ∈ C with
ramification profile µi for i = 1, . . . , s, and let z1, . . . , zt be all the other points in
the branch locus of ϕ. Denote by νi the ramification profile of ϕ above the point zi .
Fix a closed point ? of C \ {x1, . . . , xs, z1, . . . , zt }. The étale fundamental group
π1(C \{x1, . . . , xs, z1, . . . , zt }, ?) is the profinite completion of the group generated
by a system of generators a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg, c1, . . . , cs+t satisfying the relation

[a1, b1] · · · [ag, bg]c1 · · · cs+t = 1,

where [a, b]=aba−1b−1 (see [SGA 1 1971]). In addition, the data of ϕ is equivalent
to the data of a surjective morphism ρ from π1(C \ {x1, . . . , xs, z1, . . . , zt }, ?) to a
transitive subgroup of the symmetric group Sd of degree d such that the partition
µi (resp. νi ) of d corresponds to the lengths of the cyclic permutations in the
decomposition of ρ(ci ) (resp. ρ(cs+i )) in Sd into products of cycles, for 1≤ i ≤ s
(resp. 1≤ i ≤ t). By the Riemann–Hurwitz formula, we have R =

∑t
i=1(d− l(νi )).

Now note that each ρ(cs+i ) can be written as a product of d−l(νi ) transpositions
τ 1

i , . . . , τ
d−l(νi )
i in Sd , i.e., ρ(cs+i )= τ

1
i . . . τ

d−l(νi )
i . Rename the set of R distinct

points y1, . . . , yR of C \ {x1, . . . , xs, ?} as z1
i , . . . , zd−l(νi )

i for 1≤ i ≤ t .
The étale fundamental group π1(C\{x1, . . . , xs, z1

1, . . . , zd−l(ν1)
1 , . . . , zd−l(νt )

t }, ?)

has, as a profinite group, a system of generators a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg, c1, . . . , cs ,
c1

s+1, . . . , cd−l(ν1)
s+1 , . . . , cd−l(νt )

s+t verifying the relation

[a1, b1] · · · [ag, bg]c1 · · · csc1
s+1 · · · c

d−l(ν1)
s+1 · · · c1

s+t · · · c
d−l(νt )
s+t = 1,

and admits a surjective morphism toSd which coincides with ρ on a1,b1, . . . , ag,bg,
and which sends c j

s+i to τ j
i for each 1≤ i≤ t and 1≤ j≤d−l(νi ). The corresponding

cover C ′′→ C obviously belongs to Ad
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) and in addition has simple

ramification profile (2) above each yi , i.e., it verifies condition (iv) above. This
shows that Hd

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is nonempty. �

Corollary 3.8. Suppose that k has characteristic zero. Let ϕ : 0′→ 0 be a finite
morphism of augmented metric graphs, and let C be a metrized complex over k
lifting 0. There exists a lifting of ϕ to a finite harmonic morphism of metrized
complexes C′→C over k (and thus to a morphism of smooth proper curves over K )
if and only if ∏

p′∈V (0′)

H
dp′ (ϕ)

g(p′),g(ϕ(p′))(µ1(p′), . . . , µval(ϕ(p′))) 6= 0.

In particular, if ϕ is effective and g(p) ≥ 1 for all the points of valency at least
three in 0, then ϕ lifts to a finite harmonic morphism of metrized complexes over k.
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Remark 3.9. If k has positive characteristic p> d , then Ad
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) has the

same cardinality as in characteristic zero. (This follows from [SGA 1 1971], which
provides an isomorphism between the tame fundamental group in positive charac-
teristic p and the prime-to-p part of the étale fundamental group in characteristic
zero.) In particular, Lemma 3.7 also holds under the assumption that p > d.

3.10. Lifting finite harmonic morphisms. Now we turn to the lifting problem
for finite morphisms of nonaugmented metric graphs to morphisms of metrized
complexes of k-curves. In this case there are no obstructions to the existence of
such a lift.

Theorem 3.11. Let ϕ : 0′→ 0 be a tame harmonic morphism of metric graphs,
and suppose that 0 is augmented. There exists an enrichment of 0′ to an augmented
metric graph (0′, g′) such that ϕ : (0′, g′) → (0, g) lifts to a tame harmonic
morphism of metrized complexes of curves over k (and thus to a morphism of
smooth proper curves over K ).

Theorem 3.11 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3 and the following
theorem. (For the statement, we say that a partition µ of d is tame if either
char(k)= 0 or all the integers appearing in µ are prime to p.)

Theorem 3.12. Let g ≥ 0, d ≥ 2, s ≥ 1 be integers. Let µ1, . . . , µs be a collection
of s tame partitions of d. Then there exists a sufficiently large nonnegative integer g′

such that Ad
g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is nonempty.

Proof. We first give a simple proof which works in characteristic zero, and more
generally, in the case of a tame monodromy group. The proof in characteristic
p > 0 is based on our lifting theorem and a deformation argument.

Suppose first that the characteristic of k is zero. By Lemma 3.7, we need to show
that for large enough g′ the set Hd

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) is nonempty.
If g ≥ 1, for any large enough g′ giving R ≥ 0, we have Hd

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) 6=

∅ [Husemoller 1962]. So suppose g = 0. Consider s + R + 1 distinct points
x1, . . . , xs, z1, . . . , zR, ? in C . The étale fundamental group

π1(R) := π1(C \ {x1, . . . , xs, z1, . . . , zR}, ?)

has, as a profinite group, a system of generators c1, . . . , cs, cs+1, . . . , cs+R verifying
the relation

c1 · · · cr cs+1 · · · cs+R = 1.

It will be enough to show that for a large enough R, there exists a surjective
morphism ρ from π1(R) to Sd so that ρ(cs+i ) is a transposition for any i=1, . . . , R,
and that for any i = 1, . . . , s, the partition of d given by the lengths of the cyclic
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permutations in the decomposition of ρ(ci ) is equal to µi . In this case, the genus g′

of the corresponding cover C ′ of C in Hd
g′,0(µ1, . . . , µs) will be given by

g′ = 1− d + 1
2

[
sd + R−

s∑
i=1

l(µi )
]
.

Consider an arbitrary map ρ from {c1, . . . , cs} to Sd verifying the ramifica-
tion profile condition for ρ(c1), . . . , ρ(cr ). Choose a system of d transpositions
τ1, . . . , τd generating Sd , and consider a set of transpositions τd+1, . . . , τR such that

ρ(c1) · · · ρ(cs) τ1 · · · τd = τR · · · τd+1 .

This proves Theorem 3.12 when k has characteristic zero.

Consider now the case of a base field k of positive characteristic p> 0. Note that
since the prime-to-p part of the tame fundamental group has the same representation
as in the case of characteristic zero, the group theoretic method we used in the
previous case can be applied if the monodromy group is tame, i.e., has size prime
to p. However, in general it is impossible to impose such a condition on the
monodromy group. For example in the case when p divides d, the size of the
monodromy group is always divisible by p.

We first describe how to reduce the proof of Theorem 3.12 to the case s = 1 and
g = 0. Suppose that for each µi , 1≤ i ≤ s, there exists a large enough gi such that
Ad

gi ,0(µi ) is nonempty, and consider a tame cover ϕi : Ci → P1
k in Agi ,0(µi ) such

that the ramification profile over 0 ∈ P1 is given by µi , and choose two regular
points xi , yi ∈ P1 (i.e., xi , yi are outside the branch locus of ϕi ). Choose also a
smooth proper curve C0 of genus g which admits a tame cover ϕ0 : C ′0→ C0 of
degree d from a smooth proper curve C ′0 of large enough genus g′0. (The existence
of such a cover can be deduced by a similar trick as that discussed at the end of the
proof below and depicted in Figure 7.) Let y0 ∈ C0 be a regular point of ϕ0.

Let C0 be the metrized complex over k whose underlying metric graph is [0,+∞],
with one finite vertex v0 and one infinite vertex v∞, equipped with the metric induced
by R, and with Cv0 = C0 and redv0({v0, v∞})= y0. Denote by C the modification
of C0 obtained by taking a refinement at r distinct points 0< v1 < · · ·< vs <∞,
as depicted in Figure 6, and by setting Cvi = P1 and redvi ({vi , vi−1}) = xi and
redvi ({vi , vi+1})= yi (here vs+1= v∞), and by adding an infinite edge ei to each vi ,
and defining redvi (ei ) = 0 ∈ P1. Denote by 0 the underlying metric graph of C.
See Figure 6.

Define now the metric graph Bs,d as the chain of s banana graphs of size d:
Bs,d has s+1 finite vertices u0, . . . , us and u′1, . . . , u′d infinite vertices adjacent to us

such that ui is connected to ui+1 with d edges of length `0({vi+1−vi }). We denote
by B̃s,d the tropical modification of Br,d at u1, . . . , us , obtained by adding l(µi )
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v0

u0 u1 u2 u3

v1 v2 v3

B̃s,d

0

us

vs v∞

u′1

u′d

Figure 6. Construction of the graph B̃s,d used in the proof of Theorem 3.12.

infinite edges to ui . Eventually we turn B̃s,d into a metrized complex Cs,d over k
by setting Cui = Ci , and defining redui on the d edges between ui and ui+1 by a
bijection to the d points in ϕ−1

i (yi ), redui on the edges between ui and ui−1 by a
bijection to the d points in ϕ−1

i (xi ), and redui on the l(µi ) infinite edges adjacent
to ui by a bijection to the l(µi ) points in ϕ−1

i (0).
Obviously, there exists a degree-d tame morphism ϕ : Cs,d → C of curve

complexes over k which sends ui to vi , and has degrees given by integers in µi

above the infinite edge of 0 adjacent to vi , for i = 1, . . . , s, and ϕui = ϕi (see
Figure 6). According to Proposition I.7.15, the map ϕ lifts to a tame morphism
of smooth proper curves ϕK : X → X ′ over K the completion of the algebraic
closure of k[[t]]. The map ϕK has partial ramification profile µ1, . . . , µs . To deduce
now the nonemptiness of Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs), we note that there exists a subring R
of K , finitely presented over k, such that the map ϕK descends to a finite morphism
ϕR : X→ X′ between smooth proper curves over Spec(R). In addition, over a
nonempty open subset U of Spec(R), ϕR specializes to a tame cover with the
same ramification profile as ϕK . Since U contains a k-rational point, we infer the
existence of a large enough g′ such that Ad

g′,g(µ1, . . . , µs) 6=∅.

We are thus led to consider the case where s = 1, g = 0, µ = (d1, d2, . . . , dl)

with
∑

i di = d, d1, . . . , dt > 1 and dt+1 = · · · = dl = 1. Figure 7 shows that, just
as in the previous reduction, one can reduce to the case where s = 1 and µ1 = {d}
with (d, p)= 1. (Note that in Figure 7(a) the degree of the morphism at some of
the middle vertices is two; Figure 7(b) is arranged so that the degrees are all odd.)
But this is just nonemptiness of A0,0((d)) (see Example 3.2). �

Remark 3.13. As the above proof shows, when k has characteristic zero one can get
an explicit upper bound on the least positive integer g′ with Hd

g′,0(µ1, . . . , µs) 6=∅.
Indeed, the permutation ρ(c1) · · · ρ(cs)τ1 · · · τd can be written as the product of
d+

∑s
i=1(d− l(µi )) transpositions. So without loss of generality we have R−d =

d+
∑s

i=1(d− l(µi )), which means that one can take g′ to be 1+
∑r

i=1(d− l(µi )).
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1

1

d1 > 1

d2 > 1

d3 > 1

dt > 1

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

1

1

d1 > 2

d2 > 2

d3 > 2

dt > 2

(a) (b)

Figure 7. (a) Reduction in the case p 6= 2 (in this example, d1= 4,
d2 = 4, d3 = 3 and dt = 2). (b) Reduction in the case p = 2.

For g ≥ 1, Hg′,g is nonempty as soon as R is nonnegative, which means in this case
that one can take g′ to be 1+ (g− 1)d + 1

2

∑
i (d − l(µi )).

3.14. Lifting polynomial-like harmonic morphisms of trees. There is a special
case of Theorem 3.12 in which one does not need to increase the genus of the source
curve. To state the result, we say (following [DeMarco and McMullen 2008]) that
a degree-d finite harmonic morphism ϕ : T ′→ T of metric trees is polynomial-like
if there exists an infinite vertex of T ′ with local degree equal to d .

Theorem 3.15. Assume that the residue characteristic of K is zero or bigger than d.
Let ϕ : T ′→ T be a generically étale polynomial-like harmonic morphism of metric
trees. Then there exists a degree-d polynomial map ϕ : P1

→ P1 over K lifting ϕ.

Proof. It suffices to prove that ϕ can be extended to a degree-d harmonic morphism
of genus-zero metrized complexes of curves. By Theorem I.7.7, Proposition 3.3,
and Remark 3.9, this reduces to showing that the Hurwitz numbers given by the
ramification profiles around each finite vertex of T ′ are all nonzero. Fix an infinite
vertex∞ of T ′ with local degree d . Then it is easy to see that, for any such vertex v′,
the local degree of ϕ at v′ is equal to the local degree of ϕ in the tangent direction
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corresponding to the unique path from v′ to∞. (This is analogous to [DeMarco
and McMullen 2008, Lemma 2.3].) The result now follows from Example 3.6. �

3.16. Lifting of harmonic morphisms when the base has genus zero. We now
consider the special case where 0 has genus zero and present more refined lifting re-
sults in this case. As explained in (2.11), a given harmonic morphism of (augmented)
metric graphs does not necessarily have a tropical modification which is finite. We
present below a weakened notion of finiteness of a harmonic morphism, and prove
that any harmonic morphism from an (augmented) metric graph to an (augmented)
rational metric graph satisfies this weak finiteness property. We discuss in Section 4
some consequences concerning linear equivalence of divisors on metric graphs.

Definition 3.17. A harmonic morphism ϕ : 0 → T from an augmented metric
graph 0 to a metric tree T is said to admit a weak resolution if there exists a tropical
modification τ : 0̃→ 0 and an augmented harmonic morphism ϕ̃ : 0̃→ T such
that the restriction ϕ̃|0 is equal to ϕ, and some tropical modification of ϕ̃ is finite.

In other words, the morphism ϕ has a weak resolution if it can be extended,
up to increasing the degree of ϕ using the modification τ , to a tropical morphism
ϕ̃ : 0̃→ T .

Example 3.18. The harmonic morphism depicted in Figure 2(c) with d = 1 can
be weakly resolved by the harmonic morphisms depicted in Figures 4(b) and 2(b).
Another example of a weak resolution is depicted in Figure 8.

Definition 3.19. Let ϕ : 0→ T be a harmonic morphism from a metric graph 0 to
a metric tree T . A point p ∈ 0 is regular if ϕ is nonconstant on all neighborhoods
of p.

The contracted set of ϕ, denoted by E(ϕ), is the set of all nonregular points of ϕ.
A contracted component of ϕ is a connected component of E(ϕ).

2

2

2

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) A harmonic morphism not tropically equivalent to
any finite harmonic morphism. (b) A weak resolution of the mor-
phism in Figure 8(a).
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The next proposition, together with Proposition I.7.15, allows us to conclude
that any harmonic morphism from an augmented metric graph to a metric tree can
be realized, up to weak resolutions, as the induced morphism on skeleta of a finite
morphism of triangulated punctured curves. Recall that 3= val(K×) is divisible
since K is algebraically closed.

Proposition 3.20 (weak resolution of contractions). Let ϕ : 0→ T be a harmonic
morphism of degree d from a metric graph 0 to a metric tree T .

(1) There exist tropical modifications τ : 0̃→ 0 and τ ′ : T̃ → T , and a harmonic
morphism of metric graphs (of degree d̃ ≥ d) ϕ̃ : 0̃→ T̃ , such that ϕ̃|0\E(ϕ)=ϕ,
where E(ϕ) is the contracted part of 0.

(2) Suppose in addition that 0 is augmented, and if p > 0 that all the nonzero
degrees of ϕ along tangent directions at 0 are prime to p. Then there exist
tropical modifications of 0, T , and ϕ as above such that ϕ̃ is tame and, in
addition, there exists a tame harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of
k-curves with ϕ̃ as the underlying finite harmonic morphism of augmented
metric graphs.

Proof. Up to tropical modifications, we may assume that all 1-valent vertices of T
are infinite vertices.

The proof of (1) goes by giving an algorithm to exhibit a weak resolution
of ϕ. Note that this algorithm does not produce the weak resolutions presented in
Example 3.18, since in these cases we could find simpler ones.

Let V (0) be any vertex set of 0 with no loop edge. We denote by d the degree
of ϕ, and by α the number of nonregular vertices of ϕ. Given v a finite nonregular
vertex of 0, we consider the tropical modification τv : 0̃v→0 such that (0̃v\0)∪{v}
is isomorphic to T as a metric graph. Considering all those modifications for all
nonregular vertices of ϕ, we obtain a modification τ : 0̃→ 0. We can naturally
extend ϕ to a harmonic morphism ϕ̃ : 0̃→ T of degree d + α such that ϕ̃|0 = ϕ
and all degrees of ϕ̃ on edges not in 0 are equal to 1 (see Figure 9(a) in the case of
the harmonic morphism depicted in Figure 2(c) with d = 1).

By construction, any contracted component of ϕ̃ is an open edge of 0, and this
can be easily resolved. Indeed, if e is a finite contracted edge of ϕ̃, we do the
following (see Figure 9(b)):

• consider the tropical modification τT : T̃ → T of T at ϕ̃(e); denote by e1 the
new end of T̃ ;

• consider the composition τe : 0̃e→ 0̃ of two elementary tropical modifications
of 0̃ at the middle of the edge e; denote by e2 and e3 the two new infinite
edges of 0̃e, and by e4 and e5 the two new finite edges of 0̃e;
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• subdivide e1 into a finite edge e0
1 of length equal to the lengths of e4 and e5,

and an infinite edge e∞1 ;

• consider the morphism of metric graphs ϕ̃e : 0̃e→ T̃ defined by

– ϕ̃e|0̃\{e2,e3,e4,e5}
= ϕ̃,

– ϕ̃e(e2)= ϕ̃e(e3)= e∞1 , and ϕ̃e(e4)= ϕ̃e(e5)= e0
1,

– dei (ϕ̃e)= 1 for i = 2, 3, 4, 5;

• extend ϕ̃e to a harmonic morphism of metric graphs ψe : 0
′
→ T̃ , where 0′ is

a modification of 0̃e at regular vertices in ϕ̃−1
e (ϕ̃(e)), with all degrees of ϕ̃ on

edges not in 0̃e equal to 1.

We resolve in the same way a contracted infinite end of 0̃. By applying this process
to all contracted edges of ϕ̃, we end up with a finite harmonic morphism of metric
graphs which is a tropical modification of ϕ̃.

Note that in the proof of (1) we increased some of the local degrees by one, but
we could have increased these local degrees by any amount by inserting an arbitrary
number of copies of T in the construction of 0̃. Based on this remark, the proof of (2)
now follows the same steps as the proof of (1), using in addition the following claim:

Claim. Let g′ ≥ 0 and d, s > 0 be integers. Let µ1, . . . , µs be a collection of s
tame partitions of d . Then there exist arbitrarily large nonnegative integers d ′ such
that Ad ′

g′,0(µ
′

1, . . . , µ
′
s) is nonempty, where µ′i is the partition of d ′ obtained by

adding a sequence of d ′− d numbers 1 to each partition µi .

Figure 10, Figure 7(a), our resolution procedure, and the argument used for the
positive characteristic case of the proof of Theorem 3.12 reduce the proof of the
claim to the case s = 1 and µ1 = {d} with (d, p) = 1. But in this case, for any
g′ ≥ 0, by the group theoretic method we used in the proof of Theorem 3.12, there
exists a (tame) covering of P1 by a curve of genus g′ having (tame) monodromy
group the cyclic group Z/dZ, and with the property that the ramification profile

(a) (b)

Figure 9. The harmonic morphisms (a) ϕ̃, and (b) ψe in the case
of Figure 2(c) with d = 1.
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Figure 10. Reduction to the case s = 1 in the proof of (2) in
Proposition 3.20. Degrees on (infinite) edges related to µi are exactly
the integers appearing in µi . All the other degrees are one. Degrees
over each infinite edge consist of aµi and precisely (s−1)d numbers 1.

above the point 1 of P1 is given by µ= {d}. This finishes the proof of the claim,
and the proposition follows. �

4. Applications

4.1. Linear equivalence of divisors. A (tropical) rational function on a metric
graph 0 is a continuous piecewise affine function F : 0→ R with integer slopes.
If F is a rational function on 0, div(F) is the divisor on 0 whose coefficient at a
point x of 0 is given by

∑
v∈Tx

dvF , where the sum is over all tangent directions
to 0 at x and dvF is the outgoing slope of F at x in the direction v. Two divisors
D and D′ on a metric graph 0 are called linearly equivalent if there exists a rational
function F on 0 such that D− D′ = div(F), in which case we write D ∼ D′. For
a divisor D on 0, the complete linear system of D, denoted |D|, is the set of all
effective divisors E linearly equivalent to D. The rank of a divisor D ∈ Div(0) is
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defined to be
r0(D) := min

E : E≥0
|D−E |=∅

deg E − 1.

Let ϕ : 0 → T be a finite harmonic morphism from 0 to a metric tree T of
degree d. For any point x ∈ T , the (local degree of ϕ at the points of the) fiber
ϕ−1(x) defines a divisor of degree d in Div(0) that we denote by Dx(ϕ). We have

Dx(ϕ) :=
∑

y∈ϕ−1(x)

dy(ϕ)(y),

where dy(ϕ) denotes the local degree of ϕ at y.

Proposition 4.2. Let ϕ : 0→ T be a finite harmonic morphism of degree d from 0

to a metric tree. Then for any two points x1 and x2 in T , we have Dx1(ϕ)∼ Dx2(ϕ)

in 0. Moreover, for every x ∈ T the rank of the divisor Dx(ϕ) is at least one.

Proof. Since T is connected, we may assume that x1 and x2 are sufficiently close;
more precisely, we can suppose that x2 lies on the same edge as x1 with respect
to some model G for 0. Removing the open segment (x1, x2) from T leaves
two connected components Tx1 and Tx2 which contain x1 and x2, respectively.
Identifying the segment [x1, x2] with the interval [0, `] by a linear map (where
` = `([x1, x2]) denotes the length in T of the segment [x1, x2]) gives a rational
function F : 0→ [0, `] by sending ϕ−1(Tx1) and ϕ−1(Tx2) to 0 and `, respectively.
It is easy to verify that Dx1(ϕ)− Dx2(ϕ)= div(F), which establishes the first part.

The second part follows from the first, since y belongs to the support of the
divisor Dϕ(y)(ϕ)∼ Dx(ϕ) for all y ∈ 0, which shows that r0(Dx(ϕ))≥ 1. �

By Theorem 3.11, any finite morphism ϕ : 0→ T can be lifted to a morphism
ϕ : X → P1 of smooth proper curves, possibly with g(X) > g(0). This shows
that any effective divisor on 0 which appears as a fiber of a finite morphism to a
metric tree can be lifted to a divisor of rank at least one on a smooth proper curve
of possibly higher genus.

We are now going to show that the (additive) equivalence relation generated
by fibers of “tropicalization” of finite morphisms X→ P1 coincides with tropical
linear equivalence of divisors. To give a more precise statement, let 0 be a metric
graph with first Betti number h1(0), and consider the family of all smooth proper
curves of genus h1(0) over K which admit a semistable vertex set V and a finite
set of K -points D such that the metric graph 6(X, V ∪ D) is a modification of 0.
Given such a curve X and a finite morphism ϕ : X→ P1, there is a corresponding
finite harmonic morphism ϕ : 6(X, V ∪ D)→ T from a modification of 0 to a
metric tree T . Two effective divisors D0 and D1 on 0 are called strongly effectively
linearly equivalent if there exists a morphism ϕ :6(X, V ∪ D)→ T as above such
that D0 = τ∗(Dx0(ϕ)) and D1 = τ∗(Dx1(ϕ)) for two points x0 and x1 in T . Here
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τ∗ : Div(6(X, V ∪ D))→ Div(0) is the extension by linearity of the retraction
map τ :6(X, V ∪ D)→ 0. The equivalence relation on the abelian group Div(0)
generated by this relation is called effective linear equivalence of divisors. In other
words, two divisors D0 and D1 on 0 are effectively linearly equivalent if and only
if there exists an effective divisor E on 0 such that D0+E and D1+E are strongly
effectively linearly equivalent. This can be summarized as follows: D0 and D1

on 0 are effectively linearly equivalent if and only if there exists a lifting of 0 to a
smooth proper curve X/K of genus h1(0), and a finite morphism ϕ : X→P1 such
that τ∗(ϕ−1(0))= D0+ E and τ∗(ϕ−1(∞))= D1+ E for some effective divisor E ,
where τ∗ is the natural retraction map from Div(X) to Div(0).

Theorem 4.3. The two notions of linear equivalence and effective linear equiva-
lence of divisors on a metric graph 0 coincide. As a consequence, linear equivalence
of divisors is the additive equivalence relation generated by (the retraction to 0 of )
fibers of finite harmonic morphisms from a tropical modification of 0 to a metric
graph of genus zero.

Proof. Consider two divisors D0 and D1 which are effectively linearly equivalent.
There exists an effective divisor E and a finite harmonic morphism ϕ : 0̃→ T ,
from a tropical modification of 0 to a metric tree, such that D0 + E = Dx0(ϕ)

and D1 + E = Dx1(ϕ) for two points x0, x1 ∈ T . By Proposition 4.2 we have
D0+ E ∼ D1+ E , which implies that D0 and D1 are linearly equivalent in 0̃, and
hence in 0.

To prove the other direction, it will be enough to show that if D is linearly
equivalent to zero, then there exists an effective divisor E such that D+ E and E
are fibers of a finite harmonic morphism ϕ from a modification of 0 to a metric
tree T , and such that ϕ can be lifted to a morphism X→ P1.

By assumption, there exists a rational function f : 0→ R∪ {±∞} such that
D+div( f )=0. We claim that there is a tropical modification 0̃ of0 together with an
extension of f to a (not necessarily finite) harmonic morphism ϕ0 : 0̃→R∪{±∞}.
The tropical modification 0̃ is obtained from 0 by choosing a vertex set which
contains all the points in the support of D, adding an infinite edge to any finite
vertex in 0 with ordv( f ) 6= 0, and extending f as an affine linear function of
slope − ordv( f ) along this infinite edge. It is clear that the resulting map ϕ0

is harmonic.
Consider now the retraction map τ : 0̃→ 0, and note that for the two divisors

D±∞(ϕ0), we have τ∗(D±∞(ϕ0)) = D±, where D+ and D− denote the positive
and negative parts of D, respectively. By Proposition 3.20, there exist tropical
modifications 0 of 0̃ and T of R∪ {±∞} such that ϕ0 extends to a finite harmonic
morphism ϕ : 0→ T which can be lifted to a finite morphism X → P1. If we
denote (again) the retraction map 0→ 0 by τ , then τ∗

(
D±∞(ϕ)

)
= D±+ E0 for
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p q
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Figure 11. Illustration of the distinction between effective linear
equivalence and strongly effective linear equivalence of divisors
in Example 4.4. (a) K0 = (p)+ (q). (b) An effective lift of 2(t).
(c) A noneffective lift of K0.

some effective divisor E0 in 0. Setting E = D−+ E0, the divisors D+ E and E
are strongly effectively linearly equivalent, and the theorem follows. �

Example 4.4. Here is an example which illustrates the distinction between the
notions of (effective) linear equivalence and strongly effective linear equivalence of
divisors, as introduced above.

Let 0 be the metric graph depicted in Figure 11(a), with arbitrary lengths, and
K0 = (p)+ (q) the canonical divisor on 0.

We claim that K0 is not the specialization of any effective divisor of degree two
representing the canonical class of a smooth proper curve of genus two over K .
More precisely, we claim that for any triangulated punctured curve (X, V ∪ D)
over K such that 6(X, V ∪D) is a tropical modification of 0, and for any effective
divisor D in Div(X)with K0=τ∗(D), we must have rX (D)=0. (Here τ∗ denotes the
specialization map from Div(X) to Div(0) and rX (D)= dimK (H 0(X,O(D)))−1.)
Indeed, otherwise there would exist a degree-two finite harmonic morphism π :

0̃→ T from some tropical modification of 0 to a metric tree with the property that
π(p)= π(q). Restricting such a harmonic morphism to the preimage in 0̃ of the
loop containing p would imply, by Proposition 4.2, that the divisor (p) has rank one
in a genus-one metric graph, which is impossible. On the other hand, Figure 11(b)
shows that the divisor 2(t)∼ (p)+ (q) can be lifted to an effective representative of
the canonical class K X , where t is the middle point of the loop edge with vertex q .
This shows that the two linearly equivalent divisors D0 = (p)+ (q) and D1 = 2(t)
are not strongly effectively linearly equivalent.

However, D0 and D1 are effectively linearly equivalent. Indeed, adding E = (p)
to D0 and D1, respectively, gives the two divisors 2(p)+ (q) and 2(t)+ (p) which
are retractions of fibers of a degree 3 finite harmonic morphism from a tropical
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modification of 0 to a tree, as shown in Figure 11(c). Consequently, D0+ (p) and
D1+ (p) can be lifted to linearly equivalent effective divisors on a smooth proper
curve X .

Note also that Figure 11(c) shows that since (p1)+ (p2)+ (q)− (p3) can be
lifted to a noneffective representative of the canonical class K X , there exists a
noneffective divisor D in the canonical class K X of X such that τ∗(D)= (p)+ (q).

4.5. Tame actions and quotients. Let C be a metrized complex of k-curves,
and denote by 0 the underlying metric graph of C. An automorphism of C is a
(degree-one) finite harmonic morphism of metrized complexes h : C→ C which
has an inverse. The group of automorphisms of C is denoted by Aut(C).

Let H be a finite subgroup of Aut(C). The action of H on C is generically free
if for any vertex v of 0, the inertia (stabilizer) group Hv acts freely on an open
subset of Cv . A finite subgroup H of Aut(C) is called tame if the action of H on C

is generically free and all the inertia subgroups Hx for x belonging to some Cv are
cyclic of the form Z/dZ for some positive integer d, with (d, p)= 1 if p > 0. In
this case we say that the action of H on C is tame.

Remark 4.6. The stabilizer condition in the definition of tame actions is equivalent
to requiring the cover Cv → Cv/Hv be tame, where Hv is the stabilizer of the
vertex v. To see that this latter condition implies that all the stabilizers of points
on Cv are cyclic, consider a uniformizer π at a point x , and consider the map
Hx → k× which sends an element h ∈ Hx to h(π)/π . This is independent of the
choice of the uniformizer, and embeds Hx in the subgroup of roots of unity in k×,
from which the assertion follows. The other direction is clear from the definition.
Note that, more generally, one has a filtration of Hv with higher ramification groups
Hv ⊇ H0 = Hx ⊇ H1 ⊇ H2 ⊇ · · · , the quotient H0/H1 is a finite cyclic group of
order prime to the characteristic p, and Hi/Hi+1 are all p-groups. In the case of
tame actions, H1 is trivial.

In this section, we characterize tame group actions H on C which lift to an action
of H on some smooth proper curve X/K lifting C. The main problem to consider
is whether there exists a refinement C̃ of C and an extension of the action of H
to C̃ such that the quotient C̃/H can be defined, and such that the projection map
π : C̃→ C̃/H is a tame harmonic morphism. The lifting of the action of H to a
smooth proper curve X as above will then be a consequence of our lifting theorem.

4.7. Let H be a tame group of automorphisms of a metrized complex C. Let
WH = WH (C) be the set of all w ∈ 0 lying in the middle of an edge e such that
there is an element h ∈ H having w as an isolated fixed point. Denote by Hw the
stabilizer of w ∈ WH . It is easy to see that Hw consists of all elements h of H
which restrict on e either to the identity or to the symmetry with center w. In
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particular, if h|e 6= id, then h permutes the two vertices p and q adjacent to e. For
w ∈ WH , the inertia group Hredp(e) = Hredq (e)

∼= Z/deZ (for some integer de) is a
normal subgroup of index two in Hw:

0−→ Hredp(e) −→ Hw −→ Z/2Z−→ 0.

We make the following assumption on the groups Hw:

Definition 4.8. A tame group of automorphisms H of a metrized complex C satisfies
the dihedral condition provided that, for all w ∈ WH , the stabilizer group Hw is
isomorphic to the dihedral group generated by two elements σ and ζ with the
relations

σ 2
= 1, ζ d

= 1 and σζσ = ζ−1

for some integer d, such that Hredp(e) = 〈ζ 〉.

The dihedral condition means that the above short exact sequence splits, and the
action of Z/2Z∼= {±1} on Hredp(e) is given by h→ h±1 for h ∈ Hredp(e).

We can now formulate our main theorem on lifting tame group actions:

Theorem 4.9. Let H be a finite group with a tame action on a metrized complex C.

(1) If WH 6= ∅, then the dihedral condition and char(k) 6= 2 are the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a refinement C̃ of C such that the
action of H on C extends to a tame action on C̃ such that WH (C̃)=∅.2

(2) If WH = ∅, then the quotient C/H exists in the category of metrized com-
plexes. In addition, the action of H on C can be lifted to an action of H on a
triangulated punctured K -curve (X, V ∪D) such that 6(X, V ∪D0)∼=C with
D0 ⊂ D, the action of H on X \D is étale, and the inertia group Hx for x ∈ D
coincides with the inertia group Hτ(x) of the point τ(x) ∈6(X, V ∪ D0)= C.

Proof. Suppose that WH 6=∅, that the dihedral condition holds, and that char(k) 6= 2.
Fix an orientation of the edges of 0, and for an oriented edge e, denote by p0 and p∞
the two vertices of 0 which form the tail and the head of e, respectively. Let w be a
point lying in the middle of an oriented edge e= (p0, p∞) of 0 which is an isolated
fixed point of some elements of H . Take the refinement C̃ of C obtained by adding
all such points w to the vertex set of 0 and by setting Cw = P1

k , rede({w, p0})= 0
and red({w, p∞})=∞. To see that the action of H on C extends to C̃, first note
that one can define a generically free action of Hw on P1

k (equivalently, one can
embed Hw in Aut(P1

k)) in a way compatible with the action of Hw on 0, i.e., such
that all the elements of Hredp0 (e) = Hredp∞ (e) fix the two points 0 and∞ of P1

k , and
such that the other elements of Hw permute the two points 0,∞∈ P1

k . Indeed, the

2See [Raynaud 1999, §2.3] for a related discussion, including remarks on the situation in charac-
teristic 2.
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dihedral condition is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such
an action. Under this condition and upon a choice of a de = |Hredp0 (e)|-th root of
unity ζde ∈ k, and upon the choice of the point 1 ∈ P1

k as a fixed point of σ , the
actions of the two generators σ and ζ of Hw on P1 are given by σ(z) = 1/z and
ζ(z)= ζde z, respectively.

Fix once and for all a d-th root of unity ζd ∈ k for each positive integer d
(with (d, p) = 1 in the case p > 0). Given h ∈ H , we extend the action of h
on C to an action on C̃ in the following way. Let w ∈ WH (C) and let e be the
edge containing w, with the orientation chosen above. If h(w) 6= w, we define
hw : Cw→ Ch(w) by hw = idP1 if h is compatible with the orientations of e and
h(e), and we set hw(z)= z−1 otherwise. If h ∈ Hw, we define the action of h on Cw
as above. This defines a generically free action of H on C̃. The inertia groups of
the points 0,∞ and ±1 in Cw are Z/deZ, Z/deZ and Z/2Z, respectively. Since
p 6= 2, this shows that the action of H on C̃ is tame. By construction we have
WH (C̃)=∅.

Working backward, one recovers the necessity of the dihedral condition and
char(k) 6= 2. Indeed, any C̃ satisfying the conditions of the theorem must contain
each w ∈WH (C) as a vertex. Since Hw acts on P1

k in the manner described above,
it must be a dihedral group; since its action on Cw has stabilizers of order ±2, we
must have char(k) 6= 2.

Now we assume that the action of H on C is tame and that no element of H
has an isolated fixed point in the middle of an edge. We will define the quotient
metrized complex C/H . The metric graph underlying C/H is the quotient graph
0/H equipped with the following metric: given an edge e of 0 of length ` and
stabilizer He, we define the length of its projection in 0/H to be ` · |He|. The
projection map 0→ 0/H is a tame finite harmonic morphism.

For any vertex p of 0, the k-curve associated to its image in C/H is C p/Hp.
The marked points of C p/Hp are the different orbits of the marked points of C p,
and are naturally in bijection with the edges of 0/H adjacent to the projection
of p. The projection map C→ C/H is a tame harmonic morphism of metrized
complexes.

To see the second part, let C′ be the (tropical) modification of C obtained as
follows: for any closed point x ∈C p with a nontrivial inertia group and which is not
the reduction redp(e) of any edge e adjacent to p, consider the elementary tropical
modification of C at x . Extend the action of H to a tame action on C′ by defining
hx : ex → eh(x) to be affine with slope one for any such point. Let π : C′→ C′/H
be the projection map. Let (X ′, V ′ ∪ D′) be a triangulated punctured K -curve such
that C(X ′, V ′ ∪ D′)∼= C′/H . By Theorem I.7.4, the tame harmonic morphism π

lifts to a morphism of triangulated punctured K -curves (X, V ∪D)→ (X ′, V ′∪D′).
By Remark I.7.5, we have an injection ι : AutX ′(X) ↪→ AutC′/H (C

′). By the
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construction given in the proof of Theorem I.7.4, it is easy to see that every h ∈ H
lies in the image of ι, and thus H ⊂ AutX ′(X). The last part follows formally
from the definition of the modification C′ and the choice of X as the lifting of
π : C′→ C′/H . �

Remark 4.10. (Compare with Remark 4.6.) If the characteristic of k is positive, the
lifting of the action of a finite group on a metrized complexes cannot be guaranteed
in general without further assumptions. Indeed, even in the smooth case, i.e., where
the metrized complex consists of a single vertex v and a single curve Cv , there are
obstructions to the lifting [Oort 1987; Sekiguchi et al. 1989; Green and Matignon
1998; Bertin and Mézard 2000], e.g., due to the fact that the automorphism group of
a smooth proper curve in positive characteristic does not respect the Hurwitz upper
bound 84(g−1). However, Pop’s proof [2014] of the Oort conjecture, based on the
results of Obus and Wewer [2014], shows that in the smooth case the action can be
lifted under the assumption that the stabilizers of points are all cyclic. A natural
question is then to see whether our theorem can be extended by only requiring all
the stabilizers of points to be cyclic (without the tameness assumption).

4.11. Characterization of liftable hyperelliptic augmented metric graphs. Let
0 be an augmented metric graph and denote by r# the weighted rank function on
divisors introduced in [Amini and Caporaso 2013]. Recall that this is the rank
function on the nonaugmented metric graph 0# obtained from 0 by attaching g(p)
cycles, called virtual cycles, of (arbitrary) positive lengths to each p ∈ 0 with
g(p) > 0. We say that an augmented metric graph 0 is hyperelliptic if g(0) ≥ 2
and there exists a divisor D in 0 of degree two such that r#

0(D)= 1. An augmented
metric graph is said to be minimal if it contains neither infinite vertices nor 1-valent
vertices of genus zero. Every augmented metric graph 0 is tropically equivalent to
a minimal augmented metric graph 0′, which is furthermore unique if g(0) ≥ 2.
Since the tropical rank and weighted rank functions are invariant under tropical
modifications, an augmented metric graph 0 is hyperelliptic if and only if 0′ is.
Hence we restrict in this section to the case of minimal augmented metric graphs.

The following proposition is a refinement of a result from [Chan 2013] on vertex-
weighted metric graphs (itself a strengthening of results from [Baker and Norine
2009]):

Proposition 4.12. For a minimal augmented metric graph 0 of genus at least two,
the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) 0 is hyperelliptic;

(2) There exists an involution s on 0 such that:

(a) s fixes all the points p ∈ 0 with g(p) > 0;
(b) the quotient 0/s is a metric tree;
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(3) There exists an effective finite harmonic morphism of degree two ϕ : 0→ T
from 0 to a metric tree T such that the local degree at any point p ∈ 0 with
g(p) > 0 is two.

Furthermore, if the involution s exists, then it is unique.

Proof. The implication (2)⇒ (3) is obtained by taking T = 0/s and letting ϕ be
the natural quotient map.

To prove (3)⇒ (1), we observe that a finite harmonic morphism of degree two
ϕ :0→ T with local degree two at each vertex p with g(p)> 0 naturally extends to
an effective finite harmonic morphism of degree two from a tropical modification 0′

of 0# to a tropical modification T ′ of T as follows: 0′ is obtained by modifying 0#

once at the midpoint of each of its virtual cycles, and T ′ is obtained by modifying T
precisely g(p) times at each point ϕ(p) with g(p)> 0. The map ϕ extends uniquely
to an effective finite degree-two harmonic morphism ϕ′ : 0′→ T ′, since ϕ has local
degree two at p whenever g(p) > 0. By Proposition 4.2, the linearly equivalent
degree-two divisors Dx(ϕ

′) have rank one in 0′ as x varies over all points of T ′,
which shows that 0 is hyperelliptic.

It remains to prove (1)⇒ (2). A bridge edge of 0 is an edge e such that 0 \ e
is not connected. Let 0′ be the augmented metric graph obtained by removing
all bridge edges from 0. Since 0 is minimal, any connected component of 0′

has positive genus. In particular, the involution s, if it exists, has to restrict to
an involution on each such connected component. This implies that s has to fix
pointwise any bridge edge. Hence we may now assume without loss of generality
that 0 has no bridge edge. In this case s has the following simple definition: for
any point p ∈ 0, since r0#(D) = 1 and 0 is two-edge connected, there exists a
unique point q = s(p) such that D ∼ (p)+ (q). This also proves that the involution
is unique. �

From now until the end of the section we assume that char(k) 6= 2. An involution
on a metrized complex C is a finite harmonic morphism s : C→ C with s2

= idC.
An involution is called tame if the action of the group generated by 〈s〉 ∼= Z/2Z

on C is tame.
If X/K is a (smooth proper) hyperelliptic curve, then the augmented metric

graph 0 associated to stable model of X is hyperelliptic. Indeed, if sX is an
involution on X , then the quotient map X → X/s tropicalizes to an effective
tropical morphism ϕ : 0 → T of degree two. The condition that ϕ has local
degree 2 at each point p with g(p) > 0 comes from the fact that any nonconstant
algebraic map from a positive genus curve to P1 has degree at least two. The next
theorem, combined with Proposition 4.12, provides a complete characterization of
hyperelliptic augmented metric graphs which can be realized as the skeleton of a
hyperelliptic curve over K .
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p

κ petals

Figure 12. This graph can be lifted to a hyperelliptic curve of
genus g if and only if 2g(p)≥ κ − 2. See Example 4.14.

Theorem 4.13. Let 0 be a minimal hyperelliptic augmented metric graph, and
let s : 0→ 0 be the involution given by Proposition 4.12(2). Then the following
assertions are equivalent:

(1) There exists a hyperelliptic smooth proper curve X over K and an involution
sX : X→ X such that 0 is the minimal skeleton of X , and s coincides with the
reduction of sX to 0.

(2) For every p ∈ 0 we have

2g(p)≥ κ(p)− 2,

where κ(p) denotes the number of tangent directions at p which are fixed by s.

Proof. Consider the finite harmonic morphism π : 0 → 0/s. We note that the
tangent directions at p which are fixed by s are exactly those along which π has local
degree two. Thus the condition 2g(p)≥ κ(p)− 2 is equivalent to the ramification
index Rp being nonnegative: see Section 2. This proves (1)⇒ (2).

To prove (2)⇒ (1), we use Proposition I.7.15 and Theorem 4.9. According to
these results, it suffices to prove that the involution s : 0→ 0 lifts to an involution
s :C→C for some metrized complex C with underlying augmented metric graph 0
such that C/s has genus zero. The existence of such a lift follows from the obser-
vation that Hurwitz numbers of degree two are all positive (see Example 3.4). �

Example 4.14. Let 0 be the augmented metric graph of genus g depicted in
Figure 12 with arbitrary positive lengths. It is clearly hyperelliptic, and since
the involution s restricts to the identity on each bridge edge, it fixes all tangent
directions at p. Then one can lift 0 as a hyperelliptic curve of genus g if and only if
2g(p)≥ κ − 2. In particular, if g(p)= 0 then this metric graph cannot be realized
as the skeleton of a hyperelliptic curve as soon as κ ≥ 3.

Since the hyperelliptic involution is unique for both curves and minimal aug-
mented metric graphs, and since the tangent directions fixed by the hyperelliptic
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involution on an augmented metric graph correspond to bridge edges, we can
reformulate Theorem 4.13 as follows, obtaining a metric strengthening of [Caporaso
2014, Theorem 4.8]:

Corollary 4.15. Let 0 be a minimal augmented metric graph of genus g ≥ 2. Then
there is a smooth proper hyperelliptic curve X over K of genus g having 0 as its
minimal skeleton if and only if 0 is hyperelliptic and for every p ∈ 0 the number of
bridge edges adjacent to p is at most 2g(p)+ 2.

5. Gonality and rank

A fundamental (if vaguely formulated) question in tropical geometry is the following:
if X is an algebraic variety and TX is a tropicalization of X (whatever it means),
which properties of X can be read off from TX? In this section, we discuss more pre-
cisely (for curves) the relation between the classical and tropical notions of gonality,
and of the rank of a divisor. It is not difficult to prove that the gonality of a tropical
curve (resp. the rank of a tropical divisor) provides a lower bound for the gonality
(resp. an upper bound for the rank) of any lift (this is a consequence, for example, of
Corollary I.4.28). Here we address the question of sharpness for these inequalities:

(1) Can a d-gonal (augmented or nonaugmented) tropical curve C always be lifted
to a d-gonal algebraic curve?

(2) Can a divisor D on an (augmented or nonaugmented) tropical curve C always
be lifted to divisor of the same rank on an algebraic curve lifting C?

It follows immediately from Theorem 3.11 that the answer to Question (1) is
yes if C is not augmented, i.e., if we are allowed to arbitrarily increase the genus
of finitely many points in C . On the other hand, we prove in this section that
the answer to Question (1) in the case when C is augmented, and the answer to
Question (2) in both cases, is no.

We refer to [Baker and Norine 2007; Mikhalkin and Zharkov 2008; Amini and
Caporaso 2013; Amini and Baker 2014] for the basic definitions concerning ranks
of divisors on metric graphs, augmented metric graphs, and metrized complexes
of curves.

5.1. Gonality of augmented graphs versus gonality of algebraic curves. An
augmented tropical curve C is said to have an augmented (nonmetric) graph G as its
combinatorial type if C admits a representative whose underlying augmented graph
is G. Given an augmented graph G, we denote by M(G) the set of all augmented
metric graphs which define a tropical curve C with combinatorial type G. In other
words, M(G) consists of all augmented metric graphs which can be obtained by a
finite sequence of tropical modifications (and their inverses) from an augmented
metric graph 0 with underlying augmented graph G. When no confusion is possible,
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we identify an (augmented) tropical curve with any of its representatives as an
(augmented) metric graph: in what follows, we deliberately write C ∈M(G) for
a tropical curve C with combinatorial type G. Note that the spaces M(G) appear
naturally in the stratification of the moduli space of tropical curves of genus g(G);
see for example [Caporaso 2014].

Definition 5.2. An augmented tropical curve C is called d-gonal if there exists a
tropical morphism C→ TP1 of degree d .

An augmented graph G is called stably d-gonal if there exists a d-gonal aug-
mented tropical curve C whose combinatorial type is G.

In other words, an augmented graph G is stably d-gonal if and only if there is
an augmented metric graph 0 ∈M(G) which admits an effective finite harmonic
morphism of degree d to a metric tree.

Remark 5.3. Our definition of the stable gonality of a graph is equivalent to the one
given in [Cornelissen et al. 2014]. See Appendix A of that reference for a detailed
discussion of the relationship between stable gonality and other tropical or graph-
theoretic notions of gonality in the literature, e.g., Caporaso’s definition [2014].

In this section we prove the following theorem, which is an immediate conse-
quence of Corollary I.4.28 and Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 below.

Theorem 5.4. There exists an augmented stably d-gonal graph G such that for any
augmented metric graph 0 ∈M(G) and any smooth proper connected K -curve X
lifting 0, the gonality of X is strictly larger than d.

Let G27 be the graph depicted in Figure 13, which we promote to a totally
degenerate augmented graph by taking the genus function to be identically zero.
Note that g(G27)= 27, and that G27 \ {p} has three connected components, which
we denote by A1, A2 and A3 according to Figure 13.

Given an element 0 ∈M(G27) and a tropical morphism ϕ : C→ TP1 from the
tropical curve represented by 0 to TP1, we denote by ϕi the restriction of ϕ to (the
metric subgraph in 0 which corresponds to) Ai , and by ϕp the restriction of ϕ to a
small neighborhood of the point p.

Proposition 5.5. The graph G27 depicted in Figure 13 is stably 4-gonal.

Proof. We need to show the existence of a suitable tropical curve C with combinato-
rial type G27 which admits a tropical morphism of degree four to TP1. For a suitable
choice of edge lengths on G27, we get an element 0 ∈M(G27) such that there exists
a harmonic morphism from 0 to a star-shaped genus-zero augmented metric graph
with three infinite edges, which has restrictions ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕv to A1, A2, A3 and
a small neighborhood of p, respectively, given as in Figure 14. We claim that ϕ
induces a tropical morphism, i.e., that there exists a tropical modification of ϕ which
is finite and effective.
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Figure 13. The graph G27.
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(a) ϕv (b) ϕ1 = ϕ2 (c) ϕ3

Figure 14. A tropical morphism of degree four.

Note that each of the morphisms ϕ1 and ϕ2 contains a fiber of genus five, while
the morphism ϕ3 has two different fibers of genus one. All the other fibers of
ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ3 are either finite or connected of genus zero. We depict in Figure 15
a few patterns which show how to resolve contractions of ϕ, turning ϕ into an
augmented tropical morphism. Figure 15(a) shows how to resolve a contracted
segment (resolving contracted fibers of genus zero). Figure 15(b) shows how to
resolve a contracted cycle (resolving the contracted cycles in ϕ3 and the middle
contracted cycle in ϕ1 and ϕ2): the idea is to reduce to the case of a contracted
segment, in which case one can use the resolution given in Figure 15(a) to finish.
And finally, Figure 15(c) shows how to resolve the two contracted double-cycles
in ϕ1 and ϕ2 by reducing to the case already treated in Figure 15(b). Note that
performing these tropical modifications imposes conditions on the length of the
contracted edges in 0, e.g., in Figure 15(b), the two edges adjacent to the contracted
cycle should have the same length. Nevertheless, by appropriately choosing the
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2

2 2

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15. Patterns to resolve contractions in the harmonic mor-
phisms ϕ1, ϕ2 and ϕ3. (a) Resolution in one step. (b) Resolution in
two steps (combined with case (a)). (c) Resolution in three steps
(combined with case (b)).

edge lengths, we get the existence of a metric graph 0 ∈M(G27) which admits a
finite morphism of degree four to a metric tree. It is easily seen that this morphism
is effective; thus we get a tropical curve C with combinatorial type G27 and a
tropical morphism of degree four to TP1, finishing the proof of the proposition. �

To conclude the proof of Theorem 5.4, we now show the following:

Proposition 5.6. There is no metrized complex of k-curves with underlying aug-
mented metric graph in M(G27) and admitting a finite morphism of degree four to a
metrized complex of k-curves of genus zero.

We emphasize that the statement holds for any (algebraically closed) field k. The
proof of Proposition 5.6 relies on some technical lemmas that we state now.

We first recall a formula given in [Amini and Baker 2014] for the rank of divisors
on a metric graph 0=01∨02 which is obtained as a wedge sum of two metric graphs
01 and 02. Recall that, given two metric graphs 01 and 02 and distinguished points
t1 ∈ 01 and t2 ∈ 02, the wedge sum or direct sum of (0i , ti ), denoted 0 = 01 ∨02,
is the metric graph obtained by identifying the points t1 and t2 in the disjoint union
of 01 and 02. Denoting by t ∈ 0 the image of t1 and t2 in 0, one refers to t ∈ 0
as a cut-vertex and to 0 = 01 ∨ 02 as the decomposition corresponding to the
cut-vertex t . (By abuse of notation, we will use t to denote both t1 in 01 and t2
in 02.) There is an addition map Div(01)⊕Div(02)→ Div(0) which sends a pair
of divisors D1 and D2 in Div(01) and Div(02) to the divisor D1+D2 on 0 defined
by pointwise addition of the coefficients in D1 and D2.

Let D1 ∈ Div(01) and D2 ∈ Div(02). For any nonnegative m, define η01,D1(m)
as the minimum integer h such that r01(D1+ h(t1))= m. Then

r0(D)=min
m≥0
{m+ r02(D2− η01,D1(m)(t2))} (5.6.1)
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(a) (b)

Figure 16. (a) A metric graph 0 in M(A1)=M(A2). (b) A metric
graph 0 in M(A3).

(see [ibid.] for details).

In what follows, (5.6.1) will be applied to a metric graph 0 ∈M(A1)=M(A2)

(see Figure 16(a) and Lemma 5.7), to a metric graph0∈M(A3) (see Figure 16(b) and
Lemma 5.9), and to 027 ∈M(G27) with cut-vertex p in the proof of Proposition 5.6.

Lemma 5.7. Let0 be a metric graph in M(A1)=M(A2) as depicted in Figure 16(a).
For any nonnegative integers a ≤ 3 and b ≤ 1, the divisors a(p) + b(q) and
b(p)+ a(q) have rank zero in 0.

Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove the lemma for the divisor D= 3(p)+(q).
Consider the decomposition 0 = 0p ∨0q associated to the cut-vertex t in 0, where
0p and 0q denote the closure in 0 of the two connected components of 0 \ {t}
which contain the points p and q , respectively.

We claim that η0q ,(q)(1)= 3. Assume for the moment that this is true. Then by
(5.6.1), we have

0≤ r0(3(p)+ (q))≤ 1+ r0p(3(p)− 3(t)).

By Lemma 5.8 below, in 0p we have r0p(3(p)− 3(t))=−1. We thus infer that
r0(3(p)+ (q))= 0.

It remains to prove that η0q ,(q)(1)= 3. In other words, we need to show that in 0q

we have r0q (2(t)+ (q))= 0. For this, consider the decomposition 0q = 0
t
q ∨0

q
q

corresponding to the cut-vertex s in 0q , where 0t
q and 0q

q denote the components
which contain t and q, respectively. We claim that η0t

q ,2(t)(1) = 1. Assuming
the claim, we have 0 ≤ r0q (2(t)+ (q)) ≤ 1+ r0q

q
((q)− (s)) = 0 (since q and s

are not linearly equivalent in 0q
q ; see Lemma 5.8). So it remains to prove that

η0t
q ,2(t)(1)= 1. This is equivalent to r0t

q
(2(t))= 0, which is obviously the case. �

Lemma 5.8. Let 0 be any metric graph in M(G3), where G3 is the totally degen-
erate graph depicted in Figure 17(a). Then the two divisors 3(p) and 3(t) are not
linearly equivalent in 0.

Proof. By symmetry we can assume that the length of the edge {u, p} is less than
or equal to the length of the edge {t, w}. Then there exists a point t ′ in the segment
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Figure 17. (a) The divisor 3(p)− 3(t) is not rationally equivalent
to zero. (b) 3(p)− 3(t)∼ 3(u)− 3(t ′).

[t, w] so that 3(p)− 3(t) ∼ 3(u)− 3(t ′)— see Figure 17(b) — and we are led to
prove that D = 3(u)− 3(t ′) is not linearly equivalent to zero. Consider the unique
t ′-reduced divisor Dt ′ linearly equivalent to D in 0 (see, e.g., [Amini 2013; Baker
and Norine 2007] for the definition and basic properties of reduced divisors). It will
be enough to show that Dt ′ 6= 0. Three cases can occur, depending on the lengths
`z, `w and `t ′ in 0 of the edges {u, z}, {u, w} and the segment {u, t ′}, respectively:

• If `z = min{`z, `u, `t ′}, then there are two points w′ and t ′′ on the segments
{u, w} and {u, t ′}, respectively, such that Dt ′ = (z)+ (w′)+ (t ′′)− 3(t ′).

• If `u = min{`z, `u, `t ′}, then there are two points z′ and t ′′ on the segments
{u, z} and {u, t ′}, respectively, such that Dt ′ = (z′)+ (w)+ (t ′′)− 3(t ′).

• If `t ′ = min{`z, `u, `t ′}, then there are two points z′ and w′ on the segments
{u, z} and {u, w}, respectively, such that Dt ′ = (z′)+ (w′)− 2(t ′).

In all the three cases, we have Dt ′ 6= 0, which shows that D cannot be equivalent to
zero in 0. �

Lemma 5.9. Let 0 ∈ M(A3) be a metric graph as depicted in Figure 16(b). For
any a, b ≤ 2, the divisor a(p)+ b(q) has rank zero on 0.

Proof. The arguments are similar to the ones used in the proof of Lemma 5.7. Con-
sider the cut-vertex t in 0 and denote by 0p and 0q the corresponding components
containing p and q, respectively. We claim that η0q ,2(q)(1) = 2. This obviously
implies the lemma. Indeed, r0p(2(p)− 2(t)) = −1 (which can be verified by an
analogue of Lemma 5.8 in 0p), and thus (5.6.1) implies that r0(2(p)+ 2(q)) ≤
1+ r0p(2(p)− 2(t))= 0.

To show that η0q ,2(q)(1)= 2, it will be enough to show that r0q (2(q)+ (t))= 0.
This can be done in exactly the same way by considering the other cut-vertex s
adjacent to t in 0q . �
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Lemma 5.10. Let x1, x2 and x3 be distinct points in P1(k). Then there does not
exist a morphism f : P1

→ P1 of degree four branched over x1, x2 and x3 and
having ramification profile (2, 2), (2, 2) and (3, 1) at these three points.

Proof. Suppose that such a rational map f :P1
→P1 exists. The monodromy group

of f is a subgroup of S4, so its cardinality is of the form 2a3b. In particular, if
the characteristic of k is neither 2 nor 3, then f has a tame monodromy group and
the nonexistence of f then comes from the fact that H 4

0,0((2, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1))= 0
(see Example 3.4).

Hence it remains to check the lemma for char(k) = 2, 3. Note that the same
technique we use in this case works in any characteristic, but the computations are
a bit more tedious in characteristic different from 2 and 3.

Up to the action of GL(2, k) on P1 via automorphisms, we may assume that
x1 = 0, x2 =∞ and x3 = 1, and that

f (X)= a
X2(X + 1)2

(X + b)2

with a 6= 0 and b 6= 0,−1. Hence the condition on the ramification profile of x3

translates as
aX2(X + 1)2− (X + b)2 = c(X − d)3(X − e)

with c 6= 0, d 6= 0,−1, b and e 6= 0,−1, b, d . Looking at the coefficients of the two
polynomials, we obtain the five equations

(E1) : a = c, (E2) : ec =−2a− 3cd, (E3) : a− 1= 3cd(d + e),

(E4) : 2b = cd2(d + 3e), (E5) : −b2
= cd3e.

If k has characteristic 2, then (E2) becomes ec = cd , which contradicts the fact
that e 6= d.

If k has characteristic 3, then these five equations become

(E1) : a= c, (E2) : ec= a, (E3) : a= 1, (E4) : −b= cd3, (E5) : −b2
= cd3e.

Equations (E1), (E2), (E3) imply a = c = e = 1. Then (E4) and (E5) become
−b = d3

=−b2; hence b = 1= e, which contradicts our assumptions. �

We can now give the promised proof of Proposition 5.6.

Proof of Proposition 5.6. Suppose that there exists a metrized complex of k-
curves C27 of genus 27 with underlying augmented metric graph 027 in M(G27),
and admitting a finite harmonic morphism of metrized complexes of degree four
ϕ :C27→T, for T of genus zero with underlying metric tree denoted by T . Without
loss of generality, we may assume that T has no infinite vertex q ∈ V∞(T ) such
that any infinite edge e′ adjacent to an infinite vertex q ′ ∈ ϕ−1(q) has de′(ϕ)= 1.
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We are going to prove below that the local degree at p is 4. Assuming that this
is the case, we show how the proposition follows. Denote by 01, 02 and 03 the
three components of 027 \{p} which contain A1, A2 and A3, respectively. Since the
degree of ϕ at p is four, we have ϕ−1(ϕ(p))= {p}. Therefore, by the connectivity
of 0i , the images of 0i under ϕ are pairwise disjoint in T . This shows that for x
sufficiently close to ϕ(p) in T , the support of the divisor Dx(ϕ) lives entirely in
one of the 0i for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Choose xi sufficiently close to ϕ(p) such that the
support of Dxi (ϕ) is contained in 0i . Applying Proposition 4.2, we see that each
divisor Dxi (ϕ) has rank one in 0i . Now, according to Lemma 5.7, the degree-four
divisor Dx1(ϕ) (resp. Dx2(ϕ)) must be of the form 2(a)+2(b) for two points a and
b sufficiently close to p and lying on the two different branches of 01 (resp. 02)
adjacent to p. Similarly, by Lemma 5.9, the divisor Dx3(ϕ) has to be of the form
3(a) + (b) for two points a and b sufficiently close to p and lying on the two
different branches of 03 adjacent to p. This shows that the map ϕp, the restriction
of ϕ to a sufficiently small neighborhood of p in 027, coincides with the map
depicted in Figure14(a). The proposition now follows from Lemma 5.10.

It remains to prove that dp(ϕ) = 4. We first claim that ϕ maps one of the
components0i , for i=1, 2, 3, onto a connected component of T \{ϕ(p)}. Otherwise,
for the sake of contradiction, suppose that ϕ−1(ϕ(p)) consists of p and one point pi

in each of the components 0i for i = 1, 2, 3. Then ϕ has local degree one at each
of the points pi . By Proposition 4.2, Dϕ(p)(ϕ)= (p)+ (p1)+ (p2)+ (p3) has rank
one in 0. By (5.6.1) applied to the cut-vertex p in 027, we infer that the divisor
(p)+ (pi ) has rank one in the metric graph 0i , the closure of 0i in 027. In other
words, the metric graphs 0i are hyperelliptic, which is clearly not the case. This
gives a contradiction and the claim follows.

Summarizing, there must exist at least one 0i such that ϕ maps 0i onto one of
the connected components of T \ {ϕ(p)}. Reasoning again as in the first part of the
proof, it follows from Proposition 4.2 and Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9 that the restriction
of ϕ to 0i has degree four, which implies that dp(ϕ)= 4. �

5.11. Lifting divisors of given rank. First, recall that to a smooth proper curve X
over K together with a semistable vertex set V and a subset D0 of X (K ) compatible
with V , we can naturally associate a metrized complex of curves C=6(X, V ∪D0)

with underlying augmented metric graph 0. As in [Amini and Baker 2014], there
are natural specialization maps on divisors, which we denote for simplicity by the
same letter τ∗:

τ∗ : Div(X)−→ Div(C) and τ∗ : Div(C)−→ Div(0).

Since this discussion is pointless in the case of rational curves, we may assume
that X (equivalently, C or the augmented metric graph 0) has positive genus. We will
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also assume that 0 does not have any infinite vertices, i.e., that D0 is empty, which
does not lead to any real loss of generality and which makes various statements
easier to write down and understand. We may also assume without loss of generality
that V is a strongly semistable vertex set of X .

According to the specialization inequality [Baker 2008; Amini and Caporaso
2013; Amini and Baker 2014]), for any divisor D in Div(X) one has

rX (D)≤ rC(τ∗(D))≤ r#
0(τ∗(D))≤ r0(τ∗(D)), (5.11.1)

where rX , rC and r0 denote rank of divisors on X , C and (unaugmented) 0, re-
spectively, and r#

0 denotes the weighted rank in the augmented metric graph (0, g)
(see (4.11)).

We spend the rest of this section discussing the sharpness of the inequalities
appearing in (5.11.1).

Definition 5.12. Let C be a metrized complex of curves whose underlying metric
graph 0 has no infinite leaves, and let D be a 3-rational divisor in Div3(C). A
lifting of the pair (C,D) consists of a triple (X, V ; DX ) where X is a smooth proper
curve over K , V is a strongly semistable vertex set for which C=6(X, V ), and
DX is a divisor in Div(X) with D∼ τ∗(DX ). We say that the inequality rX ≤ rC is
sharp if for any metrized complex of curves C and any divisor D ∈ Div(C), there
exists a lifting (X, V ; DX ) of (C,D) such that rX (DX )= rC(D).

We can define in a similar way what it means to lift a divisor on an (augmented)
metric graph to a divisor on a metrized complex of curves or to a smooth proper
curve over K , and what it means for the corresponding specialization inequalities
to be sharp.

It is easy to see that the inequality r#
0 ≤ r0 is not sharp (see [Amini and Baker

2014] for a precise formula relating the two rank functions).
The following example is due to Ye Luo (unpublished); we thank him for his

permission to include it here. Together with Corollary I.4.28, it implies that the
inequality rX ≤ r0 is not sharp.

Example 5.13 (Luo). Let 0 be a metric graph in M(G7), where G7 is the graph
of genus seven depicted in Figure 18(a), such that all edge lengths in 0 are equal,
and let D = (p)+ (q)+ (s) ∈ Div(0). Then r0(D) = 1, but there does not exist
any finite harmonic morphism of metric graphs ϕ : 0′→ T of degree three to a
metric tree for any 0′ ∈M(G7). In particular, this shows that the stable gonality of
an augmented graph can be greater than its divisorial gonality.

We briefly sketch a proof. Suppose that such a finite harmonic morphism ϕ :

0′→T exists. Since 0′ is not hyperelliptic, one easily verifies that Dϕ(p)(ϕ)=3(p),
Dϕ(q)(ϕ)=3(q), and Dϕ(s)(ϕ)=3(s). This shows the existence of a finite morphism
ϕ′ :0′1→ T ′ of degree three to a metric tree T ′, where 0′1 is depicted in Figure 18(b),
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p

s q

p

qs

(a) (b)

Figure 18. (a) The graph G7. (b) The metric graph 0′1 ⊂ 0
′.

so that Dϕ′(p)(ϕ
′)= 3(p), Dϕ′(q)(ϕ

′)= 3(q) and Dϕ(s)(ϕ
′)= 3(s). But it is easy to

verify by hand that such a morphism ϕ′ does not exist.

Proposition 5.14. Neither of the inequalities rX ≤ rC and rC ≤ r#
0 is sharp.

Proof. To show the nonsharpness of the inequality rX ≤ rC, let C be a metrized
complex of curves whose underlying metric graph 0 belongs to the family depicted
in Figure 12, with first Betti number κ , and whose genus function is positive at
each vertex. Consider the divisor Dd = d(p)⊕d(x) in C for a closed point x in C p

and d a positive integer. If d is sufficiently large compared to the genera of the
vertices, then rC(Dd) ≥ 1. If the pair (C,Dd) lifted to a triple (X, V ; DX ) with
τ∗(DX )∼ Dd , then there would exist a finite harmonic morphism ϕ : C̃→ T from
a modification of C to a metrized complex of curves of genus zero. But this would
imply the existence of a degree-d morphism ϕp : C p→ P1 such that the image of
redp (on edges adjacent to p in 0) is contained in the set of critical values of ϕp.
By the Riemann–Hurwitz formula, this is impossible for κ large enough compared
to d .

To show the nonsharpness of the inequality rC ≤ r#, let again (0, g) be an
augmented metric graph with underlying graph depicted in Figure 12 with κ ≥ 3
and 2 ≤ 2g(p) < κ − 2, and let D = 2(p). One easily computes that r#

0(D) = 1.
An algebraic curve of genus g(p)≥ 1 contains at most 2g(p)+ 2 distinct points p
such that 2(p) is in a given linear system of degree two, which implies that (0, g)
cannot be lifted to a hyperelliptic metrized complex of curves. This shows that the
inequality rC ≤ r#

0 is not sharp. �
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Noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols
Ivan Horozov

The main goal of this paper is to construct noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbols. However, we also construct commutative Hilbert modular symbols.
Both the commutative and the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols are
generalizations of Manin’s classical and noncommutative modular symbols. We
prove that many cases of (non)commutative Hilbert modular symbols are periods
in the Kontsevich–Zagier sense. Hecke operators act naturally on them.

Manin defined the noncommutative modular symbol in terms of iterated path
integrals. In order to define noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols, we
use a generalization of iterated path integrals to higher dimensions, which we
call iterated integrals on membranes. Manin examined similarities between
noncommutative modular symbol and multiple zeta values in terms of both
infinite series and of iterated path integrals. Here we examine similarities in the
formulas for noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol and multiple Dedekind
zeta values, recently defined by the current author, in terms of both infinite series
and iterated integrals on membranes.
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4. Hilbert modular symbols 341
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1. Introduction

Classical elliptic modular symbols were introduced by Birch [1971] and Manin
[1972] in connection with the Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for certain con-
gruence subgroups of SL2(Z). We recall that a modular symbol {p, q} is associated
to a pair of cusp points p, q ∈P1(Q) on the completed upper half-plane H1

∪P1(Q).
One can think of the modular symbol {p, q} as a homology class of the geodesic
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connecting p and q , in H1(X0, {cusps}), where X0 is the modular curve associated
to a congruence subgroup of SL2(Z). One can pair {p, q} with a cusp form f by

{p, q}× f 7→
∫ q

p
f dz

If f is a cusp form of weight 2 then f dz can be viewed as a cohomology class
in H 1(X0). This gives a pairing between homology (Betti) and cohomology (de
Rham) that leads to periods. Modular symbols are a useful tool for studying L-
functions and in the computation of cohomology groups. For a review of such
topics, one can consult [Manin 2009].

Their theory was developed in [Manin 1972; Drinfeld 1973; Shokurov 1980;
Mazur 1973]. Later the theory was extended to higher ranks in [Ash and Rudolph
1979; Ash and Borel 1990; Gunnells 2000b].

Elliptic modular symbols are important tool in the study of modular forms.
They are particularly useful in computations with modular forms. J. Cremona
[1997] designed algorithms for computations with elliptic curves, based on modular
symbols (“modular symbol algorithms”). Some of the applications include the
computation of homology and cohomology. Also, the study of special values of
L-functions became a vast area of applications of classical modular symbols; see
[Mazur and Swinnerton-Dyer 1974; Kazhdan et al. 2000].

Later, W. Stein also contributed to the difficult area of computations with mod-
ular forms. See his excellent book [Stein 2007], which contains both theory and
computational methods. For higher-rank groups, one can consult the appendix of
this book, by P. Gunnells.

Manin’s noncommutative modular symbol [2006] is a generalization of both the
classical modular symbol and of multiple zeta values in terms of Chen’s iterated
integral theory in the holomorphic setting. Manin showed that the noncommutative
modular symbol is a noncommutative 1-cocycle. He also showed that each of the
iterated integrals on Hecke eigenforms that enter in the noncommutative modular
symbol are periods.

The main goal of this paper is to construct noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbols. However, we also construct an analog of the classical modular symbol for
Hilbert modular varieties. Both symbols are generalizations of the corresponding
constructions by Manin.

We compute explicit integrals in terms of the noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbol of type b, and present similar formulas for the recently defined multiple
Dedekind zeta values (see [Horozov 2014b]). We prove that the iterated integrals
on membranes that enter in the noncommutative modular symbol of type c are
periods. We also give some explicit and some categorical arguments in support of a
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conjecture that a certain type of noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol satisfies
a noncommutative 2-cocycle condition.

Before describing our results, let us recall the noncommutative modular symbol
of Manin [2006]. Let ∇ = d −

∑m
i=1 X i fi dz be a connection on the upper half-

plane, where f1, . . . , fm are cusp forms and X1, . . . , Xm are formal variables. One
can think of X1, . . . , Xm as constant square matrices of the same size.

Let J b
a be the parallel transport to the point b of the identity matrix 1 at the point a.

Alternatively, J a
b can be written as a generating series of iterated path integrals of

the forms f1 dz, . . . , fm dz, (see [Chen 1977] and [Manin 2006]), namely,

J b
a = 1+

m∑
i=1

X i

∫ b

a
fi dz+

m∑
i, j=1

X i X j

∫ b

a
fi dz · f j dz+ · · ·

Then J b
a J c

b = J c
a . This property leads to the 1-cocycle c1

a(γ )= J a
γ a for γ ∈ SL2(Z),

which is the noncommutative modular symbol (see [Manin 2006] and Section 2
of this paper). If f1, . . . , fm are normalized cusp Hecke eigenforms, then each
iterated integral appearing in the generating series J b

a is a period. In this paper
we introduce both commutative and noncommutative modular symbols for Hilbert
modular surfaces. As it turned out we need some new tools, in comparison to the
classical modular symbols. In particular, for the noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbol we need iterated integrals in dimension higher than one. We introduce
them and study their properties in the special case of Hilbert modular surfaces
for the Hilbert modular group SL2(OK ). For the Hilbert modular group, one may
consult [Bruinier et al. 2008] and [Freitag 1990]. In the case of Hilbert modular
surface, it is not possible to repeat Manin’s constructions for the noncommutative
modular symbols, since the integration domain is two-dimensional over the complex
numbers. Instead, we develop a new approach (Section 3), which we call iterated
integrals on membranes. This is a higher-dimensional analogue of iterated path
integrals. In Section 4G, we explore similar relations between noncommutative
Hilbert modular symbols and multiple Dedekind zeta values (see [Horozov 2014b]).

In Section 4, we associate modular symbols for SL2(OK ) to geodesic triangles and
geodesic diangles (2-cells whose boundaries have two vertices and two edges, which
are geodesics). We are going to explain how the geodesic triangles and the geodesic
diangles are constructed. Consider four cusp points in H2

∪P1(K ). We can map
any three of them to 0, 1 and∞ with a linear fractional transformation γ ∈GL2(K ).
There is a diagonal map H1

→ H2, whose image 1 contains 0, 1 and∞. We can
take a pullback of 1 with respect to the map γ in order to obtain a holomorphic
(or antiholomorphic) curve that passes through the given three points. If det γ is
totally positive or totally negative then γ ∗1 is a holomorphic curve in H2. If det γ
is not totally positive or totally negative (that is, in one of the real embeddings
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it is positive and in the other it is negative) then γ ∗1 is antiholomorphic. This
means that it is holomorphic in H2 if we conjugate the complex structure in one of
the copies of H1. The same type of change of the complex structure is considered
in [Freitag 1990].

On each holomorphic (or antiholomorphic) curve γ ∗1, there is a unique geodesic
triangle connecting the three given points. However, if we take two of the points, we
see that they belong to two geodesic triangles. Thus they belong to two holomorphic,
(antiholomorphic) curves. Therefore, there are two geodesic connecting the two
points — each lying on different holomorphic (antiholomorphic) curves, as faces of
the corresponding geodesic triangles defining the curves. There are two pairings
that we consider: the first is an integral of a cusp form over a geodesic triangle and
the second is an integral of a cusp form over a geodesic diangle. If we integrate a
holomorphic 2-form coming from a cusp form over a geodesic triangle, we obtain 0,
if the triangle lies on an holomorphic curve. Thus the only nonzero pairings come
from integration of a cusp form over a diangle or over a triangle lying on an
antiholomorphic curve.

Now let us look again at the four cusp points together with the geodesics that
we have just described. We obtain four geodesic triangles, corresponding to each
triple of points among the four points, and six diangles, corresponding to the six
“edges” of a tetrahedron with vertices the four given points. Thus, we obtain a
“tetrahedron” with thickened edges. We will use tetrahedrons with thickened edges
as an intuition for a noncommutative 2-cocycle relation (see Conjecture 4.15) for
the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol, which is an analogue of Manin’s
noncommutative 1-cocycle relation for the noncommutative modular symbol.

Usually, the four vertices are treated as a tetrahedron and a 2-cocycle is functional
on the faces, considered as 2-chains. The boundary is defined as a sum of the 2-
cocycles on each of the faces (which are triangles). The boundary of the tetrahedron
gives a boundary relation of a 2-cocycle.

In our case the analogue of a 2-cocycle is a functional on diangles and on triangles.
And the boundary map is a sum over the faces of the thickened tetrahedron. Thus, the
faces of the thickened tetrahedron are four triangles and six diangles, corresponding
to the six edges of a tetrahedron.

We show that the geodesics on the boundary of a diangle or of a geodesic triangle
lie on a holomorphic curves γ ∗1 for various elements γ with totally positive or
totally negative determinant. This implies that when we take the quotient by a
Hilbert modular group the holomorphic curve γ ∗1 becomes a Hirzebruch–Zagier
divisor [Hirzebruch and Zagier 1976]. Then we prove that the commutative Hilbert
modular symbols paired with a cusp forms of weight (2, 2) gives periods in the
sense of [Kontsevich and Zagier 2001].
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In order to construct a noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol, first we define a
suitable generalization of iterated path integrals, which we call iterated integrals on
membranes (see Section 3). We choose the word “membrane” since such integrals
are invariant under suitable variation of the domain of integration.

There is a topological reason for considering a noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbol as opposed to only a commutative one. Let us first make such a comparison
for the case of SL2(Z). The commutative modular symbol captures H1(X0), while
the noncommutative symbol captures the rational homotopy type of the modu-
lar curve X0. Now, let X̃ be a smooth Hilbert modular surface, by which we
mean the minimal desingularization of the Borel–Baily compactification due to
Hirzebruch. Then the rational fundamental group of a Hilbert modular surface
vanishes: π1(X̃)Q = 0 (see [Bruinier et al. 2008]). The noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbol is an attempt to capture more from the rational homotopy type
than H2(X̃) captures.

For the convenience of the reader, we first define type a iterated integrals on
membranes (Definition 3.3). They are simpler to define and more intuitive. How-
ever, they do not have enough properties. (For example, they do not have an
integral shuffle relation.) Then we define type b iterated integrals on membranes
(Definition 3.4), which involves two permutations. Type b has integral shuffle
relation (Theorem 3.21(i)), and type a is a particular case of type b.

We are mostly interested in iterated integrals of type b. If there is no index spec-
ifying the type of iterated integral over membranes, we assume that it is of type b.

Similarly to Manin’s approach, we define a generating series of iterated integrals
over membrane of type b over U , which we denote by J (U ). We also define a
shuffle product of generating series of iterated integrals over membranes of type b
(see Theorem 3.21(iii)),

φ(J (U1)×Sh J (U2))= J (U1 ∪U2),

for U1,U2 disjoint 2-dimensional manifolds with corners contained in H2
∪P1(K )

(see [Borel and Serre 1973]). This shuffle product generalizes the composition of
generating series of iterated path integrals, namely, J b

a J c
b = J c

a , to dimension 2.
Note that a similar definition is also possible in higher dimensions. Also, J (U ) is
invariant under homotopy. This allows us to consider cocycles and coboundaries,
where the relations use homotopy invariance and values at different cells can be
composed via the shuffle product.

We define noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols, which we call c1 and c2;
c1 is the functional J on certain geodesic diangles and c2 is the functional J on
geodesic triangles. Conjecturally, c1 is a 1-cocycle such that if we change the
base point of c1 then c1 is modified by a coboundary. Also, conjecturally, c2 is
a 2-cocycle up to finitely many multiples of different values of c1. Also, if we
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change the base point of c2 then c2 is modified by a coboundary up to a finitely
many multiples of different values of c1. In Section 4E we give explicit formulas
in support of the interpretation of the noncommutative symbols as cocycles.

In Section 4F, we give a categorical construction, which might help to prove that
the noncommutative symbols are cocycles.

In Section 4G, we define multiple L-values associated to cusp forms, and we
compare them to multiple Dedekind zeta values (see [Horozov 2014b]).

We also briefly recall the Riemann zeta values and multiple zeta values (MZVs).
The Riemann zeta values are defined as

ζ(k)=
∑
n>0

1
nk ,

where n is an integer. MZVs are defined as

ζ(k1, . . . , km)=
∑

0<n1<···<nm

1

nk1
1 · · · n

km
m
,

where n1, . . . , nm are integers. The above MZV is of depth m. Riemann zeta values
ζ(k) and MZV ζ(k1, . . . , km) were defined by Euler [1748] for m = 1, 2.

The common feature of MZVs and the noncommutative modular symbol is that
they both can be written as iterated path integrals (see [Goncharov 2001a; 2001b]).
Moreover, Manin’s noncommutative modular symbol resembles the generating
series of MZV, which is the Drinfeld associator. Let us recall that the Drinfeld
associator is a generating series of iterated integrals of the type J b

a associated to
the connection

∇ = d − A
dx
x
− B

dx
1− x

on Y0(2) = P1
−{0, 1,∞}. One can think of Y0(2) as the modular curve associated

to the congruence subgroup 0(2) of SL2(Z). Then the differential forms dx/x and
dx/(1− x) are Eisenstein series of weight 2 on the modular curve Y0(2).

Relations between MZV and modular forms have been examined by many authors.
For example, Goncharov [2001b; 2001c] considered a mysterious relation between
MZV (multiple zeta values) of given weight and depth 3 and the cohomology of
GL3(Z), which is closely related to the cohomology of SL3(Z). In the pursuit of
such a relation in depth 4, Goncharov suggested and the current author computed
the group cohomology of GL4(Z) with coefficients in a family of representations
[Horozov 2014a]. Another relation between modular forms and MZV is presented
in [Gangl et al. 2006].

Similarly to Manin’s approach, we explore relations between the noncommutative
Hilbert modular symbols and multiple Dedekind zeta values (see [Horozov 2014b]).
Let us recall multiple Dedekind zeta values. Let each of C1, . . . ,Cm be a suitable
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subset of the ring of integers OK of a number field K . We call each of C1, . . . ,Cm

a cone. Then multiple Dedekind zeta values are defined as

ζK ;C1,...,Cm (k1, . . . , km)=
∑
αi∈Ci

1
N (α1)k1 N (α1+α2)k2 · · · N (α1+ · · ·+αm)km

.

The connection between noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols and multiple
Dedekind zeta values lies both in the similarities in the infinite sum formulas and in
the definition in terms of iterated integrals on membranes (see [Horozov 2014b]).

We consider a noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol of type b over one
diangle and compare it with (multiple) Dedekind zeta values with summation over
one discrete cone [Horozov 2014b]. However, in this case the two series look
very different. We obtain that the multiple L-values are noncommutative modular
symbols defined as J evaluated at an infinite union of diangles. We obtain that
such L-values are very similar to the sum of multiple Dedekind zeta values, in the
same way that the integrals in Manin’s noncommutative modular symbol are similar
to the multiple zeta values (MZV). Then the sum of the multiple Dedekind zeta
values is over an infinite union of cones. The idea of considering cones originated
in [Zagier 1976] and more generally in [Shintani 1976].

Classical or commutative modular symbols for SL3(Z) and SL4(Z) were con-
structed in [Ash and Borel 1990] and [Gunnells 2000a]. For GL2(OK ), where K is
a real quadratic field, Gunnells and Yasaki [2008] defined a modular symbol based
on Voronoi decomposition of a fundamental domain, in order to compute the third
cohomology group of GL2(OK ). (For the Hilbert modular group SL2(OK ) one may
consult [Bruinier et al. 2008; Freitag 1990].) In contrast, here we use a geodesic
triangulation of H2/SL2(OK ). We are interested mostly in 2-cells, whose boundaries
are geodesics. One of the (commutative) symbols that we define here resembles
combinatorially the symplectic modular symbol of [Gunnells 2000b]. However, the
meanings of the two types of symbols and their approaches are different.

There are several different directions for further work on Hilbert modular symbols.
First of all, the commutative Hilbert modular symbols behave well with respect to
Hecke operators. It will be interesting to extend the Hecke operators to cases of
higher equal weights (k, k). To apply Hecke operators to Hilbert modular groups
one either assumes a trivial narrow class group or one has to work with adeles.
Another possible continuation of the current work is to extend commutative Hilbert
modular symbols to the adelic setting. Then, one may try to extend these properties —
higher equal weight cusp forms and Hecke operators in the adelic setting — to the
noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols. Hopefully, the abelian Hilbert modular
symbol would lead to computational tools for cohomology of some Hilbert modular
groups with coefficients in various representations.
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For the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols we expect that some of the con-
tinuations would be establishing the 2-categorical framework that define nonabelian
2-cohomology sets. This work would also have applications to noncommutative reci-
procity laws on algebraic surfaces. In dimension 1, we have a noncommutative reci-
procity law as a reciprocity law for a generating series of iterated path integrals on a
complex curve [Horozov 2011]. In dimension 2 we have proven both the Parshin reci-
procity and a new reciprocity for a 4-function local symbols [Horozov 2014c] defined
by the author, which are particular cases in the generating series. A 2-categorical
second cohomology set would capture algebraically the generating series of iterated
integrals on membranes needed for the general reciprocity on algebraic surfaces.

Finally, we expect that the (non)commutative Hilbert modular symbols would
be useful for studying L-functions and multiple L-functions together with their
special values.

2. Manin’s noncommutative modular symbol

In this section we recall the definition and main properties of Manin’s [2006]
noncommutative modular symbol. In this paper, Manin uses iterated path integrals
on a modular curve and on its universal cover — the upper half-plane. Our main
constructions are parallel to some extent to Manin’s approach, and for that reason
we recall it below. However, instead of iterated path integrals we introduce a new
tool — iterated integrals on membranes (see Section 3). Only this notion is adequate
for studying noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols, by generalizing the iteration
process to higher dimensions.

2A. Iterated path integrals. Here we recall iterated path integrals (see also [Parshin
1966; Chen 1977; Goncharov 2001a; Manin 2006]). In Section 3, we generalize
them to iterated integrals over membranes.

Definition 2.1. Let ω1, . . . , ωm be m holomorphic 1-forms on H1
∪ P1(Q), the

upper half-plane together with the cusps. Let

g : [0, 1] → H1
∪P1(Q),

be a piecewise smooth path. We define an iterated integral∫
g
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
· · ·

∫
0<t1<t2<···<tm<1

g∗ω1(t1)∧ · · · ∧ g∗ωm(tm).

Let X1, . . . , Xm be formal variables. Consider the differential equation

dF(�)= F(�)(X1ω1+ · · ·+ Xnωm) (1)
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with values in the associative but noncommutative ring of formal power series in the
noncommuting variables X1, . . . , Xm over the ring of holomorphic functions on the
upper half-plane. There is a unique solution with initial condition F(�)(g(0))= 1;
that is, equal to 1 at the starting point g(0). Then at the end of the path, that is, at
the point g(1), F(�) has the value

Fg(�)=1+
m∑

i=1

X i

∫
g
ωi+

m∑
i, j=1

X i X j

∫
g
ωiω j+

m∑
i, j,k=1

X i X j Xk

∫
g
ωiω jωk+· · · . (2)

Using the solution (2) to (1), we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. Let g1 and g2 be two paths such that the end of g1 (i.e., g1(1)) is
equal to the beginning of g2 (i.e., g2(0)). Let g1g2 denote the concatenation of g1

and g2. Then

Fg1g2(�)= Fg1(�)Fg2(�).

Proof. The left-hand side is the value of the solution of the linear first-order ordinary
differential equation at the point g2(1). From the uniqueness of the solution, we
have that the solution along g2 gives the same result, when the initial condition at
g2(0) is Fg1(�). That result is Fg1(�)Fg2(�). �

The same result can be proven via product formula for iterated integrals. We
need this alternative proof in order to generalize to higher dimensions.

Lemma 2.3 (product formula). Let ω1, . . . , ωm be holomorphic 1-forms on C and
g1, g2 two paths such that the end of g1 is the beginning of g2, that is, g1(1)= g2(0).
As before we denote by g1g2 the concatenation of the paths g1 and g2. Then∫

g1g2

ω1 · · ·ωm =

m∑
i=0

∫
g1

ω1 · · ·ωi

∫
g2

ωi+1 · · ·ωm .

Proof. Let g1 : [0, 1]→C and let g2 : [1, 2]→C. We consider the concatenation g1g2

to be a map g1g2 : [0, 2]→C whose restriction to the interval [0, 1] gives the path g1

and whose restriction to the interval [1, 2] gives g2. From Definition 2.1, we have that∫
g1g2

ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
· · ·

∫
0<t1<···<tm<2

(g1g2)
∗ω1(t1)∧ · · · ∧ (g1g2)

∗ωm(tm).

In the domain of integration 0< t1< · · ·< tm <2 insert the number 1. Geometrically,
we cut the simplex 0< t1 < · · ·< tm < 2 into a disjoint union of products of pairs
of simplices such that tk ∈ [0, 1] for k ≤ i and tk ∈ [1, 2] for k > i . Thus, the union
is over distinct values of i for i = 0, . . . ,m. And for each fixed i the two simplices
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are 0< t1 < · · ·< ti < 1 and 1< ti+1 < · · ·< tm < 2. Then we have∫
g1g2

ω1 · · ·ωm =

n∑
i=0

∫
· · ·

∫
0<t1<···<ti<1

1<ti+1<···<tm<2

(g1g2)
∗ω1(t1)∧ · · · ∧ (g1g2)

∗ωm(tm)

=

n∑
i=0

(∫
· · ·

∫
0<t1<···<ti<1

g∗1ω1(t1)∧ · · · ∧ g∗1ωi (ti )
)

×

(∫
· · ·

∫
1<ti+1<···<tm<2

g∗2ωi+1(ti+1)∧ · · · ∧ g∗2ωm(tm)
)

=

m∑
i=0

∫
g1

ω1 · · ·ωi

∫
g2

ωi+1 · · ·ωm . �

Definition 2.4. The set of all shuffles sh(i, j) is a subset of all permutations σ of
the set {1, 2, . . . , i + j} such that

σ(1) < · · ·< σ(i)

and

σ(i + 1) < · · ·< σ(i + j).

Such a permutation σ is called a shuffle.

Lemma 2.5 (shuffle relation). Let ω1, . . . , ωm be holomorphic 1-forms on C and
let g be a path. Then∫

g
ω1 · · ·ωi

∫
g
ωi+1 · · ·ωm =

∑
σ∈sh(i,m−i)

∫
g
ωρ(1) · · ·ωρ(m),

where sh(i, j) is the set of shuffles from Definition 2.4.

2B. Manin’s noncommutative modular symbol. Now let g be a geodesic con-
necting two cusps a and b in the completed upper half-plane H1

∪ P1(Q). Let
�= { f1 dz, . . . , fm dz} be a finite set of holomorphic forms with respect to a con-
gruence subgroup 0 of SL2(Z) such that f1, . . . , fm are cusp forms of weight 2. Let

J b
a = Fg(�).

As a reformulation of Theorem 2.2, we obtain:

Lemma 2.6. J b
a J c

b = J c
a .

The following is a direct consequence:

Corollary 2.7. J a
b = (J

b
a )
−1.
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Now we are ready to define Manin’s noncommutative modular symbol. Note
that there is a natural action of 0 on J b

a . If γ ∈ 0 then γ J b
a is defined as J γ b

γ a . If
f1, . . . , fm are cusp forms of weight 2, then ω1= f1 dz, . . . , ωm = fm dz are forms
of weight 0, that is, they are invariant forms with respect to the group 0. Then

γ J b
a = Fγ g(ω1, . . . , ωm)= Fg(g∗ω1, . . . , g∗ωm)= Fg(ω1, . . . , ωm)= J b

a .

Let 5 be the subgroup of invertible elements of C〈〈X1, . . . , Xm〉〉 with constant
term 1. We extend the action of 0 on J b

a to a trivial action of 0 on 5.
Following Manin, we present the key theorem and definition for the noncommu-

tative modular symbol:

Theorem 2.8. Let

c1
a(γ )= J a

γ a.

Then c1
a represent a cohomology class in H 1(0,5), independently of the base

point a.

Proof. First, c1
a is a cocycle:

dc1
a(β, γ )= J a

βa(β · J
a
γ a)(J

a
βγ a)

−1
= J a

βa Jβa
βγ a Jβγ a

a = 1.

Second, c1
a and c1

b are homologous:

c1
a(γ )= J a

γ a = J a
b J b

γ b J γ b
γ a = J a

b c1
b(γ )(γ · J

a
b )
−1. �

Definition 2.9. A noncommutative modular symbol is a nonabelian cohomology
class in H 1(0,5), with representative

c1
a(γ )= J a

γ a,

3. Iterated integrals on membranes

Iterated integrals on membranes are a higher-dimensional analogue of iterated
path integrals. This technical tool was used in [Horozov 2014b] for constructing
multiple Dedekind zeta values and in [Horozov 2014c] for proving new and classical
reciprocity laws on algebraic surfaces. It appeared first in the preprint [Horozov
2006] for the purpose of noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols.

3A. Definition and properties. Let H1 be the upper half-plane. Let H2 be a product
of two upper half-planes. We are interested in the action of GL2(K ), where K is a
real quadratic field. This group acts on H2 by linear fractional transformations. It
is convenient to introduce cusp points P1(K ) as boundary points of H2.
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Let ω1, . . . , ωm be holomorphic 2-forms on H2 which are continuous at the
cusps P1(K ). Let

g : [0, 1]2→ H2
∪P1(K )

be a continuous map which is smooth almost everywhere. Denote by F1 and F2

the following coordinatewise foliations: for any a ∈ [0, 1], define the leaves

F1
a = {(t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1]2 | t1 = a} and F2

a = {(t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1]2 | t2 = a}.

Definition 3.1. We call the above map g : [0, 1]2→ H2
∪P1(K ) a membrane on

H2 if it is a continuous and piecewise differentiable map such that g(F1
a ) and g(F2

a )

belong to a finite union of holomorphic curves in H2
∪P1(K ) for all constants a.

Similarly, we define a membrane of a Hilbert modular variety. Let ω1, . . . , ωm be
holomorphic 2-forms on Y0 = H2/0 which are continuous at the cusps P1(K )/0.
Let

g : [0, 1]2→ X0

be a continuous map which is smooth almost everywhere, where X0 =H2
∪P1(K ).

Let fi : X0→ P1(C) for i = 1, 2 be two algebraically independent rational func-
tions on the Hilbert modular surface X0. Denote by F1 and F2 the following
coordinatewise foliations: for any a ∈ [0, 1], define the leaves

F1
a = {(t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1]2 | t1 = a} and F2

a = {(t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1]2 | t2 = a}.

Let also

P1
x = {P ∈ X0 | f1(P)= x} and P2

x = {P ∈ X0 | f2(P)= x}.

Definition 3.2. We call the above map g : [0, 1]2→ X0 a membrane on X0 if it is
a continuous and piecewise differentiable map such that for each a there are x1 and
x2 such that g(F1

a )⊂ P1
x1

and g(F2
a )⊂ P2

x2
.

We define three types of iterated integrals over membranes — type a, type b
and type c. Type a consists of linear iterations, while type b is more general and
involves permutations. Type a is less general, but more intuitive. The advantage of
type b is that it satisfies integral shuffle relation (Theorem 3.21). In other words
a product of two integrals of type b can be expresses as a finite sum of iterated
integrals over membranes of type b. However, one might not be able to express
a product of two integrals of type a as a sum of finitely many integrals of type a.
Both type a and type b are defined on a product of two upper half-planes. Type c
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is defined on a Hilbert modular surface; that is, on a quotient of a product of upper
half-planes by an arithmetic group which is commensurable to SL2(OK ). Type c
also satisfies a shuffle product, that is, a product of two integrals of this type can be
expresses a finite sum of such integrals.

Definition 3.3 (type a, ordered iteration over membranes). Let

g : [0, 1]2→ H2
∪P1(K )

be a membrane on H2
∪P1(K ). Then define∫
g
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
D

∧m
j=1g∗ωi (t1, j , t2, j ),

where

D=
{
(t1,1, . . . , t2,m)∈ [0, 1]2m

| 0≤ t1,1≤· · ·≤ t1,m ≤ 1, 0≤ t2,1≤· · ·≤ t2,m ≤ 1
}
.

Definition 3.4 (type b, two permutations). Let

g : [0, 1]2→ H2
∪P1(K )

be a membrane on H2
∪ P1(K ), and let ρ1, ρ2 be two permutations of the set

{1, 2, . . . ,m}. Then define∫ ρ1,ρ2

g
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
D

∧m
j=1g∗ω j (t1,ρ1( j), t2,ρ2( j)),

where

D=
{
(t1,1, . . . , t2,m)∈ [0, 1]2m

| ≤ t1,1≤ · · · ≤ t1,m ≤ 1, 0≤ t2,1≤ · · · ≤ t2,m ≤ 1
}
.

Definition 3.5 (type c, two permutations). Let

g : [0, 1]2→ X0

be a membrane on the Hilbert modular surface X0 = (H2
∪ P1(K ))/0, and let

ρ1, ρ2 be two permutations of the set {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Then define∫ ρ1,ρ2

g
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
D

∧m
j=1g∗ω j (t1,ρ1( j), t2,ρ2( j)),

where

D=
{
(t1,1, . . . , t2,m)∈ [0, 1]2m

| 0≤ t1,1≤· · ·≤ t1,m ≤ 1, 0≤ t2,1≤· · ·≤ t2,m ≤ 1
}
.
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Examples (iterated integrals of type b). Let αi (t1, t2)= g∗ωi (t1, t2). Denote by (1)
the trivial permutation and by (1 2) the permutation exchanging 1 and 2.

(1) The four diagrams

t1,1

t2,1

t1,2

t2,2

α1(t1,1, t2,1)

α2(t1,2, t2,2)

t1,1

t2,1

t1,2

t2,2

α1(t1,2, t2,1)

α2(t1,1, t2,2)

t1,1

t2,1

t1,2

t2,2 α1(t1,2, t2,2)

α2(t1,1, t2,1)

t1,1

t2,1

t1,2

t2,2 α1(t1,1, t2,2)

α2(t1,2, t2,1)

correspond, respectively, to the integrals∫ (2),(1)

g
ω1 ·ω2,

∫ (12),(1)

g
ω1 ·ω2,∫ (12),(12)

g
ω1 ·ω2,

∫ (1),(12)

g
ω1 ·ω2.

(2) The diagram

t1,1 t1,2 t1,3

t2,1

t2,2

t2,3

α1(t1,2, t2,1)

α2(t1,1, t2,2)

α2(t1,3, t2,3)

corresponds to the integral∫ (12),(1)

g
ω1 ·ω2 ·ω3.
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Remark 3.6. Let us give more intuition for Definition 3.4. Each of the differential
forms g∗ω1, . . . , g∗ωm has two arguments. Consider the set of first arguments for
each of the differential forms g∗ω1, . . . , g∗ωm . They are ordered as

0< t1,1 < t1,2 < · · ·< t1,m < 1 (3)

(they are the coordinates of the domain D). Since g∗ω j depends on t1,ρ1( j), we
have that t1,k is an argument of g∗ωρ−1

1 (k), where k = ρ1( j). Then we can order the
differential forms g∗ω1, . . . , g∗ωm according to the order of their first arguments
given by the inequalities (3), which is

g∗ωρ−1
1 (1), g∗ωρ−1

1 (2), . . . , g∗ωρ−1
1 (m).

Similarly, we can order the differential forms g∗ω1, . . . , g∗ωm with respect to the
order of their second arguments:

g∗ωρ−1
2 (1), g∗ωρ−1

2 (2), . . . , g∗ωρ−1
2 (m).

We call the first ordering horizontal and the second ordering vertical.

Now we are going to examine the homotopy of a domain of integration and
what that reflects about the integral. Let gs : [0, 1]2→ H2

∪P1(K ) be a family of
membranes such that gs(0, 0)=∞ and gs(1, 1)= 0. Assume that the parameter s
is in the interval [0, 1].

Let h(s, t1, t2)= gs(t1, t2) be a homotopy between g0 and g1. Let

Gs : [0, 1]2m
→ (H2

∪P1(K ))m

be the map

Gs(t1,1,. . .,t2,m)=
(
gs(t1,σ1(1),t2,σ2(1)),gs(t1,σ1(2),t2,σ2(2)),. . .,gs(t1,σ1(m),t2,σ (m))

)
.

Let H be the induced homotopy between G0 and G1, defined by

H(s, t1,1, . . . , t2,m)= Gs(t1,1, . . . , t2,m).

We define diagonals in the domain D ⊂ (0, 1)2m , where

D =
{
(t1,1, t2,1, . . . , t1,m, t2,m) ∈ (0, 1)2m

| 0≤ t1,1 ≤ t1,2 ≤ · · · ≤ t1,m ≤ 1

and 0≤ t2,1 ≤ t2,2 ≤ · · · ≤ t2,m ≤ 1
}
.

We define D1,k for k = 0, . . . ,m by D1,0 = D|t1,1=0, D1,k = D|t1,k=t1,k+1 for k =
1, . . . ,m− 1 and D1,m = D|t1,m=1. Similarly, we define D2,k for k = 0, . . . ,m by
D2,0 = D|t2,1=0, D2,k = D|t2,k=t2,k+1 for k = 1, . . . ,m− 1 and D2,m = D|t2,m=1.
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For iterated integrals of types a and b, we define diagonals in V = (H2
∪P1(K ))m .

We denote a generic coordinate of V = (H2
∪P1(K ))m by (z1,1, z2,1, . . . , z1,m, z2,m)

For k = 1, . . . ,m− 1, let V1,k = V |z1,k=z1,k+1 . Let also V1,0 = V |z1,1=0 and V1,m =

V |z1,m=1. Similarly, for k = 1, . . . ,m − 1, let V2,k = V |z2,k=z2,k+1 . Let also V2,0 =

V |z2,1=0 and V2,m = V |z2,m=1.
For iterated integrals of type c, we define “diagonals” as fibers product of schemes

corresponding to certain varieties (for fiber products of schemes one may look at the
book [Hartshorne 1977]). Occasionally, it will be more natural to realize multiple
fiber products as finite limits in the category of schemes of finite type over C. Let
X i, j = X0 for i, j = 1, . . . , n. Let V be the universal scheme (finite limit) that
maps to X i j for each i and j as a part of a commutative diagram. The commutative
diagram is defined as follows: X i, j and X i+1, j both map to P1(C) via the morphism
f1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and all j , and X i, j and X i, j+1 both map to P1(C) via the
morphism f2 for 1≤ j ≤ n− 1 and all i . Define the following:

• Let V1,0 be the subscheme of V defined by putting P1(C) in the place of X1, j ,
so that f1 : X1, j→P1(C) is replaced by the identity map and the corresponding
f2 : X1, j → P1(C) is deleted.

• Let V2,0 be the subscheme of V defined by putting P1(C) in the place of X i,1,
so that f2 : X1, j→P1(C) is replaced by the identity map and the corresponding
f1 : X1, j → P1(C) is deleted.

• Let V1,n be the subscheme of V defined by putting P1(C) in the place of Xn, j ,
so that f1 : Xn, j→P1(C) is replaced by the identity map and the corresponding
f2 : Xn, j → P1(C) is deleted.

• Let V2,n be the subscheme of V defined by putting P1(C) in the place of X i,n ,
so that f2 : Xn, j→P1(C) is replaced by the identity map and the corresponding
f1 : Xn, j → P1(C) is deleted.

• Additionally, let V1,i be the subscheme of V obtained by replacing each factor
X i, j ×P1(C) X i+1, j by the corresponding diagonal for fixed i and for all j .

• Finally, let V2, j be the subscheme of V obtained by replacing each factor
X i, j ×P1(C) X i, j+1 by the corresponding diagonal for fixed j and all i .

Theorem 3.7 (homotopy invariance theorem I). The iterated integrals on mem-
branes from Definition 3.4 (of type b) are homotopy-invariant with respect to
homotopies that preserve the boundary of the membrane.

Proof. Let

�=
∧m

j=1ω j (z1,σ1( j), z2,σ2( j)).
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Note that � is a closed form, since ωi is a form of top dimension. By Stokes’
theorem, we have

0=
∫ s=1

s=0

∫
D

H∗d� (4)

=

∫
D

G∗1�−
∫

D
G∗0� (5)

±

∫ s=1

s=0

m−1∑
k=1

(∫
D1,k

±

∫
D2,k

)
H∗� (6)

±

∫ s=1

s=0

(∫
D1,0

±

∫
D2,0

)
H∗� (7)

±

∫ s=1

s=0

(∫
D1,m

±

∫
D2,m

)
H∗�. (8)

We want to show that the difference in the terms in (5) is zero. It is enough to
show that each of the terms (6), (7) and (8) are zero. If z1,k = z1,k+1 for types a
and b (or on V1,k for type c), then the wedge of the corresponding differential forms
will vanish. Thus the terms in (6) are zero. If z1 = 0 then dt1 = 0, defined via the
pullback H∗. Then the terms (7) are equal to zero. Similarly, we obtain that the
last integral (8) vanishes. �

Let A be a 2-dimensional manifold with corners in [0, 1]2. We recall the domain
of integration

D=
{
(t1,1, . . . , t2,m)∈ [0, 1]2m

| 0≤ t1,1≤· · ·≤ t1,m ≤ 1, 0≤ t2,1≤· · ·≤ t2,m ≤ 1
}
.

Let us define

AD
= {(t1,1, . . . , t2,m) ∈ D | (t1,i , t2, j ) ∈ A for i, j = 1, . . . ,m }

Let ρ1 and ρ2 be two permutations of m elements. We define a function on AD

G(t1,1, . . . , t2,m)=
(
g(t1,ρ1(1), t2,ρ2(1)), g(t1,ρ1(2), t2,ρ2(2)), . . . , g(t1,ρ1(m), t2,ρ(m))

)
.

Recall that
�=

∧m
j=1ω j (z1,ρ1( j), z2,ρ2( j)).

Definition 3.8. With the above notation, we define an iterated integral over a
membrane of type b restricted to a domain U = g(A) by

b
∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
AD

G∗�.

Now we are going to define iterated integrals of type c:
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Definition 3.9. Let �0 =
∧m

i, j=1�i, j , where �i, j =ωiδi, j on X i,i ≡ X0 and where
�i, j = 1 for i 6= j . Let in : X→

∏n
i, j=1 X i, j be the inclusion of the finite limit into

the product of the schemes X i, j . Let �= in∗�0.
With this definition of �, we define iterated integrals of type c restricted to a

domain U = g(A) by

c
∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
AD

G∗�.

Let A1 and A2 be two manifolds with corners which are subsets of [0, 1]2, with
a common component of the boundary. Let A = A1 ∪ A2. Let s be a map of sets
with values 1 or 2:

s : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, 2}.

We define a certain subset AD
s of AD as follows: consider the image of the map G.

It has m coordinates. The first coordinate, g(t1,ρ1(1), t2,ρ2(1)), will be restricted to
the set As(1). The second coordinate, g(t1,ρ1(2), t2,ρ2(2)), will be restricted to As(2),
and so on, and the last m coordinate g(t1,ρ1(m), t2,ρ2(m)) will be restricted to As(m).
Formally, this can be written as

AD
s = {(t1,1, . . . , t2,m) ∈ AD

| (t1,ρ1(i), t2,ρ2(i)) ∈ As(i) for i = 1, . . . ,m}.

Note that the image of the map s is 1 or 2.

Definition 3.10. With the above notation, we define an iterated integral of type b
or c over two domains U1 and U2, where Ui = g(Ai ) and U =U1 ∪U2, by∫ ρ1ρ2

g,U,s
ω1 · · ·ωm =

∫
AD

s

G∗�. (9)

For type b we have that U is in H2
∪P1(K ) and for type c we have that U is in

X0 = (H2
∪P1(K ))/0.

Again we examine the homotopy of iterated integrals on membranes. Now we
restrict the domain of integration to a manifold with corners A that is a subset of
[0, 1]2. Assume that for the boundary of a domain A, denoted by ∂A, we have that
g(∂A) belongs to a finite union of complex analytic curves in H2 for type b and
in X0 for type c. We call the minimal union of complex analytic (holomorphic)
curves such that g(∂A) belongs to a finite union of complex analytic curves in H2

for type b and in X0 for type c the complex boundary of g(∂A).

Theorem 3.11 (homotopy invariance theorem II). Iterated integrals over mem-
branes are homotopy invariant with respect to homotopies that change the boundary
∂U of the domain of integration U so that the boundary varies on a finite union of
complex analytic curves.
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Proof. Assume that g0(∂A) and g1(∂A) have the same complex boundary. Let h be
a homotopy between g0 and g1, such that for each value of s we have that h(s, ∂A)
has the same complex boundary as h(0, ∂A) = g0(∂A). Let A ⊂ B be a strict
inclusion of disks. Identify B− A◦ with A×[0, 1]. Let i : B− A◦→ [0, 1]× ∂A.
Here A◦ is the interior of A and ∂A is the boundary of A. Let g̃0 be a map from B
to H2 such that g̃0(a)= g0(a) for a ∈ A and g̃0(b) ∈ h(i(b)). Since the restriction
of the pullback (g̃∗0ωi )|B−A = 0 is mapped to a finite union of complex curves, it
vanishes. Therefore ∫

A
g∗0�=

∫
B

g̃∗0�. (10)

Let g̃1 be a membrane from B defined by g̃1(a)= g1(a) for a ∈ A and g̃1(b)= g̃1(a)
for i(b)= (s, a). (Note that i(b) ∈ [0, 1]× ∂A.) Again,∫

A
g∗1�=

∫
B

g̃∗1�. (11)

However, the boundary of B is mapped to the same set (pointwise) by both g̃0 and g̃1.
Moreover, the homotopy between g0 and g1 extends to a homotopy between g̃0 and
g̃1 that respects the inclusion into the complex boundary. Thus by Theorem 3.7, we
have that ∫

B
g̃∗0�=

∫
B

g̃∗1�.

Using (10) and (11), we complete the proof of this theorem. �

3B. Generating series. We are going to define two types of generating series —
type a and type b, corresponding to the iterated integrals on membranes of type a
and type b.

Definition 3.12 (type a). Let A be a domain in R2. Let g be a membrane. Let
U = g(A)⊂ H2. And let ω1, . . . , ωm be holomorphic 2-forms on H2. We define a
generating series of type a by

J a(U )= 1+
∞∑

k=1

∑
c:{1,...,k}→{1,...,m}

Xc(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc(k)

∫
g,U

ωc(1) · · ·ωc(k),

where c : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . ,m} is a map of sets.

Consider a map of sets c : {1, . . . , k}→{1, . . . ,m} and two permutations ρ1, ρ2 of
{1, 2, . . . , k}. We call two triples (c′, ρ ′1, ρ

′

2) and (c′′, ρ ′′1 , ρ
′′

2 ) equivalent if they are
in the same orbit of the permutation group Sk . That is, (c′′, ρ ′′1 , ρ

′′

2 )∼ (c
′, ρ ′1, ρ

′

2)

if for some τ ∈ Sk we have c′′ = c′τ−1, ρ ′′1 = ρ
′

1τ
−1 and ρ ′′2 = ρ

′

2τ
−1. Then

for the equivalence class of a triple (c, ρ1, ρ2), we can associate a unique pair
(c ◦ ρ1, c ◦ ρ2) (which are precisely the indices of the X - and Y -variables in (12)
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and (13), respectively.) The reason for using such an equivalence is that the integral
in (13) is invariant by the above action of τ ∈ Sk on the triple (c, ρ1, ρ2).

Definition 3.13 (ring R, values of the generating series). The values of the genera-
tion series of iterated integrals on membranes will be in a ring R, which we define
as follows. Let

R0 = C〈〈X1, Y1, . . . , Xm, Ym〉〉/I

be the quotient of the ring of formal power series modulo the two-sided ideal I
generated by X i Y j−Y j X i for i, j = 1, . . . ,m. Let R⊂ R0 be the subring of formal
power series whose monomials have the following property: in every monomial of
R, X i occurs as many times as Yi .

Definition 3.14 (type b). We define the generating series of type b on U by

J b(U )= 1+
∞∑

k=1

∑
(c,ρ1,ρ2)/∼

Xc(ρ−1
1 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc(ρ−1

1 (k)) (12)

⊗ Yc(ρ−1
2 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc(ρ−1

2 (k))

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(k), (13)

where the second summation is over all maps of sets c : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . ,m}
and all permutations ρ1, ρ2 of k elements, up to the above equivalence.

Let Y0 be a Hilbert modular surface. Let α and β be two rational functions
on Y0. We denote by D the union of the divisors (α)∞ and (β)∞ at infinity. Let
F : Y0− D→ C2 be defined as F(y)= (α(y), β(y)). Let g : (0, 1)2→ Y0− D be
a membrane, so that the composition F ◦ g respects the coordinatewise foliations.
Consider the differential forms ωi from the definition of type b. They are invariant
under the action of the arithmetic group 0. Thus, we can treat them as differential
forms on the Hilbert modular variety Y0.

Definition 3.15 (type c). With the new definition of a membrane g and a domain
U ⊂ Y0, we define the generating series of type c by

J c(U )= 1+
∞∑

k=1

∑
(c,ρ1,ρ2)/∼

Xc(ρ−1
1 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc(ρ−1

1 (k)) (14)

⊗ Yc(ρ−1
2 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc(ρ−1

2 (k))

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(k), (15)

where the second summation is over all maps of sets c : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . ,m}
and all permutations ρ1, ρ2 of k elements, up to the above equivalence.
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Definition 3.16 (ring R′, generating series J (U1,U2)). We define a generating
series of iterated integrals on two disjoint domain U1 and U2 (see Definition 3.10).
Let Ui = g(Ai ). Define

J (U1,U2)

= 1+
∞∑

k=1

∑
s:{1,...,k}→{1,2}

∑
(c,ρ1,ρ2)/∼

Xc(ρ−1
1 (1)),s(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc(ρ−1

1 (k)),s(k) (16)

⊗ Yc(ρ−1
2 (1)),s(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc(ρ−1

2 (k)),s(k)

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U,s
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(k), (17)

The generating series takes values in a ring R′ defined as follows. Let

R′0 = C〈〈X1,1, X1,2, Y1,1, Y1,2, . . . , Xm,1, Xm,2, Ym,1, Ym,2〉〉/I ′

be a quotient of the ring of formal power series, where I ′ is the two-sided ideal
generated by the Lie commutators of all the X i, j and Yk,l . Let R′ be the subring of
R′0 with the property that in every monomial of R′, X i, j occurs as many times as Yi, j .

Lemma 3.17. Let φ : R′→ R be the homomorphism of rings defined by φ(X i,1)=

φ(X i,2)= X i and φ(Yi,1)= φ(Yi,2)= Yi . If U =U1 ∪U2 is in H2
∪P1(K ), then

φ(J (U1,U2))= J b(U ).

If U =U1 ∪U2 is in X0, then

φ(J (U1,U2))= J c(U ).

Proof. After applying the homomorphism φ the formal variables on the left-hand
side become independent of the map s. Therefore, we have to examine what
happens when we sum over all possible maps s. The value s(i) is 1 or 2. This
has the following significance: if s(i)= 1, then we restrict the form g∗ωc(i) to A1

(instead of to A). Similarly, if s(i)= 2, we restrict g∗ωc(i) to A2. If we add both
choices (restriction to A1 and restriction to A2) then we obtain the restriction of
g∗ωc(i) to A = A1 ∪ A2. Thus, we obtain the formula∑

s:{1,...,k}→{1,2}

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U,s
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(k) =

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(k).

We do the same for every monomial in R. That proves the above lemma for the
generating series. �

3C. Shuffle product of generating series. The regions of integration that we are
mostly interested in will be ideal diangles, that is, 2-cells whose boundaries have
two vertices and two edges, and ideal triangles. All other regions that we will deal
with are going to be a finite union of ideal diangles and ideal triangles. The first
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type of decomposition is based on a union of two diangles with a common vertex.
The second type of decomposition will be based on two of the cells (diangles or
triangles) with a common edge.

Let g1 and g2 be two membranes. Let P= (0, 0) and Q= (1, 1) be the vertices of
a diangle A⊂R2 and Q= (1, 1) and R= (2, 2) be the two points of a diangle B⊂R2.
Assume that A lies within the rectangle with vertices (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 0).
Similarly, assume that B lies within the rectangle (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 1). Let
U = g(A) and V = g(B).

Theorem 3.18. (i)
∫

g,U∪V
ω1 · · ·ωm =

m∑
j=0

∫
g,U

ω1 · · ·ω j

∫
g,V

ω j+1 · · ·ωm .

(ii) The generating series of type a from Definition 3.12 satisfies

J a(g; A∪ B;�)= J a(g; A;�)J a(g; B;�).

The proof of the first statement is essentially the same as the combinatorial proof for
composition of paths, when one considers iterated path integrals (see Lemma 2.3).
The proof of the second statement combines all compositions into generating series
(see Definition 3.12), resembling Manin’s approach for the noncommutative modular
symbol.

For generating series of type b, we have a similar statement:

Definition 3.19. Let ρ ′ and ρ ′′ be two permutations of the sets {1, . . . , i} and
{i+1,. . .,i+ j}, respectively. We define the permutation ρ ′−1

∪ρ ′′−1 of {1,. . .,i+ j},
which acts on {1, . . . , i} as ρ ′−1 and on {i + 1, . . . , i + j} as ρ ′′−1. We define the
set of shuffles of two given permutations, denoted by sh(ρ ′, ρ ′′), as the set of all
permutations ρ of the set {1, 2, . . . , i + j} such that ρ−1 is the composition of a
shuffle of sets τ ∈ sh(i, j) (see Definition 2.4) with ρ ′−1

∪ ρ ′′−1. That is,

ρ−1
= τ ◦ (ρ ′−1

∪ ρ ′′−1).

Definition 3.20. We define a shuffle of two monomials

M ′= Xc′(ρ′−1
1 (1))⊗·· ·⊗Xc′(ρ′−1

1 (i))⊗Yc′(ρ′−1
2 (1))⊗·· ·⊗Yc′(ρ′−1

2 (i))

∫ ρ′1,ρ
′

2

g,U ′
ωc′(1) · · ·ωc′(i)

and

M ′′ = Xc′′(ρ′′−1
1 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc′′(ρ′′−1

1 ( j))⊗ Yc′′(ρ′′−1
2 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc′′(ρ′′−1

2 ( j))

×

∫ ρ′′1 ,ρ
′′

2

g,U ′′
ωc′′(i+1) · · ·ωc′′(i+ j),

where ρ ′1 and ρ ′2 are permutations of {1, . . . , i}, c′ is a map of sets {1, . . . , i} →
{1, . . . ,m}, ρ ′′1 and ρ ′′2 are permutations of {i + 1, . . . , i + j}, and c′′ is a map of
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sets {i + 1, . . . , i + j} → {1, . . . ,m}. By a shuffle product of the monomials M ′

and M ′′, we mean the sum

M ′×Sh M ′′ =
∑

ρ1∈sh(ρ′1,ρ
′′

1 )

ρ2∈sh(ρ′2,ρ
′′

2 )

Xc(ρ−1
1 (1)),s(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc(ρ−1

1 (i+ j)),s(i+ j)

⊗ Yc(ρ−1
2 (1)),s(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc(ρ−1

2 (i+ j)),s(i+ j)

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U ′∪U ′′,s
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(i+ j),

where c : {1, . . . , i + j} → {1, . . . ,m} is such that its restriction to the first i
elements is c′ and its restriction to the last j elements is c′′. Here the maps s takes
the value 1 on the set c−1

{1, . . . , i} = c′−1
{1, . . . , i} and the value 2 on the set

c−1
{i + 1, . . . , i + j} = c′′−1

{i + 1, . . . , i + j}.

Theorem 3.21 (shuffle product). For iterated integrals of type b and the corre-
sponding generating series, we have the following shuffle relations:

(i)
∫ ρ′1,ρ

′

2

g,U
ω1 · · ·ω j

∫ ρ′′1 ,ρ
′′

2

g,U
ω j+1 · · ·ωm =

∑
ρ1∈sh(ρ′1,ρ

′′

1 )

ρ2∈sh(ρ′2,ρ
′′

2 )

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U
ω1 · · ·ωm . (18)

(ii)
∫ ρ′1,ρ

′

2

g,U ′
ω1 · · ·ω j

∫ ρ′′1 ,ρ
′′

2

g,U ′′
ω j+1 · · ·ωm =

∑
ρ1∈sh(ρ′1,ρ

′′

1 )

ρ2∈sh(ρ′2,ρ
′′

2 )

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U,s
ω1 · · ·ωm, (19)

where s is a map from {1, . . . ,m} to {1, 2} such that {1, . . . , j} are mapped to
1 and the remaining elements are mapped to 2.

(iii) φ(J b(U ′)×Sh J b(U ′′))= J b(U ′ ∪U ′′). (20)

(iv) φ(J c(U ′)×Sh J c(U ′′))= J c(U ′ ∪U ′′). (21)

Proof. For part (i), it is useful to consider the two orderings of differential forms,
given in Remark 3.6. Note that we need to order the forms both horizontally and
vertically in the terminology of that remark. Let us consider first the horizon-
tal order. That is the order with respect to the first variables of the differential
forms g∗ωρ′−1

1 (1), . . . , g∗ωρ′−1
1 ( j) and g∗ωρ′′−1

1 ( j+1), . . . , g∗ωρ′′−1
1 (m), corresponding

to the two integrals on the left-hand side of (18). In order to arrange both of
the above orderings in one sequence of increasing first arguments, we need to
shuffle them (similarly to shuffling a deck of cards). That leads to ρ1 ∈ sh(ρ ′1, ρ

′′

1 )

(see Definition 3.19). We proceed similarly with the second arguments and the
permutations ρ ′2, ρ

′′

2 and ρ2.
For (ii), apply the equality from part (i) with the differential forms g∗ω1, . . . ,g∗ω j

multiplied by the function 1A′ , defined by

1A′(x)=
{

1 for x ∈ A′,
0 for x /∈ A′,
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and the differential forms g∗ω j+1, . . . , g∗ωm multiplied by 1A′′ .
For part (iii), we are going to establish similar relation among generating series

as elements of R′. Applying the homomorphism φ : R′→ R from Lemma 3.17,
we obtain the desired equality. Every monomial from J (U1) is of the form

M ′= Xc′(ρ′−1
1 (1))⊗·· ·⊗Xc′(ρ′−1

1 (i))⊗Yc′(ρ′−1
2 (1))⊗·· ·⊗Yc′(ρ′−1

2 (i))

∫ ρ′1,ρ
′

2

g,U ′
ωc′(1) · · ·ωc′(i)

and similarly every monomial from J (U2) is of the form

M ′′ = Xc′′(ρ′′−1
1 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc′′(ρ′′−1

1 ( j))⊗ Yc′′(ρ′′−1
2 (1))⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc′′(ρ′′−1

2 ( j))

×

∫ ρ′′1 ,ρ
′′

2

g,U ′′
ωc′′(i+1) · · ·ωc′′(i+ j),

where ρ ′1 and ρ ′2 are permutations of {1, . . . , i}, c′ is a map of sets {1, . . . , i} →
{1, . . . ,m}, ρ ′′1 and ρ ′′2 are permutations of {i + 1, . . . , i + j}, and c′′ is a map of
sets {i+1, . . . , i+ j}→ {1, . . . ,m}. We take the shuffle product of the monomials
M ′ and M ′′ (see Definition 3.20):

M ′×Sh M ′′ =
∑

ρ1∈sh(ρ′1,ρ
′′

1 )

ρ2∈sh(ρ′2,ρ
′′

2 )

Xc(ρ−1
1 (1)),s(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Xc(ρ−1

1 (i+ j)),s(i+ j)

⊗Yc(ρ−1
2 (1)),s(1)⊗ · · ·⊗ Yc(ρ−1

2 (i+ j)),s(i+ j)

∫ ρ1,ρ2

g,U,s
ωc(1) · · ·ωc(i+ j),

where the map s takes the value 1 on the set c−1
{1, . . . , i} and the value 2 on the

set c−1
{i + 1, . . . , i + j}. This determines the map s uniquely.

In order to complete the proof, we have to show that every monomial in J (U1,U2)

can be obtained in exactly one way as a result (on the right-hand side) of a shuffle
product of a pair of monomials (M1,M2) from J (U1) and J (U2). Every monomial
from J (U1,U2) is characterized by two permutation ρ1, ρ2 and two maps of sets
c : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . ,m} and s : {1, . . . , k} → {1, 2}. Let i be the number
of elements in s−1(1) and j the number of elements in s−1(2). Then i + j = k.
Then i is the number of differential forms among g∗ωc(1), · · · , g∗ωc(k) which are
restricted to the set A1. The remaining j differential forms are restricted to A2.
Also, every permutation ρ1 can be written in an unique way as a composition of a
shuffle τ1 ∈ sh(i, j) and two disjoint permutations ρ ′1 and ρ ′′1 of i and of j elements,
respectively (see Definition 3.19). Similarly, ρ2 can be written in a unique way as
a product of a shuffle τ2 ∈ sh(i, j) and two disjoint permutation ρ ′2 and ρ ′′2 . The
map of sets c1 is defined as a restriction of the map c to the image of ρ ′1. Similarly,
the map c2 is defined as a restriction of the map c to the image of ρ ′′1 . Now we can
define the monomials M ′ and M ′′ in J (U1) and J (U2) based on the triples ρ ′1, ρ

′

2, c′
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and ρ ′′1 , ρ
′′

2 , c′′, respectively. Such monomials are unique. One can show that the
shuffle product of M ′ and M ′′ contains the monomial in J (U1,U2) that we started
with exactly once. The proof of part (iii) is complete after applying Lemma 3.17. �

4. Hilbert modular symbols

In this section, we recall the Hilbert modular group and its action on the product
of two upper half-planes. Then we define commutative Hilbert modular symbols
(Section 4A) and its pairing with the cohomology of the Hilbert modular surface
(Section 4B). In Sections 4C and 4D, we define noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbols (Definition 4.13) as generating series of iterated integrals over membranes
of type b. We also examine relations among the noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbols (Theorem 4.12), which we interpret as cocycle conditions or as a difference
by a coboundary (Conjecture 4.14). In Section 4E, we consider a two-category
C with a sheaf J on C . Then the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol is a
sheaf on a two-category. This is done in order to give a plausible approach to
defining a suitable noncommutative cohomology set. In Section 4F, we make
explicit computations and compare them to computations for multiple Dedekind
zeta values.

4A. Commutative Hilbert modular symbols. In this subsection, we define com-
mutative Hilbert modular symbols, using geodesics, geodesic triangles and geodesic
diangles. Then, we prove certain relations among the commutative Hilbert mod-
ular symbols, which are generalized to relations among noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbols (Section 4D).

Let K =Q(
√

d) be a real quadratic extension of Q. Then the ring of integers in
K is

OK =

{
Z[(1+

√
d)/2] for d = 1 mod 4,

Z[
√

d] for d = 2, 3 mod 4.

Then 0 = SL2(OK ) is called a Hilbert modular group. Let γ ∈ 0. We recall the
action of γ on a product of two upper half-planes H2. Let

γ = γ1 =

(
a1 b1

c1 d1

)
.

Let a2, b2, c2, d2 be the Galois conjugates of a1, b1, c1, d1, respectively. Let us
define γ2 by

γ2 =

(
a2 b2

c2 d2

)
.

Let z = (z1, z2) be any point of the product of two upper half-planes H2.
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For an element γ ∈ GL2(K ), we define the following action: If det γ is totally
positive, that is det γ1 > 0 and det γ2 > 0, then the action of γ on z = (z1, z2) ∈H2

is essentially the same as for γ ∈ SL2(K ), namely,

γ z = (γ1z1, γ2z2),

where

γ1z1 =
a1z1+ b1

c1z1+ d1
and γ2z2 =

a2z2+ b2

c2z2+ d2

are linear fractional transforms. If det γ is totally negative, that is, det γ1 < 0 and
det γ2 < 0, then we define

γ z =
(
−

a1z1+ b1

c1z1+ d1
,−

a2z2+ b2

c2z2+ d2

)
.

Similarly if one of the embeddings of det γ is positive and the other is negative, for
example, det γ1 > 0 and det γ2 < 0, e.g., for det γ =

√
d, then

γ z =
(

a1z1+ b1

c1z1+ d1
,−

a2z2+ b2

c2z2+ d2

)
.

We add cusp points P1(K ) to H2. Then the quotient SL2(OK )\(P
1(K )∪H2)

is compact.
We are going to carefully examine geodesics joining the cusps 0, 1 and∞.
Let z0, z1, z∞ be three distinct cusp points. There is a unique γ ∈ PGL2(K ) that

sends z0, z1 and z∞ to 0, 1 and∞, respectively.
Let

i : H→ H2, i(x)= (x, x)

be the diagonal map and 1 be its image. Consider the Hirzebruch–Zagier divisor
X = γ ∗1. It is an analytic curve that passes through the points z0, z1 and z∞. Then
X is a holomorphic curve in H2 if det γ is totally positive or totally negative. If
det γ is not totally positive or totally negative, then X is a holomorphic curve in
H1
×H1

∪P1(K ); in other words, it is an antiholomorphic curve in H2, such as
z1 = −z2. Let 1X = γ

∗1 be the pullback of the geodesic triangle 1 formed by
the points 0, 1,∞ in the analytic curve X .

Given four points on the boundary in H2
∪P1(K ), we are tempted to consider

them as vertices of a geodesic tetrahedron in H2
∪P1(K ), whose faces are triangles

of the type 1X . However, there is one problem that we encounter: Two distinct
cusps could be connected by two different geodesics in H2

∪P1(K ). In particular,
two triangles from the faces of the “tetrahedron” might not have a common edge,
but only two common vertices. Thus, we are led to consider a thickened tetrahedron
with two types of faces on the boundary: the first type is an ideal triangle that we
have just defined and the other type is an ideal diangle — a union of geodesics
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connecting two fixed points, which has the homotopy type of a disc with two
vertices and two edges. The two edges of an ideal diangle in the boundary of a
thickened tetrahedron correspond to the two geodesics connecting the same two
cusps, where two geodesics belong to the geodesic triangles that have the two cusps
in common.

Let us describe a diangle D0,∞;1,α whose two vertices are 0 and∞ and whose
two sides are geodesics that belong to each of the ideal triangles 0, 1,∞ and 0, α,∞.
The geodesic l0 between the points 0 and∞ that lie on the geodesic triangle 0, 1,∞
can be parametrized in the following way: {(i t, i t) | t ∈R, t ≥ 0} ⊂ Im(H)× Im(H).
Here by Im(H) we mean the imaginary part of the upper half-plane. The ele-
ment γ ∈ 0 that sends 0, α,∞ to 0, 1,∞ is γ =

(
α−1 0

0 1

)
. Then (γ−1)∗(i t, i t) =

(|α1|i t, |α2|i t). Therefore, the geodesic lα between the points 0 and∞ that lie on the
geodesic triangle 0, α,∞ can be parametrized as {(|α1|i t, |α2|i t) | t ∈ R, t ≥ 0} ⊂
Im(H)× Im(H). Then, we define the diangle D0,∞;1,α as the two-dimensional
region in Im(H)× Im(H) between the lines l0 and lα . We also consider the diangle
with orientation. If |α1| > |α2| then it is positively oriented. If the inequality is
reversed then the diangle is negatively oriented; if |α1| = |α2| then it is a degenerate
diangle, which consists of a single geodesic. All other diangles that we will consider
are translates of D0,∞;1,α via the action of any element γ ∈ PGL2(K ).

Lemma 4.1. (i) Each geodesic triangle 1X lies either on a holomorphic curve or
on an antiholomorphic curve.

(ii) Each geodesic in a geodesic triangle 1X belongs both to a holomorphic curve
and to an antiholomorphic curve.

Proof. Part (i) follows from the construction of a geodesic triangle before the lemma.
For part (ii), consider the following: Let 1(0, 1,∞) be the geodesic triangle in
the diagonal of H2 connecting the points 0, 1 and∞. It is a holomorphic curve.
Thus, a geodesic {(i t, i t) ∈ H2

| t > 0}, connecting the points 0 and∞ as a face
of the geodesic triangle 1(0, 1,∞), lies on a holomorphic curve. Now consider
the geodesic triangle D(0,

√
d,∞). It lies on an antiholomorphic curve in H2,

by which we mean a complex curve in H2 (where we have taken the complex
conjugate complex structure in one of the upper half-planes), since the linear
fractional transformation that sends D(0,

√
d,∞) to D(0, 1,∞) does not have

totally positive (or totally negative) determinant. Explicitly, the linear fractional
transformation that sends (0,

√
d,∞) to (0, 1,∞) is

γ =

(
1 0
0
√

d

)
.

Then

(γ1, γ2)=

((
1 0
0
√

d

)
,

(
1 0
0 −
√

d

))
.
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We have γ1(i t) = (1/
√

d)i t and γ2(i t) = −(1/
√

d)i t = γ1(i t). Then the same
geodesic (i t, i t) belongs to the antiholomorphic curve given by the pullback of
the diagonal with respect to the linear fractional map γ . Thus, we obtain that the
geodesic (i t, i t) connecting 0 and∞ belongs to both a holomorphic curve and an
antiholomorphic curve. Similarly, any translate of the geodesic (i t, i t) via a linear
fractional map from GL2(K ) would belong to both a holomorphic curve and an
antiholomorphic curve. That proves part (ii). �

Definition 4.2. Let p1, p2, p3, p4 be cusp points in H2
∪P1(K ). To each triple of

points p1, p2, p3, we associate the geodesic triangle {p1, p2, p3} with coefficient 1
as an element of the singular chain complex in C2(H

2
∪ P1(K ),Q). Also, to

each quadruple of points p1, p2, p3, p4, we associate the geodesic diangle between
the two geodesic connecting p1 and p2 so that the first geodesic is a face of the
geodesic triangle {p1, p2, p3} and the second geodesic is a face of the geodesic
triangle {p1, p2, p4}. We denote such a diangle by {p1, p2; p3, p4}. We call the
geodesic triangle {p1, p2, p3} and the geodesic diangle {p1, p2; p3, p4}, considered
as elements of C2(H

2
∪P1(K ),Q), commutative Hilbert modular symbols.

Theorem 4.3. The commutative Hilbert modular symbols, modulo the boundary of
singular 3-chains ∂C3(H

2
∪P1(K ),Q), satisfy the following properties:

(1) If σ is a permutation of the set {1, 2, 3} then

{pσ(1), pσ(2), pσ(3)} = sign(σ ){p1, p2, p3}.

(2) If p1, p2, p3, p4 are four points on the same holomorphic (or antiholomorphic)
curve of the type γ ∗1, then

{p1, p2, p3}+ {p2, p3, p4} = {p1, p2, p4}+ {p1, p3, p4}.

For every four points p1, p2, p3, p4, we associate a diangle with vertices p1

and p2. Let {p1, p2; p3, p4} be the corresponding symbol.

(3) If p1, p2, p3, p4 are four points on the same holomorphic (or antiholomorphic)
curve of type γ ∗1, then

0= {p1, p2; p3, p4}.

(4) For every distinct four points p1, p2, p3, p4, we have the following relations,
based on the orientation of the domain:

{p2, p1; p3, p4} = {p1, p2; p4, p3} = −{p2, p1; p4, p3} = −{p1, p2; p3, p4}.
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(5) For every five points p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, we have

{p1, p2; p3, p4}+ {p1, p2; p4, p5} = {p1, p2; p3, p5}.

(6) We also have a relation between the two types of commutative Hilbert modular
symbols. For every four distinct points p1, p2, p3, p4, we have

0= {p1, p2, p3}+ {p2, p3, p4}− {p1, p2, p4}− {p1, p3, p4}

+ {p1, p2; p3, p4}+ {p2, p3; p1, p4}+ {p3, p1; p2, p4}

+ {p3, p4; p1, p2}+ {p1, p4; p2, p3}+ {p2, p4; p3, p1}.

Proof. Part (1) follows from the orientation of the simplex in singular homology.
Part (2) is an equality induced by two different triangulations on a holomorphic
(or antiholomorphic) curve with four vertices. In that setting the diangles are trivial,
which proves part (3). Part (4) follows from the orientation of the diangle. Part (5)
corresponds to a union of two geodesic diangles with a common face, given by
a third geodesic diangle. Part (5) will be used for a noncommutative 1-cocycle
relation for the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol (see Conjecture 4.14).
Part (6) is a boundary relation for the boundary of a thickened tetrahedron. By a
thickened tetrahedron, we mean a union of four geodesic triangles corresponding to
each triple of points among the four points p1, p2, p3, p4 together with six geodesic
diangles that correspond to the area between the faces of the geodesic triangles.
They correspond exactly to the thickening of the six edges of a tetrahedron. �

Part 6 will be used to derive explicit formulas for the noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbol of type c′ resembling a noncommutative 2-cocycle relation (see
Conjecture 4.15).

4B. Pairing of the modular symbols with cohomology. In this subsection, we
consider pairings between commutative Hilbert modular symbols and cusp forms.
In some cases, we prove that such pairings give periods in the sense of [Kontsevich
and Zagier 2001].

We are interested in holomorphic cusp forms with respect to 0. Equivalently,
we can consider the holomorphic 2-forms on X̃ , the minimal smooth algebraic
compactification of X [Hirzebruch 1973]. At this point we should distinguish
between geodesic triangles that lie on a holomorphic curve and those that lie on an
antiholomorphic curve. The reason for this distinction is that a holomorphic 2-form
restricted to a holomorphic curve vanishes. The way to distinguish the two types
of geodesic triangles is the following: Let γ be a linear fractional transform that
sends the points p1, p2, p3 to 0, 1,∞. If det γ is totally positive or totally negative,
then the geodesic triangle p1, p2, p3 lies on a holomorphic curve. If det γ is neither
totally positive nor totally negative, then the geodesic triangle p1, p2, p3 lies on an
antiholomorphic curve.
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Definition 4.4. Define M2(H
2
∪ P1(K ),Q) to be the span of the Hilbert modu-

lar symbols {p1, p2, p3} and {p1, p2; p3, p4} as a subspace of the singular chain
C2(H

2
∪P1(K ),Q). We define the pairing

〈 , 〉 : M2(H
2
∪P1(K ))× S2,2(0)→ C

by setting

〈{p1, p2, p3}, f dz1 ∧ dz2〉 =

∫
{p1,p2,p3}

f dz1 ∧ dz2

for geodesic triangles and

〈{p1, p2; p3, p4}, f dz1 ∧ dz2〉 =

∫
{p1,p2;p3,p4}

f dz1 ∧ dz2

for geodesic diangles.

We are going to use that a Hilbert modular surface X (C) can be realized as the
complex points of an arithmetic surface defined over a number field F .

Theorem 4.5. The image of the above pairing is a period over a number field F
when we integrate a normalized cusp Hecke eigenform f of weight (2, 2). (For
Hecke eigenforms, see [Shimura 1978; Berger et al. 2013].)

Proof. From Lemma 3.1(ii), the boundary of the geodesic triangles of the diangles
are geodesics that lie on holomorphic curves in H2

∪ P1(K ). Therefore, in the
quotient by the congruence group 0, the geodesic lies in a Hirzebruch–Zagier
divisor on the Hilbert modular surface. Thus, we integrate a closed algebraic
differential 2-form (that is, a global differential 2-form with algebraic coefficients)
on the Hilbert modular surface, with boundaries Hirzebruch–Zagier divisors. �

Conjecture 4.6. Let f ∈ Sk,k(0) be a normalized cusp Hecke eigenform of weight
(k, k). Then ∫

{p1,p2,p3}

f dz1 ∧ dz2

for geodesic triangles and ∫
{p1,p2;p3,p4}

f dz1 ∧ dz2

for geodesic diangles are periods.

Theorem 4.5 is a proof of Conjecture 4.6 for the case of cusp form of weight (2, 2).
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4C. Iteration — revisited. We defined iterated integrals on diangles in Definitions
3.14 and 3.15. However, these definitions have to be extended to other domains of
integration in order to consider iterated integrals on geodesic triangles.

A consequence of the results from this subsection is the following:

Theorem 4.7. Iterated integrals of type c on a geodesic diangle and on a geodesic
triangle of algebraic differential 2-forms on a Hilbert modular surface are periods
in the sense of Kontsevich–Zagier.

Before giving the proof, we need definitions of several objects, as well as their
properties. In the process, we will be able to extend the definition of iterated
integrals on membranes when the domain of integration is a geodesic triangle.

For type b, in Definition 3.14, we have a map g : U → H2 that sends the two
R-foliations on U into two coordinatewise C-foliations of H2. The same definition
does not work when the domain U is a geodesic triangle. The reason is that a
geodesic triangle is either a holomorphic curve or an antiholomorphic curve. In
both cases, a pullback of one leaf to the geodesic triangle is a point not a line (which
is the case for the diangles).

In order to extend Definitions 3.14 and 3.15 to the case when the domain U is a
geodesic triangle, we are going to construct a new space using the fiber products
multiple times.

Now, we are going to define a space Yn associated to an iterated integral on n
2-forms on H2. We are going to use fiber products (see [Hartshorne 1977]). Let p1

and p2 be the projections of H2 on the first and the second component, respectively.
Define X i j =H2 for 1≤ i ≤ n and 1≤ j ≤ n. (One should think of the component
X i j as the complexification of the real coordinate (si , t j ).) Let Ci =H for 1≤ i ≤ n
and C ′j = H for 1≤ j ≤ n. Let

X j = X1 j ×C ′j X2 j ×C ′j · · · ×C ′j Xnj .

(X j corresponds to the variable t j .) Then

X j ⊂ X1 j × X2 j × · · ·× Xnj .

Let also

Pj = (p1, . . . , p1) : X1 j × X2 j × · · ·× Xnj → C1× · · ·×Cn.

Let P◦j = Pj |X j be the restriction of Pj to the subset X j . We define Yn as the fiber
product of X1, . . . , Xn with respect to the morphisms P◦1 , . . . , P◦n over the base
C1× · · ·×Cn , namely

Yn = X1×C · · · ×C Xn, (22)

where C=C1×· · ·×Cn . Note that X j is isomorphic to X j+1. Let Z j be the subspace
of Yn defined by setting the j - and the ( j+1)-components of Yn = X1×C · · ·×C Xn
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to be equal. (The space Z j corresponds to a boundary components obtained by
letting t j = t j+1.) Similarly, we could have defined Yn by defining first

X ′i = X i1×Ci X i2×Ci · · · ×Ci X in,

(X ′i corresponds to si ) so that

X ′i ⊂ X i1× X i2× · · ·× X in.

Let

P ′i = (p2, . . . , p2) : X i1× X i2× · · ·× X in→ C ′1× · · ·×C ′n.

Define P ′◦i = P ′i |X ′i to be the restriction of P ′i to X ′i . We define Yn as the fiber
product of X ′1, . . . , X ′n with respect to the morphisms P ′◦1 , . . . , P ′◦n over the base
C ′1× · · ·×C ′n , namely,

Yn = X ′1×C ′ · · · ×C ′ X ′n, (23)

where C ′ = C ′1×· · ·×C ′n . Similarly we define Z ′i to be the subspace of Yn defined
by setting the i- and the (i +1)-components of Yn = X ′1×C ′ · · ·×C ′ X ′n to be equal.
(The space Z ′i corresponds to a boundary components obtained by letting si = si+1.)

We have given two definitions (22) and (23) of the space Yn . In the two definitions
we have only exchanged the role of p1 and p2. We will prove that both definitions
lead to the same object in the case n = 2. The general case is left to the reader.

Lemma 4.8. For n = 2, the two definitions (22) and (23) define isomorphic objects
Y2.

Proof. The space Y2 can be defined as a finite limit (in a categorical sense) of a
diagram in the following way. Consider the commutative diagram

C ′1

X11

==

||

X12

""

aa

C1 C2

X21

!!

bb

X22

}}

<<

C ′2
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For any space W such that

C ′1

X11

==

||

X12

""

aa

C1 W

bb <<

""||

C2

X21

!!

bb

X22

}}

<<

C ′2

(24)

commutes, we have that the maps fi j :W → X i j factor through gi j : Y2→ X i j , so
that fi j = gi j ◦ h for some h :W → Y2, and Y2 is part of the commutative diagram

C ′1

X11

==

||

X12

""

aa

C1 Y2

bb <<

""||

C2

X21

!!

bb

X22

}}

<<

C ′2

In order to prove this universal property of Y2 we follow the first definition of Y2.
This leads to the commutative diagram

C ′1

X11

88

}}

X11×C ′1 X12 //oo X12

!!

ff

C1 W

OO

��

C2

X21

&&

aa

X21×C ′2 X22 //oo X22

xx

==

C ′2

Then we have that X1= X11×C ′1 X12 maps to C=C1×C2 and also X2= X21×C ′2 X22

maps to C = C1 × C2. Thus the maps from W to any element of the diagram
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factors through Y2 = X1×C X2. Similarly, W factors through X ′1×C ′ X ′2, where
X ′1 = X11×C1 X21, X ′2 = X12×C2 X22 and C ′ = C ′1×C ′2. Since both X1×C X2

and X ′1×C ′ X ′2 are universal objects with respect to the diagram (24), we have that
they are isomorphic. �

Now, we return to the initial question of this subsection, namely, how to iterate
over a geodesic triangle so that it is consistent with the current definition of iteration
over a diangle.

For an n-fold iteration of 2-forms of types b or c, we have to specify a domain
U ⊂H2, dimR U = 2, and a pair of permutations ρ1 and ρ2 of n elements. We make
an essential assumption that the boundary of U ⊂ H2, denoted by ∂U , projected
onto the Hilbert modular surface Y0 lies on a finite union of Hirzebruch–Zagier
divisors. We will denote the finite union of such Hirzebruch–Zagier divisors by HZ.

Let
Pρ1,ρ2 : X11× · · ·× Xnn→ Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n)

be a projection to n of the factors. Let Ui j ∼=U for 1≤ i ≤ n and 1≤ j ≤ n. Let

I :Uρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·×Uρ1(n)ρ2(n)→ Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n)

be induced from the product of inclusion of the domains U → X . We will use the
notation

Uρ
=Uρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·×Uρ1(n)ρ2(n)

and
Xρ
= Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n).

Then the map I becomes
I :Uρ

→ Xρ .

Let
J : Yn→ Xρ

be the composition of the natural inclusion Yn→ X11×· · ·×Xnn and the projection
Pρ1,ρ2 . Then we define the domain of integration to be

Uρ
Yn
=Uρ

×Xρ Yn,

which is the fiber product of the maps I and J . Since I :Uρ
→ Xρ is an inclusion,

we have that the induced map
Uρ

Yn
→ Yn

is an inclusion.
In the above constructions, we have used a parallel between type b and type c

iterated integrals on membranes. The following definition allows us to extend in
some sense the two types when the domain of integration is an ideal triangle:
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Definition 4.9 (iterated integrals on membranes of types b′ or c′). For any manifold
with corners of dimension 2 on a Hilbert modular variety, we define an iterated
integral∫ 6n(ρ1,ρ2)

U
( f1 dz1 ∧ dz2) · · · ( fn dz1 ∧ dz2)

=

∫
Uρ

Yn

J ∗( f1 dz1 ∧ dz2, . . . , fn dz1 ∧ dz2), (25)

where fk dz1 ∧ dz2 is a form defined on Xρ1(k)ρ2(k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. If Yn and Uρ
Yn

are constructed in the setting of type b iterated integrals on membranes, then the
above definition is of iterated integrals on membranes of type b′. Similarly, if Yn

and Uρ
Yn

are constructed in the setting of type c iterated integrals on membranes,
then the above definition is of iterated integrals on membranes of type c′.

If U is a diangle, then the relation of the above integral to the ones defined by
iterated integrals over membranes is the following: The integral∫ 6n(ρ1,ρ2)

U
( f1 dz1 ∧ dz2) · · · ( fn dz1 ∧ dz2)

is the sum of the integrals from Definitions 3.14 or 3.15, namely, the sum∑
ρ∈6n

∫ (ρρ1,ρρ2)

U
( f1 dz1 ∧ dz2) · · · ( fn dz1 ∧ dz2)

over the orbit of the diagonal action of the permutation group 6n on any chosen
pair of permutations (ρ1, ρ2).

Proposition 4.10 (properties of the iterated integral (25)). (1) The iterated integral
(25) is well-defined when U is an ideal triangle both for types b and c.

(2) The iterated integral (25) for type c is a period if U is an ideal triangle
or an ideal diangle, when f1, . . . , fn are normalized Hecke eigenforms of
weight (2, 2).

(3) The iterated integral (25), both for types b and c, is homotopy invariant with
respect to homotopies that vary within the divisors

J−1(Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× p−1
1 (qi )× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n)

)
,

where qi is a point of Xρ1(i)ρ2(i) for fixed i and p1 : Xρ1(i)ρ2(i)→ C ; or homo-
topies that vary within the divisors

J−1(Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× p−1
2 (qi )× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n)

)
,

where qi is a point of Xρ1(i)ρ2(i) for fixed i and p2 : Xρ1(i)ρ2(i)→ C ′.
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Proof. (a) The integral (25) is well-defined for any two-dimensional submanifold
with corners of the Hilbert modular variety [Borel and Serre 1973].

(b) The iterated integral (25) is a period since:

(1) A Hilbert modular variety can be defined over a number field.

(2) The normalized Hecke eigenforms f1, . . . , fn of weight (2, 2) can be realized
as algebraic differential forms on the Hilbert modular variety.

(3) The boundary of the region of integration Uρ
Yn

is a divisor on Yn , namely,

n⋃
i=1

HZi ,

where

HZi = J−1(Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·×HZ× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n))

is a divisor of Yn obtained as a pullback of a divisor whose i-th component is
a Hirzebruch–Zagier divisor HZ, and the rest of the factors are Xρ1(k)ρ2(k) for
k 6= i .

(c) The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.7. �

The domain U Yn might be cut into disconnected components by the Zi and Z ′j .
In order to choose a connected component we need to define another region of
integration. Recall that for the case of iterated integrals on membranes of type
b, p1 : H

2
→ C and p2 : H

2
→ C ′ are projections onto the first and the second

component, with C ∼= H and C ′ ∼= H.
For the case of iterated integrals on membranes of type c, p1 = α1 ◦ π and

p2 = α2 ◦π are compositions of

π : H2
→ X0,

the map from the universal cover to the Hilbert modular surface, with

α1, α2 : X0→ P1,

two algebraically independent rational functions on the Hilbert modular surface,
and Ci ∼= P1 and C ′j ∼= P1 for 1≤ i ≤ n and 1≤ j ≤ n.

Let q0, q1, r0, r1∈P1 be points. Let Q0, Q1, R0 and R1 be connected components
of p−1

1 (q0), p−1
1 (q1), p−1

2 (r0), and p−1
2 (r1), respectively.

Let V → H2 be a domain in H2 with boundary on the union

Q0 ∪ Q1 ∪ R0 ∪ R1,

but with interior disjoint from this union. We define the divisors Z0, Zn, Z ′0, Z ′n of
Yn as follows: Z0 will be the beginning of the integration of the t1 variable (t1 = 0),
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Zn will be the end of the integration of the tn variable (tn = 1), Z ′0 will be the
beginning of the integration of the s1 variable (s1 = 0), and Z ′n will be the end of
the integration of the sn variable (sn = 1). We define them as the fiber product

Z0 = Q0×C X2×C · · · ×C Xn, Zn = X1×C · · · ×C Xn−1×C Q1,

Z ′0 = R0×C ′ X ′2×C ′ · · · ×C ′ X ′n, Z ′n = X ′1×C ′ · · · ×C ′ X ′n−1×C ′ R1.

We will use the notation

V ρ
= Vρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× Vρ1(n)ρ2(n) and Xρ

= Xρ1(1)ρ2(1)× · · ·× Xρ1(n)ρ2(n).

Then the map I ′ becomes
I ′ : V ρ

→ Xρ .

Let
J ′ : Yn→ Xρ

be the composition of the natural inclusion Yn→ X11×· · ·×Xnn and the projection
Pρ1,ρ2 . Then we define the domain of integration to be

V ρ
Yn
= V ρ

×Xρ Yn,

which is the fiber product of the maps I ′ and J ′. Since I ′ :Uρ
→ Xρ is an inclusion,

we have that the induced map
V ρ

Yn
→ Yn

is an inclusion.
Then the divisors Z0, Z1, . . . , Zn−1, Zn and Z ′0, Z ′1, . . . , Z ′n−1, Z ′n cut out from

V Yn a product of two n-simplices, which corresponds to the region where the
product {0 ≤ s1 ≤ · · · ≤ sn ≤ 1} × {0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tn ≤ 1} is embedded. Denote
by V ρ

Yn
the connected components of V ρ

Yn
that contains the image of the product

{0≤ s1≤ · · · ≤ sn ≤ 1}×{0≤ t1≤ · · · ≤ tn ≤ 1} under the map g from Definition 3.5.

Proof of Theorem 4.7. We consider the type of iterated integrals defined in Definition
3.15. Using the above notation, the domain of integration is U ⊂ V . We define

Uρ
Yn
=Uρ

Yn
∩ V ρ

Yn
.

Then the boundary of Uρ
Yn

lies on the union of divisors

∂Uρ
Yn
⊂

( n⋃
i=1

Zi

)
∪

( n⋃
j=1

Z ′j

)
.

The normalized Hecke eigenforms of weight (2, 2) can be realized as algebraic
differential forms on the Hilbert modular variety. Then the iterated integrals on a
membrane of type c over the domain U are periods, since:
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(1) A Hilbert modular variety can be defined over a number field.

(2) The normalized Hecke eigenforms f1, . . . , fn of weight (2, 2) can be realized
as algebraic differential forms on the Hilbert modular variety.

(3) The boundary of the region of integration Uρ
Yn

is a divisor on Yn , namely,( n⋃
i=1

Zi

)
∪

( n⋃
j=1

Z ′j

)
. �

4D. Generating series and relations. In this subsection, we examine the generat-
ing series of iterated integrals on membranes (of types b′ or c′), evaluated at geodesic
triangles and geodesic diangles. We prove relations among them. Most importantly,
the generating series J will be used in Section 4E to define noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbols. Moreover, the relations that we prove in this subsection will be
interpreted as cocycles or as coboundaries of the noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbols satisfy in Section 4E.

Definition 4.11. Let f1, . . . , fm be m cusp forms with respect to a Hilbert modular
group 0. Let f1 dz1 ∧ dz2, . . . , fm dz1 ∧ dz2 be the corresponding differential
forms defining the generating series. Let J (p1, p2, p3) be the generating series J
evaluated at the geodesic triangle with vertices p1, p2, p3. Let J (p1, p2; p3, p4)

be the generating series J evaluated at the geodesic diangle {p1, p2; p3, p4}.

Both J (p1,p2,p3) and J (p1,p2; p3,p4)will be called noncommutative Hilbert mod-
ular symbols after the action of the arithmetic group is included (see Definition 4.13).

Theorem 4.12. The generating series J is one of the types b, c, b′ or c′. Note
that J (p1, p2; p3, p4) is defined for all types, while J (p1, p2, p3) is defined only
for types b′ or c′. Then the generating series J (p1, p2, p3) and J (p1, p2; p3, p4)

satisfy the following relations:

(1) If σ is a permutation of the set {1, 2, 3}, then

J (pσ(1), pσ(2), pσ(3))= J sign(σ )(p1, p2, p3).

(2) If p1, p2, p3, p4 are four points on the same holomorphic (or antiholomorphic)
curve of type γ ∗1, then

1= J (p1, p2, p3)J (p2, p3, p4)

× J (p2, p1, p4)J (p1, p4, p3) .

(3) If p1, p2, p3, p4 are four points on the same holomorphic (or antiholomorphic)
curve of type γ ∗1, then

1= J (p1, p2; p3, p4).
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(4) For every four points p1, p2, p3, p4, we have the following relation based on
the orientation of the domain:

J (p2, p1; p3, p4)= J (p1, p2; p4, p3)

= J−1(p2, p1; p4, p3)

= J−1(p1, p2; p3, p4).

(5) For every five points p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, we have

J (p1, p2; p3, p4)J (p1, p2; p4, p5)= J (p1, p2; p3, p5).

(6) For every four points p1, p2, p3, p4, we have the following relation, based on
the boundary of a thickened tetrahedron:

1= J (p1, p2, p3)J (p2, p3, p4)

× J (p2, p1, p4)J (p1, p4, p3)

× J (p1, p2; p3, p4)J (p2, p3; p1, p4)J (p3, p1; p2, p4)

× J (p3, p4; p1, p2)J (p1, p4; p2, p3)J (p2, p4; p3, p1).

Proof. For part (1), let σ be an odd permutation. Let U be the union of two triangles
along one of their edges. Let the first triangle have vertices p1, p2, p3 and the
second triangle have vertices p3, p2, p1 with the opposite orientation. We can glue
the two triangles along the edge p1 p2. (Gluing along any other edge would lead to
the same result for the corresponding generating series.) From the shuffle product
formula (Theorem 3.21(iii)), it follows that J (U ) = J (p1, p2, p3)J (p3, p2, p1).
(Note that the product is not the product in the ring R. It is induced by a shuffle
product of iterated integrals on membranes.) From the second homotopy invariance
theorem (Theorem 3.11) it follows that the generating series J (U ) depends on U up
to homotopy, which keeps the boundary components p2 p3, p3 p2, p1 p3 and p3 p1

on fixed unions of holomorphic curves. We can contract U to its boundaries ∂U so
that the contracting homotopy keeps the boundary components on a fixed union of
holomorphic curves. Therefore, J (U )= J (∂U )= 1.

Parts (2), (4) and (5) can be proven similarly.
For part (3), if p1, p2, p3, p4 belong to the same holomorphic (or antiholomor-

phic) curve, then the corresponding diangle has no interior, since the two edges
will coincide. Recall that the edges of the diangle are defined via unique geodesic
triangles lying on a holomorphic (or antiholomorphic) curve.

The proof of part (6) is essentially the same as the one for part (1); however, we
will prove it independently, since it is a key property of the noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbol. Consider a thickened tetrahedron with vertices p1, p2, p3, p4.
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The faces of the thickened tetrahedron are precisely the ones listed in the product
of part (6). The whole product is equal to J (V ), where V is the union of all faces
of the thickened tetrahedron. From the second homotopy invariance theorem it
follows that the generating series J (V ) depends on V up to homotopy, which keeps
the boundary components on a fixed union holomorphic curves. Since V bounds a
contractible 3-dimensional region (a thickened tetrahedron), from Theorem 3.11, it
follows that J (V )= J (point)= 1. �

4E. Definition of noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols. In this subsection,
we define noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols. They are analogues of Manin’s
[2006] noncommutative modular symbol, applicable to the Hilbert modular group.
Instead of the iterated path integrals that Manin uses, we use a higher-dimensional
analogue, defined in Section 3.

Usually, a modular symbol represents a cohomology class. Manin’s noncommu-
tative modular symbol represents a noncommutative first cohomology class. We
would like to say that the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols represent non-
commutative cohomology classes; this is formulated in Conjectures 4.14 and 4.15.

After defining the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols, we prove some
of their properties. These properties will be interpreted intuitively as cocycle or
coboundary conditions. The approach in this subsection is more geometric. The
purpose of presenting them here is to give many examples of relations and to help
establish a suitable cohomology theory that truly captures these relations in a more
structured way.

The cocycle interpretation is only for intuition; it is not precise. The formula
holds for geometric reasons. Note that the composition is not the multiplication in
the ring R; it is given by the shuffle product (see Theorem 3.21), which works for the
generating series on iterated integrals on membranes. The multiplication is written
linearly as we would multiply several elements in a group or in a ring; however,
the multiplication is two-dimensional among regions with common boundaries.

In the next subsection will give some intuition about higher categories, for the
purpose of giving more structure to the noncommutative Hilbert modular sym-
bols and for a possible approach to defining a first and second noncommutative
cohomology class.

For definitions of iterated integrals on membranes, see Definitions 3.4 and 3.5
for types b and c and Definition 4.9 for types b′ and c′.

Definition 4.13. We define noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols as generating
series of iterated integrals on membranes of types b, c, b′, or c′ over a geodesic
diangle by

c1
p1,p2;p3

(γ )= J (p1, p2; p3, γ p3).
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We also define noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols as generating series of
iterated integrals on membranes of types b′ or c′ over a geodesic triangle by

c2
p(γ, δ)= J (p, γ p, γ δp),

where p, p1, p2, p3 are cusp points in H2
∪P1(K ) and β, γ, δ ∈ SL2(OK ).

We are going to define an action of Mat2(OK )
+ on the generating series J c, where

Mat2(OK )
+ is the semigroup of 2× 2 matrices with totally positive determinant.

In order to interpret c1(γ ) and c2(γ, δ) as cocycles, we are going to define an
action of the semigroup Mat2(OK )

+ on the whole ring R where the generating
series take values. Such an action can be given via Hecke operators.

For simplicity, we shall assume that OK has narrow class number 1. We consider
all Hecke eigenforms of weight (2, 2) with respect to Mat2(OK )

+. Now, let u be a
unit such that u1 > 0 and u2 < 0, where u1 and u2 are the images of u under the
two real embeddings of K into R. It exists, since the narrow class group is trivial.
(For example, K =Q(

√
2) is such a field.) We define an action of γ ∈Mat2(OK )

on the ring R (Definition 3.13) where the generating series takes values. We define

γ • f 7→ Tγ ( f )

for γ ∈Mat2(OK )
+. Let f1, . . . , fm be a basis of Hecke eigenforms of the space of

cusp form of weight (2, 2). Let X1, Y1, . . . , Xm, Ym be generators of R, and to each
fi associate X i and Yi . Then the action of γ ∈Mat2(OK )

+ is given by Tγ (X i )=

c(γ, fi )X i and Tγ (Yi )= Yi , where c(γ, fi ) is the eigenvalue of the Hecke operator.
In this setting the group action, namely, the action of the Hilbert modular group,

is trivial. This trivial action extend to the action of T1 = id on the whole ring R.
In fact, for an element β ∈ SL2(OK ), the trivial action on c1

p1,p2;p3
and c2

p can be
realized as

(βc1
p1,p2;p3

)(γ )= c1
βp1,βp2;βp3

(βγ )

and

(βc2
p)(γ, δ)= c2

βp(βp, βγ p, βγ δp).

The last two relations hold because for a cusp form of weight (2, 2) the differential
form f dz1 ∧ dz2 is invariant under the action of the Hilbert modular group 0.
Algebraically, for any geodesic diangle, we have

β J (p1, p2; p3, p4)= J (p1, p2; p3, p4)= J (βp1, βp2;βp3, βp4).

Similarly, for a geodesic triangle,

β J (p1, p2, p3)= J (p1, p2, p3)= J (βp1, βp2, βp3).
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The relations among the symbols are based on two properties: composition
via shuffle product Theorem 3.21(iii) and homotopy invariance (Theorems 3.7
and 3.11).

Conjecture 4.14. The noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol c1
p1,p2;p3

is a 1-
cocycle. Moreover, if we change the point p3 to q3, then the cocycle changes by a
coboundary.

Property (5) of Theorem 4.12 can be interpreted as a 1-cocycle relation. Consider
the analogy with a noncommutative 1-cocycle of a group acting on a noncommuta-
tive ring; we define the boundary of c1

p1,p2;p3
by

dc1
p1,p2;p3

(β, γ )= c1
p1,p2;p3

(β)(βc1
p1,p2;p3

)(γ )(c1
p1,p2;p3

(βγ ))−1.

The action of β on the cocycle is given in Definition 4.13. In contrast to a first
noncommutative cocycle (see for example [Brown 1982]), here we have two-
dimensional composition of symbols, that is, one can compose the symbols as
two-morphisms in a two-category.

Then

dc1
p1,p2;p3

(β,γ )= J (p1, p2; p3,βp3)(β J (p1, p2; p3,γ p3))J−1(p1, p2; p3,βγ p3)

= J (p1, p2; p3,βp3)J (p1, p2;βp3,βγ p3)J−1(p1, p2; p3,βγ p3)

= 1. (26)

If we change p3 to q3 then the cocycle changes by a coboundary. Let b0
=

J (p1, p2; p3, q3) be a 0-cochain. Then

c1
p1,p2;q3

(γ )= J (p1, p2; p3, γ p3)

= J (p1, p2; p3, q3)J (p1, p2; q3, γ q3)J (p1, p2; γ q3, γ p3)

= J (p1, p2; p3, q3)J (p1, p2; q3, γ q3)(γ J (p1, p2; p3, q3))
−1

= b0c1
p1,p2;q3

(γ )(γ b0)−1 (27)

Conjecture 4.15. The noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol c2
p(β, γ ) satisfies

a 2-cocycle relation. Moreover, if we change the point p to q, then the cocycle
changes by a coboundary up to terms involving c1.

Recall

c2
p(β, γ )= J (p, βp, βγ p).
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Then c2
p satisfies a 2-cocycle condition up to a multiple of the 1-cocycle c1

q1,q2;q3

for various points q1, q2, q3. For the 2-cocycle relation, we compute dc2
p(β, γ, δ):

dc2
p(β, γ, δ)= c2

p(β, γ )c
2(β, γ δ)(c2(βγ, δ))−1(β · c2(γ, δ))−1

= J (p, βp, βγ p)J (p, βp, βγ δp)

× J (p, βγ p, βγ δp)−1 J (βp, βγ p, βγ δp)−1. (28)

In order to have dc2
p(β, γ, δ) = 1, we must multiply by suitable values of c1,

corresponding to edges of a certain thickened tetrahedron. Then

dc2
p(β, γ, δ)×

[
c1

p,βp;βγ p((βγ )δ(βγ )
−1)c1

βp,βγ p;p(βγ δ)c
1
βγ p,p;βp((β)γ δβ

−1)

× c1
βγ p,βγ δp;p(β)c

1
p,βγ δp;βp(βγβ

−1)c1
βp,βγ δp;βγ p((βγ )

−1)
]

= [c2
p(β, γ )c

2(β, γ δ)(c2(βγ, δ))−1(β · c2(γ, δ))−1
]

×
[
c1

p,βp;βγ p((βγ )δ(βγ )
−1)c1

βp,βγ p;p(βγ δ)c
1
βγ p,p;βp((β)γ δβ

−1)

× c1
βγ p,βγ δp;p(β)c

1
p,βγ δp;βp(βγβ

−1)c1
βp,βγ δp;βγ p((βγ )

−1)
]

= [J (p, βp, βγ p)J (p, βp, βγ δp)J (p, βγ p, βγ δp)−1 J (βp, βγ p, βγ δp)−1
]

×
[
J (p, βp;βγ p, βγ δp)J (βp, βγ p; p, βγ δp)J (βγ p, p;βp, βγ δp)

× J (βγ p, βγ δp; p, βp)J (p, βγ δp;βp, βγ p)J (βp, βγ δp;βγ p, p)
]

= 1.

The first equality follows from (28). The second equality follows from the definition
of the symbols. And the last equality follows from property (6) of Theorem 4.12 with
(p1, p2, p3, p4) = (p, βp, βγ p, β, γ δp). Therefore, we obtain that dc2

p(β, γ, δ)

is 1 up to values of the 1-cocycle c1.

Conjecture 4.16. The conjectural cocycles c2
p and c2

q are homologous:

c2
p(β, γ )= c2

q(β, γ )[db1
pq(β, γ )]

∏
i

J (Di ),

up to a product of J (Di ), where the Di are geodesic diangles.

Before we proceed, we would like to make an analogy between 1-dimensional
and 2-dimensional cocycles. For the 1-dimensional cocycle, the property that it
is a cocycle uses the geometry of a triangle, where the faces of the triangle are
essentially the 1-cocycle. We want commutativity of the triangular diagram. We
think of the commutativity of the diagram as follows: consider the interior of the
triangle as a homotopy of paths and think of the 1-cocycle as a homotopy-invariant
function. The 2-cocycle relation is represented by the faces of a tetrahedron. By
“commutativity” of the diagram, we mean a homotopy invariant 2-cocycle and a
homotopy from one of the faces to the union of the other three faces.
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The comparison that c1
p1,p2;p3

and c1
p1,p2;q3

are homologous is given by a square-
shaped diagram. The analogy with dimension 2 is that the cocycles c2

p and c2
q are

two faces of an octahedron. The vertices associated to c2
p(β, γ ) are (p, βp, βγ p)

and the vertices associated to c2
q are (q, βq, βγ q). The two faces will be opposite

to each other on the octahedron Oct so that the three pairs of opposite vertices are
(p, βγ q), (βp, q) and (βγ p, βq). The remaining six faces are combined into two
triples. Each of them corresponds to a coboundary of a 1-chain.

Let
b1

p,q(β)= [J (p, q, βp)J (q, βq, βp)][J (q, βp; p, βq)].

Consider the action of γ ∈ 0 on b1 by acting on each point in the argument of J ,
denoted as before by γ · b1. Then, we define

db1
p,q(β, γ )= b1

p,q(β)[β · b
1
p,q(γ )][b

1
p,q(βγ )]

−1,

where β · b1
p,q(γ )= [J (βp, βq, βγ p)J (βq, βγ q, βγ p)][J (βq, βγ p; p;βγ q)].

Consider the above octahedron Oct. Remove from it the tetrahedron T with
vertices (p, q, βγ q, βγ p). Then the triangles of the remaining geometric figure
are precisely the triangles in the definitions of c2

p(β, γ ), c2
q(β, γ ) and db1

p,q(β, γ ).
Now, consider thickenings of the edges, which are common for two triangles. It
can be done in the following way. Instead of any triangle, we can take a geodesic
triangle. The two triangles that had a common edge might have only two common
vertices. Then the region between the two geodesic, one for each of the geodesic
triangles, forms the induced diangle. Take J of the induces diangles from the
octahedron Oct and J−1 of the induced diangles from the tetrahedron T . Their
product gives

∏
i J (Di ). The equality holds because we apply J to the union of

the faces of the thickened Oct−T , which gives 1.

4F. A two-category. Why do we need a two-category? Is there an example of a
sheaf on this category/topology? How does the noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbols represents a sheaf?

The ideas presented in this subsection will be developed in a follow-up paper.
Here we present the basic constructions that give justification for the conjectures
that the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols c1 and c2 are cocycles in some
categorical and sheaf-theoretic setting. For sheaves on 2-categories one may consult
[Street 1982]. Since our 2-morphisms are invertible one may also use Lurie’s
constructions [2009] of sheaves on higher categories.

We are going to construct a 2-category C and a sheaf J on C . We define p to be
an object of the 2-category C if p is a cusp point, that is p ∈ P1(K ). We define
1-morphisms in the following way. Let σ be the geodesic connecting 0 and ∞
that lies on the diagonal 1 = i(H) ⊂ H×H. There is unique such geodesic. All
geodesics γ ∗σ together with a choice of orientation are defined to be 1-morphisms,
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where γ ∈ PGL2(K ). We define the 1-morphisms of C to be finite concatenations
of geodesics of type γ ∗σ or the trivial path whose image coincides with a cusp
point. Consider ideal triangles and ideal diangles as cells from which we build
manifolds with corners. A 2-morphism is a finite union of manifolds with corners,
made from finitely many ideal diangles and ideal triangles, which is path-connected
and has orientation.

The boundary of a 1-morphism is a union of two objects — the starting point
and the ending point of the directed path. The boundary of a 2-morphism (a 2-
manifold with corners) is a finite union of 1-morphisms (oriented loops), where
the orientation of the loops on the boundary is induced by the orientation of the
2-manifold with corners.

Now we are going to define a 2-sheaf J , whose values on a 2-morphism will be
in a subset of the ring R and whose values on an object and on a 1-morphism will
be a subset of a countable product of the ring R with itself.

As always, S2,2(0) denotes the space of cusp forms of weight (2, 2) with respect
to the group 0. Here we will consider this space as the space of holomorphic
2-forms on H×H which vanish on the cusps and which can descend to the Hilbert
modular surface X0 = 0\(H2

∪ P1(K )). Every n-tuple of such holomorphic
forms � ∈ (S2,2(0))

n defines a value of a 2-morphism f in C . Let this value
be the generating series J f (�). Let J f be the collection of all values J f (�) for
� ∈ (S2,2(0))

n . Let e be a 1-morphism. We say that e is in the boundary of a
2-morphism f , denoted e⊂ ∂ f , if the image of the loop e is in the boundary of the
image of the membrane f together with the induced orientation on e from f . We say
that an object p is in the boundary of a 1-morphism e, denoted by p ∈ ∂e, if p is a
source or a target of e. We define the values of J on a 1-morphism e to be the product∏

e⊂∂ f

J f ⊂
∏

e⊂∂ f

R.

We define the values of J on objects p to be∏
p∈∂e
e⊂∂ f

J f ⊂
∏
p∈∂e
e⊂∂ f

R.

The sheaf conditions for 1- and 2-morphisms resemble the classical conditions
for a presheaf to be a sheaf.

Let fi : Ai →[0, 1]2 be a finite collection of disjoint 2-morphisms, whose union
is a morphism f : A→ [0, 1]2. We define a finite collection f k

i j of 1-morphisms
and 0-morphisms (objects) such that the union

⋃
k im( f k

i j )= im( fi )∩ im( f j ) is a
disjoint union of the intersection.
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Then the equalizer

J f →
∏

i

J fi ⇒
∏
i jk

J f k
i j

is exact (for a definition of equalizer one may consult [Borceux 1994]).
Similarly, let e be a 1-morphism and let {ei } be a finite set of disjoint 1-

morphisms such that the union
⋃

i im(ei ) is equal to im(e). We can write the
intersection im(ei )∩ im(e j ) as a finite union of 0-morphisms

⋃
k im(ek

i j ), for some
1-morphisms ek

i j .
Then the equalizer

Je→
∏

i

Jei ⇒
∏
i jk

Jek
i j

is exact.
The cochain is defined as∏

p: 0-morph

Jp→
∏

e: 1-morph

Je→
∏

f : 2-morph

J f →
∏

g: 2-morph
∂g=∅

Jg

The maps Je→ Jp and Jp→ J f are surjective when they are defined, resembling
flabby sheaves. Thus, we should have trivial zeroth and first cohomology set.
The only nontrivial cohomology will be the second cohomology set. The cocycle
conditions for both noncommutative Hilbert modular symbols c1 and c2 can be
interpreted as a particular case of maps∏

f : 2-morph

J f →
∏

g: 2-morph
∂g=∅

Jg.

For c1, the boundary condition is that a union of two diangles with a common
edge is a third diangle. One can think of the these three diangles as the boundary
of a degenerate 3-dimensional region. One can realize this cocycle condition as
a sheaf-theoretic one by modifying the above definition so that the 2-morphisms
consists of a finite union of ideal diangles (without using the ideal triangles). Then
the sheaf-theoretic second cocycle condition is the one for noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbol c1.

If we are able to quotient the 2-category described in the beginning of this
subsection by the 2-morphisms generated by diangles, then we have only two
morphisms generated by ideal triangles. The noncommutative Hilbert modular
symbol c2 is exactly the one that considers ideal triangles. Note that its cocycle
relation for c2 is satisfied up to 2-morphisms generated by diangles.
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4G. Explicit computations. Multiple Dedekind zeta values. In this subsection,
we make explicit computations of some ingredients in the noncommutative Hilbert
modular symbol. Manin [2006] compared explicit formulas of integrals in the
noncommutative modular symbol to multiple zeta values. The similarities are in
terms of both infinite series formulas and formulas via iterated path integrals. Here
we compare certain integrals in the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol to
multiple Dedekind zeta values (for multiple Dedekind zeta values, see [Horozov
2014b]). Again the similarities are in terms of both infinite series formulas and
formulas via iterated integrals over membranes.

We are going to consider the Fourier expansion of two Hilbert cusp forms f and g.
Let ω f = f dz1 ∧ dz2, ωg = g dz1 ∧ dz2 and ω0 = dz1 ∧ dz2. We are going to
associate L-values to iterated integrals of the forms ω f and ωg. The L-values
will be iterated integrals over an union of diangles. One can think of a diangle
connecting 0 and∞ as a segment or as a real cone. The union will be a disjoint
union of all such real cones connecting 0 and∞ or simply Im(H)× Im(H). We
also recall the definition of a multiple Dedekind zeta values via (discrete) cones.
Finally, we prove analogous formulas for iterated L-values associated to Hilbert
cusp forms and for multiple Dedekind zeta values.

We will be mostly interested in the modular symbol associated to a diangle. Let
us recall what we mean by a diangle.

Let p1, p2, p3, p4 be four cusp points. Let γ1 ∈ GL2(K ) be a linear fractional
transformation that sends γ1(p1) to 0, γ1(p2) to∞, and γ1(p3) to 1. Let 1 be the
image of the diagonal embedding of H1 into H2. Then 0, 1 and∞ are boundary
points of1. Let λ(0,∞) be the unique geodesic in1 that connects 0 and∞. And let

λ1(p1, p2)= γ
−1
1 λ(0,∞)

be the pullback of the geodesic λ to a geodesic connecting p1 and p2.
Now consider the triple p1, p2 and p4. Let γ2 ∈ GL2(K ) be a linear fractional

transformation that sends γ2(p1) to 0, γ2(p2) to∞ and γ2(p4) to 1. Let 1 be the
image of the diagonal embedding of H1 into H2. Then 0, 1 and∞ are boundary
points of1. Let λ(0,∞) be the unique geodesic in1 that connects 0 and∞. And let

λ2(p1, p2)= γ
−1
2 λ(0,∞)

be the pullback of the geodesic λ to a geodesic connecting p1 and p2.
By a diangle, we mean a region in H2

∪P1(K ) with the homotopy type of a disc,
bounded by the geodesics λ1(0,∞) and λ2(0,∞).

We are going to present a computation for the diangle Du defined by the points
(0,∞, u1, u−1), where u is a generator for the group of units modulo ±1 in K .
Let (1) be the trivial permutation.
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Lemma 4.17. Let u be a totally positive unit. Then∫∫ (1)(1)

Du

e2π i(α1z1+α2z2) dz1 ∧ dz2 =
1

(2π i)2
u2

2− u2
1

(α1u1+α2u2)(α1u2+α2u1)
.

Proof. Let u1 and u2 be the two embeddings of u into R. Then (0,∞, u) can be
mapped to (0,∞, 1) by γ1 =

(
u−1 0

0 1

)
. The geodesic λ(0,∞) can be parametrized

by (i t, i t) for t ∈R. Then the geodesic λ1(0,∞) on the geodesic triangle (0,∞, u)
can be parametrized by {(iu1t, iu2t) | t > 0}. Similarly, the geodesic λ2(0,∞)
on the geodesic triangle (0,∞, u−1) can be parametrized by {(iu2t, iu1t) | t > 0}.
Then the diangle Du can be parametrized by{
(z1, z2)∈H2

| Re(z1)=Re(z2)=0, Im(z1)∈

(
u1

u2
t,

u2

u1
t
)
, Im(z2)= t ∈ (0,∞)

}
.

Then we have∫∫ (1)(1)

Du

e2π i(α1z1+α2z2) dz1 ∧ dz2 =

∫ 0

∞

(∫ u1
u2

t

u2
u1

t
e2π i(α1z1+α2t) dz1

)
dt

=
1

2π iα1

∫ 0

∞

(
eα1

u1
u2

t+α2t
− eα1

u2
u1

t+α2t
)

dt

=
1

(2π i)2
1
α1

(
1

α1
u1
u2
+α2

−
1

α1
u2
u1
+α2

)
=

1
(2π i)2

u2
2− u2

1

(α1u1+α2u2)(α1u2+α2u1)
�

Therefore, one term of the Fourier expansion of a Hilbert cusp form paired with
a symbol given by one diangle does not resemble a norm of an algebraic integer.
However, if we integrate over an infinite union of diangles, then a similarity with
Dedekind zeta and multiple Dedekind zeta values occurs.

Consider the limit of Dun when n→∞. It is the product of the two imaginary
axes of the two upper half-planes. Set

Im(H2)= Im(H)× Im(H).

One can think of this region as an infinite union of diangles.
Denote by αz the sum of products α1z1+α2z2. Using the methods of [Horozov

2014b, Section 1], we obtain

(2π i)−2

N (α)N (α+β)
=

∫ (1)(1)

Im(H2)

e2π iαz dz1 ∧ dz2 · e2π iβz dz1 ∧ dz2
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and

1
(2π i)2

1
N (α)3 N (α+β)2

=

∫ (1)(1)

Im(H2)

e2π iαz dz1∧dz2 ·(dz1∧dz2)·(dz1∧dz2)·e2π iβz dz1∧dz2 ·(dz1∧dz2).

Let f and g be two cusp forms of weights (2k, 2k) and (2l, 2l), respectively.
Consider the Fourier expansion of both of the cusp forms. Let

f =
∑
α�0

aαe2π iαz and g =
∑
β�0

bβe2π iβz.

Since f is of weight (2k, 2k), we have that auα = aα , where u is a unit. For such a
modular form the modular factor with respect to the transformation z→ uz is 1.
The L-values of f are

L f (n)=
∫ (1)(1)

Im(H2)

∑
α∈O+K /U+

aαe2π iαz dz1 ∧ dz2 · (dz1 ∧ dz2)
·(n−1)

=
1

(2π i)2n

∑
α∈O+K /U+

aα
N (α)n

.

Here O+K denotes the totally positive algebraic integers in K and U+ denotes the
totally positive units.

We recall some of the definitions from [Horozov 2014b]. We fix a positive cone
C in OK , by which we mean

C = N∪ {α ∈ OK | a+ bε, a, b ∈ N},

where ε is a generator of the group of totally positive units. By εkC , we mean the
collection of products εkα, where α varies in the cone C .

The following infinite sum is an example of a multiple Dedekind zeta value:

ζK ;C,εkC(m, n)=
∑
α∈C

∑
β∈εkC

1
N (α)m N (α+β)n

.

Let Z(m, n)=
∑

k∈Z ζK ;C,εkC(m, n), where C is any set representing the totally
positive algebraic integers O+K modulo totally positive units U+.

Lemma 4.18. The values Z(m, n) are finite for m > n > 1.
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Proof. Let ε be a generators of the group of totally positive units U+ in K . For the
two real embeddings ε1 and ε2 of ε, we can assume that ε1 > 1> ε2. Otherwise we
can take its reciprocal.

Z(m, n)=
∑
k∈Z

∑
α,β∈C

1
N (α)m N (α+ εkβ)n

(29)

<
∑
α,β∈C

1
N (α)m

(
1

N (α+β)n
+

∞∑
k=1

2n

εk
1

(
1

αn
1β

n
2
+

1
αn

2β
n
1

))
(30)

<
∑
α,β∈C

1
N (α)m

(
1

N (α+β)n
+

∞∑
k=1

2
εk

1

(
N (α+β)n − N (α)n

N (α+β)n

))
(31)

=

∑
α,β∈C

1
N (α)m

(
1

N (α+β)n
+

2
ε1− 1

(
N (α+β)n − N (α)n

N (α+β)n

))
(32)

=

∑
α,β∈C

1
N (α)m N (α+β)n

+
2

ε1−1
1

N (α)n
−

2
N (α)m−n N (α+β)n (33)

= ζK (C;m, n)−
2

ε1− 1
(ζK (C; n)+ ζK (C;m− n, n)). (34)

Equation (29) is the definition. Inequality (30) is based on the following: ε2 < 1
is replaced with 1 when k > 0. For k < 0 we use εk

2 = ε
−k
1 . We put 1 for εk

1 for
k < 0. The case k = 0 is treated separately. Finally we group the terms with equal
powers of ε1. In inequality (31) we estimate the mixed terms in the brackets. In
(32) we take the sum of the geometric series in ε−1

1 . Then in (33) we open the
brackets. And finally, in (34), we express the sums as a finite linear combinations
of a Dedekind zeta value and multiple Dedekind zeta values. �

The following definition of an iterated L-value is a coefficient of one monomial
from the noncommutative Hilbert modular symbol of type b:

Definition 4.19. For a pair of Hilbert cusp forms f and g with Fourier expansions

f =
∑
α�0

aαe2π iαz and g =
∑
β�0

bβe2π iβz,

we define iterated L-values

L f,g(m, n)=
∫ (1)(1)

Im(H2)

∑
(α,β)∈(O+K ,O

+

K )/U

(aαe2π iαz dz1 ∧ dz2) · (dz1 ∧ dz2)
·(m−1)

· (bβe2π iβz dz1 ∧ dz2) · (dz1 ∧ dz2)
·(n−1).
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Theorem 4.20. Using the above definition, we have

L f,g(m, n)=
∑
k∈Z

∑
α∈C,β∈εkC

aαbβ
N (α)m N (α+β)n

.

Proof.

L f,g(m, n)=
∫ (1)(1)

Im(H2)

∑
(α,β)∈(O+K ,O

+

K )/U

(aαe2π iαz dz1 ∧ dz2) · (dz1 ∧ dz2)
·(m−1)

· (bβe2π iβz dz1 ∧ dz2) · (dz1 ∧ dz2)
·(n−1)

=

∑
(α,β)∈(O+K ,O

+

K )/U

aαbβ
N (α)m N (α+β)n

=

∑
k∈Z;α,β∈C

aαbβ
N (α)m N (α+ εkβ)n

=

∑
k∈Z,

∑
α∈C

∑
β∈εkC

aαbβ
N (α)m N (α+β)n

. �

We would like to bring to the attention of the reader Definition 4.19, the definition
of the multiple L- values. More specifically, we would like to point out that the
region of integration is an infinite union of diangles (or equivalently an infinite union
of real cones; see the beginning of this section). Note also that in Theorem 4.20 the
values of the multiple L-functions are expressed as an infinite sums over different
discrete cones, namely, over εkC for k ∈ Z. However, a single real cone Du ,
as in Lemma 4.18, does not correspond to a single discrete cone. Only a good
union of real cones Im(H)× Im(H) corresponds to a good union of discrete cones⋃

k∈Z(C, ε
kC) as a fundamental domain of (O+K ,O+K )/U+.
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p-adic Hodge theory
in rigid analytic families

Rebecca Bellovin

We study the functors DB�.V /, where B� is one of Fontaine’s period rings
and V is a family of Galois representations with coefficients in an affinoid
algebra A. We first relate them to .'; �/-modules, showing that DHT.V / DL
i2Z.DSen.V / � t

i /�K , DdR.V /D Ddif.V /
�K , and Dcris.V /D Drig.V /Œ1=t �

�K ;
this generalizes results of Sen, Fontaine, and Berger. We then deduce that the
modules DHT.V / and DdR.V / are coherent sheaves on Sp.A/, and Sp.A/ is
stratified by the ranks of submodules DŒa;b�HT .V / and DŒa;b�dR .V / of “periods with
Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�”. Finally, we construct functorial B�-
admissible loci in Sp.A/, generalizing a result of Berger and Colmez to the case
where A is not necessarily reduced.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background. In this article, we study rigid analytic families of representations
of GalK , whereK is a finite extension of Qp and GalK WDGal.K=K/ is its absolute
Galois group. More precisely, we consider vector bundles V over a rigid analytic
space X over Qp equipped with a continuous OX -linear action of GalK . Thus, if
we specialize V at any closed point of X , we get a representation of GalK on a
finite-dimensional Qp-vector space. Families of Galois representations arise, for
example, on the generic fibers of Galois deformation rings, as in [Kisin 2008]. Such
families of Galois representations also arise from families of p-adic modular forms.
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The study of p-adic representations of p-adic Galois groups is quite technical,
so we put off precise definitions to the body of this paper and give an overview here.
Given a finite-dimensional Qp-vector space V equipped with a continuous Qp-
linear action of GalK , one can capture the information of V in terms of a semilinear
Frobenius ' and a semilinear action of a 1-dimensional p-adic Lie group, at the
expense of making the coefficients more complicated. More precisely, work of
Fontaine and many others defines equivalences of categories between the category
RepE .GalK/ of finite-dimensional E-linear representations of GalK , where E is
some finite-dimensional Qp-algebra, and various kinds of étale .'; �/-modules
(see, e.g., [Wintenberger 1983; Cherbonnier and Colmez 1998]).

The same theory lets us sort p-adic Galois representations based on how “nice”
or arithmetically significant they are. One accomplishes this by defining certain
“period rings” B�, such as BHT, BdR, Bst, and Bcris, which are equipped with Galois
actions and “linear algebra structures”, and defining DB�.V / WD .B�˝Qp

V /GalK .
We say that V is B�-admissible (or, for the specific examples of B� listed above,
“Hodge–Tate”, “de Rham”, “semistable”, or “crystalline”) if the Qp-dimension of
V is the same as the BGalK

� -dimension of DB�.V / (as part of the definition of a
period ring, BGalK

� is required to be a field).
Berger and Colmez [2008] associate to a rank-d Galois representation V with

coefficients in a Banach algebra A a family of .'; �/-modules D�.V /, under the
supplementary hypothesis that V admits a Galois-stable integral lattice. As an
application, they show that if A is an affinoid algebra, then the locus of closed
points x 2 Sp.A/ where the specialization Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate
weights in a fixed interval Œa; b� is a closed analytic set, and if A is reduced and Vx
is B�-admissible for every x 2 Sp.A/, then DB�.V / WD ..A y̋ B�/˝A V /GalK is a
locally free A˝Qp

BGalK
� -module of rank d .

We make a closer study of the functors DB�.V / for � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg, where
V is a finite projective A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear
action of GalK , for some affinoid algebra A. We actually treat vector bundles over
rigid analytic spaces in Sections 4 and 5, but we state our results with affinoid
coefficients here.

The first theorem we prove relates DB�.V / to families of .'; �/-modules. The
modules DSen.V /, Ddif.V /, D�rig.V /, and D�log.V / are defined in Section 2.2.

Theorem 1.1.1. Let A and V be as above.

(1) DKHT.V /D
L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V / � t

i /�K as submodules of .A y̋ BHT/˝A V .

(2) DKdR.V /D .D
K
dif.V //

�K as submodules of .A y̋ BdR/˝A V .

(3) DKcris.V /D .D
�
rig;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K and DKst .V /D .D
�
log;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K . The first
equality is as submodules of .A y̋ zB

�

rig/˝A V and the second is as submodules
of .A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V .
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Remark 1.1.2. The first two parts of Theorem 1.1.1 are used in the proofs of
Théorèmes 5.1.4 and 5.3.2 of [Berger and Colmez 2008], respectively. We are not
aware of proofs of these facts in the literature when A is not Qp-finite, so for the
convenience of the reader we provide proofs for general Qp-affinoid algebras.

We can then deduce that DB�.V / is a finite A˝Qp
BGalK
� -module, and that

the formation of DHT.V / and DdR.V / commutes with flat base change on A. In
particular, DHT.V / and DdR.V / are coherent sheaves on the rigid analytic space
Sp.A/. Together with Theorem 1.1.1, this is used in [Diao and Liu 2014] to prove
properness of the eigencurve over weight space. We further conjecture that the
formation of Dst.V / and Dcris.V / also commutes with flat base change.

The key to our base change theorems is that we can express DHT.V / and DdR.V /

as cohomology groups of a complex which has finite cohomology. We do not know
how to do the same for Dst.V / and Dcris.V /. However, the cohomological finiteness
theorem of [Kedlaya et al. 2014] implies that if K=Qp is finite then, for any ˛ 2A�,
the formation of Dcris.V /

'D˛ commutes with flat base change on A [Kedlaya et al.
2014, Theorem 4.4.3(2)]. Cohomological finiteness similarly underlies the results
of [Liu 2015] on interpolation of semistable periods.

We then have a pair of theorems about the B�-admissible loci in Sp.A/, generaliz-
ing the results of [Berger and Colmez 2008] to a base that is not necessarily reduced:

Theorem 1.1.3. Let A and V be as above, and let �2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Then there
is a quotientA�A

Œa;b�
B� such that for any Qp-finite algebraB , a mapA!B factors

through AŒa;b�B� if and only if the induced Qp-finite B-linear Galois representation
VB WD V ˝AB is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

Theorem 1.1.4. Let A and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Suppose
that VB is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for every
homomorphism A! B , where B is an Qp-finite algebra.

(1) The module DKB�.V / is a projective A˝Qp
BGalK
� -module of rank d .

(2) The natural homomorphism

.A˝Qp
B�/˝A˝BGalK

�

DKB�.V /! .A˝Qp
B�/˝A V

is an isomorphism.

(3) The formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary Qp-affinoid base change
on A.

In fact, assuming part (1), parts (2) and (3) are equivalent. We do not know
whether part (1) implies (2) and (3).
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For �2fHT; dRg, we actually prove a more general pair of theorems. Namely, we
let DŒa;b�B� .V / be the module of “B�-admissible periods with Hodge–Tate weights in
the interval Œa; b�” (this is precisely defined in Section 5), and we show that Sp.A/
is stratified by the rank of the fibral modules DŒa;b�B� .Vx/.

Theorem 1.1.5. Let A and V be as above, let X D Sp.A/, and let � 2 fHT; dRg.
There is a Zariski-open subspace X Œa;b�B�;�d 0

� X and a Zariski-closed subspace
X
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
,!X such that x W Sp.B/!X factors through

X
Œa;b�

B�;d 0
WDX

Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
\X

Œa;b�

B�;�d 0

if and only if DŒa;b�B� .Vx/ is a freeB˝Qp
K-module of rank d 0, whereB is a Qp-finite

Artin local ring and VB WD V ˝AB .

The subspaces X Œa;b�B�;d 0
give a stratification of X , in the sense that X Œa;b�B�;�d 0�1

D

X
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
nX

Œa;b�

B�;d 0
and X DX Œa;b�B�;�d

.

Theorem 1.1.6. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dRg. Suppose that
for every Qp-finite artinian point x W A! B , the B ˝Qp

K-module DŒa;b�B� .Vx/

is free of rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) DŒa;b�B� .V / is a rank-d 0 locally freeA˝Qp
K-module, and the .tk �DKn

Sen.V //
�K

are locally free A˝Qp
K-modules.

(2) The formation of DŒa;b�B� .V / commutes with arbitrary Qp-affinoid base change
A! A0.

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DB�.V /D DŒa;b�B� .V /.

(4) The natural morphism

˛V W .A y̋ B�/˝A˝QpK
DKB�.V /! .A y̋ B�/˝A V

is an isomorphism.

To prove Theorems 1.1.5 and 1.1.6, we use Theorem 1.1.1 and Pottharst’s [2013]
theory of Galois cohomology with affinoid coefficients. This approach makes
transparent the role of boundedness of Hodge–Tate weights in the results of [Berger
and Colmez 2008]: boundedness of Hodge–Tate weights is equivalent to finiteness
of a certain Galois cohomology group, and finiteness of cohomology groups is the
essential ingredient in cohomology and base change results.
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Remark 1.1.7. Shah [2013] has obtained similar results on the behavior of DHT.V /

and DdR.V / when A is reduced, by studying the Galois cohomology of BCdR directly.

The proofs of Theorems 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 when � 2 fst; crisg are quite different. In
the latter case, we largely follow the strategy of [Berger and Colmez 2008]; the new
ingredient that permits us to handle nonreduced coefficients is Lemma 2.1.2, which
gives a generalization of the Shilov boundary points of a reduced Berkovich space.
This permits us to prove that “de Rham implies uniformly potentially semistable”
when the coefficient ring is nonreduced; when the coefficients are reduced, this is
[Berger and Colmez 2008, Théorème 6.3.2].

Our results about the behavior of Dcris.V / and Dst.V / under base change are
quite limited, except in the case where V is crystalline or semistable, when the
formation of Dcris.V / and Dst.V / commutes with arbitrary base change. This is
because the continuous �-cohomology of a .'; �/-module is not finite, nor is there
an apparent subquotient which does have finite Galois cohomology. In addition,
individual de Rham periods are not necessarily potentially semistable, so we are
unable to extend our present technique.

We remark further that all of our results are limited to the case where K=Qp is a
finite extension. This is primarily because overconvergence of families of Galois
representations is only known in this case. However, our use of cohomology and
base change in the study of DHT.V / and DdR.V / means we would be restricted to
the case where K is discretely valued in any case. We similarly have no access to
information about the behavior of DB�.V / under general analytic field extension
on the coefficients.

1.2. Structure of this paper. Throughout this paper, we consider representations
of GalK , where K=Qp is finite, on vector bundles over Qp-rigid analytic spaces,
where E=Qp is finite.

In Section 2.1, we review some of rigid analytic geometry that we will need.
The rigid analytic geometry is primarily standard. However, we prove that an
affinoid algebra over a discretely valued field can be embedded in a finite product
of Artin rings which are module-finite over a complete discretely valued field with
perfect residue field. This generalizes the fact that a reduced affinoid algebra can be
embedded in the product of the residue fields at the points of its Shilov boundary,
and we expect it to be of independent interest. We then briefly recall the theory of
families of .'; �/-modules attached to families of Galois representations, and the
subsequent construction of DSen.V / and Ddif.V /. We give a criterion for a coherent
sheaf over a quasi-Stein space to have finitely generated global sections, and we
deduce that families of .'; �/-modules over the Robba ring have finitely generated
global sections.
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In Section 3, we review Pottharst’s results on Galois cohomology with affinoid
coefficients. We generalize some of his results to modules M which are finite flat
over AŒŒt �� and equipped with a continuous AŒŒt ��-semilinear action of a profinite
group G, where the action of G on AŒŒt �� is trivial on A and preserves the t-adic
filtration. We then show that the inverse system fH0.G;M=tk/gk�0 is eventually
constant, and thus satisfies Mittag–Leffler.

In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.1.1. This generalizes results of Sen, Fontaine,
and Berger. We deduce that each DB�.V / is A-finite, and that the formation of
DHT.V / and DdR.V / commutes with flat base change on Sp.A/. We conjecture that
the formation of Dst.V / and Dcris.V / also commutes with flat base change on Sp.A/.

In Section 5, we prove Theorems 1.1.3 and 1.1.4. We first study the behavior of
DHT.V / and DdR.V / under nonflat base changes. We use Pottharst’s [2013] theory
of cohomology and base change for Galois cohomology with affinoid coefficients to
prove Theorems 1.1.5 and 1.1.6, giving us functorial Hodge–Tate and de Rham loci.

We can then use the existence of a functorial de Rham locus to construct functorial
semistable and crystalline loci, following the argument of [Berger and Colmez 2008].
More precisely, we prove that “de Rham implies uniformly potentially semistable”,
using Lemma 2.1.2 to generalize a similar result of that paper when the base is
reduced. The locus of points where the Galois representation is semistable with
Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� is a union of connected components of the
locus “de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�”. We can then cut
out the crystalline locus as the subspace where the monodromy operatorN vanishes.

The appendix contains results on sheaves of period rings. We need to work with
sheaves of various rings of p-adic Hodge theory, which requires us to be careful
about the topologies on these rings. In the Appendix, we describe some of these
rings and indicate how to sheafify them.

Notation and conventions. Throughout this paper, K is a finite extension of Qp.
The rings of p-adic Hodge theory are as defined in [Berger 2002]. We let � denote
the p-adic cyclotomic character. Our Hodge–Tate weights are normalized so that
� has Hodge–Tate weight �1. All of our p-adic Hodge-theoretic rings are as in
[Berger 2002]; in particular, we use Bmax instead of Bcris to define the functor Dcris,
and we let BCst and Bst denote BCmaxŒlog.Œ��/� and BmaxŒlog.Œ��/�, respectively.

2. Preliminaries

We will review some of the rigid geometry we will need, before recalling the theory
of families of .'; �/-modules attached to families of Galois representations.

2.1. Rigid geometry. We will use the language of classical rigid spaces. The
standard reference for such spaces, and the rings of restricted power series which
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underlie them, is [Bosch et al. 1984]. The goal of the theory is to provide a robust
theory of analytic spaces over nonarchimedean fields, mirroring the theory of
complex analytic spaces over C. We will also assume that the reader is familiar with
Raynaud’s theory of formal models of quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic
spaces, as treated in [Bosch and Lütkebohmert 1993].

2.1.1. Affinoid algebras. Let k be a field complete with respect to a nonarchimedean
valuation j � j, let R denote its valuation ring fx 2 k j jxj � 1g, and let m denote the
maximal ideal of R, which consists of elements with absolute value strictly less
than 1. Let Tn.k/ (or Tn, if the ground field is clear) denote the n-variable Tate
algebra over k.

If k is discretely valued, the value group of the norm on a k-affinoid algebra
is discrete, and it is often possible to reduce questions about affinoid algebras to
questions about discretely valued fields. For example, if A is reduced, we have the
following result, due to Berkovich [1990, Corollary 2.4.5; Berger and Colmez 2008,
Corollary 2.1.4]:

Proposition 2.1.1. If A is a reduced k-affinoid algebra with k discretely valued,
there exist complete discretely valued fields B1; : : : ; Bm such that there is a closed
embedding A ,!

Qm
iD1Bi .

We will need the following strengthening of this result, in which we drop the
reducedness hypothesis:

Lemma 2.1.2. Let A be a k-affinoid algebra, where k is discretely valued. Then
there is a closed embedding A!

Q
i Ri into a product of finitely many artinian

k-Banach algebras Ri , each module-finite over a complete discretely valued field
Bi over k (as valued fields) with perfect residue field (and each Artin ring Ri is
topologized as a finite-dimensional vector space over Bi ).

Remark 2.1.3. Kedlaya and Liu [2010, Lemma 6.4] claim a similar result, but we
do not understand their argument.

Proof. First of all, we note that this is true if we take A to be a Tate algebra Tn, for
then we may embed Tn into Q.Tn/^, the completion of its quotient field for the
multiplicative Gauss norm. This field will not have perfect residue field (unless
n D 0), but by [Matsumura 1989, Theorem 29.1] applied to RhX1; : : : ; Xni^.�/,
where � is a uniformizer of R, we can find a complete discretely valued extension
B=Q.Tn/

^ with perfect residue field and e.BjQ.Tn/^/D 1.
Now let A be a general k-affinoid algebra. Since A is noetherian, we can find a

minimal primary decomposition .0/D q1 \ � � � \ qr . This yields a module-finite
injective (hence closed) map A!

Q
j A=qj , so if we can embed each A=qi , we

can embed A.
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Since each qj is a primary ideal, every zero-divisor in A=qj is nilpotent. Thus,
we may replace A with A=qj and assume that all zero-divisors are nilpotent.

By Noether normalization, we can find an integral (and finite) monomorphism
Tn!A for some n. Since A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^ is a module-finite algebra over Q.Tn/^,

it decomposes as the product of finitely many Artin local rings finite over Q.Tn/^.
We claim that the natural map A! A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^ is an injection. Since the

natural map

A˝Tn
Q.Tn/! A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^

is injective, it is enough to show that A! A˝Tn
Q.Tn/ is injective. If a nonzero

r 2 A dies in A˝Tn
Q.Tn/, there is some nonzero ! 2 Tn such that r! D 0 in

A. Then since all zero-divisors are nilpotent, ! lands in the nilradical of A, so
some power of ! is zero in A. But Tn! A is injective and Tn is reduced, so we
have a contradiction.

Moreover, we claim that the natural Banach topology on A agrees with its
subspace topology from the finite-dimensional Q.Tn/^-vector space A˝Q.Tn/^.
To see this, we first note that the natural topology on A as an affinoid algebra is
the same as the topology on A as a Tn-module. When AD TnŒx�=.f .x//, for f a
monic polynomial over Tn, A is free over Tn, and so clearly A! A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^

is a closed embedding.
Now consider the general case. For any r 2A, when viewing r in A˝Tn

Q.Tn/,
its minimal polynomial overQ.Tn/ is a monic polynomial f .x/ with coefficients in
Tn, because Tn is integrally closed inQ.Tn/. Moreover, TnŒr�ŠTnŒx�= annTnŒx�.r/,
where annTnŒx�.r/ is the annihilator of r . Because A is torsion-free as a Tn-module
(as we saw above),

annTnŒx�.r/D TnŒx�\f �Q.Tn/Œx�D f �TnŒx�;

since f is monic. Thus, TnŒr�D TnŒx�=.f .x//. Therefore, the subring TnŒr�� A
is finite free as a Tn-module, so it is a closed Tn-submodule of

.Q.Tn/
^/Œr�� A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^:

We will show that A! A˝Tn
Q.Tn/

^ is a closed embedding by considering
the collection of Tn-submodules A0 � A which are closed in A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^. If

A0 �A is a Tn-submodule, then A0˝Tn
Q.Tn/

^!A˝Tn
Q.Tn/

^ is an injection,
because Tn!Q.Tn/

^ is flat. We begin with A0 D Tn. If A0 D A, we are done. If
not, choose s 2 A�A0, so TnŒs�� A is a finite free Tn-submodule. We claim that
A0C TnŒs� is closed in A˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^. Then we can replace A0 with A0C TnŒs�

and repeat the process. Since A is finite over Tn, this process terminates eventually
at A, so we will be done.
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Thus, it suffices to show that if we have a finite-dimensional Q.Tn/^-vector
space V (equipped with its natural topology) and two closed finite Tn-submodules
F and F 0, with F 0 free and .F CF 0/˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^! V an injection, then F CF 0

is also closed in V . We may assume by induction on the rank of F 0 that F 0 is
free of rank one. We may also replace V with .F CF 0/˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^, since all

subspaces of a finite-dimensional vector space over a nonarchimedean field (such
as Q.Tn/^) are closed. If F \ F 0 D f0g, it is clear that F C F 0 �!�F ˚ F 0 is
closed, because V �!�.F ˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^/˚ .F 0 ˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^/ as Q.Tn/^-vector

spaces, and the topology on the right side is the product topology (and F is closed
in F ˝Tn

Q.Tn/
^ due to the closedness of F in V ). If the intersection is nonzero,

there is some ! 2 Tn�f0g such that F 0 � .1=!/F , so F CF 0 � .1=!/F . Since
.1=!/F is closed in V , it only remains to show that F CF 0 is closed in .1=!/F .
But submodules of finite modules over affinoid algebras (equipped with their natural
topologies) are always closed, by [Bosch et al. 1984, Prop. 3.7.3/1], so we are done.

The upshot of this is that we have a closed embedding A !
Q
i Ri , where

the Ri are a finite collection of Q.Tni
/^-finite Artin rings (equipped with the

topologies of finite-dimensional Q.Tni
/^-vector spaces). Finally, we replace Ri

with Ri ˝Q.Tn/^ Bi . �

2.1.2. Quasi-Stein spaces.

Definition 2.1.4. A rigid analytic space Y over k is said to be quasi-Stein if it admits
an admissible covering by a rising union of affinoid subdomains Y0� Y1� � � � such
that the transition maps �.YnC1;OYnC1

/! �.Yn;OYn
/ are flat with dense image.

In particular, A1 WD �.Y;OY /D lim
 ��n

�.Yn;OYn
/ is a Fréchet–Stein algebra.

By Kiehl’s results on coherent sheaves on rigid analytic spaces, a coherent sheaf
F on Y is simply a compatible system of coherent sheaves fFng on fYng. Then
F1 WD�.Y;F /D lim

 ��n
�.Yn;Fn/ is a coadmissible module over A1, in the sense

of [Schneider and Teitelbaum 2003].

Example 2.1.5. Fix s > 0, and let Y be the coordinate on the closed unit disk.
Then the half-open annulus 0 < vp.X/ � 1=s is a quasi-Stein space, as it is the
rising union of the closed annuli 1=s0 � vp.X/� 1=s as s0!1.

Quasi-Stein spaces behave much as affine schemes do in algebraic geometry. In
particular, Kiehl [1967, Satz 2.4] proved the following theorem on the cohomology
of coherent sheaves on quasi-Stein spaces (which also follows from [Schneider and
Teitelbaum 2003, Theorem 3]):

Theorem 2.1.6. Let Y be a quasi-Stein space, and let F be a coherent sheaf on Y .

(1) Hi .Y;F /D 0 for i > 0.

(2) The image of F .Y / in F .Yn/ is dense for all n.
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There is no a priori reason for F1 to be a finite module over A1. For ex-
ample, let Yn D Sp

�Qn
iD0 Qp.�pi /

�
, and let Fn be the sheaf on Yn associated

to
Qn
iD0 Qp.�pi /˚i . Then F1 is not A1-finite, because the fiber of F1 at

Sp.Qp.�pn// is a Qp.�pn/-vector space of dimension n. Happily, this is the only
thing that can go wrong:

Lemma 2.1.7. Let F be a coherent sheaf over a finite-dimensional quasi-Stein
space Y over Qp. Then H0.Y;F / is finitely generated as an H0.Y;OY /-module if
and only if there is some integer d such that dim�.y/F .y/� d for all y 2 Y .

Proof. Necessity is clear. To prove sufficiency, we proceed by induction on the
dimension of Y . If Y is a zero-dimensional Stein space, the result is clear.

Now suppose we have the desired result when dimY < n, which is to say when
every irreducible component of Y has dimension at most n�1 for some n� 1, and
suppose dimY D n. Choose i W Y 0 ,! Y consisting of a point on every irreducible
component of Y . By the settled zero-dimensional case, i�F is finitely generated
over OY 0 , so by Theorem 2.1.6 there is some coherent OY -submodule F 0�F on Y
such that i�F 0� i�F . Thus, we have an exact sequence of coherent OY -modules

0 �!F 0 �!F �! G �! 0

such that i�G D 0. Then G vanishes on a Zariski-open subspace of Y containing Y 0;
its complement is a quasi-Stein space Z with structure sheaf OY = annOX

G , all of
whose irreducible components have dimension at most n� 1, since Y 0 intersects
each irreducible component of Y . Then we may apply our inductive hypothesis to G

(F .y/� G .y/, so the fibral ranks of G are bounded). Therefore, G .Y / is OY .Y /-
finite. Since F 0 is OY -finite by construction, F is as well, since H1.Y;F 0/D 0. �

Corollary 2.1.8. Suppose that F is a flat coherent sheaf over OY , where Y is a
finite-dimensional quasi-Stein space. Then H0.Y;F / is projective of rank d over
H0.Y;OY / if and only if dim�.y/F .y/D d for all y 2 Y .

Proof. As flat finitely presented modules are finite locally free, and hence projective,
it is enough to prove that F is finitely presented over OY . Lemma 2.1.7 implies that
there is a surjection O˚mY �F , and we will apply Lemma 2.1.7 to the kernel G .
To do this, we need to know that dim�.y/ G .y/ is bounded over all y 2 Y . But if
we specialize the short exact sequence

0 �! G �! O˚mX �!F �! 0

at y 2 Y , we get a short exact sequence

0 �! G .y/ �! �.y/˚m �!F .y/ �! 0;

because F was assumed flat. Therefore, dim�.y/ G .y/�m and we are done. �
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2.2. Families of .'; �/-modules. We briefly recall the construction of families
of .'; �/-modules associated to families of Galois representations. Let A be
an E-affinoid algebra, and let A y̋ B�;.s/

.rig/;K denote one of the rings A y̋ B�K ,
A y̋ B�;sK , A y̋ B�;srig;K, or A y̋ B�rig;K. Similarly, let A y̋ zB

�;.s/
denote one of

the rings A y̋ zB
�

or A y̋ zB
�;s

.
Throughout this subsection, let s0 D .p� 1/=p and sn D pns0 D pn�1.p� 1/.

For L a p-adic field, let Ln D L.�pn/.

Definition 2.2.1. A '-module over A y̋ B�;.s/
.rig/;K is a finitely presented projective

module D.s/ over A y̋ B�;.s/
.rig/;K, together with a map ' W D.s/ ! D.ps/ which is

semilinear over ' W B�;.s/
.rig/;K! B�;.ps/

.rig/;K, such that the linearization

'0 W B�;.ps/
.rig/;K '˝B�;.s/

.rig/;K
D.s/! D.ps/

is an isomorphism. A .'; �/-module over A is a '-module over A together with
a continuous A-linear action of �K which is semilinear over the action of �K on
B�;.s/
.rig/;K and commutes with '.

Remark 2.2.2. A '-module D over A y̋ B�;s
.rig/;K is in particular a finite A y̋ B�;s

.rig/;K-
module. It is therefore a finite module over either a Banach algebra or a Fréchet–
Stein algebra. It follows that D has a unique structure as a Fréchet A y̋ B�;s

.rig/;K-
module. Thus, we may speak unambiguously of the continuity of any action of �K .

Remark 2.2.3. Kedlaya and Lie [2010] define a family of .'; �/-modules over
A y̋ B�;srig;K, for s� 0, to be a coherent locally free sheaf over the product of the half-
open annulus 0 < vp.X/� 1=s with Sp.A/ in the category of rigid analytic spaces.
By Lemma 2.1.7 and Corollary 2.1.8, this is equivalent to the definition we have
given. This equivalence is also proven in [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Proposition 2.2.7],
where the authors use the '-module structure on a family of .'; �/-modules to
prove finite generation of its global sections.

The main source of .'; �/-modules is Galois representations; to any family of
p-adic Galois representations, we can functorially associate a family of .'; �/-
modules, and this functor is fully faithful.

Definition 2.2.4. Let X be a rigid analytic space over E. A family of Galois
representations over X is a locally free OX -module V of rank d together with an
OX -linear action of GalK which acts continuously on �.U;V / for every admissible
affinoid open U �X .

Remark 2.2.5. It is enough to check continuity on a single admissible affinoid
cover fUig of X . For if Ui D Sp.Ai / is affinoid and GalK acts continuously on
V .Ui /, then GalK certainly acts continuously on V .W /D V .Ui /˝Ai

OX .W / for
any affinoid subdomain W � Ui .
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On the other hand, suppose that fUi DSp.Ai /g is an admissible affinoid covering
of U D Sp.A/, and suppose that GalK acts continuously on V .Ui /. Since

0 �! A �!
Y
i

Ai �!
Y
i;j

Ai y̋AAj

is exact, V .U / inherits its topology from its embedding in
Q
i V .Ui / and GL.V .U //

inherits its topology from its embedding in
Q
i GL.V .Ui //. Therefore, GalK acts

continuously on V .U /.

Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2.6 [Berger and Colmez 2008]. Let A be a formal OE -model for A,
and let V be a free A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action
of GalK . Suppose that V contains a free GalK-stable A -submodule V0 of rank d .
Then for s� 0, there is a '- and GalK-stable A y̋ B�;sK -submodule (compatible
with change in s)

D�;sK .V /� ..A y̋ zB
�;s
/˝Qp

V /HK

which is a locally freeA y̋ B�;sK -module of constant rank d such that the natural map

.A y̋ zB
�;s
/˝

A y̋ B�;s
K

D�;sK .V /! .A y̋ zB
�;s
/˝A V

is an isomorphism (by “'-stable”, we mean that '.D�;sK .V //� D�;psK .V /). If GalK
acts trivially on V0=12pV0, then D�;sK .V / is A y̋ B�;sK -free of rank d .

The formation of D�;sK .V / is compatible with base change in A .

The base change property is not stated in [Berger and Colmez 2008], but follows
easily from the construction.

Remark 2.2.7. The construction of families of .'; �/-modules given in Proposi-
tion 4.2.8 and Théorème 4.2.9 of [Berger and Colmez 2008] in fact only requires
the coefficients to be a Banach algebra, not an affinoid algebra.

If V admits a GalK-stable locally free A -submodule V0 of rank d , we may
construct D�;sK .V / by working on a cover fSpf Aig of Spf A trivializing V0. Since
we know that the formation of D�;sK .V / is functorial in maps Ai ! Ai y̋ OE

Aj ,
we can glue the D�;sK .V jAi Œ1=p�/ to get a sheaf of A y̋ B�;sK -modules on Sp.A/. By
[Kedlaya and Liu 2010, Proposition 3.10], there is a finite locally free A y̋ B�;sK -
module D�;sK .V / which induces this sheaf.

By [Chenevier 2009, Lemme 3.18], for any family of Galois representations
V over a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic space X , there is a formal
model X of X such that V admits a Galois-stable OX -lattice. In fact, D�;sK .V / is
independent of the formal model A :

Proposition 2.2.8. Let A and V be as above. Then D�;sK .V / is independent of A .
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Proof. It suffices to check independence of the integral model for an admissible
formal blowing-up X 0! Spf A with center I D .f0; : : : fm/. More precisely, if
V admits both a Galois-stable A -lattice and a Galois-stable A 0-lattice, then Spf A

and Spf A 0 have a common admissible blow-up X , so it suffices to check that
D�;sK .V / yields the same result on the generic fibers of X and Spf A .

Temporarily let D�;sK;X .V / denote the construction using the integral structure
X and D�;sK;A .V / denote the construction using the integral structure A . Now X

admits a covering by the formal schemes

Xi WD Spf A

�
f0

fi
; : : : ;

fm

fi

�
and the morphism Xi ! Spf A is induced by A ! A hf0=fi ; : : : ; fm=fi i. In
other words,

D�;sK;X .V /jSp.Ahf0
fi
;:::;fm

fi
i/
D A

�
f0

fi
; : : : ;

fm

fi

�
y̋A D�;sK;A .V /:

It follows that D�;sK;X .V /D D�;sK;A .V /. �

Corollary 2.2.9. The formation of D�;sK .V / commutes with arbitrary base change
on A.

Proof. Let A!A0 be a homomorphism of E-affinoid algebras, and let X D Sp.A/
and X 0 D Sp.A0/. We may choose an admissible formal OE -model X1 of X
such that the family of Galois representations on X extends to a family of Galois
representations V0 over X1. By [Bosch and Lütkebohmert 1993, Theorem 4.1],
we can find a formal model X2 of X 0 together with an admissible formal blow-up
 WX2 ! X 0 and a morphism  WX2!X1 which induces f on the generic fiber.
Thus, functoriality of D�;sK .V / follows from functoriality in the integral model. �

Furthermore, it is straightforward to check the following functorial properties of
the assignment V  D�;sK .V /:

Proposition 2.2.10. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V and V 0 be families
of GalK-representations over A as above. Then, for s� 0:

(1) D�;sK .V ˚V 0/D D�;sK .V /˚D�;sX;K.V
0/.

(2) D�;sK .V ˝A V
0/D D�;sK .V /˝

A y̋ B�;s
K

D�;sK .V 0/.

(3) D�;sK .HomA.V; V 0//D Hom
A y̋ B�;s

K

.D�;sK .V /;D�;sK .V //.

In particular, the third part implies that the assignment V  D�;sK .V / is a fully
faithful functor. We omit the details; they are written out in [Bellovin 2013, §4.3].

Combined with various refinements of [Kedlaya and Liu 2010] and [Liu 2014],
we have the following corollary:
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Corollary 2.2.11. Let X be a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic space
over E, and let V be a rank-d family of GalK-representations over X . Then, for
s � 0, there is a family of .'; �/-modules D

�;.s/

K;.rig/.V / which has rank d over
OX y̋ B�;.s/

K;.rig/ such that the natural map

.OX y̋ zB
�;.s/

.rig/ /˝OX y̋ B�;.s/

K;.rig/

D
�;.s/

K;.rig/.V /! .OX y̋ zB
�;.s/

.rig/ /˝A V

is an isomorphism.
The formation of D

�;.s/

K;.rig/.V / is compatible with base change in X and the as-
signment V  D

�;.s/

K;.rig/.V / is a fully faithful functor compatible with direct sums,
duals, and tensor products.

Remark 2.2.12. We do not know whether there is an intrinsic characterization of
D�;sK .V / as a submodule of .A y̋ zB

�;s
/ ˝A V , or an intrinsic characterization

of D�;sK;rig.V / as a subsheaf of zB
�;s

rig ˝A V .

We pause to briefly discuss the objects we have constructed. For simplicity, we
temporarily assume that ADQp . Given a Galois representation V of dimension d ,
we have constructed a module over B�rig;K of rank d , equipped with a semilinear
Frobenius and a semilinear action of �K . There is some s so that these structures
descend to B�;srig;K, which is (noncanonically) the ring of analytic functions on the
half-open annulus 0 < vp.X/ � 1=eKs; we think of p�1=eKs.V / as the minimal
inner radius of an annulus to which everything descends.

Consider the analytic function log.1CX/ 2 B�;srig;K. It has infinitely many zeroes,
at the points X D 1� �pn , which accumulate towards the boundary of the unit disk.
For a given s, we think of n.s/ as the minimal n so that X D 1� �pn lies in the
annulus 0 < vp.X/� 1=eKs.

Returning to our general setup, we use .'; �/-modules to construct modules
DSen.V / and Ddif.V /, which we will use to study Hodge–Tate and de Rham repre-
sentations.

Recall that there is a family of injections in W B
�;s
K !KnŒŒt �� for every n� n.s/,

which extend to injections in W B
�;s
rig;K!KnŒŒt ��. It is defined as the composition

B�;snK � zB
�;sn '�n

����! zB
�;s0
�! BCdR;

where the last map sends
P
pkŒxk� (viewed as an element of zB

C
) to its image in

BCdR, and factors through KnŒŒt ��.

Definition 2.2.13. LetX be a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid analytic space and
let V be a locally free OX -module of rank d equipped with a continuous OX -linear
action of GalK . Then by the preceding discussion, there is a finite extension L=K
such that D

�;s
rig;L.V / is X -locally free.
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(1) For any n� n.s/, we put

D
Ln

Sen.V / WD D
�;s
L .V /˝

in

B
�;s
L

.OX ˝Qp
Ln/:

Then D
Ln

Sen.V / is an X-locally free OX ˝Ln-module of rank d with a linear
action of �Ln

.

(2) For any n� n.s/, we put

D
Ln;C
dif .V / WD D

�;s
L .V /˝

in

B
�;s
L

.OX y̋Qp
LnŒŒt ��/;

and we define D
Ln

dif .V / WD D
Ln;C
dif .V /Œ1=t �. Then D

Ln;C
dif .V / is an X-locally

free OX y̋Qp
LnŒŒt ��-module of rank d with a continuous semilinear action

of �Ln
, where LnŒŒt �� is equipped with its natural Fréchet topology (i.e., as

the inverse limit lim
 ��k

LnŒt �=t
k of finite-dimensional Qp-vector spaces). Here

�Ln
acts trivially on Ln, but acts on t via  � t D �./t .

Remark 2.2.14. Both D
Ln

Sen.V / and D
Ln;C
dif .V / actually have semilinear actions

of all of GalK , ultimately by GalK-stability of D�;s0L;n .V / inside .A y̋ zB
�;s0

/˝A V .
We define D

Kn

Sen .V / WD D
Ln

Sen.V /
HK and D

Kn;C
dif .V / WD D

Ln;C
dif .V /HK .

Remark 2.2.15. If A is a general Qp-Banach algebra with valuation ring A , V0 is
a free A -module of rank d equipped with a continuous A -linear action of GalK ,
and V WD V0Œ1=p�, then we may similarly define

DLn

Sen.V / WD D�;sL .V /˝
in

A y̋ B�;s
L

.A˝Qp
Ln/;

DLn

dif .V / WD D�;sL .V /˝
in

A y̋ B�;s
L

.A y̋Qp
LnŒŒt ��/:

Remark 2.2.16. It is also possible to construct DLn

Sen.V / directly by means of Tate–
Sen theory applied to semilinear representations of GalK on finite X-locally free
OX y̋ CK-modules. In particular, there is a constant c3 (fixed at the outset such
that 1=.p � 1/ < c3 <

1
2

ordp.12p/) such that DLn

Sen.V / admits a c3-fixed basis;
i.e., there is a basis fe1; : : : ; ed g such that if U is the matrix of the action of a
topological generator  of �n, then every entry of U � Id has p-adic valuation
greater than c3. We exploit this point of view in the proof of Theorem 4.2.5.

Proposition 2.2.17. (1) D
Ln

Sen.V / is an X -locally free OX ˝Ln-module of rank d ,
and we have a Galois-equivariant isomorphism

CK y̋Ln
D
Ln

Sen.V /! CK y̋Qp
V:
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(2) D
Ln;C
dif .V / is an X -locally free OX y̋ LnŒŒt ��-module of rank d , and we have a

Galois-equivariant isomorphism

.OX y̋ BCdR/˝OX y̋LnŒŒt��
D
Ln;C
dif .V /! .OX y̋ BCdR/˝OX

V

which respects the filtrations on each side.

Proof. For both of these, the starting point is the isomorphism

zB�;s
˝

B
�;s
L

D
�;s
L .V /! zB�;s

˝OX
V :

The composition

B�;sL
in
��! LnŒŒt ��! BCdR

is the same as the composition

B�;sL � zB
�;s '�n

���! zB
�;p�ns

! BCdR

by definition, so extending scalars on each side from zB�;s to BCX;dR or OX y̋Qp
CK

gives the desired result. �

3. Cohomology of procyclic groups

3.1. Overview. LetG be a profinite group with finite p-cohomological dimension e
such that Hi .G; T / has finite cardinality for all finite p-torsion discrete G-modules
T . Let M be a topological abelian group equipped with a continuous action
of G. We consider the continuous cochain complex C �.G;M/ and its cohomology
groups H�.G;M/. Specifically, we define the n-cochains C n.G;M/ to be the set
of continuous functions

f WGn!M;

and we define the differential dn W C n.G;M/! C nC1.G;M/ by

dn.f /.g1; : : : ; gnC1/ WD g1 �f .g2; : : : ; gnC1/

C

nX
iD1

.�1/if .g1; : : : ; gi�1; gigiC1; giC2; : : : ; gnC1/

C .�1/nC1f .g1; : : : ; gn/:

Thus, we get a complex

C �.G;M/ W 0 �!M D C 0.G;M/ �! C 1.G;M/ �! � � � ;

and we define Hn.G;M/ WD ker dn= im dn�1. If M D lim
��!i2I

Mi is the filtered
colimit of topological abelian groups equipped with continuous actions of G
(compatible with the transition maps), we define Hn.G;M/ WD lim

��!i2I
Hn.G;Mi /.
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Suppose now that M is actually a Qp-Banach space and the action of G on M
is Qp-linear. Exact sequences of Qp-Banach spaces of are Qp-linearly split, so a
G-equivariant exact sequence of Qp-Banach spaces

0 �!M 0 �!M �!M 00 �! 0

admits a continuous Qp-linear section M 00!M . Therefore, there is a long exact
sequence in cohomology

0 �! H0.G;M 0/ �! H0.G;M/ �! H0.G;M 00/ �! H1.G;M 0/ �! � � � :

If A is an E-affinoid algebra, and M is a finite flat A-module and the action of
G is A-linear, Pottharst has shown that the cohomology groups Hi .G;M/ satisfy
a number of good properties. In particular, Hi .G;M/ is a finite A-module for all
i � 0, by [Pottharst 2013, Theorem 1.2], and Hi .G;M/D 0 whenever i > e, by
[Pottharst 2013, Proposition 1.1].

Crucially, the finiteness of the cohomology groups Hi .G;M/ makes it possible
to deduce the following “cohomology and base change” result:

Theorem 3.1.1 [Pottharst 2013, Theorem 1.4]. Let M be a finite flat A-module.
Then if A0 is an A-affinoid algebra, there is a base change spectral sequence of
A0-modules

Eij2 D TorA�i .H
j .G;M/;A0/ ) HiCj .G;M ˝AA0/;

in which the edge map E0;j2 D Hj .G;M/ ˝A A
0 ! Hj .G;M ˝A A0/ is the

natural map.

In particular, if A0 is flat over A, then the formation of continuous group
cohomology commutes with base change.

Remark 3.1.2. The base change spectral sequence follows from the natural iso-
morphism

C �.G;M/˝L
AA
0
! C �.G;M ˝AA

0/

in the bounded derived category Dbcoh.A
0/ of finite A0-modules.

We will be primarily concerned with the Galois cohomology of groups G of
p-cohomological dimension 1. In that case, the base change theorem takes a
particularly nice form:

Corollary 3.1.3. Suppose G has p-cohomological dimension 1.

(1) The formation of H1.�;M/ commutes with affinoid base change on A.

(2) The spectral sequence degenerates at the E3 page.
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(3) There is a low-degree exact sequence

0 �! H0.�;M/˝AA
0=TorA2 .H

1.�;M/;A0/

�! H0.�;M ˝AA0/ �! TorA1 .H
1.�;M/;A0/ �! 0:

3.2. Cohomology of semilinear G -modules. We will need to extend some of Pot-
tharst’s results. Throughout this subsection, let M be a finite flat AŒŒt ��-module,
equipped with its natural Fréchet topology (i.e., as the inverse limit lim

 ��k
M=tk of

finite Banach A-modules), and suppose M is equipped with a continuous AŒŒt ��-
semilinear G-action, where G acts on AŒŒt �� so that the action on A is trivial and
the action preserves the t -adic filtration.

Proposition 3.2.1. Let M be as above.

(1) Hi .G;M/D 0 for i > e.

(2) If A ! A0 is a quotient of affinoid algebras, the formation of He.G;M/

commutes with base change to A0, i.e., the natural map He.G;M/˝AA
0!

He.G;M y̋AA0/ is an isomorphism.

Proof. (1) For each quotient M=tk , we have the continuous cochain complex
C �.G;M=tk/, and the transition maps C �.G;M=tkCn/! C �.G;M=tk/ are sur-
jective. Therefore, by [Weibel 1994, Theorem 3.5.8], for each i we have an exact
sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
k

1Hi�1.G;M=tk/ �! Hi .G;M/ �! lim
 ��
k

Hi .G;M=tk/ �! 0:

Then for i >eC1, we have Hi .G;M=tk/D0 and Hi�1.G;M=tk/D0, by [Pottharst
2013, Theorem 1.1(4)]. Therefore, Hi .G;M/D 0. If i D eC1, Hi .G;M=tk/D 0,
by the same theorem. Then we use the long exact sequence associated to

0 �! C �.G; tnM=tkCn/ �! C �.G;M=tkCn/ �! C �.G;M=tk/ �! 0

and the vanishing of Hi .G; tnM=tkCn/ to see that fHi .G;M=tk/gk has surjective
transition maps. Therefore, lim

 ��

1
k

Hi�1.G;M=tk/ and Hi .G;M/ vanish as well.

(2) Let A0 D A=J be a quotient of A. Since A0 is a finitely presented A-module,
�˝A A

0 commutes with taking inverse limits with surjective transition maps. It
follows that

C �.G;M/˝AA
0
�!� lim
 ��
k

.C �.G;M=tk/˝AA
0/:

But the natural map C �.G;M=tk/˝A A0 ! C �.G; .M=tk/˝A A
0/ is a quasi-

isomorphism by [Pottharst 2013, Lemma 1.5], so we obtain a quasiisomorphism

C �.G;M/˝AA
0
! lim
 ��
k

.C �.G; .M=tk/˝AA
0//D C �.G;M y̋AA

0/:
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As A0 is finitely presented as an A-module, we may find a projective resolu-
tion D� ! A0. Because the terms of C �.G;M/ are A-flat, the induced map
C �.G;M/˝AD

� ! C �.G;M/˝A A
0 is a quasiisomorphism, and we obtain a

second-quadrant spectral sequence abutting to the homology of C �.G;M y̋AA0/.
Consideration of the E2-page yields the desired result. �

Proposition 3.2.2. Let the notation be as above, and suppose in addition that G
is procyclic with topological generator  and that H0.G; gr�M/ is A-finite, where
gr�M is the associated graded module to M . Then there is some N such that
H0.G;M/ �!� H0.G;M=tkM/ for any k �N .

Before we prove Proposition 3.2.2, we record several useful consequences about
H1.G;M/:

Corollary 3.2.3. Let the notation be as in Proposition 3.2.2.

(1) H1.G;M/D lim
 ��k

H1.G;M=tk/.

(2) For any k �N , the sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0

is exact.

(3) For any k 2 Z and k0 2 N, the kernel of the natural map H1.G; tkCk
0

M/!

H1.G; tkM/ is a quotient of the A-finite module H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/, the
cokernel is the A-finite module H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/, and for all but finitely
many k; k0, it is an injection.

(4) lim
 ��k

H1.G; tkM/D 0.

Proof. (1) Proposition 3.2.2 implies that the projective system fH0.G;M=tk/gk�0
satisfies the Mittag–Leffler condition, so lim

 ��

1
k

H0.G;M=tk/ D 0. Together with
the exact sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
k

1H0.G;M=tk/ �! H1.G;M/ �! lim
 ��
k

H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0

this yields the desired result.

(2) For each n� 0, the exact sequence of Banach A-modules

0 �! tkM=tkCn �!M=tkCn �!M=tk �! 0

induces a long exact sequence in cohomology. If k � N , then Proposition 3.2.2
implies that H0.G;M=tkCn/ ! H0.G;M=tk/ is a surjection. Therefore, the
connecting homomorphism ı W H0.G;M=tk/! H1.G; tkM=tkCn/ is zero and

0 �! H1.G; tkM=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0
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is exact. Part (1) above (applied to H1.G; tkM/) implies that H1.G; tkM/ D

lim
 ��n

H1.G; tkM=tkCn/, and, since the inverse system fH1.G; tkM=tkCn/gn has
surjective transition maps, we obtain an exact sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0;

as desired.

(3) For every n� 0, the exact sequence

0 �! tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn
�! tkM=tkCk

0Cn
�! tkM=tkCk

0

�! 0

induces an exact sequence

H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/ �! H1.G; tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn/

�! H1.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/ �! H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/ �! 0:

If k � 0 or k � 0, and k0 � 0, H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/ D 0 and we may take the
projective limit as n!1 to obtain an injection H1.G; tkC1M/! H1.G; tkM/.

Otherwise, let

Kk;k0;n WD ker
�
H1.G; tkCk

0

M=tkCk
0Cn/! H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0Cn/
�

D H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/=H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/:

To show that lim
 ��n

Kk;k0;n is A-finite, it suffices to show that the natural map

H0.G; tkM=tkCk
0

/! lim
 ��
n

Kk;k0;n

is a surjection. But, by Proposition 3.2.2 (applied to tkM ), fH0.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/gn

is stationary for n � 0, so fH0.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/=H0.G; tkCk

0

M=tkCk
0Cn/gn

satisfies the Mittag–Leffler condition. This implies that

0 �! lim
 ��
n

�
H0.G; tkM=tkCk

0Cn/=H0.G; tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn/

�
�! H0.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/ �! lim
 ��
n

Kk;k0;n �! 0

is exact.
To identify the cokernel of H1.G; tkCk

0

M/! H1.G; tkM/, we again consider
the exact sequences

0 �!Kk;k0;n �! H1.G; tkCk
0

M=tkCk
0Cn/

�! H1.G; tkM=tkCk
0Cn/ �! H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/ �! 0

for n� 0. As n varies, the natural transition maps are surjections, so we see that
the cokernel coker

�
H1.G; tkCk

0

M/!H1.G; tkM/
�

is identified with the A-finite
module H1.G; tkM=tkCk

0

/.
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(4) By Proposition 3.2.2, there is some N such that, for k �N and any n� 0, the
sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tkCn/ �! H1.G;M=tk/ �! 0

is exact. Taking the projective limit as n!1 and applying part (1) to M and
tkM , we obtain an exact sequence

0 �! H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! H1.G;M=tk/:

Taking the projective limit as k!1, we obtain an exact sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
k

H1.G; tkM/ �! H1.G;M/ �! lim
 ��
k

H1.G;M=tk/:

But the map H1.G;M/! lim
 ��k

H1.G;M=tk/ is an isomorphism by part (1), so
lim
 ��k

H1.G; tkM/D 0. �

Remark 3.2.4. If we knew that surjections of Qp-Fréchet spaces admit continuous
sections (so that short exact sequences of G-representations would yield long exact
sequences in cohomology), the proof of Corollary 3.2.3 could be simplified in a
number of places. As we are not aware of a result to that effect, we are instead
forced to use the Mittag–Leffler property proved in Proposition 3.2.2.

We now turn to the proof of Proposition 3.2.2; we will require a number of
preliminaries. We observe at the outset that the cohomology group H0.G;M/ is
computed by H0 of the complex

C �alg W 0 �!M
�1
����!M �! 0:

For the remainder of this section, we therefore take H�.G;M/ to be the homology
of C �alg. It is purely algebraic, with no input from the topology of G or M .

Lemma 3.2.5. Let M and G be as above.

(1) There is some N0 such that tkM=tkC1M has no nonzero G-invariants for any
k �N0.

(2) For any k �N0, .tkM/GD1 D f0g.

(3) For any k �N0, the natural maps

.M=tkC1M/GD1! .M=tkM/GD1 and MGD1
! .M=tkM/GD1

are injections.

(4) H0.G;M/ is finite.

Proof. (1) This follows from the finiteness of H0.G; gr�M/.
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(2) Since tkM D lim
 ��h

tkM=tkChM and taking G-invariants is left-exact, it
is enough to show that .tkM=tkChM/GD1D 0 for all h� 0. But this follows from
repeated applications of the exact sequence

0�!.tk
0C1M=tkChM/GD1�!.tk

0

M=tkChM/GD1�!.tk
0

M=tk
0C1M/GD1D0

for k � k0 � kC h.

(3) We have an exact sequence

0 �! .tkM=tkC1M/GD1 �! .M=tkC1M/GD1 �! .M=tkM/GD1:

By the choice of k, .tkM=tkC1M/GD1D 0. Similarly, we have an exact sequence

0 �! .tkM/GD1 �! .M/GD1 �! .M=tkM/GD1:

By the choice of k, .tkM/GD1 D f0g.

(4) We have seen that H0.G;M/ injects into .M=tkM/GD1 for sufficiently large k.
But M=tkM is a finite A-module, so H0.G;M/ is A-finite as well. �

Lemma 3.2.6. Let M and G be as above, and let

0 �! I �! B �! B 0 �! 0

be a small extension of Artin local A-algebras, and let mB be the maximal ideal
of B . Let MB , MB=mB

, and MB 0 denote M ˝A B , M ˝A B=mB , and M ˝A B 0,
respectively. Suppose that the natural maps

H0.G;MB=mB
=tkC1/! H0.G;MB=mB

=tk/;

H0.G;MB 0=t
kC1/! H0.G;MB 0=t

k/

are isomorphisms. Then H0.G;MB=t
kC1/! H0.G;MB=t

k/ is an isomorphism
as well.

Remark 3.2.7. It is crucial for our application of Lemma 3.2.6 in the proof of
Proposition 3.2.2 that B and B 0 are not assumed to be Qp-finite. This is why we
are working with the “algebraic” cohomology groups computed by the complex
0 �!M ����!

�1
M �! 0.

Proof. Since 0 �! I �! B �! B 0 �! 0 is a small extension, I is a principal
ideal killed by mB . It follows that the complex

0 �! IMB=t
kC1 �1
����! IMB=t

kC1
�! 0
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(resp. 0�! IMB=t
k

�1
����! IMB=t

k �! 0) is isomorphic as a complex of B=mB -
vector spaces to the complex

0 �! .MB=mB
/=tkC1

�1
����! .MB=mB

/=tkC1 �! 0

(resp. 0 �!MB=mB
=tk

�1
����! .MB=mB

/=tk �! 0). Then the hypothesis that

H0.G;MB=mB
=tkC1/! H0.G;MB=mB

=tk/

is an isomorphism implies that H0.G; IMB=t
kC1/! H0.G; IMB=t

k/ is an iso-
morphism as well.

Since M is A-flat, we have a commutative diagram

0 ����! IMB=t
kC1 ����! MB=t

kC1 ����! MB 0=t
kC1 ����! 0??y ??y ??y

0 ����! IMB=t
k ����! MB=t

k ����! MB 0=t
k ����! 0

where the rows are exact.
Taking G-invariants, we get a commutative diagram

0 �! .IMB=t
kC1/G �! .MB=t

kC1/G �! .MB 0=t
kC1/G �!H1.G; IMB=t

kC1/??y ??y ??y ??y
0 �! .IMB=t

k/G �! .MB=t
k/G �! .MB 0=t

k/G �! H1.G; IMB=t
k/

To show that H0.G;MB=t
kC1/! H0.G;MB=t

k/ is an isomorphism, it suf-
fices by the five lemma to show that H1.G; IMB=t

kC1/! H1.G; IMB=t
k/ is an

isomorphism. But IMB=t
kC1 and IMB=t

k are finite B=mB -vector spaces, so to
show this, it is enough to show that they have the same dimension as B=mB -vector
spaces (since the map is a priori a surjection). But

dim H1.G; IMB=t
kC1/

D dim IMB=t
kC1
� dim IMB=t

kC1
C dim H0.G; IMB=t

kC1/

D dim H0.G; IMB=t
kC1/D dim H0.G; IMB=t

k/

D dim IMB=t
k
� dim IMB=t

k
C dim H1.G; IMB=t

k/

D dim H1.G; IMB=t
k/: �

Now we are in a position to prove Proposition 3.2.2:

Proof of Proposition 3.2.2. We proceed by noetherian induction on Spec.A/. By
Lemma 3.2.5, we may first choose N0 such that, for k �N0,

MGD1 ,�! � � � ,�! .M=tkC1/GD1 ,�! .M=tk/GD1 ,�! � � � ,�! .M=tN0/GD1:
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It follows that, for any k � N0, the cokernel of .M=tkC1/GD1 ! .M=tk/GD1

is supported on a Zariski-closed subspace of Spec.A/, namely, the support of
the cokernel of MGD1 ,! .M=tN0/GD1. Let fqj g be the (finitely many) primes
corresponding to the irreducible components of this subspace. We will find some
N1 � 0 such that for k � N1, the natural map .M=tkC1/GD1 ˝A

�Q
j A
^
qj

�
!

.M=tk/GD1˝A
�Q

j A
^
qj

�
is an isomorphism.

Since .M=tkC1/GD1˝AA^qj
D ..M=tkC1/˝AA

^
qj
/GD1 by flatness ofA!A^qi

,
it is enough to produce some N1;j such that

..M=tkC1/˝AAqj
=qmj /

GD1
! ..M=tk/˝AAqj

=qmj /
GD1

is an isomorphism for all k�N1;j and for allm. But this follows from Lemma 3.2.6
and the fact that any surjection of Artin local rings can be factored into a sequence
of small extensions.

Let N1 D maxfN1;j g. Then the natural map MGD1! .M=tN1M/GD1 is an
injection with cokernel supported on a strictly smaller Zariski-closed subspace of
Spec.A/. If it is actually an isomorphism, we are done; otherwise, we repeat the
argument with primes of A corresponding to irreducible components of the support
of the cokernel of MGD1 ,! .M=tN1M/GD1.

This process terminates in finitely many steps, so we find that, for k large
enough, the natural maps .M=tkC1M/GD1! .M=tkM/GD1 are isomorphisms of
A-modules. It follows that H0.G;M/DH0.G;M=tkM/ for sufficiently large k. �

4. The functors DB�
.V /

4.1. Overview. In this section, we discuss the functors DHT.V / and DdR.V /; we
relate them to .'; �/-modules, and we prove they are coherent sheaves on Sp.A/.
We also relate Dst.V / and Dcris.V / to .'; �/-modules, and conjecture that they are
coherent sheaves on Sp.A/.

Throughout this section, we let E and K be finite extensions of Qp , and we let
X be a quasiseparated rigid analytic space over E.

Definition 4.1.1. A family of Galois representations over X is a locally free OX -
module V of rank d together with an OX -linear action of GalK which acts continu-
ously on �.U; V / for every affinoid subdomain U �X .

Definition 4.1.2. Let B� be one of the period rings BHT, BdR, Bmax, or Bst. Then
for any family of Galois representations, we define the presheaf

DK� .V /.U / WD .BX;�.U /˝OX .U / V .U //
GalK ;

where BX;� is one of the sheaves of period rings defined in Section A.2. We say that
V is B�-admissible (or simply Hodge–Tate, de Rham, semistable, or crystalline) if
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DK� .V / is a projective OX ˝BGalK
� -module of rank d , and the natural morphism

˛V WBX;�˝OX˝BGalK
�

DK� .V /!BX;�˝OX
V

is an isomorphism.

Let fUigi2I be an admissible covering of X . Then, because V and BX;� are
both sheaves on X , we have an exact sequence

0 �! �.X;BX;�˝OX
V /

�!

Y
i2I

�.Ui ;BX;�˝OX
V / �!

Y
i;j2I

�.Ui \Uj ;BX;�˝OX
V /:

Each of these terms has a continuous action of GalK by assumption, and, since the
formation of GalK-invariants is left-exact, we have an exact sequence

0 �! DK� .V /.X/ �!
Y
i2I

DK� .V /.Ui / �!
Y
i;j2I

DK� .V /.Ui \Uj /:

It follows that DK� .V / is actually a sheaf of OX ˝Qp
BGalK
� -modules. However,

we do not know at this stage that DK� .V /.U / is finite, let alone that DK� .V / is a
coherent sheaf of OX ˝Qp

BGalK
� -modules.

Suppose that X D Sp.A/, where A is a Qp-finite Artin ring, and V is a finite
projective A-module equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . Then
..A˝Qp

B�/˝A V /GalK D .B�˝Qp
V /GalK as BGalK

� -vector spaces. In fact, V is
B�-admissible as an A-linear representation in the sense above if and only if the
underlying Qp-linear representation is B�-admissible:

Proposition 4.1.3. Let A be a Qp-finite Artin local ring with maximal ideal m, and
let V be a finite free A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear
GalK-action. Then V is B�-admissible as an A-representation if and only if its
underlying Qp-representation is B�-admissible.

Proof. Let n WD dimQp
A. It is clear that B�-admissibility over A implies B�-

admissibility over Qp . For the converse, assume V is B�-admissible when viewed
as a Qp-representation, so ..A ˝Qp

B�/ ˝A V /GalK D .B� ˝Qp
V /GalK is an

nd -dimensional BGalK
� -vector space and the natural map B�˝BGalK

�

DB�.V /!

B�˝Qp
V is an isomorphism.

We first assume that ADE is a field. In that case, A˝Qp
BGalK
� is a product of

fields, so DB�.V / is certainly locally free and therefore projective. In addition, the
isomorphism ˛V W B�˝BGalK

�

DB�.V /! B�˝Qp
V tells us that the natural map

.A˝Qp
B�/˝A˝Qp BGalK

�

DB�.V /! .A˝Qp
B/˝A V

is an isomorphism. In particular, DB�.V / is locally free of rank d over A˝BGalK
� .

Since A˝Qp
BGalK
� is semilocal, DB�.V / is free over A˝Qp

BGalK
� .
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Now consider the general case. We will factor the extension of Qp-finite Artin
rings A� A=mV as a sequence of small extensions and proceed by induction.
So suppose we have a small extension f W A� A0, so that m ker.f / D 0 and
ker.f /D .t/Š A=m, and suppose the result holds for A0-representations.

We have a surjection of Qp-representations V � V ˝AA
0, with kernel tV . By

the formalism of admissible representations, V ˝A A0 is B�-admissible and we
have a surjection DB�.V /� DB�.V ˝AA

0/ with kernel DB�.tV /.
We claim that the kernel of this surjection is tDB�.V /. Clearly, tDB�.V / �

DB�.tV /, since there is no Galois action on the coefficients. On the other hand,
suppose that mv 2DB�.tV / for some m2 ker.f /, v 2 B�˝V . Then mvDmg.v/
for any g 2 GalK , so v D g.v/ in B�˝ .V ˝AA=I/ for all g 2 GalK , where I is
the ideal of elements of A killed by m. But again by the formalism of admissible
representations we have a surjection DB�.V /� DB�.V=IV /, so there is some
Qv2DB�.V / such that QvŠv mod I . Since v and Qv differ by an element of DB�.IV /

and m kills DB�.IV /, mv Dm Qv 2 tDB�.V /, as desired.
By the assumption on A0-representations, DB�.V ˝A A

0/ is a free module
of rank d over A0 ˝Qp

BGalK
� . Furthermore, DB�.V /˝A A

0 D DB�.V ˝A A
0/.

If Ai is a local factor of the semilocal ring A ˝Qp
BGalK
� , then A0i WD Ai=t

is a local factor of A0 ˝Qp
BGalK
� . Therefore, Nakayama’s lemma implies that

DB�.V / ˝A Ai is generated by d elements for all i , so we have a surjection
.A˝Qp

BGalK
� /˝d� DB�.V /. But we also have an isomorphism of B�-modules

˛V W B�˝BGalK
�

DB�.V /! B�˝Qp
V , so, by comparing the BGalK

� -dimensions
of DB�.V / and .A˝BGalK

� /˝d , we see that DB�.V / is a free A˝BGalK
� -module

of rank d . �

4.2. .'; �/-modules and DB�
.V /. When X D Sp.Qp/, the overconvergence of

Galois representations is important in part because it allows us to recover the
p-adic Hodge theoretic invariants DB�.V / from the .'; �/-module. This allows
us to convert questions about Galois groups with cohomological dimension 2 into
questions about profinite groups with cohomological dimension 1, at the cost of
making the coefficients more complicated.

Specifically, when X D Sp.Qp/, we have the following results:

Theorem 4.2.1 [Sen 1973]. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-linear representation
of GalK . Then DKHT.V /D

L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V / � t

i /�K .

Theorem 4.2.2 [Fontaine 2004]. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-linear represen-
tation of GalK . Then DKdR.V /D .D

K
dif.V //

�K .

Theorem 4.2.3 [Berger 2002]. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-linear representa-
tion of GalK . Then DKst .V /D .D

�
log.V /Œ1=t �/

�K and DKcris.V /D .D
�
rig.V /Œ1=t �/

�K .
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Remark 4.2.4. Sen and Fontaine used different constructions of DKSen.V / and
DKdif.V / than the one we have given. The equivalence of the two constructions is
shown in [Berger 2002].

We will prove analogues of these results for families of Galois representations
over an E-rigid analytic space X .

Theorem 4.2.5. Let V be a family of representations of GalK of rank d . Then

DKHT.V /D
M
i2Z

.DKSen.V / � t
i /�K

as subsheaves of BHT˝OX
V .

Proof. Since both DKHT.V / and
L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V /�t

i /�K are subsheaves of BHT˝OX
V ,

we may work locally on X . Therefore, we may assume that X D Sp.A/ for some
E-affinoid algebra A and V WD �.X;V / admits a free GalK-stable A -lattice V0 of
rank d , where A is some formal OE -model for A.

Since DK
0

HT.V /DK
0˝K DKHT.V / for any finite extensionK 0=K, we may replace

K with any finite extension. Let L=K be a finite extension such that GalL acts
trivially on V0=12pV0. Then DLn

Sen.V / is a finite free A˝Qp
Ln-module of rank d ,

and we have a natural Galois-equivariant isomorphism

.A y̋ CK/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V / �!
� .A y̋ CK/˝A V:

Taking HL-invariants, we get

.A y̋ CHL

K /˝A˝Ln
DLn

Sen.V / �!
� ..A y̋ CK/˝A V /HL ;

since HL acts trivially on DLn

Sen.V / by construction. We need to take �Ln
-invariants

of both sides.
It suffices to show that�

.A y̋ CK/HL ˝A˝Ln
DLn

Sen.V /
��n
D DLn

Sen.V /
�n :

To see this, we fix an .A˝Qp
Ln/-basis .e1; : : : ; ed / of DLn

Sen.V /which is c3-fixed by
�Ln

and choose some x 2 ..A y̋ CK/HL˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V //
�n . Then xD

P
xiei

for some xi 2 .A y̋ CK/HL . By the semilinearity of the Galois action, this means
that U � .x/ D x for any  2 �n, where x is the column vector of the xi . But
then we may invoke [Berger and Colmez 2008, Lemme 3.2.5] with V1 D U�1 and
V2 D 1 to get that x 2 A˝Qp

Ln.
Since BHT D CK Œt; t�1�, it follows that DKHT.V / D

L
i2Z.D

K
Sen.V / � t

i /�K ,
as desired. �
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Lemma 4.2.6. Let M be a finite A-module, where A is a Banach algebra whose
value group is discrete, and let m1; : : : ; mr generate M over A. Equip M with
the norm j � jM induced by the natural quotient A˚r �M , where A˚r has the
norm j.a1; : : : ; ar/j Dmaxifjai jg. Let T WM !M be an A-linear map such that
jT .mi /j � C jmi j for all mi . Then the operator norm of T on M is at most C .

Proof. Let m 2 M . We wish to show that jT .m/jM � C jmjM . Because the
value group of A is discrete, we can write m D a1m1 C � � � C armr such that
jmjM Dmaxifjai jg. Then

jT .m/jM �max
i
fjai j�jT .mi /jM g�C max

i
fjai j�jmi jM g�C max

i
fjai jgDC jmj: �

Lemma 4.2.7. Let V be a finite free A-module of rank d , equipped with a con-
tinuous A-linear action of GalK . Then the module generated by the �Ln

-orbit of
x 2 yL1 y̋Ln

DLn

Sen.V / is A-finite if and only if x 2
S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

DLn

Sen.V /.

Proof. The �Ln
-orbit of any element of Ln0˝Ln

DLn

Sen.V / certainly generates an A-
finite module. Conversely, suppose that the �Ln

-orbit of x 2 yL1 y̋Ln
DLn

Sen.V / gen-
erates a finite A-module M . Let fe1; : : : ; ed g be an A˝Qp

Ln-basis of DLn

Sen.V /,
so that the action of  2 �Ln

with respect to e1; : : : ; ed is given by a matrix .aij /
with aij 2 A˝Qp

Ln. Write x D
P
i ciei .

By assumption,M is finite overA˝Qp
Ln, so it is generated by a finite collection

f1; : : : ; fr of elements of .A y̋ yL1/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V /. Then the coefficients (with
respect to feig) of elements of M are contained in the A˝Qp

Ln-submodule of
A y̋ yL1 generated by the coefficients of f1; : : : ; fr , which is finite. But

.x/D
X

.ci /.ei /D
X
j

�X
i

aj i � .ci /

�
ej :

Since  is invertible, this shows that the �Ln
-orbit of the ci is in the A˝Qp

Ln-span
of the coefficients with respect to feig of �Ln

� x.
Thus, we are reduced to the rank-1 case. That is, we need to show that if the

�Ln
-orbit of c 2A y̋Qp

yL1 generates an A˝Qp
Ln-finite moduleM �A y̋Qp

yL1,
then c 2

S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

.A˝Qp
Ln/.

Choose a finite set x1; : : : ; xr 2M which generates M , and give M the quotient
norm j � jM coming from the natural surjection A˚r�M . Since A y̋Qp

yL1 is a
potentially orthonormalizable A-module, M is closed in A y̋Qp

yL1 by [Buzzard
2007, Lemma 2.3], and therefore also acquires a p-adic norm j � jp . All norms on a
finite Banach module are equivalent by [Bosch et al. 1984, Proposition 3.7.3/3],
so j � jM and j � jp are equivalent, meaning that there are positive constants C1; C2
such that C1jxjp � jxjM � C2jxjp for all x 2M .
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Then for any " > 0 there is some m" such that j.p
m

�1/.xi /jp < "jxi jp for all i
and any m�m". We choose "D 1

2
C 21 =.C

2
2 p

c3/. This implies that

j.p
m

� 1/.xi /jM � C2j.
pm

� 1/.xi /jp < C2"jxi jp �
C2"

C1
� jxi jM :

By Lemma 4.2.6, p
m

�1 has operator norm at most C2"=C1 with respect to j � jM .
But then

j.p
m

� 1/.x/jp �
1

C1
j.p

m

� 1/.x/jM <
C2"

C 21
jxjM �

C 22 "

C 21
jxjp;

so p
m

� 1 has operator norm at most C 22 "=C
2
1 with respect to j � jp.

Next, we observe that for any integerm�1 the kernel of p
m

�1 onA y̋Qp
yL1 is

A˝Qp
LmCn. Therefore, if .p

m

�1/.M/D 0 for somem� 0, we are done. Now
recall that by the third Tate–Sen axiom, for any n0 � n, there is a �Ln0

-equivariant
topological splitting

A y̋Qp
yL1 D .A˝Qp

Ln0/˚XH;n0 ;

and, for n0�m"
n, p

m"
�1 acts invertibly on XH;n0 , with the norm of .p

m"
�1/�1

bounded above by the constant pc3 . Since p
n0�n

�1 killsA˝Qp
Ln0 , it follows that

.p
n0�n

� 1/.M/ � XH;n0 . But .p
n0�n

� 1/.M/ �M , so p
m"
� 1 has p-adic

operator norm at most C 22 "=C
2
1 on .p

n0�n

� 1/.M/. Then for any x 2M ,ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p
D
ˇ̌
.p

m"
� 1/�1.p

m"
� 1/.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p

� pc3
ˇ̌
.p

m"
� 1/.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/.x/
ˇ̌
p

� pc3
C 22 "

C 21

ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p
D
1

2

ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p
:

This forces
ˇ̌
.p

n0�n

� 1/.x/
ˇ̌
p

to be 0, so .p
n0�n

� 1/.x/ D 0. Therefore
.p

n0�n

� 1/.M/D 0, and we are done. �

We can bootstrap this result to relate DdR.V / and Ddif.V /, just as in the case
when X D Sp.Qp/:

Theorem 4.2.8. Let V be a family of representations of GalK of rank d . Then
DKdR.V /D .D

K
dif.V //

�K as subsheaves of BdR˝OX
V .

Proof. As before, we reduce to the case when X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid
algebra A and V WD �.X;V / admits a free GalK-stable A -lattice V0 of rank d ,
where A is some formal OE -model for A.
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Since DK
0

dR .V /DK
0˝K DKdR.V / for any finite extension K 0=K, we may again

replaceK with any finite extension; we choose L=K such that GalL=K acts trivially
on V0=12pV0. Then DLn;C

dif .V / is a free A y̋ LnŒŒt ��-module of rank d , and we
have a Galois-equivariant isomorphism

.A y̋ BCdR/˝A y̋LnŒŒt��
DLn;C

dif �!� .A y̋ BCdR/ y̋A V

which respects the t -adic filtration on both sides.
After twisting V by some power of the cyclotomic character, it therefore suffices

to show that�
.A y̋ LCdR/˝A y̋LnŒŒt��

DLn;C
dif .V /

��Ln
D DLn;C

dif .V /�Ln ;

where LCdR WD .B
C
dR/

HK . In fact, it suffices to show that�
.A y̋ LCdR=t

m/˝A˝QpLnŒŒt�� DLn;C
dif .V /

��Ln
D .DLn;C

dif .V /=tm/�Ln

for all m, because taking inverse limits commutes with taking �Ln
-invariants.

We will do this by showing that if x 2 .A y̋ LCdR=t
m/˝A˝QpLnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V /

and the �Ln
-orbit of x generates a finite A˝Qp

LnŒŒt ��=t
m-module, then x actually

lives in
S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm. For then if x is �Ln

-fixed, it lives in
Ln0 ˝Ln

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm for some n0 � n. Since .Ln0 ˝Ln

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm/�Ln D

DLn;C
dif .V /=tm, we conclude that x 2 DLn;C

dif .V /=tm.
We proceed by induction onm. We first considermD1. Then we considering ele-

ments of .A y̋ yL1/˝DLn

Sen.V / whose �Ln
-orbits generate finiteA˝Qp

Ln-modules.
But such elements actually live in

S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

DLn

Sen.V /, by Lemma 4.2.7.
Now we assume the result for m, and we consider the exact sequence

0 �! tm.LCdR=t
mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V / �! .LCdR=t
mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V /

�! .LCdR=t
m/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V / �! 0:

If the �Ln
-orbit of c 2 .LCdR=t

mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt��D
Ln;C
dif .V / generates a finite A˝Qp

Ln-
module, then its image c in .LCdR=t

m/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C
dif .V / does as well. By the

inductive hypothesis, c 2
S
n0�nLn0 ˝Ln

.DLn;C
dif .V /=tm/. We may choose Oc 2S

n0�nLn0 ˝Ln
.DLn;C

dif .V /=tmC1/ lifting c, so that the �Ln
-orbit of c � Oc still

generates a finite A˝Qp
Ln-module. Then c � Oc is an element of

tm.LCdR=t
mC1/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C

dif .V /;

which is isomorphic to tm � .LCdR=t/ y̋LnŒŒt�� DLn;C
dif .V / as a �Ln

-representation.
But the mD 1 case applies to this latter space, so we are done. �

We can similarly relate DKcris.V / and DKst .V / to the family of .'; �/-modules
D
�
rig;K.V /, following [Berger 2002]:
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Theorem 4.2.9. Let V be a family of representations of GalK . Then DKcris.V / D

.D
�
rig;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K and DKst .V / D .D
�
log;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K . The first equality is as
subsheaves of zB�

rig˝OX
V and the second is as subsheaves of zB�

log˝OX
V .

We will need a number of preparatory results. Throughout the proofs of these
results, we will use freely the fact that if A is a Qp-Banach algebra, then A is
potentially orthonormalizable in the sense of [Buzzard 2007]. This follows from
[Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.1] since Qp is discretely valued. This has the
consequence that injections of Fréchet spaces are preserved under completed tensor
products with A over Qp.

Lemma 4.2.10. Let A be an orthonormalizable Qp-Banach algebra, and let A be
its unit ball. Let h be a positive integer. Then

1\
kD0

p�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks/DA y̋ zAC and

1\
kD0

p�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig /�A y̋ zB
C

rig:

Proof. This is an A-linear analogue of [Berger 2002, Lemme 3.1]. We prove the first
assertion here; with this in place, the proof of the second carries over verbatim from
[Berger 2002]. Note that the first assertion is an equality of topological Zp-modules
inside A y̋ zB

C
, not algebras, because we do not know that there is an algebra norm

on A making it into an orthonormalizable Qp-Banach space.
Choose an orthonormal basis feigi2I ofA. Then we may compute the intersectionT1
kD0 p

�hk.A y̋ zA�;p�ks/ inside A y̋ zB �!� cI .B/. But if

x D
X
i2I

aiei 2 p
�hk.A y̋ zA�;p

�ks/

for all k, then ai 2 p�hk zA�;p
�ks for all k, implying that x 2 A y̋ zAC. �

Remark 4.2.11. The completed tensor product A y̋ zAC appearing in the first
assertion of Corollary 4.2.12 is with respect to the weak topology on zAC, not with
respect to the p-adic topology.

Corollary 4.2.12. Let A be a Qp-Banach algebra, equipped with an algebra norm
j � j, and let A be its valuation ring. Then

T1
kD0 p

�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig /� A y̋ zB
C

rig.

Proof. By [Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.1], there is an equivalent norm j � j0

on A with respect to which A is orthonormalizable; let A 0 be the unit ball with
respect to j � j0. Then there exists a constant c � 0 such that pcA � A 0, so
that

T1
kD0 p

cp�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig / � A y̋ zB
C

rig. But p is invertible in zB
C

rig, soT1
kD0 p

�hk.A y̋ zA�;p
�ks

rig /� A y̋ zB
C

rig. �

As in [Berger 2002], “Frobenius regularization” follows immediately from
Corollary 4.2.12.
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Proposition 4.2.13 [Berger 2002, Proposition 3.2]. Let d1, d2, and h be three
positive integers, and letM 2Matd2�d1

.A y̋ zB
�

log/ be a matrix. Suppose there exists
P 2 GLd1

.A˝Qp
F / such that M D '�h.M/P . Then M 2Matd2�d1

.A y̋ zB
C

log/.

Corollary 4.2.14. Let d be a positive integer, and letM 2GLd .A y̋ zB
�

logŒt �/ be an
invertible matrix. Suppose there exists P 2GLd .A˝Qp

F / such thatM D '.M/P .
Then M 2 GLd .A y̋ zB

C

logŒ1=t �/.

Remark 4.2.15. Proposition 4.2.13 is stated and proved in [Berger 2002] for hD 1.
However, the proof carries over verbatim for h > 1.

Proposition 4.2.16. Let A be a discretely valued Qp-Banach field with perfect
residue field, and let V be an A-vector space of dimension d equipped with a
continuous A-linear action of GalK . Then the natural map

..A y̋ BCst /˝A V /
GalK ! ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Recall that, for n� 0, there is an injection in W zB
�;sn
log ! BCdR, where sn D

pns0 D p
n�1.p� 1/. Then in yields an injection

..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK ! DKdR.V /:

Note that V admits a free GalK-stable A -submodule of rank d ; under these hypothe-
ses, we will show (in a noncircular way) in Proposition 4.3.2 that DKdR.V / is a finite
A˝Qp

K-module. Therefore, ..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝AV /

GalK is a finite A˝Qp
K0-module.

Further, we claim that there is some sn such that

..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK D ..A y̋ zB
�

log/˝A V /
GalK :

Indeed, A˝Qp
K0 Š

Q
i Ai , where the Ai are a finite collection of Qp-Banach

fields which are finite extensions of A (and isomorphic to each other, because
K0=Qp is Galois), so that DKdR.V /Š

L
i .Ai ˝K0

K/˚di for some integers di � 0.
It follows that ..A y̋ zB

�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK is an A-vector space of dimension at mostP
i di ŒK W K0� dimAAi for any n, so the same is true of ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK .

Therefore,

..A y̋ zB
�

log/˝A V /
GalK WD

[
n

..A y̋ zB
�;sn
log /˝A V /

GalK

is a finite module over the noetherian ring A, so the conclusion follows.
Now, let D WD ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK , let Di WDD˝A Ai be the factor of D

overAi , let v1; : : : ; vd be anA-basis of V , and letw1; : : : ; wd 0 be anAi -basis ofDi .
Then v1; : : : ; vd is an A y̋ zB

�
-basis of .A y̋ zB

�

log/˝AV and wj 2 .A y̋ zB
�

log/˝AV ,
so there is a matrix M 2Matd�d 0.A y̋ zB

�

log/ whose j -th column is the coordinates
of wj with respect to v1; : : : ; vd . Let P 2 GLd 0.Ai / be the matrix of 'ŒK0WQp�
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with respect to w1; : : : ; wd 0 . To justify this, recall that ' W zB
�

log!
zB
�

log is a bijec-
tion, and note that ' cyclically permutes the Di so that 'ŒK0WQp� carries Di to
itself. Then MP D 'ŒK0WQp�.M/, since ' acts trivially on v1; : : : ; vd , so that
M D '�ŒK0WQp�.M/'�ŒK0WQp�.P /. Then, by Frobenius regularization, M has
coefficients in A y̋ zB

C

log � A y̋
zB
C

st , so we are done. �

Remark 4.2.17. The conclusion of Proposition 4.2.16 is used in the proof of
[Berger and Colmez 2008, Proposition 6.2.4]. Since the proof requires some minor
adjustments when A is not Qp-finite, we have written out the details here.

We can deduce the same result for Galois representations with affinoid coeffi-
cients, generalizing [Berger 2002]:

Corollary 4.2.18. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a finite free A-
module of rank d equipped with a continuous action of GalK . Then the natural map

..A y̋ BCst /˝A V /
GalK ! ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let A!RD
Q
i Ri be a closed embedding into a finite product of Artin

rings, with Ri a finite-dimensional vector space over a complete discretely valued
field Bi with perfect residue field; this is possible by Lemma 2.1.2. Then we have
an exact sequence of Qp-Banach spaces 0 �! V �! VR �! VR=V �! 0. Since
Qp is discretely valued, this exact sequence admits a continuous Qp-linear splitting,
and we have a commutative diagram of Fréchet spaces

0 ��! .A y̋Qp
zB
�

log/˝A V ��! .R y̋Qp
zB
�

log/˝R VR ��!
zB
�

log y̋Qp .VR=V / ��! 0x?? x?? x??
0 ��! .A y̋Qp

zB
C

st /˝A V ��! .R y̋Qp
zB
C

st /˝R VR ��!
zB
C

st y̋Qp .VR=V / ��! 0

where the rows are exact and the vertical maps are injections. Moreover, the maps
are GalK-equivariant, so we have a commutative diagram of Banach spaces

0 ���! .zB
�

log y̋Qp V /
GalK ���! .zB

�

log y̋Qp VR/
GalK ���! .zB

�

log y̋Qp .VR=V //
GalKx?? x?? x??

0 ���! .zB
C

st y̋Qp V /
GalK ���! .zB

C

st y̋Qp VR/
GalK ���! .zB

C

st y̋Qp .VR=V //
GalK

where the rows are still exact and the vertical maps are still injections. For each
idempotent factorRi ofR, we can view VRi

as a finite-dimensional Bi -vector space
and apply Proposition 4.2.16; we see that the inclusion ..R y̋ zB

C

st /˝R VR/
GalK �

..R y̋ zB
�

log/˝R VR/
GalK is an equality. Then a diagram chase shows that the

inclusion ..A y̋ zB
C

st /˝A V /
GalK � ..A y̋ zB

�

log/˝A V /
GalK is also an equality. �
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We now define

D�;slog;K.V / WD .A
y̋ B�;slog;K/˝A y̋ B�;s

rig;K
D�;srig;K.V /; D�log;K.V / WD

[
s

D�;srig;K.V /;

as well as

zD
�;s

log;K.V / WD .A y̋
zB
�;s

log;K/˝A y̋ B�;s
log;K

D�;slog;K.V /;
zD
�

log;K.V / WD
[
s

zD
�;s

log;K.V /:

Proposition 4.2.19. Let A be a noetherian Qp-Banach algebra with valuation
ring A , and let V be a finite free A-module of rank d equipped with a continuous
A-linear action of GalK such that V admits a free GalK-stable A -submodule of
rank d . Then the natural map

.D�log;K.V /Œ1=t �/
�K ! ..A y̋ zB

�

log/Œ1=t �˝A V /
GalK

is an isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to prove this with K replaced by a finite extension, so we may
assume D�log;K.V / is free. After twisting V by some power of the cyclotomic char-
acter, we may assume that .D�log;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K D .D�log;K.V //
�K , and consider

only the map
.D�log;K.V //

�K ! ..A y̋ zB
�

log;K/˝A V /
GalK :

Furthermore, we observe that

..A y̋ zB
�

log/˝A V /
HK D .A y̋ zB

�

log;K/˝A y̋ B�
log;K

D�log;K.V /

D zD
�

log;K.V /:

Since .zD
�

log;K.V //
�K and .D�log;K.V //

�K are finite modules over the noetherian
Banach algebra A˝Qp

K0, we see that .D�log;K.V //
�K is a closed submodule of

.zD
�

log;K.V //
�K , by [Bosch et al. 1984, Proposition 3.7.3/1]. Thus, it suffices to

show that .D�log;K.V //
�K is dense in .zD

�

log;K.V //
�K .

We will actually do something slightly different. For s� 0 and any integer
k � 0, we consider theA y̋ '�k.B�;p

ks
log;K /-submodule '�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //�

zD
�;s

log;K.V /.
Since .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K is a finite A-module, it follows that

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is
a closed submodule of .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K .

We claim that
S
k

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K
D .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K . If we choose a basis

v1; : : : ; vd of D�;slog;K.V /, then, for any �K-fixed element m 2 zD
�;s

log;K.V /, we may
write mD a1v1C � � �C advd . Recall that there are �K-equivariant maps

Rk W zB
�;s

rig;K! '�k.B�;p
ks

rig;K /
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which are sections to the inclusions '�k.B�;p
ks

rig;K /� zB
�;s

rig;K and extend to maps

Rk W zB
�;s

log;K ! '�k.B�;p
ks

log;K /:

For each k, let mk D Rk.m/ D Rk.a1/v1 C � � � C Rk.ad /vd . Then mk is a
�K-fixed element of '�k .D�;p

ks
log;K .V //, because Rk is �K-equivariant. Since

limk!1Rk.a/ D a for any a 2 zB
�;s

log;K , it follows that limk!1mk D m. Thus,S
k

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is dense in .zD
�;s

log;K.V //
�K . Equality follows, since it is

also closed in .zD
�;s

log;K.V //
�K (as it is a submodule of a finite module over a

noetherian Banach algebra).
Next, we note that

'kC1
�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

�
� '.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //� D�;p

kC1s
log;K .V /:

This implies that
�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K
�
�
'�.kC1/.D�;p

kC1s
log;K .V //

��K , and there-
fore that .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K D

S
k

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is a rising union. Since
.zD
�;s

log;K.V //
�K is A-finite, there is some k such that

�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K is
equal to .zD

�;s

log;K.V //
�K .

But we have A-linear isomorphisms

'k W
�
'�k.D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

��K
! .D�;p

ks
log;K .V //

�K and 'k W zD
�;s

log;K.V /�!
� zD

�;pks

log;K .V /;

so we conclude that .D�;p
ks

log;K .V //
�KD.zD

�;pks

log;K .V //
�K , as desired. �

Now we can prove Theorem 4.2.9:

Proof of Theorem 4.2.9. We may assume that X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid
algebra A, and that V WD V .A/ is A-free of rank d and admits a GalK-stable
integral lattice. Then DKst .V / D .Dlog;K.V /Œ1=t �/

�K by Corollary 4.2.18 and
Proposition 4.2.19. Since

Dcris.V /D Dst.V /
ND0 and Drig;K.V /D Dlog;K.V /

ND0;

it follows that DKcris.V /D .Drig;K.V /Œ1=t �/
�K . �

4.3. Properties of DB�
.V /. Now we can combine Theorems 4.2.5 and 4.2.8 with

“cohomology and base change” to deduce various useful properties of the functors
V 7! DHT.V / and V 7! DdR.V /.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let X and V be as above.

(1) DKHT.V / and DKdR.V / are coherent sheaves of OX ˝Qp
K-modules. More

generally, their formation commutes with flat base change on X .
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(2) DKHT.V / and DKdR.V / take values in the categories of graded coherent sheaves
and filtered coherent sheaves, respectively. If V is BHT-admissible, then
DKHT.V / is a graded vector bundle over OX˝Qp

K, and, if V is BdR-admissible,
then DKHT.V / is a filtered vector bundle over OX ˝Qp

K.

As before, we reduce immediately to the case whenXDSp.A/ and V WD�.X;V /
is a free A-linear representation of GalK which admits a free GalK-stable A -lattice
V0 of rank d .

Proposition 4.3.2. Let A be a noetherian Qp-Banach algebra with valuation
ring A , let V0 be a free A -module of rank d equipped with a continuous A -
linear action of GalK , and let V WD V0Œ1=p�. Then DKHT.V / and DKdR.V / are finite
A˝Qp

K-modules.

Proof. Recall that

DKHT.V /D
M
i2Z

.DKSen.V / � t
i /�K :

Now .DKSen.V / � t
i /�K D .DKSen.V //

�KD�
�i

for every i 2Z, so DKHT.V /�DKSen.V /.
But DKSen.V / is a finite module over the noetherian ring A˝Qp

K, so DKHT.V / is
A-finite as well.

Moreover, we observe that the summands of DKHT.V / have pairwise trivial
intersection. Therefore, only finitely many of them are nonzero.

To see that DKdR.V / is finite over A˝Qp
K, we observe that

gr�DKdR.V / ,! .gr�..A y̋ BdR/˝A V //
GalK D DKHT.V /:

In fact, we claim that there exist integers i0; i1 such that FiliDKdR.V /DFili0 DKdR.V /

for all i � i0 and FiliDKdR.V /D Fili1 DKdR.V /D 0 for all i � i1. Indeed,

griDKdR.V / ,! .gri ..A y̋ BdR/˝A V //
GalK D .DKSen.V / � t

i /GalK :

But the rightmost term is one of the summands of DKHT.V /, and only finitely many
such summands are nonzero. Therefore, griDKdR.V /D 0 for i � 0 and i � 0, and
DKdR.V / is A˝Qp

K-finite. �

Definition 4.3.3. The Hodge–Tate weights of V are those integers i such that

.DKSen.V / � t
i /GalK ¤ 0:

Remark 4.3.4. This is a slight departure from the traditional definition of Hodge–
Tate weights, which are usually only defined for representations which are Hodge–
Tate. However, we will find this abuse of terminology convenient.
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Proposition 4.3.5. Let V be a freeA-module of rank d , equipped with a continuous,
A-linear action of GK . Then H1

�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�

and H1.�K ;Ddif.V // are
A-finite if and only if there is a bounded interval Œa; b� containing all the Hodge–Tate
weights of the fibral representations.

Proof. We first reduce to the case where �K is procyclic. In general, �K Š��� 0K ,
where� is a finite abelian group and � 0K is procyclic. The statement about the fibral
Hodge–Tate weights can be checked after restriction to a finite-index subgroup
of �K , and, in particular, after restriction to � 0K . On the other hand, taking �-
invariants on Qp-vector spaces is an exact functor, so H1

�
� 0K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�
D

H1
�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�� and H1.� 0K ;Ddif.V // D H1.�K ;Ddif.V //

�. It fol-
lows that we can also check the finiteness of H1

�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�

and
H1.�K ;Ddif.V // after restriction to � 0K . We may therefore assume that �K is
torsion-free, and apply the results of Section 3.

The statement is clear for H1
�
�K ;

L
k2Z t

kDSen.V /
�
.

Suppose first that the fibral Hodge–Tate weights are contained in an interval
Œa; b�. The natural map

H1.�K ;DCdif.V /=t
kC1/! H1.�K ;DCdif.V /=t

k/

is a surjection for all k � 0, and its kernel is surjected onto by H1.�K ; tkDSen.V //.
But the formation of H1.�K ; tkDSen.V // commutes with arbitrary base change
on A, so the hypothesis on the fibral Hodge–Tate weights implies that, if k > b,
H1.�K ; tkDSen.V // is trivial when reduced modulo any power of any maximal
ideal of A. Therefore, H1.�K ; tkDSen.V // is itself trivial, and H1.�K ;DCdif.V //Š

H1.�K ;DCdif.V /=t
max f0;bgC1/, which is A-finite. This implies that, for any k � 0,

H1.�K ; t�kDCdif.V //Š H1.�K ; t�kDCdif.V /=t
max f0;bgC1/

is A-finite, as well. Further, the proof of Corollary 3.2.3(3) shows that, for any
k 2 Z, the cokernel of the natural map

H1.�K ; t�kDCdif.V //! H1.�K ; t�.kC1/DCdif.V //

is H1.�K ; t�.kC1/DSen.V //. But the hypothesis on the fibral Hodge–Tate weights
implies that this is 0 for k � �a, so H1.�K ;Ddif.V // is A-finite.

Conversely, suppose that H1.�K ;Ddif.V // is A-finite. We need to show that
H1.�K ; tk � DSen.V // D 0 for k � 0 and k � 0. By Corollary 3.2.3(3), there
exist integers N0; N 00 such that, for k � N0 or k � N 00, the transition maps
H1.�K ; tkC1DCdif.V //! H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // are injective. These transition maps
moreover always have A-finite kernels and cokernels. Since A is noetherian, this
implies that H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // is finite for all k 2 Z.
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Let x2Sp.A/ and let �.x/ denote the residue field ofA at x. By Proposition 3.2.1,

H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //˝A �.x/Š H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V / y̋A �.x//

for all k � 0; it follows that there is some N1;x � 0 such that, for all k � 0,
H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //˝A�.x/D0. Since H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // is a finiteA-module for
all k, there is some Zariski-open Ux � Sp.A/ such that H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //jUx

D 0

for all k�N1;x . Since SpecA is quasicompact, it follows that there is someN1� 0

such that H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V //D 0 for all k � N1. Thus, H1.�K ; tkDSen.V //D 0

for k �N1.
Finally, the finiteness of H1.�K ;Ddif.V // implies that there exists N 01 2 Z such

that the transition map H1.�K ; tkC1DCdif.V //!H1.�K ; tkDCdif.V // has vanishing
cokernel for k � N 00. But this cokernel is H1.�K ; tkDSen.V //, so it follows that
the fibral Hodge–Tate weights are bounded. �

Now we can deduce that DKcris.V / and DKst .V / are finite modules, as well:

Corollary 4.3.6. DKcris.V / and DKst .V / are finite A˝Qp
K0-modules.

Proof. Recall that there is an injection Bmax! BdR. Since A is a Banach space over
the discretely valued field Qp (and therefore potentially orthonormalizable), this
extends to an injection A y̋ Bmax ,! A y̋ BdR. It follows that DKcris.V / ,! DKdR.V /

and DKcris.V / is A-finite.
Similarly, Bst can be injected into BdR (although this depends on a choice of

p-adic logarithm), so DKst .V / ,! DKdR.V /. Thus, DKst .V / is A-finite. �

Note that DKcris.V / and DKst .V / are equipped with semilinear actions of Frobenius
' (over 1˝' on A˝Qp

K0) coming from the coefficients, and DKst .V / has a mon-
odromy operator N coming from the coefficients and satisfying N ı' D p' ıN .

We turn to base change properties of the functors DB�.V /:

Proposition 4.3.7. Let f W A! A0 be a flat morphism of E-affinoid algebras.

(1) A0˝A DKHT.V / �!
� DKHT.V ˝AA

0/.

(2) A0˝A DKdR.V / �!
� DKdR.V ˝AA

0/.

It follows that U 7! DKHT.VU / and U 7! DKdR.VU / are coherent sheaves on Sp.A/.

Proof. (1) This follows by noting that DLn

HT .V /D lim
��!h!1

�Lh
kD�h t

kDLn

Sen.V /
��Ln

and the formation of
�Lh

kD�h t
kDLn

Sen.V /
��Ln commutes with flat base change,

by Theorem 3.1.1. We are done, since DLn

HT .V /D Ln˝K DKHT.V /.

(2) We apply Proposition 3.2.2 to M D DLn;C
dif to see that

DLn;C
dR .V /D .DLn;C

dif .V /=tN /�LnD1
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for some N � 0. Similarly, DLn;C
dR .V ˝A A

0/ D .DLn;C
dif .V ˝A A

0/=tN
0

/�LnD1.
Since the DLn;C

dif .V /=tk are finite A-modules,

DLn;C
dR .V ˝AA

0/D H0.�Ln
;DLn;C

dif .V ˝AA
0/=tmaxfN;N 0g/

D H0.�Ln
;DLn;C

dif .V /=tmaxfN;N 0g/˝AA
0
D DLn;C

dR .V /˝AA
0;

where the second equality again follows from Theorem 3.1.1. �

Conjecture 4.3.8. The formation of DKcris.V / and DKst .V / commutes with flat base
change on A.

Remark 4.3.9. Conjecture 4.3.8 does not follow automatically from Theorem 3.1.1,
because the .'; �/-module D�rig;K.V / is notA-finite. It is also difficult, in general, to
verify this conjecture for particular examples of families of Galois representations.

However, life is considerably better when considering a trianguline family,
because one can compute with rank-1 families. Triangulation results for certain
families of Galois representations arising from eigenvarieties are proved in [Hell-
mann 2012; Kedlaya et al. 2014; Liu 2014]. In particular, Kedlaya, Pottharst, and
Xiao [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Theorem 6.3.9] show that if V is the family of Galois
representations on the normalizationX of the eigencurve, then away from the image
of the �k�1-map, the associated family D

�
rig.V / has a global triangulation

0 �! D1 �! D
�
rig.V / �! D2 �! 0:

Here the Di D RX .ıi / ˝X Li are rank-1 families of .'; �/-modules over X .
We have used the notation of [Kedlaya et al. 2014]: ıi W Q�p ! �.X;O�X / are
continuous characters, RX .ıi / is the free rank-1 .'; �Qp

/-module with basis e such
that '.e/D ı.p/e and .e/D ı.�.//e for  2 �Qp

, and Li are line bundles on
X with no action of ' or �Qp

.
In this case, ı1jZ�p is trivial, while ı2jZ�p is the weight-nebentypus character. As

a result, for any affinoid U �X which trivializes L2, we have D2.U /Œ1=t �
�Qp D 0

and so, by Theorem 4.2.9,

Dcris.V /.U /D D1.U /Œ1=t �
�Qp :

Moreover, by construction,

D1.U /Œ1=t �
�Qp D D1.U /Œ1=t �

'Dı.p/;�QpD1 D Dcris.V /.U /
'Dı.p/:

It follows from [Kedlaya et al. 2014] or [Liu 2014] that Dcris.V /
'Dı.p/ is a coherent

OX -module, and hence so is Dcris.V /. This is a very natural example of a family V

of Galois representations such that Dcris.V / is a coherent sheaf.
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5. B�-admissible loci

5.1. Overview. In this section, we fix a family V of rank-d representations of GalK
over an E-analytic space X , and we study the loci on X where V is B�-admissible
for various period rings B�. We have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1.1. LetX and V be as above, and let �2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Then there
is a closed subspaceX Œa;b�B� ,!X such that for anyE-finite Artin local ringB , a map
x W Sp.B/! X factors through X Œa;b�B� if and only if the induced B-linear Galois
representation Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

If the family V is B�-admissible, then certainly for every morphism f WX 0!X

the base change f �V is B�-admissible. We prove a converse theorem in two parts:

Theorem 5.1.2. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Suppose
that Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for every
morphism x W Sp.B/!X , where B is an E-finite Artin local ring.

(1) The sheaf DKB�.V / is a sheaf of projective OX ˝Qp
BGalK
� -modules of rank d .

(2) The formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary base change on X .

In each case, we then use the base change property to finish proving that V is a
B�-admissible family of Galois representations:

Theorem 5.1.3. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dR; st; crisg. Suppose
that Vx is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for every
morphism x W Sp.B/!X , where B is an E-finite Artin local ring. Then the natural
map BX;�˝OX˝BGalK

�

DKB�.V /!BX;�˝OX
V is an isomorphism.

Remark 5.1.4. We do not know whether assuming that DKB�.V / is a sheaf of
projective OX ˝Qp

BGalK
� -modules of rank d implies that the formation of DKB�.V /

commutes with base change. This is why our definition of B�-admissibility of a
family includes the condition that BX;�˝OX˝BGalK

�

DKB�.V /!BX;�˝OX
V is an

isomorphism.
If the natural base change morphism B˝OX

DKB�.V /! DKB�.V ˝OX
B/ were

injective for all morphisms Sp.B/! X , with B an E-finite Artin local ring, we
could deduce that V is B�-admissible. However, the low-degree exact sequence
in Corollary 3.1.3 shows that there is an obstruction to such injectivity when
� 2 fHT; dRg, at least a priori.

When B� D BHT or BdR, we can prove finer results. Fix an interval Œa; b�,
and define

D
Œa;b�
HT .V / WD

��
OX ˝Qp

bM
iDa

CK � t i
�
˝OX

V

�GalK
;

D
Œa;b�
dR .V / WD ..OX ˝Qp

taBdR=t
b/˝OX

V /GalK :
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We think of these coherent sheaves as sheaves of “periods in Hodge–Tate weight
Œa; b�”. Fix an integer 0� d 0 � d .

Definition 5.1.5. A morphism f WX!X 0 is a Zariski-locally closed immersion if
there is a Zariski-open subspaceU �X 0 such that f factors through a Zariski-closed
immersion X ,! U .

Theorem 5.1.6. LetX and V be as above, and let �2 fHT; dRg. There is a Zariski-
locally closed immersion X Œa;b�B�;d 0

,! X such that x W Sp.B/! X factors through
X
Œa;b�

B�;d 0
if and only if D

Œa;b�
B� .Vx/ is a free B˝Qp

K-module of rank d 0, where B is an
E-finite Artin local ring and VB WD V ˝AB . In fact, X Œa;b�B�;d 0

DX
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
\X

Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
,

where X Œa;b�B�;�d 0
�X is Zariski-open and X Œa;b�B�;�d 0

,!X is Zariski-closed.

In fact, the X Œa;b�B�;d 0
give a stratification of X , in the sense that X Œa;b�B�;�d 0�1

D

X
Œa;b�

B�;�d 0
nX

Œa;b�

B�;d 0
and X DX Œa;b�B�;�d

.

Theorem 5.1.7. Let X and V be as above, and let � 2 fHT; dRg. Suppose that for
every E-finite artinian point x WA!B , the B˝Qp

K-module D
Œa;b�
B� .Vx/ is free of

rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) D
Œa;b�
B� .V / is a rank-d 0 locally free OX˝Qp

K-module, and the .tk �DKn

Sen .V //
�K

are locally free OX ˝Qp
K-modules.

(2) The formation of D
Œa;b�
B� .V / commutes with arbitrary base changef WX 0!X .

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DB�.V /D D
Œa;b�
B� .V /.

(4) The natural morphism

˛V WB�˝OX˝QpK
DKB�.V /!B�˝OX

V

is an isomorphism.

Before we begin proving Theorems 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 and their refinements,
we discuss some consequences.

First of all, the subspaces X Œa;b�B� ,!X have strong functorial properties:

Corollary 5.1.8. Let X and V be as above, and let f WX 0!X be a morphism of
rigid analytic spaces.

(1) f factors throughX Œa;b�B� if and only if f �V is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate
weights in the interval Œa; b�.

(2) The subspace X 0Œa;b�B� ,!X 0 is induced via base change from X
Œa;b�
B� ,!X .

Proof. (1) By Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, f �V is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate
weights in the interval Œa; b� if and only if x�f �V is B�-admissible with Hodge–
Tate weights in the interval Œa; b� for everyE-finite Artin local point x WSp.B/!X 0.
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We may assume that X and X 0 are affinoid, with X D Sp.A/ and X 0 D Sp.A0/ for
E-affinoid algebras A and A0.

Suppose that VA0 is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Then,
for every maximal ideal m0 � A0 and every integer n � 0, the composition A!
A0! A0=m0n factors through AŒa;b�B� . In other words, if x 2 ker.A� A

Œa;b�
B� /, then

f .x/ 2m0n for all m0 and all n. Since
T
n;m0 m

0n D 0, we see that f .x/D 0.
Suppose conversely that f factors through A�A

Œa;b�
B� , and consider an E-finite

artinian point x W A0! B 0. By assumption, the composition A! A0! B 0 factors
through A� A

Œa;b�
B� , so the induced representation VB 0 is B�-admissible with

Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Thus, VA0 is Hodge–Tate.

(2) This follows from the first part, and from the universal property of fiber products
of rigid analytic spaces. �

Similarly, if �2fHT; dRg, the subspacesX Œa;b�B�;d 0
are functorial for any 0�d 0�d :

Corollary 5.1.9. Let X and V be as above, and let f WX 0!X be a morphism of
rigid analytic spaces.

(1) f factors throughX Œa;b�B�;d 0
if and only if D

Œa;b�
B� .f �V / is a locally free OX˝Qp

K-
module of rank d 0.

(2) The subspace X 0Œa;b�B�;d 0
,!X 0 is induced via base change from X

Œa;b�

B�;d 0
,!X .

The proof proceeds identically to the proof of Corollary 5.1.8.
We can also refine our conclusions about the structure of DKB�.V /.

Corollary 5.1.10. Let V be a family of Galois representations such that, for any
E-finite artinian point x W Sp.B/ ! X , the specialization Vx is B�-admissible.
Then the vector bundle DKB�.V / is X -locally free.

Remark 5.1.11. The hypothesis on V is phrased in terms of a pointwise condition
because this corollary is used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.3 when � 2 fst; crisg.

Proof. It suffices to show that, for any point x 2X , the completed stalk DKB�.V /
^
x

is a free O^X;x ˝Qp
BGalK
� -module. Since V is assumed to be B�-admissible, the

formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary base change on X , and hence

DKB�.V /
^
x D lim

 ��
n

DKB�.V ˝OX
OX;x=m

n
x/:

But DKB�.V ˝OX
OX;x=m

n
x/ is a free OX;x=m

n
x˝Qp

BGalK
� -module of rank d , again

by the B�-admissibility of V , and the transition maps are simply reduction modulo
mnx . Therefore, DKB�.V /

^
x is O^X;x˝Qp

BGalK
� -free of rank d , as desired. �

If V is Hodge–Tate (resp. de Rham), the graded pieces griDKHT.V / (resp. the
submodules FiliDKdR.V /) need not be X-locally free as OX ˝Qp

K-modules; an
example is given in [Breuil and Mézard 2002, Remarque 3.1.1.4]. However, we
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can use Theorem 5.1.1 to cut out the locus where DdR.V / is filtered by subbundles
and has specified Hodge polygon.

Definition 5.1.12. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let D be an A-locally free
A˝Qp

K-module equipped with a separated exhaustive decreasing filtration Fil�D
by A-locally free subbundles. Let fi0 < i2 < � � � < ikg be the distinct i such that
gri .D/¤ 0. The Hodge polygon �D of D is the convex polygon in the plane with
leftmost endpoint .0; 0/ and rkA˝QpK

grij .D/ segments of horizontal distance 1
and slope ij for 0� j � k. The Hodge number tH of D is the y-coordinate of the
rightmost point of �D , i.e.,

P
j ij � rkA˝QpK

grij .D/.

Corollary 5.1.13. Let V be a rank-d family of GalK-representations, and let � be
a convex polygon in the plane with leftmost endpoint .0; 0/ and rightmost endpoint
.d; tH / for some tH 2Z. Then there is a closed immersion X�B� ,!X such that, for
anyE-finite Artin local ringB , a map Sp.B/!X factors throughX�B� if and only if
the induced B-linear Galois representation VB is B�-admissible and the Hodge
polygon of DdR.VB/ is�. In fact,X�B� is a union of connected components ofX Œa;b�B� ,
where aD i0 and bD ik . If X DX�B� , then the Hodge polygon of DdR.V / is �.

Proof. We may assume that X D X Œa;b�B� . For each i 2 Œa; b�, we have an exact
sequence of vector bundles

0 �! FiliC1DdR.V / �! FiliDdR.V / �! griDdR.V / �! 0:

These vector bundles have locally constant rank on X (though not necessarily
globally constant rank), and their formations commute with base change on X , by
Theorem 5.1.2, so we take the union of the connected components where griDdR.V /

has the correct dimension. �

We can also stratify the spaces X Œa;b�BdR;d 0
by the Hodge polygon, although we do

not get a decomposition into connected components, because we have no a priori
interpretation of the graded pieces of DdR.V / when V is not de Rham.

Corollary 5.1.14. Let V be a rank-d family of GalK-representations, let d 0 be
an integer 0 � d 0 � d , and let � be a convex polygon in the plane with leftmost
endpoint .0; 0/ and rightmost endpoint .d 0; tH / for some tH 2 Z. Then there is
a Zariski-locally closed immersion X�dR ,! X such that, for any E-finite Artin
local ring B , a map Sp.B/!X factors throughX�dR if and only if FiliDŒa;b�dR .VB/ is
projective for all i and DŒa;b�dR .VB/ has Hodge polygon �, where aD i0 and bD ik .
If X DX�dR, then the Hodge polygon of D

Œa;b�
dR .V / is �.

Proof. Let cj be the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of the j -th segment of �
(where we count segments starting with 0), and, for ij < i � ijC1, let di D

Pk
`Dj c`.

Then we are looking for the locus of E-finite Artin points x W Sp.B/!X where for
all a� i � b, if ij < i � ijC1 then DŒi;b�dR .VB/ is a free B˝Qp

K-module of rank i .
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We use Theorem 5.1.6 to construct the desired locus. Indeed, for every i 2 Œa; b�,
Theorem 5.1.6 gives us a Zariski-open subspace X Œi;b�BdR;�di

and a Zariski-closed
subspace X Œi;b�BdR;�di

such that the intersection

X
Œi;b�

BdR;di
WDX

Œi;b�

BdR;�di
\X

Œi;b�

BdR;�di

represents the condition “DŒi;b�dR .VB/ is free of rank di”. Then we put

X�dR WD

� \
i2Œa;b�

X
Œi;b�

BdR;�di

�
\

� \
i2Œa;b�

X
Œi;b�

BdR;�di

�
:

The second claim follows similarly, by repeated application of Theorem 5.1.7. �
Remark 5.1.15. It is possible to define an ordering on Hodge polygons so that the
spaces X�dR yield a Zariski-stratification of X Œa;b�dR . This is done in [Shah 2013, §3].

We can also show that, when restricted to the category of B�-admissible repre-
sentations, the functor DKB� is well-behaved with respect to exact sequences, tensors,
and duals.

Corollary 5.1.16. (1) Let RepB�
X .GalK/ be the category of B�-admissible families

of representations of GalK over X . Then DB� W RepB�
X .GalK/! Proj

OX˝Qp BGalK
�

is exact and faithful, where Proj
OX˝Qp BGalK

�

is the category of sheaves of projective
OX ˝Qp

BGalK
� -modules, and any quotient or subrepresentation of a B-admissible

family of representations is itself B-admissible.

(2) The subcategory RepB�
X .GalK/ is stable under formation of tensor products

and duals, and the functor V 7! DKB�.V / commutes with these operations when
restricted to RepB�

X .GalK/.

(3) If B� D BHT (resp. BdR), then the grading (resp. filtration) on DKB�.V / is also
exact and tensor compatible.

Proof. These statements all follow from the corresponding statements with artinian
coefficients, because for V a B�-admissible family of representations of GalK , the
formation of DKB�.V / commutes with arbitrary base change on X . Since DKB�.V /

is a finite OX ˝Qp
BGalK
� -module, we can check isomorphisms on thickenings of

closed points of X . �

Finally, we can use the existence of the closed subspace X Œa;b�B� ,!X to deduce
B�-admissibility on a Zariski-open neighborhood of x 2X from B�-admissibility
on infinitesimal neighborhoods of x.

Corollary 5.1.17. Let V be a continuous OX -linear representation of GalK as
above, and suppose x 2X is a point such that V ˝OX

OX;x=m
n
x is B�-admissible

with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b� for all n� 0. Then there is a Zariski-open neigh-
borhood U of x such that V jU is B�-admissible with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�.
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Proof. We may assume that X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid algebra A, so
that X Œa;b�B� D Sp.AŒa;b�B� / for some quotient A� A

Œa;b�
B� . The assumption on the

infinitesimal neighborhoods of x implies that the natural map A! A^mx
factors

through AŒa;b�B� . This implies that the complete local rings of A and AŒa;b�B� at
mx are the same, which in turn implies that Sp.AŒa;b�B� / contains an Zariski-open
neighborhood of x. �

Remark 5.1.18. In fact, since X Œa;b�B� is a closed subspace containing an admissible
open neighborhood of x, if X D Sp.A/ for some E-affinoid algebra A, then X Œa;b�B�
contains all irreducible components of Sp.A/ passing through x.

5.2. Hodge–Tate and de Rham loci. As above, we let X be a quasiseparated E-
analytic space and we let V be a finite locally free OX -module of rank d , equipped
with a continuous OX -linear action of GalK .

In order to construct quotients OX�O
X

Œa;b�
HT

and OX�O
X

Œa;b�
dR

for Theorem 5.1.1
for B� D BHT or BdR, we work locally on X and construct a suitable coherent
ideal sheaf. Similarly, we work locally on X to construct the Zariski-locally closed
immersions X Œa;b�HT;d0 ,!X and X Œa;b�dR;d0 ,!X required by Theorem 5.1.6.

In order to prove Theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.7 for B� D BHT and B� D BdR, it
likewise suffices to work locally on X . Thus, we may reduce to the case where
X DSp.A/ for A an E-affinoid algebra and V WD�.X;V / is a finite free A-module
of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK which admits a free
GalK-stable A -lattice V0 for some formal OE -model A of A.

Before we begin, we prove a useful lemma.

Lemma 5.2.1. LetR be an Artin ring, letM be a freeR-module of rank r equipped
with an endomorphism T WM !M , and suppose that

0 �!M 0 �!M
T
��!M �!M 00 �! 0

is exact. Then M 0 is free of rank d over R if and only if M 00 is.

Proof. Since R is an Artin ring, it is semilocal. The assertions “M 0 is free of rank
d” and “M 00 is free of rank d” can each be checked by passing to local factors
of R, so we may assume that R is a local ring with maximal ideal m.

It suffices to show that for an exact sequence 0 �!M 0 �!M �!N �! 0 of
R-modules (with M free of rank r), M 0 is free of rank d if and only if N is free
of rank r � d .

If N is free of rank r �d , it is projective, so the exact sequence splits and M 0 is
free of rank d (as R is local).

Conversely, suppose that M 0 is free of rank d . We will prove that M=M 0 is free
of rank r � d by induction on d . If d D 0, there is nothing to prove. So suppose
that M 0 is free of rank d , and suppose we know the result for submodules of rank
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d � 1. Choose bases fe1; : : : ; ed g and ff1; : : : ; frg for M 0 and M , respectively,
and consider the image a1f1C � � �C arfr of e1. At least one of the ai is a unit in
R, because otherwise, by injectivity of M 0!M , the element e1 2M 0 would be
killed by annR.m/¤ 0 (which is impossible, as e1 is part of a basis of M 0). Thus,
without loss of generality, we assume that a1 is a unit. Then fe1; f2; : : : ; frg is a
basis of M , and

0 �!M 0=he1i �!M=he1i �!N �! 0

is exact, so by the inductive hypothesisN is free of rank .r�1/�.d�1/D r�d . �
5.2.1. Hodge–Tate locus. LetL=K be a finite extension such that GalL acts trivially
on V0=12pV0. Then for n� 0, DLn

Sen.V / is finite free of rank d over A˝Qp
Ln and

carries a linear action of �Ln
. If necessary, we increase n so that �Ln

is procyclic,
with topological generator  . Moreover, the formation of DLn

Sen.V / commutes with
arbitrary E-affinoid base change on A and .DLn

Sen.V //
�Ln D ..CK˝A/˝AV /GalLn .

As a consequence,

DLn

HT .V /D

�M
k

tk �DLn

Sen.V /

��LnD1

:

Recall that we have defined DK;Œa;b�HT .V / to be
�L

i2Œa;b� DLn

Sen.V / � t
i
��K .

Theorem 5.2.2. Let V be as above. Then, for every 0 � d 0 � d , there is a
Zariski-locally closed immersion X Œa;b�HT;d0 ,! X such that, for any E-finite Artin
local ring B and VB WD V ˝A B , x W Sp.B/! X factors through X Œa;b�HT;d0 if and
only if DK;Œa;b�HT .VB/ is a free B ˝Qp

K-module of rank d 0. In fact, X Œa;b�HT;d0 D

X
Œa;b�
HT;�d0 \X

Œa;b�
HT;�d0 , where X Œa;b�HT;�d0 � X is Zariski-open and X Œa;b�HT;�d0 ,! X is

Zariski-closed. If d 0 D d , there is a quotient A� A
Œa;b�
HT such that an E-finite

artinian point x W A! B factors through AŒa;b�HT if and only if VB is Hodge–Tate
with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

Proof. First, we note that because DLn

HT .V /D Ln˝DKHT.V /, it is enough consider
VB as a representation of GalLn

.
Next let M D

Lb
iDa DLn

Sen.V / � t
i . We note that H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB/ is free over
B˝Qp

Ln of rank d 0 if and only if H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/ is, because the continuous

�Ln
-cohomology of M ˝AB is computed by the complex

0 �!M ˝AB
�1
����!M ˝AB �! 0;

and we can apply Lemma 5.2.1. Further, the formation of H1 commutes with
arbitrary base change on A, by Corollary 3.1.3. Since H1.�Ln

;M/ is a coherent
A˝Qp

Ln-module and

M ˝AB
�1
����!M ˝AB �! H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB/ �! 0
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is a finite presentation of H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/, it follows that

M
TD�1
������!M �! H1.�Ln

;M/ �! 0

is a finite presentation of H1.�Ln
;M/.

We use the theory of Fitting ideals to cut out the locus where H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/

is free of rank d 0 over B ˝Qp
Ln. By Proposition 20.8 of [Eisenbud 1995],

H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB/ is projective of rank d 0 over B˝Qp

Ln if and only if

Fittd 0.H
1.�Ln

;M˝AB//DB˝Qp
Ln and Fittd 0�1.H

1.�Ln
;M˝AB//D 0:

The latter is a closed condition defined by the .d 0�1/� .d 0�1/-minors of T . The
former is a Zariski-open condition defined by inverting the d 0 � d 0-minors of T .

If d 0D d , we claim the open condition can be ignored on the complement of the
zero locus of ideal generated by the .d � 1/� .d � 1/-minors of T . First, we note
that Fittd .H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB//D B˝Qp
Ln if and only if H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB/ can
be generated by d elements, by [Eisenbud 1995, Proposition 20.6]. More precisely,
B˝Qp

Ln is a semilocal ring, while that proposition applies to modules over local
rings. But H1.�Ln

;M ˝A B/ can be generated by d elements over B ˝Qp
Ln

if and only if the same is true after passing to idempotent factors of B ˝Qp
Ln.

Similarly, since the formation of Fitting ideals commutes with base change, we can
check that Fittd .H1.�Ln

;M ˝AB//D .1/ after passing to idempotent factors of
B˝Qp

Ln.
Moreover, the formation of H1.�Ln

;M˝AB/ commutes with base change on B ,
so by Nakayama’s lemma H1.�Ln

;M˝AB/ can be generated by lifts of generators
of H1.�Ln

;M˝AB=mB/. But if the Fitting ideal Fittd�1.H1.�Ln
;M˝AB=mB//

vanishes, then H1.�Ln
;M˝AB=mB/ cannot be generated by d�1 elements at any

point of B=mB ˝Qp
Ln. Therefore, the Qp-dimension of H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB=mB/

(which is the same as the Qp-dimension of H1.�Ln
;M ˝A B=mB/) is at least

d �dimQp
B �dimQp

Ln. But then the formalism of admissible representations implies
that the Qp-dimension of H0.�Ln

;M˝AB=mB/ is exactly d �dimQp
B �dimQp

Ln,
and Proposition 4.1.3 implies that H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB=mB/ is a free B=mB˝Qp
Ln-

module of rank d , so H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB=mB/ is as well, by Lemma 5.2.1. Clearly

this implies that H1.�Ln
;M ˝AB=mB/ can be generated by d elements.

Thus, the condition that VB be Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in the
appropriate range is cut out by the .d � 1/� .d � 1/-minors of T . Since T has
coefficients in A˝Qp

Ln and E˝Qp
Ln is finite free over E, we obtain the quotient

of A we sought. �

We turn to the converse question:
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Theorem 5.2.3. Let V be as above. Assume that, for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B , the B˝Qp

K-module DK;Œa;b�HT .Vx/ is free of rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) DK;Œa;b�HT .V / is a rank-d 0 locally freeA˝Qp
K-module, and the .tk �DKn

Sen.V //
�K

are locally free A-modules.

(2) the formation of DK;Œa;b�HT .V / commutes with arbitrary base change f WA!A0.

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DKHT.V /D .
Lb
kDa t

k �DKn

Sen.V //
�K , and the formation of DKHT.V / commutes

with arbitrary base change f W A! A0.

(4) The natural map ˛V W .A y̋ BHT/˝A˝QpK
DKHT.V /! .A y̋ BHT/˝A V is

a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of graded A y̋ BHT-modules, and so V is
Hodge–Tate.

Proof. It is enough to consider V as a representation of GalLn
, since DLn

HT .V /D

Ln ˝ DKHT.V /. Since DKn

Sen.V / D .DLn

Sen.V //
HK , the decomposition of DKHT.V /

follows from the decomposition of DLn

HT .V /.
We will use the base change spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1.1 for the continu-

ous �Ln
-cohomology of M WD

Lb
iDa DLn

Sen.V / � t
i .

By assumption, H1.�Ln
;M ˝A B/ is a free B ˝Qp

Ln-module of the same
rank as H0.�Ln

;M ˝AB/. Since M is A-finite, Corollary 3.1.3 implies that the
formation of H1.�Ln

;M/ commutes with base change A! B . It follows that
H1.�Ln

;M/ is a projective A-module and TorA�p.H
1.�Ln

;M/;A0/ vanishes for
all homomorphisms f W A! A0 and all p < 0.

But if we consider the low-degree exact sequence of Corollary 3.1.3, the vanishing
of the Tor terms shows that formation of H0.�Ln

;M/ commutes with arbitrary
base change A! A0, and in particular with the base change x W A! B . Thus,

M�Ln � DLn

HT .V /D

�M
i2Z

DLn

Sen.V / � t
i

��Ln

is a locally free A˝Qp
Ln-module of rank d 0. This proves the first two parts.

Now we assume that d 0 D d . We claim that M�Ln D DLn

HT .V /. Suppose to the
contrary that there is some nonzero y 2 .DLn

Sen.V / � t
i /�Ln for some i 62 Œ0; h�. Then

there is someE-finite artinian point x WA!B such that y is nonzero in DLn

Sen.Vx/�t
i .

But M�Ln
x D DLn

HT .Vx/ because M�Ln
x � DLn

HT .Vx/ and the Ln-dimensions of the
two sides agree, contradicting the assumed �Ln

-invariance of y.
Let f WA!A0 be a morphism of E-affinoid algebras. We have already seen that

the formation of H0.�Ln
;M/ commutes with arbitrary affinoid base change onA, so

H0.�Ln
;M˝AA

0/DH0.�Ln
;M/˝AA

0. If DLn

HT .V ˝AA
0/DH0.�Ln

;M˝AA
0/,

we are done. But for any E-finite artinian point x W A0! B 0, the induced B 0-linear
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representation .x ıf /�V is Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Then
we have just seen that DLn

HT .V ˝AA
0/D

�Lb
kDa t

k �DKn

Sen.V ˝AA
0/
��Ln , as desired.

Finally, we show that .A y̋ BHT/˝A˝QpK
DKHT.V /! .A y̋ BHT/˝A V is a

Galois-equivariant isomorphism. Since the natural map

.A y̋ CK/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

Sen.V /! .A y̋ CK/˝A V

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism, it suffices to show that the natural map

.A˝Qp
LnŒt; t

�1�/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

HT .V / !
M
i2Z

DLn

Sen.V / � t
i

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of graded A˝Qp
Ln-modules. We may further

reduce to checking that the natural map

gri ..A˝Qp
LnŒt; t

�1�/˝A˝QpLn
DLn

HT .V //! DLn

Sen.V / � t
i

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of A˝Qp
Ln-modules for all i .

Now we have a map of A-finite modules, so it suffices to check our desired
isomorphism modulo powers of maximal ideals of A. But when A is an E-finite
Artin ring, this follows from the formalism of admissible representations, so we
are done. �

5.2.2. de Rham locus. To treat the de Rham case, we work with DLn

dif .V / instead
of DLn

Sen.V /. Recall that we have defined

DK;Œa;b�dR .V /D ..A˝Qp
taBdR=t

b/˝A V /
�K D .taDK;Cdif .V /=tbDK;Cdif .V //�K :

Theorem 5.2.4. Let V be as above. Then, for every 0� d 0 � d , there is a Zariski-
locally closed immersion X Œa;b�dR;d0 ,!X such that, for any E-finite Artin local ring B
and VB WDV˝AB , x W Sp.B/!X factors throughX Œa;b�dR;d0 if and only if DK;Œa;b�dR .V /

is a free B˝Qp
K-module of rank d 0. In fact,

X
Œa;b�
dR;d0 DX

Œa;b�
dR;�d0 \X

Œa;b�
dR;�d0 ;

where X Œa;b�dR;�d0�X is Zariski-open and X Œa;b�dR;�d0 ,!X is Zariski-closed. If d 0 D d ,
there is a quotient A� A

Œa;b�
dR such that an E-finite artinian point x W A! B

factors through AŒa;b�dR if and only if VB is de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in the
interval Œa; b�.

Proof. Because DLn

dR .V /DLn˝K DKdR.V /, it is enough to cut out the locus where
VB is de Rham as a representation of GalLn

(with weights in the appropriate range).
Then the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 carries over verbatim with M redefined as M D
taDLn

dif .V /=t
b , and we obtain the desired result. �

Now we treat the converse question:
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Theorem 5.2.5. Let V be as above. Assume that for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B the B˝Qp

K-module DK;Œa;b�dR .Vx/ is free of rank d 0, where 0� d 0 � d .

(1) DK;Œa;b�dR .V / is a locally free A˝Qp
K-module of rank d 0.

(2) The formation of DK;Œa;b�dR .V / commutes with arbitrary base change f WA!A0.

If d 0 D d , then:

(3) DKdR.V / D DK;Œa;b�dR , and the formation of DKdR.V / commutes with arbitrary
base change f W A! A0.

(4) The natural map ˛V W .A y̋ BdR/˝A˝QpK
DKdR.V / ! .A y̋ BdR/˝A V is

a Galois-equivariant isomorphism of graded A y̋ BdR-modules, and so V
is de Rham.

Proof. It is enough to consider V as a representation of GalLn
, since DLn

dR .V /D

Ln˝K DKdR.V /. Then, by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3
applied with M D taDLn;C

dif .V /=tb , we see that M�Ln is a locally free A˝Qp
Ln-

module of rank d 0.
Now we assume d 0 D d . We claim that M�Ln D DLn;C

dR .V /D DLn

dR .V /. Since
V is Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in Œ0; h�, .tkDLn

Sen.V //
�Ln D 0 for

k 62 Œ0; h�. Moreover, H1.�Ln
; tk � DLn

Sen.V ˝A B// D 0 for any artinian point
A ! B and k 62 Œ0; h�, so H1.�Ln

; tk � DLn

Sen.V // D 0 for k 62 Œ0; h�. Then for
any k > h, the long exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence of
�Ln

-modules

0 �! tk �DLn

Sen.V / �! DLn;C
dif .V /=tkC1 �! DLn;C

dif .V /=tk �! 0

shows that .DLn;C
dif .V /=tkC1/�Ln ! .DLn;C

dif .V /=tk/�Ln is an isomorphism. It
follows that

.DLn;C
dif .V //�Ln D lim

 ��
k

.DLn;C
dif .V /=tk/�Ln D .DLn;C

dif .V /=thC1/�Ln :

Let f W A! A0 be a morphism of E-affinoid algebras. Then we have seen
that the formation of H0.�Ln

;M/ commutes with arbitrary base change on A, so
H0.�Ln

;M˝AA
0/DH0.�Ln

;M/˝AA
0. If DLn

dR .V ˝AA
0/DH0.�Ln

;M˝AA
0/,

we are done.
But, for any E-finite artinian point x W A0! B 0, the induced B 0-linear represen-

tation .x ıf /�V is de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b�. Then we have just
seen that

DLn

dR .V ˝AA
0/D .taDKn;C

dif .V ˝AA
0/=tb/�Ln ;

as desired.
Finally, we show that V is de Rham. Recall that the natural map

.A y̋ BCdR/˝A y̋LnŒŒt��
DLn;C

dif .V /! .A y̋ BCdR/˝A V
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is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism respecting the filtration on each side. Therefore,
it suffices to show that the natural map

Fil0
�
.A y̋ Ln..t///˝A˝QpLn

DLn;C
dR .V /

�
! DLn;C

dif .V /

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism respecting the filtrations. For this, it further
suffices to show that, for every k � 0, the natural map

Fil0
�
.A y̋ Ln..t///˝A˝QpLn

DLn;C
dR .V /

�
=tk! DLn;C

dif .V /=tk

is a Galois-equivariant isomorphism respecting the filtrations.
Now we have a morphism of A-finite modules, so it suffices to check this modulo

every power of every maximal ideal of A. But when A is an E-finite Artin ring,
this follows from the formalism of admissible representations, so we are done. �

5.3. Semistable and crystalline loci. We will produce similar quotients of A para-
metrizing the semistable and crystalline loci. However, our method of proof, which
follows the argument in [Berger and Colmez 2008], is quite different. Instead of
using cohomology and base change arguments, we will prove that “de Rham implies
uniformly potentially semistable”, and then deduce our desired results.

5.3.1. Uniform potential semistability. Suppose that A D Qp and � W GalK !
GL.V / is a de Rham representation of GalK . Then there is a finite extension L=K
such that �jGalL is a semistable representation. This is known as the p-adic local
monodromy theorem, and it follows from a theorem of Berger, combined with
Crew’s conjecture, which was proved separately by André [2002], Mebkhout [2002],
and Kedlaya [2004]. Berger [2002] then associated to any de Rham p-adic Galois
representation a p-adic differential equation and characterized semistability of the
representation in terms of unipotence of the associated differential equation. Crew’s
conjecture states that any p-adic differential equation becomes semistable over a
finite extension.

Neither Berger’s construction nor Crew’s conjecture work naively when A is an
affinoid algebra, so we cannot proceed directly. However, both pieces are known
when the coefficients are a general complete discretely valued field with perfect
residue field of characteristic p > 0.

The version of the p-adic monodromy theorem we need is the following:

Theorem 5.3.1 [Berger and Colmez 2008, Corollaire 6.2.5]. Let B be a complete
discretely valued field with perfect residue field of characteristic p > 0, and let V
be a B-representation of GalK of dimension d which is de Rham. Then there is a
finite extension L=K such that the B y̋ yQnr

p -module ..B y̋ Bst/˝B V /
IL is free of

rank d and the map

L˝L0
..B y̋ Bst/˝B V /

IL ! ..B y̋ BdR/˝B V /
IL
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is an isomorphism.

We return to our general setup. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a
finite free A-module equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . We will
embed A isometrically into a finite product B D

Q
i Bi of Artin local rings Bi , and

apply Theorem 5.3.1 to V ˝AB .
However, we need to be able to compare the semistability of V (an A-linear

representation of GalK) and the semistability of VB D
Qr
iD1 VBi

(as a B-linear
representation of GalK).

Recall that we defined BCst to be BCmaxŒlog.Œ��/� rather than the usual semistable
period ring. We further define BC;hst to be

Lh
iD0 BCmax log.Œ��/i , so that BC;hst is the

kernel of N hC1 on BCst (here N is the monodromy operator).
Further, by Remark A.1.5, there is an isomorphism of K-Fréchet spaces BCdR �!

�

CK ŒŒT �� which defines compatible isomorphisms

BCmax �!
� CKhT i and BCst �!

� CKhT iŒlog.1CT /�

(as well as BC;hst �!
�

Lh
iD0 CKhT i log.1CT /i ).

Proposition 5.3.2. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let x W A! B be a closed
embedding of Banach algebras. Then if a 2A y̋ BCdR and x.a/2B y̋ .L˝L0

BC;hst /,
a is actually in A y̋ .L˝L0

BC;hst /.

This follows as in [Berger and Colmez 2008, Lemme 6.3.1].
Combined with the p-adic local monodromy theorem, we have the following:

Theorem 5.3.3. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, V an A-linear representation of
GalK on a finite free A-module of rank d , and Œa; b� an interval such that Vx is
a de Rham representation of GalK with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b� for every
E-finite artinian point x of A. Then V is potentially semistable: there is a finite
Galois extension L=K such that the A˝Qp

L0-module DLst .V / is locally free of
rank d and

.A˝Qp
L/˝A˝QpL0

DLst .V /D DLdR.V /:

In addition, for any homomorphism of E-affinoid algebras A! A0, the natural
map A0˝A DLst .V /! DLst .V ˝AA

0/ is an isomorphism.

When A is reduced, this is [Berger and Colmez 2008, Théorème 6.3.2].

Proof. We first apply Lemma 2.1.2 to find a closed embedding A!
Q
i Bi into

a finite product of Artin rings. Here Bi is an Ei -finite algebra, where Ei is a
complete discretely valued field with perfect residue field of characteristic p (and
Bi is topologized as a finite-dimensional Ei -vector space).

Now we can apply the p-adic monodromy theorem to the representations VBi
,

because each of them can be viewed as a finite-dimensional Ei -representation. In
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other words, there is a finite extension L=K such that for each i the natural map

L˝L0
..Bi y̋ Bst/˝Bi

VBi
/IL ! ..Bi y̋ BdR/˝Bi

VRi
/IL

is an isomorphism. Theorem 5.3.1 only produces an isomorphism of Ei ˝Qp
L-

modules, but the natural map respects the Bi -linear structure on each side, and
there is no kernel or cokernel (because it is an isomorphism of Ei ˝Qp

L-modules),
so it is actually an isomorphism of underlying Bi ˝Qp

L-modules.
But we know by Theorem 5.1.2 applied to B� D BdR that DLdR.V / is a locally

free A˝Qp
L-module of rank d . We have an injective map

DLdR.V /! ..B y̋ BdR/˝A V /
IL

with B D
Q
Bi , and, for y 2 DLdR.V /, we can write y D

Pd
jD1 yj ˝ vj with

yj 2A y̋ BdR and fvj g an A-basis for V . By the isomorphism above, each of the yj
lies in B y̋ .L˝L0

Bst/. Then by Proposition 5.3.2, each lies in A y̋ .L˝L0
Bst/, so

DLdR.V /D .A y̋ .L˝L0
Bst/˝A V /

GalL D L˝L0
DLst .V /;

and hence DLst .V / is locally free of rank d over A˝Qp
L0.

For the last part, consider the natural map A0˝A DLst .V /! DLst .V ˝AA
0/. We

can extend scalars from A0˝Qp
L0 to A0˝Qp

L to get a map

.A0˝Qp L/˝A0˝QpL0
.A0˝A DLst .V // ���! .A0˝Qp L/˝A0˝QpL0

.DLst .V ˝AA
0// ??y

A0˝A DLdR.V / DLdR.V ˝AA
0/

Since A0˝Qp
L0! A0˝Qp

L is a faithfully flat extension and

A0˝A DLdR.V / �!
� DLdR.V ˝AA

0/

is an isomorphism, our map must have been an isomorphism to begin with. �

5.3.2. Semistability and crystallinity. We will use uniform potential semistability
of families of de Rham representations to define quotients AŒa;b�dR � A

Œa;b�
st and

A
Œa;b�
dR �A

Œa;b�
cris cutting out the semistable and crystalline loci in Sp.A/, respectively.

Note that if V becomes semistable overL, then we get a representation � of the in-
ertia group IL=K�GalL=K on DLst .V /, a locally freeA˝Qp

L0-module of rank d . If
ADQp , � is trivial precisely when V is semistable as a representation of GalK . This
is because L0K=K is an unramified extension, and DL0K

st .V /D L0˝K0
DKst .V /.

Thus, although the Galois group GalL=K acts semilinearly on DLst .V / over L0, only
the L0-linear action of IL=K matters for checking semistability.
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Lemma 5.3.4. Let B be an E-finite Artin local ring, with maximal ideal m and
residue field k, so that we may view B as a k-algebra. Let V be a free B-module of
rank d , equipped with a B-linear action of a finite group G. Then V is isomorphic
as a representation of G to .V ˝B k/˝k B . In particular, TrV D Tr.V ˝B k/.

Proof. This follows from the fact that Hi .G;m˝k ad.V ˝E k// D 0 for i > 0,
since G is finite and the coefficients are a characteristic-0 vector space. �
Proposition 5.3.5. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra such that Sp.A/ is connected.
Let V be a free A-module of rank d , and letG be a finite group. Let � WG!GL.V /
be a representation of G on V . Then for any closed points x1 and x2 of X , there
are finite étale extensions i1 W k.x1/ ,! E 0, i2 W k.x2/ ,! E 0 such that �x1

˝i1 E
0

and �x2
˝i2 E

0 are isomorphic as E 0-valued representations of G.

Proof. Fix an algebraic closure E=E. There are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of d -dimensional representations of G over E, call them �1; : : : ; �k , so
there is some subfield F �Qp , finite over Qp , such that they are all defined over F .

Now consider A0 WD A˝E F and the representation �A0 W G! GL.VA0/. The
conditions Tr.�/D Tr.�i / each define pairwise disjoint closed subspaces of XF
whose set-theoretic union is all of XF . Therefore they are all open, as well, and
the function Tr.�/ is constant on connected components of XF .

Now let X 0 be any connected component of XF . It is finite étale over X , and,
in particular, the map X 0!X is surjective. This gives the desired result. �

In the situation of interest to us, Lemma 5.3.4 and Proposition 5.3.5 have the
following consequence:

Theorem 5.3.6. Let V be a de Rham representation of GalK on a projective
A-module of rank d , and let L=K be the finite Galois extension provided by
Theorem 5.3.3. Let � W IL=K ! GLd .E/ be a representation of the inertia group of
L=K. There is a quotient A�AdR;ø such that anE-finite artinian point x WA!B

factors through AdR;ø if and only if the representation of IL=K on DLst .Vx/ is
equivalent to � . In particular, there is a quotient A�Ast corresponding to � being
the trivial representation.

Remark 5.3.7. Since there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of repre-
sentations � W IL=K ! GLd .E/, Sp.AdR;ø/ is a union of connected components
of Sp.A/.

Corollary 5.3.8. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�, then
DKst .V / is a locally free A˝Qp

K0-module of rank d .

Proof. The assumptions imply that for every E-finite artinian point x W A! B , Vx
is de Rham with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�. Then, by Theorem 5.1.2
applied to B� D BdR, V is a de Rham representation.
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Let L be the finite Galois extension provided by Theorem 5.3.3. Then the
assumption on artinian points implies that A� Ast is the identity map. For every
closed point x 2X and every n� 0,

DLst .V ˝AA=m
n
x/D L0˝K0

DKst .V ˝AA=m
n
x/;

and, in particular, every element v 2 DLst .V / is fixed by g 2 IL=K modulo all mnx .
But then v is actually fixed by all g 2 IL=K , so IL=K acts trivially on DLst .V /. We
can then write DLst .V / D .A˝Qp

L0/˝A˝QpK0
DKst .V /, so DKst .V / is a locally

free A˝Qp
K0-module of rank d . �

Corollary 5.3.9. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x W A! B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�,
then the natural map .A y̋ B�log/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0

Dst.V /! .A y̋ D�log/.V /Œ1=t � is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Since there is some sn such that Dst.V / D .D�;snlog;K.V /Œ1=t �/
� , we are

reduced to showing that

.A y̋ B�;snlog /Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! D�;snlog;K.V /Œ1=t �

is an isomorphism.
The left and right sides are each coherent modules over A y̋ B�;snlog;K Œ1=t � D

A y̋ B�;snrig;KŒlog.Œ��/; 1=t �, and the homomorphism respects the grading given by
powers of log.Œ��/. We are thus further reduced to considering homomorphisms of
coherent modules over A y̋ B�;snrig;KŒ1=t �, which is the ring of global sections of a
quasi-Stein space. The quasi-Stein space in question is the product of Sp.A/ with a
half-open annulus (associated to B�;snrig;K) minus the divisor of t , which we denote Y .

Since every point of Sp.A/�Y sits over a point of Sp.A/, to prove surjectivity
of the desired map, it suffices to check on artinian thickenings of closed points
of Sp.A/. But this holds by [Berger 2002, Proposition 3.7]. Furthermore, since
D�;snlog;K.V /Œ1=t � is finite projective, we may check injectivity on points, as well, and
this again follows from the same theorem. �

Corollary 5.3.10. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x W A! B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�,
then the natural map .A y̋ zB

�

log/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ zB

�

log/Œ1=t �˝A V is
an isomorphism.

Proof. Since .A y̋ zB
�

log/Œ1=t �˝A y̋ B�
rig;K

D�rig;K.V /Š .A y̋ zB
�

log/Œ1=t �˝AV , it suffices
to show that the natural map

.A y̋ B�log/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! D�log;K.V /Œ1=t �

is an isomorphism, and follows from Corollary 5.3.9 �
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Corollary 5.3.11. Let A and V be as above. If for every E-finite artinian point
x WA!B , Vx is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in a fixed interval Œa; b�, then
the natural map .A y̋ Bst/˝A˝K0

Dst.V /! .A y̋ Bst/˝A V is an isomorphism.

Proof. We first show that the natural morphism

.A y̋ BClog/Œ1=t �˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ BClog/Œ1=t �˝A V

is an isomorphism. Injectivity follows from Corollary 5.3.10, since A y̋ BClog!A y̋

zB
�

log is injective and Dst.V / is flat. For surjectivity, we choose bases fvig and fwj g
of V and Dst.V /, respectively (since Dst.V / is A-locally free, we may assume that
both V and Dst.V / are free). Let M 2 Matd�d .A y̋ zB

�

logŒ1=t �/ be the matrix
whose j -th column is the coordinates of wj with respect to fvig, and let P 2
GL.A˝Qp

K0/ be the matrix of Frobenius on Dst.V / with respect to fwj g. As in
the proof of Proposition 4.2.16, M and P satisfy the relation MP D '.M/, so, by
Corollary 4.2.14, M 2 GLd .A y̋ zB

C

logŒ1=t �/.
Finally, since BClogŒ1=t �� Bst, we may extend scalars to see that

.A y̋ Bst/˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ Bst/˝A V

is an isomorphism. �
Remark 5.3.12. A similar isomorphism is proved in [Hartl and Hellmann 2013],
using a different sheaf of semistable period rings.

Corollary 5.3.13. Suppose V is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval
Œa; b�, and let f WA!A0 be a homomorphism ofE-affinoid algebras. Then V ˝AA0

is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in the interval Œa; b�.

To handle crystalline representations, we note that Dcris.V /DDst.V /
ND0. Then

the results below follow easily:

Theorem 5.3.14. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a free A-module of
rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . Let Œa; b� be a finite
interval. Then there is a quotient A� A

Œa;b�
cris such that an E-finite Artin point

x W A! B factors through AŒa;b�cris if and only if Vx is crystalline with Hodge–Tate
weights in the interval Œa; b�.

Theorem 5.3.15. Let A be an E-affinoid algebra, and let V be a free A-module
of rank d equipped with a continuous A-linear action of GalK . Suppose that for
every E-finite artinian point x W A! B the representation Vx is crystalline with
Hodge–Tate weights in an interval Œa; b�. Then Dcris.V / is a locally free A˝Qp

K0-
module of rank d , the formation of Dcris.V / commutes with base change on A, and
the natural homomorphism

.A y̋ Bmax/˝A˝K0
Dst.V /! .A y̋ Bmax/˝A V

is an isomorphism.
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Appendix: Rings of p-adic Hodge theory

Most of the definitions and properties of the rings we use are given in [Berger 2002],
and we refer to it freely. However, we describe the construction and topologies
of the period rings BHT, BdR, Bst, and Bmax with some care so that we can define
sheaves of period rings in Section A.2.

A.1. Period rings. Let V be a finite-dimensional Qp-vector space equipped with
a continuous Qp-linear action of GalK , for some finite extension K=Qp . Then for
any period ring B� listed above, we define DKB�.V / WD .B�˝Qp

V /GalK . For every
choice of B�, BGalK

� is a field; we say that V is B�-admissible if dimBGalK
�

DKB�.V /D
dimQp

V .

Remark A.1.1. There is a general formalism of period rings developed in [Fontaine
1994, §1]. However, because of issues related to the topologies on various rings,
it is not clear to us that this formalism generalizes in any meaningful way to the
study of arithmetic families of Galois representations. Thus, we content ourselves
with giving a list of period rings of interest to us.

The ring BHT. We define BHT to be the polynomial ring CpŒt; t�1�. This ring is
graded by powers of t . For any K=Qp , the Galois group GalK acts on BHT via the
natural action on Cp and via g � t D �.g/t .

The ring BdR. The construction of BdR is more complicated. Recall the existence of
a Galois-equivariant map � W zB

C
!CK characterized by �

�P
Œcn�p

n
�
D
P
c
.0/
n pn.

It is continuous with respect to the weak topology on zB
C

and the p-adic topology
on CK , and its kernel is the principal ideal generated by Œ Qp��p. Then BCdR is by
definition lim

 ��
zB
C
= ker.�/h.

We are grateful to Laurent Berger for providing the following definition of the
topology on BCdR. Since � is Galois-equivariant, the Galois action on zB

C
induces

a Galois action on BCdR. We want to topologize the quotients zBh WD zB
C
= ker.�/h

so that this action is continuous. We could make zBh into a p-adic Banach space
with unit ball Ah WD zAC= ker.�/h\ zAC, but then the action of Galois would not be
obviously continuous, so instead we try to use the weak topology, i.e., the topology
on the image of zAC generated by the images of the Uk;n. For n� h, though,

Œ Qp�n D ..Œ Qp��p/Cp/n D ..Œ Qp��p/Cp/h..Œ Qp��p/Cp/n�h 2 pAh:

In particular, this shows that pzAh is an open ideal.
A priori, the p-adic topology on zAh has more open sets than the weak topology

does. But we have just shown that every open set of the p-adic topology is actually
open in the weak topology, so the two topologies must be the same. In particular,
the weak topology on zAh is Hausdorff and complete.
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The upshot is that zBhD
S
i�0 p

�i zAh has a natural structure of a p-adic Banach
space with unit ball zAh, so BCdR has a natural structure of a p-adic Fréchet space.

The ring Bmax. We will use the ring Bmax to study crystalline representations, rather
than Bcris, because the topology on Bmax is much nicer.

Remark A.1.2. There is a closely related ring zB
C

rig, defined as
T
n '

n.BCmax/ DT
n '

n.Bcris/; Bmax and zB
C

rigŒ1=t � define the same functor from the category of
Qp-representations to the category of filtered K0-isocrystals. However, we prefer
to work with BCmax because it is a Banach space, while zB

C

rig is a Fréchet space.

The ring Bst. After we choose a value for log.p/, the power series defining
log.�.0// C log.Œ��=�.0// converges in BCdR. We let Bst WD BmaxŒlogŒ��� and
log.p/D 0.

Remark A.1.3. This is not the standard definition of Bst, but it is the usage of
[Berger 2002] and [Berger and Colmez 2008]. It defines the same functor on
representations of GalK as the usual Bst, because Bcris and Bmax define the same
functor. If we define zBlog WD zBrigŒlogŒ���, then zBlog defines the same functor as well.

Remark A.1.4. We have defined Bst as a subring of BdR in terms of a choice of a
branch of the p-adic logarithm. A different choice would lead to a different subring.
It is also possible to define Bst intrinsically as an abstract ring and use the choice
of a p-adic logarithm to define an embedding of Bst in BdR. This approach makes
clear that Bst-admissibility of a representation does not depend on any choices. We
have not taken this approach here; for details about the construction of the usual
Bst as an extension of Bcris; see [Brinon and Conrad 2009, §9.2].

Remark A.1.5. Let L=K be a finite extension. Then we obtain a map

L˝L0
BCmax! BCdR

by extending the inclusion BCmax ,! BCdR by L-linearity. Then Colmez [2002,
Proposition 7.14] has shown that this map is an injection. In the course of the proof,
he showed that it is possible to write down an isomorphism of K-Fréchet spaces
BCdR Š CK ŒŒt �� so that L˝L0

BCmax is carried isomorphically to the Banach space
CKhT i and L˝L0

BCst is carried isomorphically to CKhT iŒlog.1CT /�. Note that
these are isomorphisms as vector spaces, not as rings!

A.2. Sheaves of period rings. As we wish to study p-adic families of Galois
representations, we need to define versions of these rings with “coefficients” in
Banach algebras, rather than simply Qp.

Let .X;OX / be a quasicompact quasiseparated rigid space over a finite extension
E=Qp.
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Definition A.2.1. Let B be a Qp-Banach algebra. Then we define the presheaf BX
on X by setting

BX .U / WD OX .U / y̋Qp
B;

where U is an admissible affinoid open of X .

By [Kedlaya and Liu 2010, Lemma 3.3], BX is actually a sheaf on U when U
is affinoid. Therefore, it extends to a sheaf on X . We wish to extend this to Fréchet
algebras in the role of B .

We first record some basic functional analysis results, which will be useful for
checking that exactness properties are preserved under completed tensor products.

Let I be a set (not necessarily countable), and let N be a Fréchet space equipped
with a countable family of seminorms fqj g (in particular, N could be a Banach
space). We define the space cI .N / to be the set of functions f W I !N such that
limi2I qj .f .i//D 0 for each seminorm qj . That is, for each j and each " > 0, the
set fi 2I j qj .f .i//>"g is finite. We equip cI .N /with the seminorms qj;1 defined
by qj;1.f / WD supi2I qj .f .i//, making cI .N / into a Fréchet space. Following
[Buzzard 2007], we say that a Banach module N over a Banach algebra A is poten-
tially orthonormalizable if there is some Banach norm onN making it is isomorphic
to cI .A/ for some index set I . For example, all Banach spaces over discretely
valued fields are potentially orthonormalizable [Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.1].

Lemma A.2.2. Let k be a nonarchimedean field, let M be a potentially orthonor-
malizable k-Banach space, and let N be a k-Fréchet space, with countable fam-
ily of seminorms fqj g. Write M Š cI .k/. Then the natural Qp-linear map
M y̋ k N ! cI .N / is an isomorphism, functorially in N .

Proof. The natural map M y̋ N ! cI .N / is induced by the bilinear map M �N !
cI .N / sending .f W I ! k; b/ to

P
i2I f .i/b. The sum converges because

qj .f .i/b/� jf .i/j � qj .b/ and limi2I ai D 0.
To construct a map in the other direction, we observe that any element f 2 cI .N /

can be written as the limit of elements of the form f jS , where S�I is a finite subset.
More precisely, the set of finite subsets S � I is a directed set, and S 7!f jS is a net
converging to f . For any finite set S�I , we write .1/S 2cI .k/ for the characteristic
function of S . Now, consider

P
i2S 1fig˝f .i/ 2 cI .k/˝k N . We have

qj

�X
i2S

1fig˝f .i/
�
�max
i2S

qj .f .i//;

so the net S 7!
P
i2S 1fig ˝ f .i/ converges in cI .k/ y̋ N . The map f 7!

limS
P
i2S 1fig˝f .i/ provides an inverse to the map M y̋ k N ! cI .N /. �

Corollary A.2.3. Let k and M be as above, and let N ! N 0 be a continuous
injection of k-Fréchet spaces. Then the natural mapM y̋N!M y̋N 0 is injective.
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Definition A.2.4. Let B D lim
 ��n

Bn be a Qp-Fréchet algebra, where the Bn are
Qp-Banach algebras. Then we define the presheaf BX on X by setting

BX .U / WD OX .U / y̋ V D lim
 ��
n

OX .U / y̋Qp
Bn

when U is an admissible affinoid open of X .

Lemma A.2.5. BX is a sheaf on X .

Proof. It suffices to prove this when X D Sp.A/ is affinoid, for A some E-affinoid
algebra. Further, it suffices to check the sheaf property on Laurent coverings of
Sp.A/. That is, we need to check that the sequence

0 �! lim
 ��
n

A y̋Qp
Bn �! lim

 ��
n

Ahf i y̋Qp
Bn � lim

 ��
n

Ahf �1i y̋Qp
Bn

�! lim
 ��
n

Ahf; f �1i y̋Qp
Bn

is exact. But

0 �! A �! Ahf i �Ahf �1i �! Ahf; f �1i �! 0

is exact, and the quotient admits a section by [Schneider 2002, Proposition 10.5],
since Qp-affinoid algebras are countable-type over Qp. It follows that

0�!A y̋Qp
Bn�!Ahf i y̋Qp

Bn�Ahf
�1
i y̋Qp

Bn�!Ahf; f �1i y̋Qp
Bn�! 0

is exact for each n, and inverse limits are left-exact. �

Thus, taking B to be zB
�;s

K , B�;sK , zB
�;s

rig;K, B�;srig;K, CK , BCdR, or BCmax, we get a
sheaf of rings. Furthermore, since taking rising unions is exact, we see that if
U �X D Sp.A/ is an affinoid subdomain with coordinate ring AU ,

U 7!
[
s

AU y̋ B�;srig;K

is a sheaf on X . Similarly, we also get sheaves associated to BHT D CK Œt; t�1�,
BdR D

S
i t
�iBCdR, Bmax D

S
i t
�iBCmax, and Bst D BmaxŒlogŒ���. Each of these

sheaves carries the additional structures, such as Galois action, Frobenius action,
grading, filtration, or monodromy action, of the absolute ring.

Proposition A.2.6. (1) BX;HT is a graded sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an
action of GalK , and B

GalK
X;HT D OX ˝Qp

K.

(2) BX;dR is a filtered sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an action of GalK , and
B

GalK
X;dR D OX ˝Qp

K.

(3) BX;max is a sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an action of GalK and an
action of ', and B

GalK
X;max D OX ˝Qp

K0.
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(4) BX;st is a sheaf of rings over X , equipped with an action of GalK and an action
of ' and N , and B

GalK
X;st D OX ˝Qp

K0.

Proof. For all of these, it suffices to consider the case when X D Sp.A/ is affinoid
for some E-affinoid algebra A. Then A is countable-type over Qp, so we can
choose a Schauder basis for A with index set I . Under the resulting isomorphism
AŠ cI .Qp/, we have A y̋ B Š cI .B/ for a Qp-Fréchet space B . The Galois action
on A y̋ B is g � .bi /i2I D .g � bi /i2I , where I is the index set for the Schauder
basis, so the assertions follow from the corresponding classical results. �

Lemma A.2.7. Let A be a reduced Qp-affinoid algebra, and let B� be a period
ring. Then the natural map

A y̋ B�!
Y

x2Sp.A/

A=mx˝Qp
B�

is injective.

Proof. If B�D BHT, it suffices to show that A y̋ Cp!
Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

Cp is
injective. If B�D BdR, it suffices to show that A y̋ zBh!

Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

zBh
is injective for all h. And, since Bst is a polynomial algebra over Bmax, it suffices
to show that A y̋ zBmax!

Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

zBmax is injective. We are therefore
reduced to showing that for any Qp-Banach space B , the natural map A y̋ B !Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx˝Qp

B is injective.
Since B is a Qp-Banach space, it is potentially orthonormalizable in the sense

of [Buzzard 2007]. That is, it admits a basis feigi2I such that

B Š cI .Qp/ WD ff W I !Qp j jf .i/j< " for almost all i 2 I; for all " > 0g

Then A y̋ B Š cI .A/, and the desired injectivity follows from the injectivity of the
natural map A!

Q
x2Sp.A/A=mx . �
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Semistable periods of finite slope families
Ruochuan Liu

We introduce the notion of finite slope families to encode the local properties
of the p-adic families of Galois representations appearing in the work of Harris,
Lan, Taylor and Thorne on the construction of Galois representations for (non-
self-dual) regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representations of GL.n/ over
CM fields. Our main result is to prove the analytic continuation of semistable
(and crystalline) periods for such families.
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Introduction and notation

Skinner and Urban [2006], in their ICM talk, outlined a program to connect the
order of vanishing of the L-functions of certain polarized regular motives with the
rank of the associated Bloch–Kato Selmer groups. Their strategy is to deform those
motives along certain p-adic families, the so-called eigenfamilies, to construct the
expected extensions. To this end, they introduced the notion of finite slope families
of p-adic representations to encode the local properties of the Galois representations
arising from those p-adic families. One may view the finite slope families as a
generalization of the p-adic families of Galois representations arising from the
Coleman–Mazur eigencurve. Bellaïche and Chenevier [2009] introduced the notion
of weakly refined families of p-adic representations to encode the local properties
of the latter. More precisely, a family of weakly refined p-adic representations is
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a family of p-adic representations1 over a rigid analytic space with a Zariski-dense
subset of crystalline points which have crystalline periods of a prescribed Frobenius
eigenvalue and constant Hodge–Tate weight. Moreover, this constant weight is
the largest one2 of all Hodge–Tate weights, and the difference of this constant
weight with any other weight is unbounded over the base. For example, in the
case of the eigencurve, one can take the subset of all classical eigenforms, and the
prescribed Frobenius eigenvalue and constant Hodge–Tate weight are the function
of Up-eigenvalues and 0 respectively. On the other hand, finite slope families gen-
eralize weakly refined families in the way that allows multiple prescribed Frobenius
eigenvalues and constant Hodge–Tate weights. Skinner and Urban then used the (un-
proven) analytic continuation of crystalline periods of finite slope families to deduce
that the extensions constructed by p-adic deformations lie in the Selmer groups.

Most recently, Harris, Lan, Taylor and Thorne [Harris et al. 2014] (and Scholze
independently) constructed Galois representations for (non-self-dual) regular al-
gebraic cuspidal automorphic representations of GL.n/ over CM fields. It turns
out that these Galois representations emerge from certain p-adic families whose
local properties generalize Skinner and Urban’s finite slope families by allowing
prescribed semistable periods. Therefore, to show that the Galois representations
constructed by Harris, Lan, Taylor and Thorne have the expected properties at
p, one needs to show the analytic continuation of semistable periods for those
p-adic families.

In this paper, we make use of the notion of finite slope families to encode the
local properties of the p-adic families of Galois representations appearing in the
work of Harris, Lan, Taylor and Thorne; this generalizes the original definition
of Skinner and Urban. Our main result is then to prove the analytic continuation
of semistable periods for such families. This will provide a necessary ingredient
in Skinner and Urban’s ICM program. Besides, we recently learned from Taylor
that Ila Varma, as part of an ongoing project, will establish the expected properties
of those Galois representations based on the results of this paper. We also note
that recently Shah [2013] proved some results about interpolating Hodge–Tate and
de Rham periods in families of p-adic Galois representations which may be applied
to some related situations.

In the following, we state our main results precisely. We fix a finite extension K
of Qp . LetK0 be the maximal unramified subextension ofK, and let f D ŒK0 WQp�.
We also fix a finite extension F of Qp contained in Qp such that Hom.K; F /D
Hom.K;Qp/; here Hom denotes the set of Qp-algebra homomorphisms.

1Strictly speaking, Bellaïche–Chenevier used pseudorepresentations rather than genuine represen-
tations in their definition of weakly refined families.

2We normalize the Hodge–Tate weight such that the p-adic cyclotomic character has Hodge–Tate
weight 1.
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Definition 0.1. Let X be a reduced rigid analytic space over F . A finite slope
family of p-adic representations of dimension d over X is a locally free coherent
OX -module VX of rank d equipped with a continuous GK-action, together with the
following data:

(1) Positive integers b; c.

(2) A monic polynomial Q.T / 2 OX .X/ŒT � of degree m with unit constant term.

(3) A subset Z of X such that, for all z in Z, Vz is semistable with nonpositive
Hodge–Tate weights, and, for all B 2 Z, the set of z in Z such that Vz has
d � c Hodge–Tate weights less than B is Zariski-dense in X .

(4) For z 2 Z, a K0˝Qp
k.z/-direct summand Fz of DCst .Vz/ which is free of

rank c and stable under ' and N such that 'f has characteristic polynomial
Q.z/.T / and all Hodge–Tate weights of Fz lie in Œ�b; 0�.

We also need to extend the functors DCcrys and DCst to families of p-adic represen-
tations over rigid analytic spaces.

Definition 0.2. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp , and let VX be locally free
coherent OX -module equipped with a continuous GK-action. Define DCcrys.VX / and
DCst .VX / to be the presheaves

M.S/ 7!DCcrys.VS /D .VS y̋Qp
BCcrys/

GK

and
M.S/ 7!DCst .VS /D .VS y̋Qp

BCst /
GK ;

respectively, where M.S/ runs through all admissible affinoid subdomain of X ;
here VS is the restriction of VX on M.S/.

Now we can state our main result precisely:

Theorem 0.3. Let VX be a finite slope family over X . Then there exists a surjec-
tive proper morphism X 0 ! X so that .K ˝K0

DCst .VX 0//
Q.'f /D0 has a rank-c

locally free coherent K0 ˝Qp
OX 0-submodule which specializes to a rank-c free

K0˝Qp
k.x/-submodule in DCst .Vx/ for any x 2 X 0. As a consequence, for any

x 2X , DCst .Vx/
Q.x/.'f /D0 has a free K0˝Qp

k.x/-submodule of rank c.

The next result follows immediately:

Corollary 0.4. Let VX be a finite slope family over X . If Vz is crystalline for
any z 2 Z, then there exists a surjective proper morphism X 0 ! X so that
.K ˝K0

DCcrys.VX 0//
Q.'f /D0 has a rank-c locally free coherent K0 ˝Qp

OX 0-
submodule which specializes to a rank-c freeK0˝Qp

k.x/-submodule inDCcrys.Vx/

for every x 2X 0. As a consequence, DCcrys.Vx/
Q.x/.'f /D0 has a freeK0˝Qp

k.x/-
submodule of rank c for every x 2X .
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Since the families of p-adic representations arising from the Coleman–Mazur
eigencurve are special cases of finite slope families, Theorem 0.3 generalizes the
famous result of Kisin [2003] on the analytic continuation of crystalline periods
over the eigencurve. However, even in the case that the prescribed periods are
crystalline, our method is completely different from his. In fact, in the work of
Kisin as well as our recent enhancement [Liu 2014], one crucially uses the fact that
the families of p-adic representations arising from the eigencurve have only one
constant Hodge–Tate weight. On the other hand, our strategy and techniques are
largely inspired by the work of Berger and Colmez [2008] on families of de Rham
representations with bounded Hodge–Tate weights, and Kedlaya, Pottharst and
Xiao [Kedlaya et al. 2014] on the cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules. In
fact, for a finite slope family, we first construct a subfamily of .'; �/-modules
interpolating the prescribed semistable periods, after making a proper and surjective
base change. This is achieved by adapting some techniques of [Kedlaya et al. 2014].
This subfamily of .'; �/-modules is expected to be semistable and produce the
desired semistable periods. However, we are unable to prove this directly due
to some technical obstacles. Instead, we first show that this subfamily of .'; �/-
modules is de Rham, using the fact that it is de Rham at a Zariski-dense subset of
the base. To this end, we develop a theory of families of Hodge–Tate and de Rham
.'; �/-modules with bounded Hodge–Tate weights, which generalizes the theory
of families of Hodge–Tate and de Rham representations with bounded Hodge–
Tate weights developed in [Berger and Colmez 2008]. Then we prove the p-adic
local monodromy for the restrictions of families of de Rham .'; �/-modules with
bounded Hodge–Tate weights on their Shilov boundaries by mimicking the proof
for families of de Rham representations with bounded Hodge–Tate weights given
in [loc. cit.]. This implies that the de Rham periods of this subfamily of .'; �/-
modules become potentially semistable after restricting on the Shilov boundary.
Finally, we use a key lemma due to Berger and Colmez [2008] to conclude that
these de Rham periods are actually semistable.

Notation

We choose a compatible sequence of primitive p-power roots of unity ."n/n�0,
i.e., each "n 2 Qp is a primitive pn-th root of 1, and they satisfy "pnC1 D "n for
all n� 0. Fix "D ."0; "1; : : : /, and let t D logŒ"� be Fontaine’s p-adic 2�i . For a
finite extension L of Qp in Cp , let LnDL."n/ for n� 1, and let L1D

S
n2NLn.

Let L00 be the maximal unramified extension of Qp in L1. Let �L DGal.L1=L/
and �Ln

D Gal.L1=Ln/ for n � 1. For simplicity, denote �K and �Kn
by �

and �n respectively. Let � denote the p-adic cyclotomic character. For a p-
adic representation V of GK and n 2 Z, we set V.n/ D V ˝ �n. For n � 0, let
rn D p

n�1.p� 1/. For s > 0, let n.s/ be the maximal integer n such that rn � s.
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1. Families of .'; �/-modules

In this section we recall the notion of families of .'; �/-modules over rigid analytic
spaces. For the period rings involved in this paper, we follow the notation introduced
in [Berger 2002], and we refer the reader to that paper for precise definitions. Note
that this is different from the “Robba ring” type notation used in [Kedlaya et al. 2014].
A good dictionary for these two types of notation is given in [Berger 2008a, §1].

Definition 1.1. Let A be a Banach algebra over Qp. For s > 0, a '-module
over B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A is a finite projective B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A-module DsA equipped with
an isomorphism

'�DsA ŠD
s
A˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpA
B
�;ps
rig;K y̋Qp

A:

A '-moduleDA over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A is the base change to B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A of a '-module
DsA over B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A for some s > 0. A .'; �/-module over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A is a
'-moduleDsA over B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A equipped with a commuting B
�;s
rig;K-semilinear and

A-linear continuous action of � . A .'; �/-moduleDA over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A is the base
change to B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A of a .'; �/-module DsA over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

A for some s > 0.

Notation 1.2. For a morphism A! B of Banach algebras over Qp , we denote by
DsB and DB the base changes of DsA and DA to B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

B and B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

B ,
respectively. When AD S is an affinoid algebra over Qp and x 2M.S/, we denote
Ds
k.x/

and Dk.x/ by Dsx and Dx instead.

To define .'; �/-modules over general rigid analytic spaces, one needs to show
that '-modules over affinoid spaces satisfy the gluing property. To this end, we recall
the notion of '-bundles introduced in [Kedlaya et al. 2014]. Let S be an affinoid
algebra over Qp. For 0 < s1 < s2 which are sufficiently large, a vector bundle
over B

Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S is a finite projective module DŒs1;s2�S over B

Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S . By

the identification of B
Œs1;s2�
K with the ring of rigid analytic functions over the closed

annulus s1 � vp.T /� s2 over K 00, one may identify DŒs1;s2�S with a locally free co-
herent sheaf over the product of the annulus s1� vp.T /� s2 overK 00 withM.S/ in
the category of rigid analytic spaces over Qp . It then follows that vector bundles over
B
Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S satisfy the gluing property for the weak G-topology of M.S/. For

sufficiently large s, a vector bundle over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S consists of one vector bundle
D
Œs1;s2�
S over each ring B

Œs1;s2�
K

y̋Qp
S with s� s1� s2, together with isomorphisms

D
Œs1;s2�
S ˝

B
Œs1;s2�

K
y̋

QpS
B
Œs01;s

0
2�

K
y̋Qp

S ŠD
Œs01;s

0
2�

S

for all s � s01 � s1 � s2 � s
0
2 satisfying the cocycle conditions. A '-bundle over

B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S is a vector bundle .DŒs1;s2�S /s�s1�s2 over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S equipped with
isomorphisms '�DŒs1;s2�S Š D

Œps1;ps2�
S for all s � s1 � s2 satisfying the obvi-

ous compatibility conditions. When s is sufficiently large, by [Kedlaya et al.
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2014, Proposition 2.2.7], the natural functor from the category of '-modules over
B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S to the category of '-bundles over B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S is an equivalence
of categories. Note that by the gluing property of vector bundles, one can glue
'-bundles B

�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S over M.S/. Therefore this equivalence of categories
enables us to glue '-modules over affinoid spaces.

Definition 1.3. LetX be a rigid analytic space over Qp . A family of .';�/-modules
DX over X is a compatible family of .'; �/-modules DS over B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

S for
each affinoid subdomain M.S/ of X . By the gluing property of '-modules over
affinoid spaces, one may view DX as a sheaf over X for the weak G-topology
(which hence extends uniquely to the strong G-topology).

Theorem 1.4. Let A be a Banach algebra over Qp, and let VA be a finite locally
free A-linear representation of GK . Then there is a .'; �/-module D�rig.VA/ over
B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A functorially associated to VA. The rule VA 7!D�rig.VA/ is fully faithful
and exact, and it commutes with base change in A.

Proof. See [Kedlaya and Liu 2010, Theorem 3.11], which generalizes [Berger and
Colmez 2008, Théorème 4.2.9]. Note that both the results do not really verify the
'-module condition. This gap is fixed by [Liu 2014, Theorem 1.1.4]. �

LetA be a Banach algebra overK0. Recall that one has a canonical decomposition

A˝Qp
K0 Š

Y
�2Gal.K0=Qp/

A� ;

where each A� is the base change of A by the automorphism � . Furthermore, the
Gal.K0=Qp/-action permutes all the A� such that �.A� /D A�� . For any a 2 A�,
we equip A˝Qp

K0 with a 1˝'-semilinear action ' by setting

'..x1; x' ; : : : ; x'f�1//D .ax'f�1 ; x1; : : : ; x'f�2/;

where ' is the geometric Frobenius and x'i 2A'i for each 0� i �f �1; we denote
this '-module by Da. It is clear that the '-action on Da satisfies 'f D 1˝ a.

We fix a uniformizer �K of K.

Definition 1.5. For any continuous character ı W K� ! A�, we define a rank-1
.'; �/-module .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
A/.ı/ over B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A as follows. If ıjO�K D1, we set

.B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı/D .B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/˝A˝QpK0
Dı.�K/;

where we equip Dı.�K/ with the trivial �-action. For general ı, we write ı D ı0ı00

such that ı0.�K/ D 1 and ı00jO�K D id. We view ı0 as an A-valued character of
WK via the local reciprocity map, and extend it to a character of GK continuously.
We then set

.B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı/D D�rig.ı
0/˝

B
�
rig;K
y̋

QpA
.B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı00/:
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For any .'; �/-module DA over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

A, put

DA.ı/DDA˝B
�
rig;K
y̋

QpA
.B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

A/.ı/:

Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp. For a continuous character ı WK�!
O.X/� and a family of .'; �/-module DX over X , we define the families of .'; �/-
modules .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
OX /.ı/ and DX .ı/ by gluing .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
S/.ı/ and DS .ı/

for all affinoid subdomains M.S/, respectively.

2. Cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules

Let �K be the p-torsion subgroup of � . Choose K in �K whose image in �=�K
is a topological generator.

Definition 2.1. For a .'; �/-module DS over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S , we define the Herr
complex C �';K

.DS / of DS concentrated in degree Œ0; 2� as

C �';K
.DS /D ŒD

�K

S

d1
���!D

�K

S ˚D
�K

S

d2
���!D

�K

S �;

with d1.x/ D ..K � 1/x; .' � 1/x/ and d2.x; y/ D .' � 1/x � .K � 1/y. One
shows that this complex is independent of the choice of K up to canonical S-
linear isomorphisms: the isomorphism C �';K

.DS / �!
� C �

'; 0K
.DS / is given by

Œ1; 1˚ . 0K � 1/=.K � 1/; .
0
K � 1/=.K � 1/�. We will denote the cohomology of

C �';K
.DS / by H �.DS /.

By the main result of [Kedlaya et al. 2014], one knows that H i .DS / is a
finitely generated S-module. It therefore follows that H i .DS / commutes with
flat base change in S . That is, if S ! S 0 is flat, then H i .DS /˝S S

0 ŠH i .DS 0/.
This enables a cohomology theory for families of .'; �/-modules over general
rigid analytic spaces.

Definition 2.2. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp , and let DX be a family of
.'; �/-modules over X . We define H �.DX / to be the cohomology of the complex
of sheaves

C �';K
.DX /D ŒD

�K

X

d1
���!D

�K

X ˚D
�K

X

d2
���!D

�K

X �

in the category of presheaves over X , with d1.x/ D ..K � 1/x; .' � 1/x/ and
d2.x; y/ D .' � 1/x � .K � 1/y. For each affinoid subdomain M.S/ of X and
0� i � 2, the module of sections of H i .DX / on M.S/ is canonically isomorphic
to H i .DS /. Hence H i .DX / forms a coherent OX -module by the flat base change
property of H i .DS /.
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As a consequence of finiteness of the cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules,
by a standard argument we see that, locally on X , the complex C �';K

.DX / is quasi-
isomorphic to a complex of locally free coherent sheaves concentrated in degree
Œ0; 2�. This enables us to flatten the cohomology of families of .'; �/-modules by
blowing up the baseX . The following lemma is a rearrangement of some arguments
in [Kedlaya et al. 2014, §6.3]:

Lemma 2.3. Let X be a reduced and irreducible rigid analytic space over F ,
and let DX be a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d over X . Then the following
statements are true:

(1) There exists a proper birational morphism � WX 0!X of reduced rigid analytic
spaces over F so that H 0.DX 0/ is flat and H i .DX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1
for each i D 1; 2.

(2) Suppose that D0X is a family of .'; �/-modules over X of rank d 0, and that
� WD0X !DX is a morphism between them so that for any x 2 X the image
of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank d of Dx . Then there exists a proper
birational morphism � WX 0!X of reduced rigid analytic spaces over F so
that the cokernel of ��� has Tor-dimension � 1.

Proof. The upshot is that for a bounded complex .C �; d �/ of locally free coherent
sheaves on X , there exists a blow-up � WX 0!X , which depends only on the quasi-
isomorphism class of .C �; d �/, so that ��d i has flat image for each i . Furthermore,
the construction of X 0 commutes with dominant base change in X (see [Kedlaya
et al. 2014, Corollary 6.3.6] for more details). Thus for (1), we can construct
X 0 locally and then glue. For (2), let QX denote the cokernel of �. For any
x 2 X , since the image of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank d , by [Liu 2014,
Lemma 5.3.1], we get that Qx is killed by a power of t . Now let M.S/ be an
affinoid subdomain ofX , and suppose thatDsS andD0sS are defined for some suitable
s > 0. For r > s, set QŒs;r�S to be DŒs;r�S =�.D

0Œs;r�
S /. Since for any x 2M.S/ the

fiber of QŒs;r�S at x is killed by a power of t , we get that QŒs;r�S is killed by tk for
some k > 0. This yields that QŒs;r�S is a finite S-module. Now we apply [Kedlaya
et al. 2014, Corollary 6.3.6] to a finite presentation of QŒs;ps�S to get a blow-up Y
of M.S/ so that the pullback of QŒs;ps�S has Tor-dimension � 1. Using the fact
that .'n/�QŒs;ps�S ŠQ

Œpns;pnC1s�
S , we see that Y is also the blow-up obtained by

applying [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Corollary 6.3.6] to a finite presentation ofQŒs;p
nC1s�

S

for any positive integer n. It therefore follows that for any r > s the pullback of
Q
Œs;r�
S has Tor-dimension � 1; hence the pullback of QS has Tor-dimension � 1.

Furthermore, the blow-ups for all affinoid subdomainsM.S/ glue to form a blow-up
X 0 of X which satisfies the desired condition. �
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Lemma 2.4. Let X be a reduced and irreducible rigid analytic space over F . Let
D0X and DX be families of .'; �/-modules over X of ranks d 0 and d respectively,
and let � WD0X !DX be a morphism between them. Suppose that for any x 2 X
the image of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank d of Dx . Then there exists a proper
birational morphism � WX 0!X of reduced rigid analytic spaces over F such that
the kernel of ��� is a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d 0� d over X 0, and there
exists a Zariski-open dense subset U �X 0 such that .ker.���//x D ker..���/x/
for any x 2 U .

Proof. Let QX be the cokernel of �. By Lemma 2.3, we may suppose that QX
has Tor-dimension � 1 after adapting X . Now let PX denote the kernel of �. For
any x 2X , the Tor spectral sequence computing the cohomology of the complex
ŒDX ��!

�
D0X �˝

L
OX
k.x/ gives rise to a short exact sequence

0 �! Px �! ker.�x/ �! Tor1.QX ; k.x// �! 0:

Since the image of �x is a .'; �/-module of rank d , ker.�x/ is a .'; �/-module of
rank d 0� d . Since QX is killed by a power of t locally on X , we get that the last
term of the exact sequence is killed by a power of t . This yields that Px is a .'; �/-
module of rank d 0�d . We therefore conclude that PX is a family of .'; �/-modules
of rank d 0�d over X by [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Corollary 2.1.9]. Furthermore, since
QX has Tor-dimension � 1, by [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Lemma 6.3.7] we get that the
set of x 2X for which Tor1.QX ; k.x//¤ 0 forms a nowhere-dense Zariski-closed
subset of X ; this yields the rest of the lemma. �

The following proposition modifies part of [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Theorem 6.3.9]:

Proposition 2.5. Let X be a reduced and irreducible rigid analytic space over F .
Let DX be a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d over X , and let ı WK�! O.X/�

be a continuous character. Suppose that there exists a Zariski-dense subset Z
of closed points of X and a positive integer c � d such that, for every z 2 Z,
H 0.D_z .ız// is a c-dimensional k.z/-vector space. Then there exists a proper
birational morphism � W X 0 ! X of reduced rigid analytic spaces over F and
a morphism � W DX 0 ! MX 0 D .B

�
rig;K y̋Qp

OX 0/.ı/˝OX0
L of .'; �/-modules,

where L is a locally free coherent OX 0-module of rank c equipped with trivial
.'; �/-actions, such that:

(1) For any x 2X 0, the image of �x is a .'; �/-submodule of rank c.

(2) The kernel of � is a family of .'; �/-modules of rank d � c over X 0, and there
exists a Zariski-open dense subset U � X 0 such that .ker�/x D ker.�x/ for
any x 2 U .
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.3, we first choose a proper birational morphism � WX 0!X

with X 0 reduced such that NX 0 D��.D_X .ı// satisfies the conditions that H 0.NX 0/

is flat and H i .NX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1 for each i D 1; 2. Then, for any x 2X 0,
the base change spectral sequence Ei;j2 D Tor�i .H j .NX 0/; k.x//)H iCj .Nx/

gives a short exact sequence (using that H 1.NX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1 and NX 0
is flat)

0 �!H 0.NX 0/˝OX0
k.x/ �!H 0.Nx/ �! Tor1.H 1.NX 0/; k.x// �! 0:

Since H 1.NX 0/ has Tor-dimension � 1, by [Kedlaya et al. 2014, Lemma 6.3.7]
the set of x 2 X 0 for which the last term of the above exact sequence does not
vanish forms a nowhere-dense Zariski-closed subset V . For any z 2 ��1.Z/ nV ,
we deduce that H 0.NX 0/˝OX0

k.z/ is a c-dimensional k.z/-vector space. Since
H 0.NX 0/ is flat and ��1.Z/ n V is a Zariski-dense subset of X 0, we get that
H 0.NX 0/ is locally free of constant rank c. Let L be its dual coherent OX 0-module.
Then the natural map .B�

rig;K y̋Qp
OX 0/H

0.NX 0/!NX 0 gives rise to a map

� WDX 0 !MX 0 D .B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

OX 0/.ı/˝OX0
L:

For any x 2X 0, since the map H 0.NX 0/˝OX0
k.x/!H 0.Nx/ is injective, we get

that the image of �x is a rank-c .'; �/-submodule of Mx . We thus conclude the
proposition using Lemma 2.4. �

3. Families of Hodge–Tate .'; �/-modules

From now on, let S be an affinoid algebra over F . Recall that for any n � n.s/
there is a continuous �-equivariant injective map

�n WB
�;s
rig;K !KnŒŒt ��:

It is defined as the composite

B
�;s
K �

zB�;s '�n

����! zB�;p�ns
� zBC �BCdR;

and it factors throughKnŒŒt �� (see [Berger 2002, §2] for more details about �n). In par-
ticular, we have �nC1 ı' D �n. The map �n induces a continuous �-equivariant map

�n WB
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

S !KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp
S:

Definition 3.1. Let DS be a .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . For any
positive integer n, if Drn

S is defined, then for any 0 < s � rn we set

DC;Kn

dif .DS /DD
s
S ˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpS;�n
.KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp

S/

and
DKn

dif .DS /D DC;Kn

dif .DS /Œ1=t �:
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We also denote the natural map

DsS ! DC;Kn

dif .DS /

by �n, and call it the localization map. Define DKn

Sen.DS /D DC;Kn

dif .DS /=.t/. For
DSDD�rig.VS / coming from a finite locally free S -linear representation VS , we write
DC;Kn

dif .VS / and DKn

Sen.VS / for DC;Kn

dif .DS / and DKn

Sen.DS / respectively. When the
base field is clear from the context, we write DC;ndif .DS / and DnSen.DS / instead of
DC;Kn

dif .DS / and DKn

Sen.DS / for simplicity.

Definition 3.2. We call DS Hodge–Tate with Hodge–Tate weights in Œa; b� if there
exists a positive integer n such that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DS .�i//

��
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/Œt; t�1� �!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DS .�i//

(3.2.1)
is an isomorphism. We denote by hHT.DS / the smallest n which satisfies this
condition, and we define DHT.DS /D

�L
a�i�b DhHT.DS /

Sen .DS .�i//
�� .

Lemma 3.3. Let DS be a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�. Then for any n � hHT.DS / (3.2.1) is an isomorphism and
DnSen.DS .�i//

� D DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

� for any i 2 Œa; b�. As a consequence, we
have

�L
a�i�b DnSen.DS .�i//

��
DDHT.DS /.

Proof. Tensoring with Kn˝Qp
SŒt; 1=t � on both sides of the map� M

a�i�b

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

��
˝K˝QpS

.KhHT.DS /˝Qp
S/Œt; t�1�

�!

M
i2Z

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//;

we get that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

��
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/Œt; t�1�

�!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DS .�i//

is an isomorphism. Taking �-invariants on both sides, we get� M
a�i�b

DhHT.DS /
Sen .DS .�i//

��
D

� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DS .�i//

��
: �

Remark 3.4. If DS is Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b�, then, by taking �-
invariants on both sides of (3.2.1), we see that DnSen.DS .�i//

� D 0 for any
n� hHT.DS / and i … Œa; b�.
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Lemma 3.5. IfDS is a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with weights
in Œa; b�, then for any morphism S !R of affinoid algebras over K, DR is Hodge–
Tate with weights in Œa; b� and hHT.DR/�hHT.DS /. Furthermore, the natural map

DnSen.DS .i//
�
˝S R! DnSen.DR.i//

�

is an isomorphism for any i 2 Z and n� hHT.DS /. As a consequence, the natural
map DHT.DS /˝S R!DHT.DR/ is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let n� hHT.DS /. Tensoring with R over S on both sides of (3.2.1), we get
that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DS .�i//
�
˝S R

�
˝K˝QpR

.Kn˝Qp
R/Œt; t�1�

�!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DR.�i//

is an isomorphism. Comparing �-invariants on both sides, we get that the natural
map

DnSen.DS .�i//
�
˝S R! DnSen.DR.�i//

�

is an isomorphism for any a � i � b. This implies that the natural map� M
a�i�b

DnSen.DR.�i//
�

�
˝K˝QpR

.Kn˝Qp
R/Œt; t�1� �!

M
i2Z

DnSen.DR.�i//:

is an isomorphism. �

Corollary 3.6. IfDS is a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S ,
then DHT.DS / is a locally free coherent K˝Qp

S -module of rank d .

Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to treat the case that S is a finite extension
of K; this is clear from the isomorphism (3.2.1). �

Definition 3.7. Let X be a rigid analytic space over F , and let DX be a family of
.'; �/-modules of rank d over X . We call DX Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b�
if for some (hence any) admissible cover fM.Si /gi2I of X , DSi

is Hodge–Tate
with weights in Œa; b� for any i 2 I . We define DHT.DX / to be the gluing of all
the DHT.DSi

/.

Lemma 3.8. Let DS be a .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . Then (3.2.1) is an
isomorphism if and only if the natural mapM

a�i�b

DnSen.DS /
�nD�

i

�! DnSen.DS / (3.8.1)

is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if this is the case, then (3.2.1) holds for n.
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Proof. For the “)” part, since (3.2.1) is an isomorphism, we deduce that

DnSen.DS /D
M
a�i�b

t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/: (3.8.2)

Note that t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
� �DnSen.DS /

�nD�
i

. Hence (3.8.2) implies that (3.8.1)
is surjective. On the other hand, it is clear that (3.2.1) is injective; hence it is an
isomorphism. Conversely, suppose that (3.8.1) is an isomorphism. Note that

DnSen.DS /
�nD�

i

D t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
�n

D .t i �DnSen.DS .�i//
�/˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/;

where the latter equality follows from [Berger and Colmez 2008, Proposition 2.2.1].
This implies that DS satisfies (3.8.2), yielding that DS satisfies (3.2.1). �

Proposition 3.9. Let S be reduced, and letDS be a .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋ S .

Suppose that there exists a Zariski-dense subset Z �M.S/ such that Dz is Hodge–
Tate with weights in Œa; b� for any z 2Z and supz2ZfhHT.Dz/g<1. Then DS is
Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b�.

Proof. Let n� supz2ZfhHT.Dz/g such thatDnS is defined, and let  be a topological
generator of �n. For any a � i � b, let pi denote the operatorY

a�j�b;j¤i

 ��j ./

�i ./��j ./
;

and let Mi Dpi .DnSen.DS //. It is clear that pi is the identity on DnSen.DS /
�nD�

i

;
hence DnSen.DS /

�nD�
i

�Mi . On the other hand, for any z 2Z, sinceDz is Hodge–
Tate with weights in Œa; b� and hHT.Dz/ � n, we deduce from Lemma 3.8 that
pi .DnSen.Dz//DDnSen.Dz/

�nD�
i

. This implies thatMi maps onto DnSen.Dz/
�nD�

i

under the specialization DnSen.DS / ! DnSen.Dz/. Since S is reduced and Z is
Zariski-dense, we obtain Mi �DnSen.D/

�nD�
i

; hence Mi D DnSen.D/
�nD�

i

. Let
M D

L
a�i�bMi . We claim that the natural inclusion M � DnSen.DS / is an

isomorphism. In fact, for any z 2Z, since DnSen.Dz/D
L
a�i�b DnSen.Dz/

�nD�
i

,
we have that M maps onto DnSen.Dz/. Thus DnSen.DS /=M vanishes at z. We
therefore conclude that DnSen.DS /=M D 0 because S is reduced and Z is Zariski-
dense. By Lemma 3.8 and the claim, we conclude that DS is Hodge–Tate with
weights in Œa; b�. �

4. Families of de Rham .'; �/-modules

Definition 4.1. Let DS be a .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . For any
positive integer n, if Drn

S is defined, then we equip Dndif.DS / with the filtration
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Fili Dndif.DS /D t
iDC;ndif .DS /. We call DS de Rham with weights in Œa; b� if there

exists a positive integer n such that:

(1) The natural map

Dndif.DS /
�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS / (4.1.1)

is an isomorphism.

(2) Fil�b.Dndif.DS /
�/DDS and Fil�aC1.Dndif.DS /

�/D0, where Fili.Dndif.DS /
�/

is the induced filtration on Dndif.DS /
� .

We denote the smallest n satisfying these conditions by hdR.DS /, and we set
DdR.DS /D DhdR.DS /

dif .DS /
� .

Lemma 4.2. LetD be a de Rham .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S . Then, for any
n� hdR.DS /, Dndif.DS /

� DDdR.DS /.

Proof. We tensor with KnC1˝Qp
SŒŒt ��Œ1=t � on both sides of the map

DhdR.DS /
dif .DS /

�
˝K˝QpS

.KhdR.DS /˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! DhdR.DS /

dif .DS /;

yielding that the map

DhdR.DS /
dif .DS /

�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS /

is an isomorphism. Comparing �-invariants on both sides, we get the desired
result. �

Lemma 4.3. If D is a de Rham .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�, then D is Hodge–Tate with weights in Œa; b� and hHT.DS / �

hdR.DS /. Furthermore, we have GriDdR.DS /D DnSen.DS .i//
� under the identifi-

cation GriDndif.DS /D DnSen.DS .i// for any n� hdR.DS /.

Proof. Let n � hdR.DS /. Since (4.1.1) is an isomorphism, we deduce that the
natural map of graded modulesM

i2Z

GriDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/Œt; t�1� �!
M
i2Z

DnSen.DS .i// (4.3.1)

is surjective. On the other hand, since t i �Gr�iDdR.DS /�DnSen.DS /, we have that
the natural map M

a�i�b

t i �Gr�iDdR.DS / �! DnSen.DS /

is injective. This implies that (4.3.1) is injective; hence it is an isomorphism.
Comparing �-invariants on both sides, we get GriDdR.DS / D DnSen.DS .i//

�

for each i 2 Z. �
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Lemma 4.4. If DS is a de Rham .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S , then, for any
morphism S!R of affinoid algebras overK,DR is de Rham with weights in Œa; b�
and hdR.DR/� hdR.DS /. Furthermore, the natural maps Fili DdR.DS /˝S R!

Fili DdR.DR/ are isomorphisms for all i 2 Z.

Proof. Let n � hdR.DS /. Tensoring with .Kn˝Qp
R/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � on both sides of

(4.1.1), we get that the natural map

.Dndif.DS /
�
˝S R/˝K˝QpR

.Kn˝Qp
R/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DR/: (4.4.1)

is an isomorphism. Comparing �-invariants on both sides of (4.4.1), we get that
the natural map Dndif.DS /

� ˝S R ! Dndif.DR/
� is an isomorphism; hence DR

is de Rham. Then, by Lemmas 3.5 and 4.3, we deduce that the natural map
Gri .DdR.DS //˝S R! Gri .DdR.DR// is an isomorphism. This implies the rest
of the lemma. �

Corollary 4.5. If DS is a de Rham .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S ,
then DdR.DS / is a locally free coherent K˝Qp

S -module of rank d .

Proof. We first note that, for each i 2 Z, Gri .DdR.DS //, which is isomorphic to
DnSen.DS .i//

� by Lemma 4.3, is a coherent K ˝Qp
S-module. We then deduce

that DdR.DS / is a coherent K˝Qp
S-module. Using Lemma 4.4, it then suffices

to treat the case that S is a finite extension of K; this follows easily from the
isomorphism (4.1.1). �

Definition 4.6. Let X be a rigid analytic space over F , and let DX be a family of
.'; �/-modules of rank d over X . We call DX de Rham if for some (hence any)
admissible cover fM.Si /gi2I of X , DSi

is de Rham with weights in Œa; b� for any
i 2 I . We define DdR.DX / to be the gluing of all the DdR.DSi

/.

Lemma 4.7. If DS is a de Rham .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S of rank d with
weights in Œa; b�, then

t�aDC;ndif .DS /�DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��� t�bDC;ndif .DS /

for any n� hdR.DS /.

Proof. Since Gr�bDdR.DS /DDdR.DS /, we getDdR.DS /� t
�bDC;ndif .DS /; hence

DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��� t�bDC;ndif .DS /. By the proof of Lemma 4.3,
we know that the natural map (4.3.1) is an isomorphism of graded modules. By the
facts that GriDdR.DS /D 0 for i ��aC1 and Fili Dndif.DS / is t -adically complete,
we thus deduce that t�aDC;ndif .DS /�DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��. �

Lemma 4.8. Let DS be a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�. Then, for any k � b�aC 1, i 2 Œa; b�, n� hHT.DS / and  2 �n,
the map  ��i ./ W tkDC;ndif .DS /! tkDC;ndif .DS / is bijective.
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Proof. Since DC;ndif .DS / is t -adically complete, it suffices to show that

 � 1 W tkDC;ndif .DS /=t
kC1DC;ndif .DS / ! tkDC;ndif .DS /=t

kC1DC;ndif .DS /

is bijective for any k � b � a C 1. Note that tkDC;ndif .DS /=t
kC1DC;ndif .DS / is

isomorphic to DnSen.DS .k// as a �-module. Furthermore, note that DnSen.DS .k//DL
a�j�b.D

n
Sen.DS //

�nD�
jCk

by Lemma 3.8. Since jCk� bC1 for all j 2 Œa; b�,
we deduce that  ��i ./ is bijective on DnSen.DS .k//. �

Lemma 4.9. Let DS be a Hodge–Tate .'; �/-module over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S with
weights in Œa; b�. Then DS is de Rham if and only if there exists a positive inte-
ger n � hHT.DS / such that

Q2b�a
iDa . � �./

i /DC;ndif .DS / � t
b�aC1DC;ndif .DS /.

Furthermore, if this is the case, then (4.1.1) holds for n.

Proof. Suppose that DS is de Rham. Let n� hdR.DS /, and put

N DDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��:

Since D has weights in Œa; b�, by Lemma 4.7 we have t�aDC;ndif .DS / � N �

t�bDC;ndif .DS /. On the other hand, by the construction of N , it is clear that
. � 1/N � tN . It therefore follows that

2b�aY
iDa

. ��./i /DC;ndif .DS /�

2b�aY
iDa

. ��./i /.taN/

� t2b�aC1N � tb�aC1DC;ndif .DS /:

Now suppose
Q2b�a
iDa . � �./

i /DC;ndif .DS / � t
b�aC1DC;ndif .DS / for some n �

hHT.DS /. We claim that for any j 2 Œa; b� and a 2 .DnSen.DS //
�nD�

j

, we can lift
a to an element in .DC;ndif .DS //

�nD�
j

. In fact, let Qa be any lift of a in DC;ndif .DS /,
and let

Qb D
Y

a�i�2b�a
i¤j

 ��i ./

�j ./��i ./
Qa;

where  is a topological generator of �n; it is clear that Qb is also a lift of a. Further-
more, by assumption, we have . ��j .//. Qb/ 2

Q2b�a
iDa . ��./

i /DC;ndif .DS /�

tb�aC1DC;ndif .DS /. By the previous lemma, we choose some Qc 2 tb�aC1DC;ndif .DS /

satisfying . � �j .//. Qb/ D . � �j .//. Qc/. It is then clear that Qb � Qc is a
desired lift of a. Since DnSen.DS / D

L
a�i�b.D

n
Sen.DS //

�nD�
i

, we have that
.DnSen.DS //

�nD�
i

is locally free for each i 2 Œa; b�. By shrinking M.S/, we may
further suppose that each .DnSen.DS //

�nD�
i

is free. We then deduce from the
claim that there exists a free Kn˝Qp

S-module M � .Dndif.DS //
�n such that the

natural map

M ˝Kn˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS /
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is an isomorphism. It follows that the natural map

M�
˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
S/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t � �! Dndif.DS /

is an isomorphism because M D M� ˝K˝QpS
.Kn ˝Qp

S/ by [Berger and
Colmez 2008, Proposition 2.2.1]. Taking �-invariants on both sides, we get
M� D .Dndif.DS //

� . This implies that DS is de Rham. �
Proposition 4.10. Let S be reduced, and letDS be a .'; �/-module over B

�
rig;K y̋S .

Suppose that there exists a Zariski-dense subsetZ�M.S/ such thatDz is de Rham
with weights in Œa; b� for any z 2 Z and supz2ZfhdR.Dz/g < 1. Then DS is
de Rham with weights in Œa; b�.

Proof. By Proposition 3.9, we first have that DS is Hodge–Tate with weights in
Œa; b�. Let n�maxfhHT.DS /; supz2ZfhdR.Dz/gg. By Lemma 4.9, we have

2b�aY
iDa

. ��./i /DC;ndif .Dz/� t
b�aC1DC;ndif .Dz/

for any z 2 Z. This implies
Q2b�a
iDa . � �./

i /DC;ndif .DS / � t
b�aC1DC;ndif .DS /

because S is reduced and Z is Zariski-dense. Hence DS is de Rham by Lemma 4.9
again. �
Remark 4.11. The work presented in this paper was finished in the summer of
2012 and made public at the beginning of 2013. Later that year came the preprint
of [Bellovin 2015], in which the author built up a more robust theory of families
of Hodge–Tate and de Rham representations over rigid analytic spaces. First of
all, she generalized Berger’s dictionary, which relates Fontaine’s functors to .'; �/-
modules, to families of p-adic representations [Bellovin 2015, Theorem 1.1.1].
This result implies that our theory of families of Hodge–Tate and de Rham .'; �/-
modules with bounded Hodge–Tate weights developed in §3 and §4 can be viewed
as a generalization of Berger and Colmez’s theory of families of Hodge–Tate
and de Rham representations with bounded Hodge–Tate weights. Moreover, she
developed a theory of families of “partial” Hodge–Tate and de Rham representations
with bounded Hodge–Tate weights. That is, the periods of the fibers are assumed to
be of some constant rank which is not necessarily equal to the rank of the family.
In addition, she removes the “reduced” assumption on the base by considering all
artinian points. We refer the reader to [Bellovin 2015] for more results and details.

5. p-adic local monodromy for families of de Rham .'; �/-modules

The main goal of this section is to prove the p-adic local monodromy for the
restrictions of families of de Rham .'; �/-modules with bounded Hodge–Tate
weights on their Shilov boundary. The proof is modeled on Berger and Colmez’s
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proof of the p-adic local monodromy for families of de Rham representations
with bounded Hodge–Tate weights [Berger and Colmez 2008, §6]. Recall that
r D log./= log.�.//, which is independent of the choice of  2 � . This gives
rise to an action of the Lie algebra of � on .'; �/-modules and their localizations.
In the following, we fix E to be a finite extension of the products of the complete
residue fields of the Shilov boundary of M.S/.

Proposition 5.1. LetDS be a de Rham .'; �/-module of rank d over B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

S

with weights in Œa; b�. For any s > 0 such that n.s/� hdR.DS /, let

Ns.DE /D
˚
y 2 t�bDsE such that �n.y/ 2DdR.DS /˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
E/ŒŒt ��

for each n� n.s/
	
:

Then the following are true:

(1) The B
�;s
rig;K y̋Qp

E-module Ns.DE / is free of rank d and stable under � .

(2) For each n� n.s/, we have

Ns.DE /˝B
�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE;�n
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��DDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��:

Furthermore, if we put NdR.DE /DNs.DE /˝B
�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

E, then the
following are true:

(3) The B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

E-module NdR.DE / is free of rank d , stable under � , and
independent of the choice of s.

(4) We have '�.NdR.DE //DNdR.DE / and r.NdR.DE //� t �NdR.DE /.

Proof. First, note that the sequence of Kn˝Qp
EŒŒt ��-modules

fDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��gn�n.s/

is '-compatible in the sense of [Berger 2008b, Définition II.1.1]. Then by the proof
of [Berger 2008b, Théorème II.1.2] (using the fact that E is a finite product of p-
adic local fields which are endowed with discrete valuations extending the standard
one on Qp), we see that NdR.DE / is the unique .'; �/-module ME contained in
DE Œ1=t � such that

M s
E ˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE;�n
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��DDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS
.Kn˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��

for any n�n.s/. Furthermore, the proof of [Berger 2008b, Théorème II.1.2] implies
all of the proposition except the second half of (4). To see that part, note that

�n
�
r.Ns.DE //

�
Dr

�
�n.Ns.DE //

�
� tDdR.DS /˝K˝QpS

.Kn˝Qp
E/ŒŒt ��:

This yields thatr.Ns.DE //� tNs.DE / for all s. Thusr.NdR.DE //� tNdR.DE /,
as NdR.DE / is equal to the union of all Ns.DE /. �
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Proposition 5.2. Keep the notation of Proposition 5.1. Then there exists a finite
extension L over K such that

M D
�
NdR.DE /˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
log;L y̋Qp

E
�IL

is a free L00˝Qp
E-module of rank d and the natural map

M ˝L00˝QpE
B
�
log;L y̋Qp

E �!NdR.DE /˝B
�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
log;L y̋Qp

E

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let f 0 D ŒK 00 WQp�. Note that there is a canonical decomposition

B
�
rig;K y̋Qp

E Š

f 0�1Y
iD0

R
.i/
E ;

where each R
.i/
E is isomorphic to RE and stable under �K , and satisfies '.R.i/

E /�

R
.iC1/
E (define R

.f 0/
E DR

.0/
E ). Let

N
.i/
dR .DE /DNdR.DE /˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
R
.i/
E :

It follows that each N .i/
dR .DE / is stable under @Dr=t and 'f

0

; hence it is a p-adic
differential equation with a Frobenius structure. By the versions of the p-adic local
monodromy theorem proved by André [2002] or Mebkhout [2002], we conclude
that each N .i/

dR .DE / is potentially unipotent. This yields the proposition using the
argument of Proposition 6.2.2 and Corollaire 6.2.3 of [Berger and Colmez 2008].

�

Lemma 5.3. Keep notation as in Proposition 5.2, and let

M D
�
Ns.DE /˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�IL

for sufficiently large s. Then, for any n� n.s/, we have

L˝L0
�n.M/D

�
Ddif

�
DE ˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
rig;L y̋Qp

E
��IL : (5.3.1)

Proof. By the previous proposition, the left side of (5.3.1) is a free L˝L0
L00˝Qp

E-
module of rank d . On the other hand, since ..Ln˝Qp

E/ŒŒt ��Œ1=t �/IL D L˝L0

L00˝Qp
E, we deduce that the right side of (5.3.1), which obviously contains the

left side, is an L˝L0
L00˝Qp

E-module generated by at most d elements. Using the
fact that L˝L0

L00˝Qp
E is a product of fields, we deduce the desired identity. �
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6. Proof of the main theorem

Now let VX be a finite slope family of dimension d over a reduced rigid analytic
space X over F . We start by making some preliminary reductions. After a finite
surjective base change of X , we may assume that Q.T / factors as

Qm
iD1.T �Fi /.

By reordering the Fi and throwing away some points of Z, we may further assume
that, for all z 2Z, vp.Fi .z//� vp.Fj .z// if i > j and Fi .z/¤ Fj .z/ if Fi ¤ Fj .
We then set Fi;z DD

C
st .Vz/

.'f �F1.z//���.'
f �Fi .z//D0 for all z 2Z and 1� i �m.

Using Definition 0.1(3), we may suppose that Fi;z �Fz for all z 2Z and 1� i �m
by shrinking Z. Furthermore, by the fact that N' D p'N and the condition
that vp.Fi .z// � vp.Fj .z// if i > j , we see that N D 0 on each graded piece
Fi;z=Fi�1;z . Let ci;z be the rank of Fi;z=Fi�1;z over K0˝ k.z/, and partition Z
into finitely many subsets according to the sequence ci;z . Note that at least one
of these subsets of Z has to be Zariski-dense. Replace Z by this subset, and set
ci D ci;z for z 2Z.

For z 2Z, we will inductively define .'; �/-submodules Fili;z � D�rig.Vz/ for
1 � i � m such that DCst .Fili;z/ D Fi;z . For i D 1, since Vz has nonpositive
Hodge–Tate weights and N.F1;z/D 0, we have

F1;z DD
C
st .Vz/

'fDF1.z/;ND0 DDCcrys.Vz/
'fDF1.z/ D D�rig.Vz/

�D1;'fDFz.z/;

using Berger’s dictionary [2002, Théorème 3.6]. Let Fil1;z be the saturation of the
.'; �/-submodule of D�rig.Vz/ generated by F1;z . It is then clear thatDCst .Fil1;z/D
DCcrys.Fil1;z/D F1;z . Now suppose we have defined Fili�1;z for some i � 2 such
that DCst .Fili�1;z/D Fi�1;z . It follows that

DCst .D
�
rig.Vz/=Fili�1;z/DDCst .Vz/=Fi�1;z :

Note that
Fi;z=Fi�1;z D .D

C
st .Vz/=Fi�1;z/

'fDFi .z/;ND0:

Hence

Fi;z=Fi�1;z DD
C
crys.D

�
rig.Vz/=Fili;z/'

fDFi .z/ � .D�rig.Vz/=Fili�1;z/� :

We set Fili;z to be the preimage of the saturation of the .'; �/-submodule of
D�rig.Vz/=Fili�1;z generated by Fi;z=Fi�1;z . Now, for each 1� i �m, we define
the character ıi W K� ! O.X/� by setting ıi .p/ D F�1i and ıi .O�K/ D 1. Let
DX D D�rig.VX /

_.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that X is irreducible. Then, for each 0� i �m, there exists
a proper birational morphism � W X 0 ! X and a subfamily of .'; �/-modules
D
.i/
X 0 �DX 0 over X 0 of rank d � c1� � � � � ci such that:

(1) For any x 2X 0, the natural map D.i/x !Dx is injective.
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(2) There exists a Zariski-open dense subset U of X 0 such that for any z 2Z0 D
��1.Z/ \ U , the natural map D.i/z ! Dz is the dual of the projection
D�rig.V�.z//! D�rig.V�.z//=Fili;�.z/.

Proof. We proceed by induction on i . The initial case is trivial. Suppose that, for
some 1 � i � m, the lemma is true for i � 1. Note that Fi;z=Fi�1;z maps into
D�rig.Vz/=Fili;z for any z 2Z. Since Fi;z=Fi�1;z D .D

C
crys.Vz/=Fi�1;z/

'fDFi .z/,
we get that .D.i/z /_.��.ıi /.z// has k.z/-dimension ci for any z 2Z0. Since Z0 is
Zariski-dense in X 0, by Proposition 2.5 after adapting X 0 and U , we may find a
subfamily of .'; �/-modules D.i/X 0 of D.i�1/X 0 with rank d � c1� � � � � ci such that:

(1’) D.i/x !D
.i�1/
x is injective for any x 2X 0.

(2’) For any z 2 ��1.Z/\U , D.i/z is the kernel of the dual of the map

.B
�
rig;K ˝Qp

k.z// � .Fi;�.z/=Fi�1;�.z//! D�rig.V�.z//=Fili;�.z/ :

It is clear that (1’) and (2’) imply (1) and (2), respectively; this finishes the inductive
step. �

To prove Theorem 0.3, we also need the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. Let VS be a free S -linear representation of GK of rank d . Then there
exists a positive integer m.VS / such that for any x 2M.S/ and a 2 DCdif.Vx/, if
a is �-invariant, then a 2 DC;m.VS /

dif .Vx/.

Proof. This is a consequence of the Tate–Sen method. Using [Berger and Colmez
2008, Théorème 4.2.9], we first choose a finite extension L over K and some
positive integer m so that D�;rm

rig;L.VS / is a free B
�;rm

rig;L y̋Qp
S-module with a basis

e D .e1; : : : ; ed /. Let  be a topological generator of �Lm
and write .e/D eG

for some G 2 GLd.B
�;rm

rig;L y̋Qp
S/. Recall that by the classical work [Tate 1967]

we know that there exists a constant c > 0 such that vp.. � 1/x/� vp.x/C c for
any nonzero x 2 .1�RL;m/yL1, where RL;m W yL1! Lm is Tate’s normalized
trace map. Since the localization map �m W B

�;rm

rig;L ! LmŒŒt �� is continuous, by
enlarging m we may suppose that the constant term of �m.G/� 1 has norm less
than p�c . We fix some m0 2 N such that K1\Lm DKm0

\Lm.
Now let a 2 DC;Kn

dif .Vx/
� for some x 2 X and n � m. We will show that

a 2 D
C;Km0

dif .Vx/
� . Since �m.e/ forms a basis of DC;Ln

dif .VS /, we may write a D
�m.e/.x/A for some

A 2Md�1..Ln˝Qp
k.x//ŒŒt ��/:

The �-invariance of a implies �m.G.x//.A/D A; thus

.1�RL;m/�m.G.x//.A/D .1�RL;m/A:
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Note that �m.G.x// has entries in .Lm˝Qp
k.x//ŒŒt ��. It follows that .G.x/�1/BD

.1��1/B , where B D .1�RL;m/A. Let B0 be the constant term of B . If B0¤ 0,
then the constant term of .�m.G.x//� 1/B has valuation

� v.�m.G.x//� 1/C v.B0/ > v.B0/C c;

whereas the constant term .1��1/B0 of .1��1/B has valuation�v.B0/Cc; this
yields a contradiction. Hence B0D 0. Iterating this argument, we get B D 0. Hence
a 2 DC;Lm

dif .Vx/\DC;Kn

dif .Vx/� D
C;Km0

dif .Vx/. Thus we may choose m.VS /Dm0.
�

Remark 6.3. Although we do not need it in this paper, it is worthwhile to point
out that the argument of Lemma 6.2 works equally well for families of .'; �/-
modules and even a sequence of '-compatible KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp

S-modules fMngn in
the vein of [Berger 2008b, Définition II.1.1]. That is, each Mn is a finite projective
KnŒŒt �� y̋Qp

S -module equipped with a continuous KnŒŒt ��-semilinear and S -linear
�-action, and satisfies Mn˝KnŒŒt�� y̋QpS

KnC1ŒŒt �� y̋Qp
S ŠMnC1.

Proof of Theorem 0.3. We retain the notation above. By passing to irreducible
components, we may suppose that X is irreducible. We then apply Lemma 6.1
to VX . Note that VX 0 is again a finite slope family over X 0 with the Zariski-
dense set of semistable points ��1.Z/. We may suppose that X 0 D X . Let
� W D�rig.VX /DD

_
X ! .D

.m/
X /_ be the dual of D.m/X !DX , and let PX D ker.�/.

For any x 2 X , since D.m/x ! Dx is injective, we get that the image of �x is a
.'; �/-submodule of rank d � c1� � � � � cm. Thus, by Lemma 2.4, after adapting
X we may assume that PX is a family of .'; �/-modules of rank c1C � � � C cm,
and there exists a Zariski-open dense subset U � X such that Px D ker.�x/ for
any x 2 U . Note that ker.�z/ D Fili;z for any z 2 Z. Thus, by replacing Z
with Z \U , we may assume that Pz D Fili;z for any z 2 Z. We claim that PX
is de Rham with weights in Œ�b; 0�. To do so, we set Y to be the set of x 2 X
for which Px is de Rham with weights in Œa; b�. By the previous lemma, we see
that for any affinoid subdomain M.S/ � X , there exists an integer m.VS / such
that if Px is de Rham for some x 2 M.S/, then hdR.Px/ � m.VS /. We then
deduce from Proposition 4.10 that Y \M.S/ is a Zariski-closed subset of M.S/.
Hence Y is a Zariski-closed subset of X . On the other hand, since Pz is de Rham
with weights in Œ�b; 0�, we get Z � Y ; thus Y D X by the Zariski density of Z.
Furthermore, using Proposition 4.10 and the previous lemma again, we deduce that
PX is de Rham with weights in Œ�b; 0�. As a consequence, we obtain a locally free
coherent OX ˝Qp

K-module DdR.PX / of rank c1C � � �C cm.
The next step is to show that DdR.Px/ is contained in DCst .Vx/˝K0

K for any
x 2X . Let Y be the set of x 2X satisfying this condition. We first show that Y is a
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Zariski-closed subset of X . For this, it suffices to show that Y \M.S/ is a Zariski-
closed subset of M.S/ for any affinoid subdomain M.S/ of X . To show this, we
employ the p-adic local monodromy for families of de Rham .'; �/-modules. As
in §5, let E be the product of the complete residue fields of the Shilov boundary of
M.S/. Since PS is a family of de Rham .'; �/-modules with weights in Œ�b; 0�,
by Lemma 5.3 there exists a finite extension L of K such that for sufficiently large
s and n� n.s/, we have

L˝L0
�n.M/D

�
Ddif

�
PE ˝B

�
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�
rig;L y̋Qp

E
��IL

for M D
�
Ns.PE /˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�IL ; furthermore, Ns.PE / � P sE .

Thus

�n.M/� �n
�
PE ˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�

� �n
�
D�rig.VE /˝B

�;s
rig;K
y̋

QpE
B
�;s
log;K y̋Qp

E
�
�BCst y̋Qp

VE :

Note that DdR.PE /� DCdif.PE /� DCdif.VE /�BCdR y̋Qp
VE . This yields

DdR.PE /� .B
C
st y̋Qp

VE /˝L0
L\BCdR y̋Qp

VE D .B
C
st y̋Qp

VE /˝L0
L:

We therefore deduce from [Berger and Colmez 2008, Lemme 6.3.1] that

DdR.PS /� .B
C
st y̋Qp

VE /˝L0
L\BCdR y̋Qp

VS D .B
C
st y̋Qp

VS /˝L0
L:

It follows that Y \M.S/, which is the set of x 2 M.S/ such that DdR.Px/ �

.BCst ˝Qp
Vx/˝K0

K, is Zariski-closed in M.S/.
To conclude the proof of the theorem, it then suffices to show that, for any x 2X ,

DdR.Px/� .D
C
st .Vx/˝K0

K/Q.'
f /.x/D0; here, weK-linearly extend the 'f -action

to DCst .Vx/˝K0
K. Note that Film;z is semistable with Dst.Film;z/D Fm;z . This

implies that Q.'f /.DdR.PX // vanishes at z, yielding that Q.'f /.DdR.PX //D 0

by the Zariski density of Z. �
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The Picard rank conjecture for the
Hurwitz spaces of degree up to five

Anand Deopurkar and Anand Patel

We prove that the rational Picard group of the simple Hurwitz space Hd;g is
trivial for d up to five. We also relate the rational Picard groups of the Hurwitz
spaces to the rational Picard groups of the Severi varieties of nodal curves on
Hirzebruch surfaces.

Introduction

Let Hd;g be the simple Hurwitz space which parametrizes isomorphism classes of
simply branched degree-d covers of genus-zero curves by genus-g curves. Although
Hd;g has been studied classically, many fundamental questions about its geometry
are still unanswered. The goal of this paper is to address one such question: the
question of its Picard group. It is conjectured (for example, [Diaz and Edidin 1996])
that the rational Picard group PicQ.Hd;g/ is trivial. We call this the Picard rank
conjecture for Hd;g . Our main result is a proof of this conjecture for d � 5.

Theorem A. The rational Picard group of Hd;g is trivial for d � 5.

In the main text, Theorem A is divided into the case of degree 3 (Proposition 3.3),
degree 4 (Proposition 4.10), and degree 5 (Proposition 5.4).

The Picard rank conjecture was known for d D 2 and 3. For d D 2, it was proved
by Cornalba and Harris [1988, Lemma 4.5], and for d D 3 by Stankova-Frenkel
[Stankova-Frenkel 2000, §12.2]. In these cases, there are now more refined results
about the moduli stacks; see [Cornalba 2007] for d D 2 and [Bolognesi and Vistoli
2012; Bolognesi and Lönne 2014] for d D 3.

The conjecture is also known for d >2g�2. In this range, the map Hd;g!Mg

is a fibration, where Mg is the moduli space of smooth curves of genus g. An
analysis of this fibration shows that PicQ.Hd;g/D 0 if and only if PicQ.Mg/ŠQ

(see, for example, [Mochizuki 1995] or [Diaz and Edidin 1996, §3]). Thus, the
conjecture for d > 2g� 2 follows from Harer’s theorem [1983].

MSC2010: primary 14H10; secondary 14C22.
Keywords: Hurwitz space, Picard group.
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We briefly explain the rationale behind the conjecture. Let us blur the distinction
between the coarse moduli spaces and the fine moduli stacks. This is harmless,
since we are concerned with the rational Picard group. Let us also take d � 4
(the discussion holds for d D 2; 3 with minor modifications). Denote by zHd;g the
partial compactification of Hd;g that parametrizes covers Œ˛ W C ! P1� where C is
allowed to be nodal, but still irreducible, and ˛ need not be simply branched. Let
˛ W C! P be the universal family over zHd;g , where � W C! zHd;g is a family of
irreducible, at worst nodal curves of arithmetic genus g, and � WP! zHd;g a family
of smooth curves of genus 0. From this data, we can construct three “tautological”
divisor classes on zHd;g , given by

��.c1.!�/
2/; ��.c1.!�/˛

�c1.!�//; and ��.Œı��/:

Here ! stands for the relative dualizing sheaf and ı for the singular locus. It is
easy to check that the three tautological classes are Q-linearly independent. On the
other hand, zHd;g nHd;g is a union of three irreducible divisors, namely, the locus
� where C is singular, the locus T where ˛ has a higher order ramification point,
and the locus D where ˛ has two ramification points over a branch point. It is also
easy to check that the classes of �, T , and D are Q-linearly independent. Thus,
PicQ.Hd;g/D 0 is equivalent to PicQ.zHd;g/ being generated by the tautological
classes. The Picard rank conjecture thus expresses the often-satisfied expectation
that there are no other divisor classes than the tautological ones.

We now outline our strategy for proving Theorem A. Let ˛ WC !P1 be a degree-
d cover. Then C embeds in a Pd�2-bundle over P1, which we denote by PE!P1.
Thanks to the work of Casnati and Ekedahl, the resolution of the ideal ofC in PE can
be described explicitly. The terms in this resolution involve (twists of) vector bundles
on P1 [Casnati and Ekedahl 1996]. Let U � zHd;g be the open locus where these
vector bundles are the most generic. The key steps in our proof are the following:

(1) Identify the divisorial components of zHd;g nU .

(2) Express U as a (successive) quotient of an open subset of an affine space by
actions of linear algebraic groups.

(3) Use the previous two steps to get a bound on the Picard rank of zHd;g , and in
turn, the Picard rank of Hd;g .

Needless to say, we are able to carry out all three steps only for d � 5. However, we
can carry out parts of step (1) in general. For step (2), we highlight that it remains
unknown in general whether one can dominate zHd;g by an affine space for d � 6.

To analyze zHd;g nU , we must analyze the loci in zHd;g where the bundle E and
the vector bundles appearing in the resolution of C are unbalanced. We call these
loci the Maroni loci and the Casnati–Ekedahl loci, respectively. We spend significant
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effort on understanding the decomposition of zHd;g into these loci. Contained in
Section 2, the results of this analysis may be of independent interest.

A key tool in our analysis is a construction that relates the Maroni loci to the
Severi varieties of Hirzebruch surfaces. Originally due to Ohbuchi [1997], this
“associated scroll construction” allows us to get the required dimension estimates.
The key input here is a theorem of Tyomkin [2007] that guarantees that the Severi
varieties of Hirzebruch surfaces are irreducible of the expected dimension.

The associated scroll construction also lets us relate the Picard ranks of the
Hurwitz spaces to the Picard ranks of the Severi varieties. To state our result, let us
denote by Ug.Fm; d�/ the space of irreducible nodal curves of geometric genus g
in the linear system jd� j on the Hirzebruch surface Fm, where � is the section with
self-intersection m.

Theorem B. Let m � b.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/c. Then PicQ Ug.Fm; d�/D 0 implies
PicQ Hd;g D 0.

Let m � d2.g C d � 1/=.d � 1/e. Then PicQ Ug.Fm; d�/ D 0 if and only if
PicQ Hd;g D 0.

In the main text, Theorem B is Theorem 6.7.

Notation. We work with a few different versions of the Hurwitz spaces. We assem-
ble their definitions here. We work over the field C of complex numbers. By a curve,
we mean a connected, proper, reduced scheme of finite type over C. Throughout,
assume that g � 3.

Hd;g : This is the coarse moduli space of Œ˛ WC !P1�, where C is a smooth curve
of genus g and ˛ a finite map of degree d with simple branching (that is, the
branch divisor of ˛ is supported at 2gC 2d � 2 distinct points). Two such
covers Œ˛1 WC1!P1� and Œ˛2 WC2!P1� are considered isomorphic if there
are isomorphisms � W C1! C2 and  W P1! P1 such that ˛2 ı� D ı˛1.

zHd;g : This is the coarse moduli space of Œ˛ W C ! P1�, where C is an irreducible,
at worst nodal curve of arithmetic genus g, and ˛ a finite map of degree d .
The isomorphism condition is the same as that for Hd;g .

H�
d;g

: This is like Hd;g , but with “framed” target P1. The objects it parametrizes
are Œ˛ W C ! P1� as in the description of Hd;g , but Œ˛1 W C1 ! P1� and
Œ˛2 W C2! P1� are considered isomorphic if there is an isomorphism � W

C1! C2 such that ˛2 ı� D ˛1.
zH�
d;g

: This is like zHd;g , but with framed target P1.

All four are irreducible quasiprojective varieties with at worst quotient singulari-
ties. In particular, they are normal and Q-factorial. The group Aut P1 D PGL2 acts
on the framed versions. The unframed versions are the quotients by this action in
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the sense that the fibers of the morphism from the framed space to the unframed
space are precisely the PGL2 orbits. We have

dimHd;g D dim zHd;g D 2gC 2d � 5;

and

dimH�
d;g
D dim zH�

d;g
D 2gC 2d � 2:

In addition, we work with the following Severi varieties:

Ug.Fm; d�/: This is the locus of irreducible nodal curves of geometric genus g in
the linear series jd� j in the Hirzebruch surface Fm. Here � � Fm is
the section of self-intersection m.

Vg.Fm; d�/: This is the closure of Ug.Fm; d�/ in the projective space jd� j.

V irr
g .Fm; d�/: This is the open subset of reduced irreducible curves in Vg.Fm; d�/.

We do not distinguish between a vector bundle and the corresponding locally
free sheaf. Note that the vector bundle associated to the locally free sheaf F is the
relative Spec of the symmetric algebra on F _.

1. Preliminaries

In this expository section, we recall two key results. The first describes the Picard
group of the quotient of a variety by a group action. The second is a structure
theorem for finite covers which enables us to describe a large open subset of the
Hurwitz space as such a quotient.

1A. Picard groups of quotients. Let G be a linear algebraic group acting on a va-
riety X . Denote by PicG X the group of G-linearized line bundles on X . Forgetting
the G-linearization gives a homomorphism PicG X ! PicX .

Proposition 1.1 [Knop et al. 1989, Lemma 2.2, Proposition 2.3]. For a connected
linear algebraic group G acting on an irreducible variety X , we have an exact
sequence

�.G/ �! PicG X �! PicX;

where �.G/ is the group of (algebraic) characters of G. Furthermore, if X is
normal, then the sequence has an extension by a homomorphism PicX ! PicG.

Let � WX ! Y be a morphism that is equivariant with the trivial G action on Y .
Let L be a line bundle on Y . The pullback ��L carries a natural G-linearization.
We thus have a homomorphism PicY ! PicG X .
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Proposition 1.2. LetX and Y be irreducible normal varieties,G a linear algebraic
group acting on X , and � W X ! Y a surjective morphism, equivariant with the
trivial action on Y . Suppose the fibers of � consist of single G-orbits. Then the
map PicY ! PicG X is injective and we have

rk PicY � rk�.G/C rk PicX:

Furthermore, if G is reductive and the stabilizers Gx are finite, then we have an
isomorphism

PicY ˝Q �!� PicG X ˝Q:

Proof. Suppose L is a line bundle on Y such that ��L is trivial as a G-linearized
line bundle. Then ��L has a G-invariant nowhere-vanishing section. We claim
that such a section descends to a nowhere-vanishing section of L on Y . The crucial
point is that in our setup, Y is a geometric quotient of X [Mumford et al. 1994,
Proposition 0.2]. That is, for every open U � Y , the preimage ��1U is open and
the functions on U are the invariant functions on ��1U :

�.U;OY /D �.��1U;OX /G :

It follows that the sections of L on U are the invariant sections of ��L on ��1.U /:

�.U;L/D �.��1U; ��L/G :

Thus, a G-invariant section � of ��L on X gives a section � of L on Y . It is easy
to check that if � is nowhere-vanishing, so is � .

The bound on rk PicY follows from injectivity and Proposition 1.1. For the last
statement, we use the characterization of the image of PicY ! PicG X from [Knop
et al. 1989, Proposition 4.2]: aG-linearized line bundle L is in the image if and only
if for every x 2X , the stabilizer group Gx acts trivially on the fiber Lx . Since the
stabilizers are finite, we can arrange this by passing to a large enough power ofL. �

We end with a simple application:

Proposition 1.3. Let U � zHd;g be any open subset and U � its preimage under
zH�
d;g
! zHd;g . Then

rk PicU D rk PicU �:

Proof. Apply Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 with G D PGL2, X D U �, and Y D U . �

1B. The Casnati–Ekedahl structure theorem. Let X and Y be integral schemes
and ˛ WX! Y a finite flat Gorenstein morphism of degree d � 3. The map ˛ gives
an exact sequence

0 �!OY �! ˛�OX �!E˛
_
�! 0; (1-1)
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where E D E˛ is a vector bundle of rank d � 1 on Y , called the Tschirnhausen
bundle of ˛. Denote by !˛ the dualizing sheaf of ˛. Applying HomY .�;OY / to
(1-1), we get

0 �!E �! ˛�!˛ �!OY �! 0: (1-2)

The map E! ˛�!˛ induces a map ˛�E! !˛.

Theorem 1.4 [Casnati and Ekedahl 1996, Theorem 2.1]. In the above setup, ˛�E!
!˛ gives an embedding � W X ! PE with ˛ D � ı �, where � W PE ! Y is the
projection. Moreover, the subscheme X � PE can be described as follows:

(1) The resolution of OX as an OPE -module has the form

0 �! ��Nd�2.�d/ �! ��Nd�3.�d C 2/ �! ��Nd�4.�d C 3/

�! � � � �! ��N2.�3/ �! ��N1.�2/ �!OPE �!OX �! 0; (1-3)

where theNi are vector bundles on Y . Restricted to a point y 2Y , this sequence
is the minimal free resolution of Xy � PEy .

(2) The ranks of the Ni are given by

rkNi D
i.d � 2� i/

d � 1

� d

iC1

�
:

(3) We have Nd�2 Š �� detE. Furthermore, the resolution is symmetric, that is,
isomorphic to the resolution obtained by applying HomOPE

.� ; Nd�2.�d//.

The branch divisor of ˛ WX!Y is given by a section of .detE/˝2. In particular,
if X is a curve of (arithmetic) genus g, ˛ has degree d , and Y D P1, then

rkE D d � 1 and degE D gC d � 1: (1-4)

2. The Maroni and Casnati–Ekedahl loci

Consider a cover ˛ WC!P1 and the relative canonical embedding C �PE˛ . Since
vector bundles on P1 split as direct sums of line bundles, the vector bundle E˛,
and the higher syzygy bundles Ni appearing in Theorem 1.4, are discrete invariants
of ˛. We thus get a decomposition of the Hurwitz space into locally closed subsets
where the isomorphism type of the bundles E˛ and Ni are constant. This section
is devoted to the analysis of some of these locally closed subvarieties, particularly
their dimensions. We only consider the bundle E˛ and F˛ WDN1. Note that

E˛ D ker.˛�!˛!OY / and F˛ D ˛�IC .2/;

where IC �OPE˛ is the ideal sheaf of C .
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Definition 2.1. For vector bundles E and F on P1, define closed subvarieties of
H�
d;g

M.E;F / WD fŒ˛ W C ! P1� jE˛ ŠE and F˛ Š F g;

M.E/ WD fŒ˛ W C ! P1� jE˛ ŠEg;

C.F / WD fŒ˛ W C ! P1� j F˛ Š F g:

CallM.E/ the Maroni loci and C.F / the Casnati–Ekedahl loci. Define subvarieties
zM.E;F /, zM.E/, and zC.F / of zH�

d;g
analogously.

Abusing notation, we denote the images of these loci in the unframed versions
Hd;g and zHd;g by the same letters. The framed versus unframed setting is usually
clear by context, and sometimes irrelevant, for example in discussing the codi-
mensions. We caution the reader that these loci are not necessarily irreducible or
of expected dimension (Examples 4.3, 4.4). Even determining whether they are
nonempty remains a challenge in full generality.

2A. The associated scroll construction. To analyze the Maroni loci M.E/, we
associate to a cover of P1 a curve on a Hirzebruch surface. The construction is
originally due to Ohbuchi [1997]. Let C be an irreducible curve of arithmetic
genus g and ˛ W C ! P1 a finite cover of degree d . Let � be a global section of
OC .m/D ˛�OP1.m/ that projects to a nonzero section of E_˛ .m/. In other words,
let � 2H 0.C;OC .m// be an element not contained in ˛�H 0.P1;OP1.m//. The
section � gives a map from C to the total space of the line bundle O.m/ over P1.
Let Fm D Proj.O˚O.�m// be the Hirzebruch surface that compactifies this total
space. We thus get the diagram

C Fm

P1

˛

�

�

Let � � Fm be the directrix (the unique section of Fm ! P1 of negative self-
intersection) and � � Fm the section disjoint from � (so that �2D�m and �2Dm).
By construction, �.C / � Fm avoids the directrix � . Suppose C is smooth and
˛ W C ! P1 does not factor nontrivially. Then � is birational onto its image, and
therefore �.C / is a reduced and irreducible element of the linear system jd� j. By
the following proposition, �.C / is a point in the Severi variety Vg.Fm; d�/.

Proposition 2.2. A reduced and irreducible curve on Fm of geometric genus g in
the linear system jd� j is a flat limit of irreducible nodal curves of geometric genus
g.
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Proof. Let C � Fm be such a reduced and irreducible curve. Let C ! C be the
normalization map. Denote by � the composite map � W C ! Fm. Let M be a
component of the Kontsevich space of maps Mg.Fm; d�/ containing �. Let N� be
the normal sheaf of �; this is the cokernel of TC ! ��TFm . Then, we have a lower
bound dimM� �.N�/. Since

�.N�/D �.�
�TFm/��.TC /D g� deg.KFm �C/� 1;

we get
dimM� g� deg.KFm �C/� 1:

By [Harris 1986, Proposition 2.2], a general �gen W Cgen! Fm in M is birational
onto its image and the image has only nodes as singularities. �

We can make the construction in a family. LetM be a reduced scheme, � WC!M

a generically smooth family of reduced and irreducible curves of genus g, and ˛ W
C!P1�M a finite flatM -morphism of degree d . Set OC .m/D˛�O.m/. Assume
that none of the fibers ˛t W Ct ! P1 factor nontrivially and that H 0.Ct ;OCt .m//
has constant rank. Then ��OC .m/ is a vector bundle on M . The trivial subbundle
H 0.P1;O.m//˝OM maps injectively to ��OC .m/. Let U be the complement of
the image of this map in the total space of ��OC .m/. Fiberwise, the sections of
U correspond to the sections � which project nontrivially onto E_˛ .m/. Then the
associated scroll construction gives a morphism

U ! Vg.Fm; d�/:

We will use this construction where M is a Maroni locus. As described, the
construction depends on the existence of a universal family, and thus gives a
morphism from the fine moduli stack. But since Vg.Fm; d�/ is a scheme, we get a
canonical induced map from the coarse space.

The following crucial result makes the above construction useful:

Theorem 2.3 [Tyomkin 2007]. All Severi varieties parametrizing irreducible curves
on Hirzebruch surfaces are irreducible and of expected dimension. In particular,
the variety Vg.Fm; d�/ is irreducible of dimension dmC 2d Cg� 1.

We also need the following result, which we prove for lack of a reference:

Proposition 2.4. Let C � Fm be a general point of Vg.Fm; d�/ and C ! C the
normalization. Then the composite C ! P1 is simply branched.

Proof. In light of Theorem 2.3, it suffices to exhibit a particular C of geometric
genus g in Vg.Fm; d�/ whose normalization is simply branched over P1. One way
is to start with X DP1 and ˛ WX!P1 a simply branched cover of degree d . Then
E˛ DO.1/˚.d�1/. Choosing a general section of E_˛ .m/ gives � WX ! Fm such
that �.X/ is nodal. It is easy to see that �.X/ is in the closure of Vg.Fm; d�/. Indeed,
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since the set of nodes of �.X/ impose independent conditions on jKFm Cd� j, they
automatically impose independent conditions on jd� j as well, and hence we may
smooth out the required number of nodes of �.X/ to deform to a curve of geometric
genus g. A general fiber of such a smoothing is the required C . �

Remark 2.5. We can realize the associated scroll construction geometrically as
follows. The choice of a general global section � of OC .m/ can be thought of as a
choice of a geometric section � W P1! PE. In the Pd�2 fibers of � W PE! P1,
we now have dC1 points: d points coming from the fibers of the map ˛ WC !P1,
and one more point provided by the section � . For general t 2 P1, these d C 1
points will be in general position, and so will define a unique rational normal curve
Rt �PE. Consider the birationally ruled surface S �PE defined as the closure of
the union of the Rt . S contains both � and C , and is fibered over P1. We contract
all components of the fibers of the projection � W S ! P1 which do not meet the
directrix � . The resulting surface is Fm, with � being the directrix. The image of
C under the contraction S ! Fm is the associated scroll construction.

For a vector bundle E DO.a1/˚ � � �˚O.an/ on P1, set

bEc Dminfaig and dEe Dmaxfaig:

Given a cover ˛ W C ! P1, the associated scroll construction � W C ! Fm can be
made for m� bE˛c. Conversely, given a point C 2 V irr

g .Fm; d�/, let C !C be the
normalization. Then the induced cover ˛ W C ! P1 has bE˛c �m.

Proposition 2.6. If zM.E/ is nonempty, then

dEe �
2gC 2d � 2

d
: (2-1)

Furthermore, if E˛ comes from a cover Œ˛ W C ! P1�, with C irreducible, and
where ˛ does not factor nontrivially, then

gC d � 1�
d
2

� � bE˛c �
gC d � 1

d � 1
: (2-2)

Proof. The resolution of OC in Theorem 1.4 tells us that C �PE˛ is not contained
in any hyperplane divisor. Let h denote the hyperplane divisor class associated to
OPE˛ .1/, and let f denote the class of the fiber of � W PE! P1. Set N WD dE˛e.
Then the divisor class h�Nf is effective. Since C is irreducible and does not lie
in .h�Nf /, it intersects .h�Nf / nonnegatively. Since h � ŒC �D 2gC2d �2 and
f � ŒC �D d , we conclude that N � .2d C 2g� 2/=d .

For the second inequality, we appeal to the associated scroll construction. Let
n WD bE˛c. Since ˛ does not factor, � W C ! Fn must be birational onto its image.
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Adjunction on Fn gives

pa.�.C //D
�d
2

�
n� .d � 1/:

The second statement now follows from the inequality g � pa.�.C //. �

The following result places a strong restriction on a large class of Tschirnhausen
bundles E.

Proposition 2.7 [Ohbuchi 1997]. Let ˛ W C ! P1 be a cover of degree d , with C
irreducible, and where ˛ does not factor nontrivially. Write E˛ D O.a1/˚ � � �˚
O.ad�1/, where bE˛c D a1 � a2 � � � � � ad�1 D dE˛e. Then

aiC1� ai � bE˛c for 1� i � d � 2: (2-3)

Remark 2.8. Proposition 2.7 implies the second inequality in Proposition 2.6.

Definition 2.9. We call a vector bundle E on P1 of rank d�1 and degree gCd�1
tame if it satisfies inequalities (2-1), (2-2), and (2-3).

Notice that Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 imply that E˛ is tame in the
following two cases: ˛ is simply branched, or d is prime. Indeed, in either case,
the cover cannot factor nontrivially.

Denote byÝ the partial order on isomorphism classes of vector bundles on P1

given byEÝE 0 ifE specializes toE 0 in a flat family. Note that isomorphism classes
of vector bundles of rank r and degree n on P1 can be identified with unordered
partitions of n with r parts. Then the orderÝ is the usual dominance order of
partitions. For example, we have .2; 3; 4/Ý .2; 2; 5/ and .2; 3; 4/Ý .1; 4; 4/, but
.2; 2; 5/ and .1; 4; 4/ are incomparable.

Define the finite set T Œm� by

T Œm� WD
˚
Isomorphism classes of tame bundles E of rank d � 1,

degree gC d � 1, and bEc Dm
	
:

Observe that T Œm� contains an element EŒm� such that EŒm�ÝE for all E 2 T Œm�.
In other words, EŒm� is the most generic among all the bundles in T Œm�.

Theorem 2.10. Let m 2 Z satisfy .gC d � 1/=
�
d
2

�
�m� .gC d � 1/=.d � 1/.

(1) If M.E/ is nonempty, then E is a tame bundle.

(2) If bEc �m then M.E/�M.EŒm�/.

(3) M.EŒm�/�M.EŒmC 1�/ for all m.

(4) M.EŒm�/ is an irreducible subvariety of H�
d;g

of codimension g�.d�1/mC1
unless mD b.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/c, in which case M.EŒm�/DH�

d;g
.
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(5) If d is prime, then all the statements above hold withM.�/ replaced by zM.�/

and H�
d;g

replaced by zH�
d;g

.

In the proof, we use the following result (restated here for our setup):

Theorem 2.11 [Coppens 1999]. For all m satisfying .g C d � 1/=
�
d
2

�
� m �

.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/, there is a genus-g and degree-d cover C ! P1 with Tschirn-
hausen bundle EŒm�. Moreover, C is birational onto its image under the associated
scroll construction C ! Fm.

Proof of Theorem 2.10. The first statement follows from Propositions 2.6 and 2.7.
Before we proceed, we make two observation about the normalization C of

a general point ŒC � of Vg.Fm; d�/. First, C ! P1 is simply branched. Second,
C ! P1 has Tschirnhausen bundle EŒm�. Indeed, both are open conditions on
Vg.Fm; d�/. By Proposition 2.4, there is a point satisfying the first condition. By
Theorem 2.11, there is a point satisfying the second condition. By the irreducibility
of Vg.Fm; d�/, a generic point satisfies both conditions.

For the second statement, suppose bEc � m and let Œ˛ W C ! P1� be a point
of M.E/. The associated scroll construction gives � W C ! Fm; let C � Fm be
the image. Since ˛ is simply branched, � W C ! C is birational. By the previous
paragraph, we know that ŒC � 2 Vg.Fm; d�/ is the limit of an arc in Vg.Fm; d�/
whose general point corresponds to a curve with Tschirnhausen bundle EŒm�. More
precisely, we know that over a germ of a smooth curve (or the spectrum of a DVR)�
there exists C � Fm �� such that:

� C!� is a family of reduced and irreducible curves of geometric genus g.

� The fibers C t � Fm are in the linear system jd� j.

� The special fiber C0 is C .

� The general fiber C t has the property that .C t /� ! P1 has Tschirnhausen
bundle EŒm�, where the superscript � denotes normalization.

Let C! C be the normalization of the total space of this family. The main theorem
of [Teissier 1980] says that the fibers of C ! � are the normalizations of the
corresponding fibers of C ! �. Considering the composition C ! P1 of the
sequence of maps C! C! Fm!P1, we see that ˛ WC !P1 is the limit of covers
Ct ! P1 which have Tschirnhausen bundle EŒm�. The second statement follows.

The third statement is a corollary of the second statement.
For the fourth statement, suppose m D b.g C d � 1/=.d � 1/c. Then EŒm�

is balanced, so M.EŒm�/ D H�
d;g

. Suppose m < b.g C d � 1/=.d � 1/c. Let
U � Vg.Fm; d�/ be the locus of nodal curves of geometric genus g whose normal-
ization is simply branched over P1. Then U is a smooth open subset of Vg.Fm; d�/.
Normalization of the universal family of curves in Fm of geometric genus g gives a
family of smooth curves of genus g with a simply branched map of degree d to P1
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(induced from Fm! P1). By definition, the image is in M.EŒm�/. We thus get a
dominant map

q W U !M.EŒm�/:

The fiber of q over Œ˛ W C ! P1� corresponds to the global sections of OC .m/ that
project nontrivially onto E_.m/. For general ˛ 2M.EŒm�/, we have E˛ DEŒm�.
Also, since m < b.g C d � 1/=.d � 1/c, the bundle EŒm� has a unique O.m/
summand and all other summands have degree greater than m. Therefore, the
general fiber of q has dimension mC2. From the dimension of Vg.Fm; d�/, we get

dimM.EŒm�/D dimVg.Fm; d�/� .mC 2/D .d � 1/mCgC 2d � 3:

Since dimH�
d;g
D 2gC 2d � 2, the fourth statement follows.

For the last statement, all the arguments hold for zM.E/ if d is prime, since the as-
sociated scroll construction � WC!Fm is automatically birational onto its image. �

Theorem 2.10 gives us good control on the dimensions of the Maroni loci for
E based on the minimal summand of E. We must now consider those E which
are nongeneric, but nonetheless have the same minimal summand as the generic
Tschirnhausen bundle. Set k D b.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/c. Then

EŒk�DO.k/˚r ˚O.kC 1/˚d�r�1;

where 0<r �d�1. A general cover ˛2H�
d;g

hasEŒk� as its Tschirnhausen bundle.
Let E 0 be any tame bundle, and set s WD h0.E 0_.k//. Upper-semicontinuity implies
s � r . Suppose s > r . Define

M ı.E 0/D f˛ 2H�
d;g
jE˛ ŠE

0
g:

Then M ı.E 0/ is locally closed, and M ı.E 0/DM.E 0/.

Lemma 2.12. Under the assumptions above, let Z �M ı.E 0/ be any irreducible
component. Then the codimension of Z in H�

d;g
is at least .s� r/C 1.

Proof. Let z D dimZ. We use the associated scroll construction over Z. We have
an open subset U of a vector bundle of rank sC kC 1 over Z and a morphism
U ! Vg.Fk; d�/. Since E 0 ¤ EŒk�, the closure of the image of U is a proper
subvariety of Vg.Fk; �/. In particular, we have dimU <dimVg.Fk; d�/DdkC2dC
g� 1. The lemma follows from this inequality. �

We now have the tools to determine all the Maroni divisors.

Proposition 2.13. The Maroni locus M.E/ � Hd;g is a divisor if and only if
g D .k� 1/.d � 1/ for some integer k � 1, and

E DEŒk� 1�DO.k� 1/˚O.k/˚d�3˚O.kC 1/:

Furthermore, in this situation, M.EŒk� 1�/ is irreducible.
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Proof. If bEcD kDb.gCd �1/=.d �1/c, then the statement follows by applying
Lemma 2.12. If, on the other hand, bEc< b.gCd�1/=.d�1/c, then the statement
follows from statement (4) of Theorem 2.10. �

We record a particularly interesting case of the irreducibility of the Maroni divisor:

Corollary 2.14. Let g D 2.d � 1/. Then M.EŒ2�/ � Hd;g is irreducible, and
it is the ramification locus of the generically finite and dominant forgetful map
� WHd;g !Mg .

Proof. The irreducibility statement follows from Theorem 2.10. To show that
M.EŒ2�/ is the ramification locus of �, consider Œ˛ WC !P1� 2Hd;g and the map
of sheaves

0 �! ˛�.TP1/ �! TC �!N˛ �! 0:

The tangent space to Hd;g at ˛ is H 0.C;N˛/=˛
�H 0.P1; TP1/ and the tangent

space to Mg at C is H 1.C; TC /. The map

d� WH 0.C;N˛/=˛
�H 0.P1; TP1/!H 1.C; TC /

fails to be surjective precisely whenH 1.C; ˛�TP1/¤0, i.e., when ˛2M.EŒ2�/. �

2B. Linear independence of T , D, and �. In this section, we prove that the
divisorial components of the boundary of zHd;g are linearly independent. Define
the closed loci T , D, � in zHd;g by

T D fŒ˛ W C ! P1� j ˛�1.q/D 3p1Cp2C���Cpd�2 for some q and distinct pi .g

D D
˚
Œ˛ W C ! P1� j ˛�1.q/D 2p1C 2p2Cp3C � � �Cpd�2

for some q and distinct pi .
	

�D fŒ˛ W C ! P1� j C is singular. g

These three loci correspond to the three possibilities of the limit when two branch
points of a branched cover come together. Note that T , D, and � are irreducible
and their union is the complement of Hd;g in zHd;g .

Proposition 2.15. For d � 4, the classes of T , D, and � are linearly independent
in PicQ.zHd;g/. For d � 3, the same is true for the classes of T and �.

Proof. We construct curves with nonsingular intersection matrix with our divisors.
For this, a slight enlargement of zHd;g is more convenient. Define zHns

d;g
as the

moduli space of Œ˛ W C ! P1�, where C is an at worst nodal curve of arithmetic
genus g, not necessarily irreducible, but without any separating nodes, and ˛ is a
map of degree d . The target P1 is taken to be unframed. It is easy to see that zHd;g
is a dense open subset of zHns

d;g
with codimension-2 complement. Abusing notation,
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pb qb
Xb

p0 q0 E

P1
10

Figure 1. We construct families of covers parametrized by b 2 B
by attaching a variable family of covers ˛b WXb! P1 to a fixed
cover ˇ WE! P1.

we denote the closures of T , D, and � in zHns
d;g

by the same letters. It suffices to
prove the proposition for zHns

d;g
.

We now construct test curves in zHns
d;g

. Pick nonnegative integers g1 and g2 with
g1Cg2 D g� 1 and positive integers d1 and d2 with d1C d2 D d . Take a family
˛b WXb! P1 of covers of degree d1 and genus g1, where b denotes a parameter
on a smooth complete curve B . Assume that we have two sections p; q W B!X

with ˛b.pb/D 0 and ˛b.qb/D1 for all b 2 B . Take ˇ W E ! P1 to be a fixed
simply branched cover of degree d2 and genus g2, unramified over 0 and1, and
let p0; q0 2E be two points over 0 and1 respectively. Our test curve in zHns

d;g
is

given by the family b W Cb ! P1, where Cb is obtained by gluing .Xb; pb; qb/
to the constant family .E; p0; q0/, and b W Cb! P1 is induced from ˛ WXb! P1

and ˇ WE! P1. The construction is depicted in Figure 1.
Let T˛, D˛, and �˛ denote the pullbacks of the divisor classes T , D, and �

along the map from B to zHd1;g1 given by ˛b . Define T , D , and � likewise. Let
e be the intersection number of Br.˛/ with a horizontal section of P1 �B . Denote
by Œp� and Œq� respectively the classes of p.B/ and q.B/ on X .

Claim. With the notation above, we have

degT D degT˛C 3.Œp�C Œq�/ �Ram.˛/;

degD D degD˛C .2g2C 2d2� 2/eC 4e� 4.Œp�C Œq�/ �Ram.˛/; and

deg� D deg�˛C Œp�2C Œq�2:

Proof of the claim. The pullback of the line bundle O.�/ from zHns
d;g

toB is given by

.Np=X ˝Np0=E /˝ .Nq=E ˝Nq0=E /˝OB.�˛/;
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where Np=X denotes the normal bundle of p in X , and so on. The third equation
follows.

For a generic b 2 B , the point of zHns
d;g

given by b W Cb ! P1 does not lie in
T or D. We have the following specializations:

(1) ˛b WXb! P1 has a fiber of the form 3p1Cp2C � � � . Such b are precisely the
points of T˛, each contributing 1 to degT .

(2) ˛b WXb!P1 has a fiber of the form 2p1C2p2Cp3C� � � . Such b are precisely
the points of D˛, each contributing 1 to degD
(3) A branch point of ˛b WXb! P1 coincides with a branch point of ˇ WE! P1.
There are .2g2C 2d2� 2/e such b, each contributing 1 to degD .

(4) pb (resp. qb) is a ramification point of ˛b . We compute the intersection multi-
plicity of B with T and D at such a point by looking at a versal deformation space
of b . We may restrict b over an analytic neighborhood U of 0 (resp.1). Let x
be a coordinate on U . Then �1

b
.U /! U has the form

U Œy�=.y3� xy/tU t � � � tU ! U:

A versal deformation of this cover is given over Spec CŒs; t � by

U Œy�=.y3� xy � sx� t /tU t � � � tU ! U:

In Spec CŒs; t �, the divisor D does not contain the origin, and hence the intersection
number of B withD at b is 0. The divisor T � Spec CŒs; t � is defined by t D 0. The
curveB approaches the origin along the locus whereU Œy�=.y3�xy�sx�t / is singu-
lar, namely along s3CtD0. We deduce that the intersection number ofB with T at b
is 3. There are Œp��Ram.˛/ (resp. Œq��Ram.˛/) such b, each contributing 3 to degT .

(5) pb (resp. qb) is not a ramification point of ˛b , but lies over a branch point. Again,
we look at a versal deformation of b . In this case, �1

b
.U /! U has the form

U Œy�=.y2� x/tU Œz�=.z2� x2/tU t � � � tU ! U:

A versal deformation of this cover is given over Spec CŒs; t � by

U Œy�=.y2� x/tU Œz�=.z2� x2� sx� t /tU t � � � tU ! U:

In Spec CŒs; t �, the divisor T does not contain the origin, and hence the intersection
number of B with T at b is 0. The divisor D � Spec CŒs; t � is defined by t D 0.
The curve B approaches the origin along the locus where U Œz�=.z2� x2� sx� t /
is singular, namely along s2�4t D 0. We deduce that the intersection number of B
withD at b is 2. Let us count the number of such points, first for pb , and analogously
for qb . The points b for which pb is not a ramification point but lies over a branch
point correspond to the intersection points of Br.˛/\ f0g �B which are not the
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images of the points of Ram.˛/\p.B/. Note, however, that the image of a point of
Ram.˛/\p.B/ is actually a point of tangency of Br.˛/with f0g�B , and hence con-
tributes 2 to the intersection number eDBr.˛/�f0g�B . The remaining count, which
we want, is therefore e�2Œp��Ram.˛/. Similarly, the count for qb is e�2Œq��Ram.˛/.

The expressions for T and D follow from combining the above contributions. �

Returning to the proof of the proposition, consider the following three particular
test curves for d � 4.

B1: Take ˛b W Xb ! P1 to be a family of hyperelliptic curves of genus g � 1
obtained by taking a double cover X ! P1 �P1 branched along a curve of
type .2g; 2/. To have sections p and q of X over f0g � P1 and f1g � P1,
let the branch divisor be tangent to f0g �P1 and f1g�P1. Take E to be a
smooth rational curve and  WE! P1 a generic cover of degree d � 2.

B2: Take ˛b WXb!P1 to be a family of trigonal curves of genus g�1 obtained by
taking a general pencil on F0 in the linear system j..gC 1/=2; 3/j if g is odd,
or on F1 in the linear system j3 �directrixC .g=2C2/ �fiberj if g is even. Two
base-points give pb and qb . Take E to be a rational curve and  WE! P1 a
general cover of degree d � 3.

B3: Take ˛b WXb! P1 to be a family of hyperelliptic curves of genus g� 2 as in
B1. Take E to be a smooth genus-1 curve and  WE! P1 a generic cover of
degree d � 2. This curve exists only for d � 4.

Using the claim, we get the following nonsingular intersection matrix:

T D �

B1 6 4d � 12 8g� 6

B2 3gC 9 8d � 24 7g� 3

B3 6 4d � 8 8g� 14

For d D 3, we take a pencil in F0 or F1 as in B1, but of trigonal curves of genus g,
without any E. Then the middle column vanishes, and the second row becomes
.3gC 6; 0; 7gC 6/, which is linearly independent from the first row. �

3. Degree 3

Let C be a curve of genus g and ˛ W C ! P1 a map of degree 3. The relative
canonical map embeds C as a divisor in a P1-bundle PE over P1, where E is a
vector bundle of rank 2 and degree gC 2.

Let
Egen

DO
�j
gC2

2

k�
˚O

�l
gC2

2

m�
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be the most generic vector bundle on P1 of rank 2 and degree gC 2. Set

UEgen WD f˛ 2 zH3;g jE˛ ŠEgen
g:

Note that UEgen is an open subset of zH3;g .

Proposition 3.1. The complement of UEgen in zH3;g is a divisor if and only if g is
even, in which case it is irreducible.

Proof. This is the degree-3 case of Proposition 2.13. �

Let � W PEgen! P1 be the projection. Set

V DH 0.P1;Sym3Egen
˝ detEgen_/:

Elements of PsubV correspond to divisors in the linear series of the line bundle
OPEgen.3/˝��.detEgen/_ on PEgen. LetCv�PEgen be the divisor corresponding
to v 2 V . Let V ı � PsubV be the open locus consisting of v 2 V ı for which Cv is
irreducible and at worst nodal. Let G WDAut.�/ be the group of automorphisms of
PEgen over P1. Then G acts on V ı. The assignment

v 7! Œ� W Cv! P1�

gives a map

q W V ı! zH�3;g :

Denote by U �Egen the preimage of UEgen under zH�3;g ! zH3;g .

Proposition 3.2. The image of q is U �Egen . The fibers of q consist of single G-orbits.

Proof. For brevity, set E DEgen. For v 2 V ı, consider the sequence

0 �!OPE .�3/˝�
� detE �!OPE �!OCv �! 0:

Applying R��, we get

0 �!OP1 �! ��OCu �!E_ �! 0; (3-1)

which says that the Tschirnhausen bundle of Cu! P1 is E. Conversely, from the
Casnati–Ekedahl resolution, it follows that every point of U �Egen is in the image of q.

Let u; v 2 U �Egen be in a fiber of q. Then there is an isomorphism Cu ! Cv
over the identity of P1. The sequence (3-1) for Cu and Cv shows that such an
isomorphism induces an isomorphism E!E. The induced automorphism of PE

over P1 takes Cu to Cv and hence u to v. �

Proposition 3.3 (Picard rank conjecture for degree 3). We have PicQ H3;g D 0.
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Proof. Retain the notation introduced above. For brevity, set U D UEgen and
U � D U

�
Egen . Then V ı ! U � is a quotient by G and U � ! U is a quotient by

PGL2. By Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 3.2, we have

rk PicQ U � rk PicQ U
�
C rk�.PGL2/D rk PicQ U

�

� rk PicQ V
ı
C rk�.G/� 1C rk�.G/:

The final inequality follows because V ı is an open subset of a projective space. Let
e be the number of divisorial components of zH3;g nU . We then get the bound

rk PicQ
zH3;g � rk PicQ U C e � 1C rk�.G/C e:

If g is even, then
G D PGL2;

rk�.G/D 0;

e D 1 by Proposition 3.1:

If g is odd, then

G D

��
a l

0 b

� ˇ̌̌
a; b 2 C�; l 2H 0.P1;O.1//

� ı
C�;

rk�.G/D 1;

e D 0 by Proposition 3.1:

In either case, we have
rk PicQ

zH3;g � 2:

By Proposition 2.15, the classes in PicQ.zH3;g/ of the two components of zH3;gnH3;g
are linearly independent. Therefore, we get PicQ H3;g D 0 as desired. �

4. Degree 4

Let C be a curve of genus g and ˛ W C ! P1 a map of degree 4. The relative
canonical map embeds C into a P2-bundle PE over P1, where E is a vector bundle
of rank 3 and degree gC 3. The Casnati–Ekedahl structure theorem provides the
following resolution of OC :

0 �! �� detE.�4/ �! ��F.�2/ �!OPE �!OC �! 0;

where F is a vector bundle of rank 2 and degree gC 3.
Explicitly, we can describe C �PE as follows. Write F DO.a/˚O.b/, where

aC b D gC 3 and a � b. Let h denote the divisor class associated to OPE .1/ on
PE and f the class of the fiber of the projection � W PE! P1. Then the curve C
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is the complete intersection of two divisors:

C DQa \Qb;

where ŒQa�D 2h� af and ŒQb�D 2h� bf .
We can describe the equations of Qa and Qb even more explicitly as follows.

Write E DO.m1/˚O.m2/˚O.m3/. Over an open set U � P1, let X; Y , and Z
denote the relative coordinates on PEjU corresponding to the three summands of E.
Assume that m1 �m2 �m3. Over U , the divisor Qa is the zero locus of a form

p1;1X
2
Cp1;2XY Cp1;3XZCp2;2Y

2
Cp2;3YZCp3;3Z

2; (4-1)

where pi;j is the restriction to U of a global section of O.mi Cmj �a/. Similarly,
over U , the divisor Qb is the zero locus of a form

q1;1X
2
C q1;2XY C q1;3XZC q2;2Y

2
C q2;3YZC q3;3Z

2; (4-2)

where qi;j is the restriction to U of a global section of O.mi Cmj � b/.
The irreducibility of C puts some restrictions on the possible .E; F /. Indeed,

if p1;1 D q1;1 D 0, then the section ŒX W Y WZ�D Œ1 W 0 W 0� of PE is contained in
both Qa and Qb , making C DQa \Qb reducible. An irreducible C thus forces

2m1 � a: (4-3)

Proposition 4.1. Let E be a vector bundle of rank 3 and degree gC 3 and F a
vector bundle of rank 2 and degree gC 3. If the locus M.E;F / is nonempty, then
it is irreducible and unirational.

Proof. Consider the dense open subset M ı.E; F / �M.E;F / corresponding to
those ˛ 2H4;g that have E˛ ŠE and F˛ Š F . It suffices to prove the statement
for M ı.E; F /. Consider the vector space

V WDH 0.P1; F _˝Sym2E/:

Elements of V correspond to maps ��F.�2/! OPE . Let V ı � V be the open
subset where the ideal generated by the image of ��F.�2/ defines a smooth curve,
simply branched over P1. Then V ı surjects onto M ı.E; F /. �

Remark 4.2. From the dominant map V ı!M.E;F / in the proof of Proposition
4.1, it is easy to compute the codimension of M.E;F / in H4;g , which is

codimM.E;F /D dim Ext1.E;E/C dim Ext1.F; F /� dim Ext1.F;Sym2 F /:

We may think of dim Ext1.E;E/Cdim Ext1.F; F / as the “expected codimension”.
The next example shows that the actual codimension is not always the expected
codimension.
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Example 4.3. Let E D O.m/˚O.2m/˚O.gC 3� 3m/, where d.gC 3/=6e �
m < .g C 3/=5. To get an irreducible curve C , the only possibility for F is
F D O.2m/˚O.gC 3� 2m/, by (4-3). The resulting locus M.E;F / is not of
expected codimension because dim Ext1.F;Sym2E/ is nonzero.

Example 4.4. The Maroni locusM.E/may be reducible. Let gD 12, and consider
the bundle E D O.3/˚O.5/˚O.7/. Then the reader can easily check (using
Bertini’s theorem) that M.E;F / and M.E;F 0/ are nonempty and of equal codi-
mension dim Ext1.E;E/ for the bundles F DO.6/˚O.9/ and F 0DO.5/˚O.10/.
Therefore M.E;F / and M.E;F 0/ are two components of M.E/. It is easy to see
by analyzing the explicit equations that these are the only components of M.E/.

Let Egen (resp. F gen) be the most generic vector bundle on P1 of rank 3 (resp.
2) and degree gC 3. Define

UEgen WD f˛ 2 zH4;g jE˛ ŠEgen
g;

UF gen WD f˛ 2 zH4;g j F˛ Š F gen
g;

UEgen;F gen WD UEgen \UF gen :

It is easy to see that these are open subsets of zHd;g . Our next task is to identify the
divisorial components of their complements.

Proposition 4.5. The subvariety M WD zH4;g nUEgen is a divisor if and only if g is
divisible by 3, in which case it is irreducible.

Proof. This is the degree-4 case of Proposition 2.13. �
For the complement of UF gen , we could do a careful analysis of the defining

equations of C in PE, as we will have to do for the next case of d D 5. But
we can take a more geometric approach using the resolvent cubic construction.
Originally due to Recillas [1973], the construction can be described as follows. For
simplicity, we give an informal description, restricting to simply branched covers.
See [Casnati 1998] for a detailed account. Consider a point Œ˛ W C ! P1� of H4;g .
The resolution of OC as an OPE˛ -module shows that C � PE˛ is the complete
intersection of two relative quadrics. A fiber of PF˛! P1 naturally corresponds
to the pencil of conics in the corresponding fiber of PE˛ ! P1 containing the
corresponding fiber of C ! P1. Each such pencil contains three singular conics,
counted with multiplicity. The total locus of these singular conics forms a trigonal
curve R.C/� PF˛. Let R.˛/ W R.C/! P1 be the projection. We call R.˛/ the
resolvent cubic of ˛. Using that C !P1 is simply branched, it is easy to check that
R.C/ is smooth and the branch divisor of R.˛/ coincides with the branch divisor
of ˛. In particular, R.C/ has genus gC 1. The association ˛! R.˛/ defines a
map

R WH4;g !H3;gC1;
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which we call the resolvent cubic map. The fiber of R over a point ŒD ! P1�

in H3;gC1 corresponds bijectively to the set of étale double covers D0!D (see
[Recillas 1973], [Casnati 1998, Theorem 6.5], or [Donagi 1981]). In particular, R
is a finite morphism.

Proposition 4.6. Let F be a vector bundle of rank 2 and degree gC 3 on P1. The
Casnati–Ekedahl locus C.F /�H4;g is nonempty if and only if bF c � d.gC3/=3e.
In this case, it is of the expected codimension dim Ext1.F; F /.

Proof. Consider a point Œ˛ WC!P1� of H4;g and its resolvent cubicR.˛/ WR.C/!
P1. Since R.C/�PF˛ , and F˛ is a vector bundle of rank 2 and degree .gC1/C2,
it must be the Tschirnhausen bundle of R.C/. That is, we have ER.˛/ D F˛. By
[Recillas 1973], the map R is finite, and hence C.F /DR�1.M.F //. Both state-
ments about C.F / now follow from the corresponding statements about M.F /. �

Proposition 4.7. Let g � 4. The subvariety CE WDH4;g nUF gen has codimension
at least 2 if g is even and is an irreducible divisor if g is odd.

Proof. The image R.UF gen/�H3;gC1 is the open locus of trigonal covers having
F gen as their Tschirnhausen bundle. The complement Z WD H3;gC1 nR.UF gen/

has codimension at least 2 if gC 1 is odd, and it is the Maroni divisor if gC 1 is
even (Proposition 3.1). The complement H4;g nUF gen is the preimage R�1.Z/.
Therefore, the statements about the codimension follow from the finiteness of R.

For the question of reducibility, let F DO.k�1/˚O.kC1/with kD .gC3/=2�
3. The claim is that C.F / is irreducible when g > 3, and has two components when
g D 3. We have

C.F /D
[
E

M.E;F /:

By Proposition 4.1, the varieties M.E;F / are irreducible. Therefore, every compo-
nent of C.F / must be of the form M.E;F / for some E.

Let g > 3 and suppose E ¤ Egen. The inclusion M.E;F / � M.E/ and
Proposition 2.13 imply that M.E;F / is a divisor if and only if M.E;F /DM.E/
and E D O.m� 1/˚O.m/˚O.mC 1/. By choosing two generic quadrics as
in (4-1) and (4-2), we can explicitly construct a curve in M.E;F gen/, showing
that M.E;F / ¤ M.E/. Thus, it follows that the only component of C.F / is
M.Egen; F /. �

Example 4.8. The divisor H4;g nUF gen is not irreducible for g D 3. Indeed, take
F DO.2/˚O.4/. Then M.Egen; F / is an irreducible component. Now consider
the only other possibility for E, namelyEDO.1/˚O.2/˚O.3/. By (4-3), a cover
in M.E/ must have F D O.2/˚O.4/. Furthermore, for this E and F , we can
choose the two quadrics generically and see that M.E;F / is nonempty. Therefore,
M.E/DM.E;F / is another component of H4;g nUF gen .
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Our next goal is to exhibit UEgen;F gen as a quotient. Let � W PEgen! P1 be the
projection. For brevity, set E DEgen and F D F gen. Set

V WDH 0.P1; F _˝Sym2E/:

An element v 2PsubV corresponds to a map ��F.�2/!OPE . Let Cv be the zero
locus of the image of this map. Let V ı � PsubV be the open locus consisting of
v 2PsubV for which Cv is irreducible and at worst nodal. Let GF WDAut.PF=P1/

and GE WD Aut.PE=P1/. Then GF �GE acts on V ı. The assignment

v 7! Œ� W Cv! P1�

defines a map

q W V ı! zH�4;g :

Denote by U �E;F the preimage of UE;F under zH�4;g ! zH4;g .

Proposition 4.9. The image of q is U �Egen;F gen . The fibers of q consist of single
G-orbits.

Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.2. �

Proposition 4.10 (Picard rank conjecture for degree 4). We have PicQ H4;g D 0:

Proof. Retain the notation introduced above. For brevity, set U D UEgen;F gen and
U � D U

�
Egen;F gen . By Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 4.9, we have

rk PicQ U � rk PicQ U
�
C rk�.PGL2/D rk PicQ U

�

� rk PicQ V
ı
C rk�.G/� 1C rk�.G/:

The final inequality follows because V ı is an open subset of a projective space. Let
e be the number of divisorial components of zH3;g nU . We then get the bound

rk PicQ
zH4;g � rk PicQ U C e � 1C rk�.G/C e:

Recall that G DGF gen �GEgen .
If g is an odd multiple of 3, then

G D PGL2 �PGL3;

rk�.G/D 0;

e D 2 corresponding to M in Proposition 4.5 and CE in Proposition 4.7:
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If g is odd, but not divisible by 3, then

G D PGL2�GE

GE D

(0@a b l1
c d l2
0 0 e

1A ˇ̌̌ a;b;c;d;e 2 C; e.ad�bc/ 2 C�; li 2H
0.P1;O.1//

) ı
C�;

rk�.G/D 1;

e D 1 corresponding to CE in Proposition 4.7:

If g is even and divisible by 3, then

G DGF �PGL2;

GF D

��
a l

0 b

� ˇ̌
a; b 2 C�; l 2H 0.P1;O.1//

� ı
C�;

rk�.G/D 1;

e D 1 corresponding to M in Proposition 4.5:

If g is even and not divisible by 3, then

G DGF �GE ; where GF and GE are as in the previous two cases,

rk�.G/D 2;

e D 0:

In all cases, we get
rk PicQ

zH4;g � 3:

By Proposition 2.15, the classes in PicQ
zH4;g of the three components of zH4;gnH4;g

are linearly independent. Therefore, we get PicQ H4;g D 0, as desired. �

5. Degree 5

Let C be a curve of genus g and ˛ W C ! P1 a map of degree 5. The relative
canonical map embeds C into a P3 bundle PE over P1, where E is a vector bundle
of rank 4 and degree gC 4. The Casnati–Ekedahl structure theorem provides the
following resolution of OC :

0�!��detE.�5/�!��.F _.detE//.�3/�!��F.�2/�!OPE�!OC �!0;

where F is a vector bundle of rank 3 and degree 2gC 8.
Explicitly, we can describe C � PE as follows. The resolution is determined

completely by the middle map

w W ��.F _.detE//.�3/! ��F.�2/:
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We can view this map as an element of the vector spaceH 0.P1;F˝F˝E.� detE//.
Due to a theorem of [Casnati 1996], w can be taken to be antisymmetric, that is, in
the subspace

V WDH 0
�
P1;

V2
F ˝E˝ detE_

�
:

Even more explicitly, we can describe the defining equations of C as follows. Let

F DO.n1/˚ � � �˚O.n5/; where n1 � � � � � n5; and

E DO.m1/˚ � � �˚O.m4/; where m1 � � � � �m4:

We represent an element w 2 V by a skew symmetric matrix of forms

Mw D

0BBBB@
0 L1;2 L1;3 L1;4 L1;5

�L1;2 0 L2;3 L2;4 L2;5
�L1;3 �L2;3 0 L3;4 L3;5
�L1;4 �L2;4 �L3;4 0 L4;5
�L1;5 �L2;5 �L3;5 �L4;5 0

1CCCCA ; (5-1)

where Li;j 2H 0.P1; E˝ detE_˝O.ni Cnj //. In PE, the curve Cw is cut out
by the 4� 4 sub-Pfaffians of the matrix Mw .

The irreducibility of C puts some restrictions on the possible matrices. Indeed,
suppose

L1;2 D L1;3 D 0:

Then the Pfaffian Q5 of the submatrix obtained by eliminating the fifth row and
column is

Q5 D L1;2L3;4�L1;3L2;4CL2;3L1;4 D L2;3L1;4:

Since Q5 is reducible, Cw is forced to be reducible.
Suppose further that E D O.k/r ˚O.kC 1/4�r , where 0 � r � 3. Then the

observation above implies that the maximum of the degrees of the summands of
E˝ .detE_/˝O.n1Cn3/ must be nonnegative, meaning

n1Cn3C k� .gC 4/� �1:

Since the ni are increasing, we get the inequalities

ni Cnj C .kC 1/� .gC 4/� 0

for every .i; j / with i ¤ j except .i; j /D .1; 2/. (5-2)

Let Egen (resp. F gen) be the most generic vector bundle on P1 of rank 4 (resp. 5)
and degree gC 4 (resp. 2gC 8). Define UEgen , UF gen , and UEgen;F gen as before.
These are the open subsets of zH5;g consisting of covers ˛ for which E˛, F˛, and
both E˛ and F˛ are the most generic.
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Proposition 5.1. The subvariety M WD zH5;g nUEgen has codimension at least 2 if
g is not divisible by 4, and has a unique divisorial component if g is divisible by 4.

Proof. This is the degree-5 case of Proposition 2.13. �

For the complement ofUF gen , we must analyze the defining equations ofC in PE.

Proposition 5.2. The subvariety CE WD H5;g n UF gen has codimension at least
2 if gC 4 is not a multiple of 5 (with the exception of g D 3, in which case the
complement parametrizes hyperelliptic curves), and contains a unique divisorial
component if gC 4 is a multiple of 5.

Proof. We must characterize the Casnati–Ekedahl loci C.F / which are divisorial.
We have

C.F /D
[
E

M.E;F /:

The loci M.E;F / are irreducible by the same argument as in Proposition 4.1 — in
the proof, just take V DH 0

�
P1;

V2
F ˝E˝ detE_

�
. Therefore, any component

of C.F / must be of the form M.E;F /. From the explicit description of degree-5
covers above, it is straightforward to compute that

codimM.E;F /D dim Ext1.E;E/C dim Ext1.F; F /� h1
�V2

F ˝E˝ detE_
�
:

Suppose E ¤Egen. Then M.E;F /�M.E/. By Proposition 2.13, M.E/ has
codimension at least 2 unless E DO.k/˚O.kC1/˚d�3˚O.kC2/. In this case,
using the explicit description of degree-5 covers, it is easy to construct covers ˛ with
E˛ DE and F˛ DF gen. Thus, M.E;F /¤M.E/, and, since M.E/ is irreducible,
M.E;F / �M.E/ has codimension at least 1. Therefore, M.E;F / � H4;g has
codimension at least 2. Therefore, for M.E;F / to be divisorial, we must have
E DEgen. In this case, we have

codimM.E;F /D dim Ext1.F; F /� h1
�V2

F ˝E˝ detE_
�
:

Suppose h1
�V2

F ˝E˝detE_
�
D 0. Note that dim Ext1.F; F /D 1 if and only if

F DO.n� 1/˚O.n/˚O.n/˚O.n/˚O.nC 1/:

In this case 5nD 2.gC 4/, and hence 5 divides gC 4.
We are thus reduced to showing thatM.E;F / is not a divisor whenEDEgen and

h1
�V2

F ˝E.� detE/
�
> 0;
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with the exception of g D 3. Write

E DO.k/˚r ˚O.kC 1/˚4�r ; where 0� r � 3;

and

F DO.n1/˚O.n2/˚O.n3/˚O.n4/˚O.n5/; where n1 � � � � � n5:

Consider an antisymmetric matrix

Mw D .Li;j /; 1� i; j � 5;

as in (5-1), representing an element of H 0
�V2

F ˝E˝ detE_
�
. Inequality (5-2)

implies that any contribution to h1
�V2

F ˝E˝ detE_
�

must come from the L1;2
entry. In other words, we have

h1
�V2

F ˝E.� detE/
�
D h1.E˝ detE_˝O.n1Cn2//:

Since E DEgen, we have h1.E˝ detE_˝O.n1Cn2// > 0 if and only if

n1Cn2C .kC 1/� .gC 4/ < 0:

Hence, we get

h1.E˝ detE_˝O.n1Cn2//D 4.�.n1Cn2C k� .gC 4//� 1/� .4� r/

D 4g� 4.n1Cn2C k/C r C 8:

Equation (5-2) tells us that n1Cn3C .kC1/� .gC4/� 0, which implies n2 <n3.
Therefore,

dim Ext1.F; F /� .2n5C 2n4C 2n3/� 3.n1Cn2/� 6:

Combining the two, we get

dim Ext1.F; F /� h1.E˝ detE_˝O.n1Cn2//
� 2n5C 2n4C 2n3Cn1Cn2� 3.gC 4/� 2:

Using n1C � � �Cn5 D 2.gC 4/, the above inequality becomes

dim Ext1.F; F /� h1.E˝ detE_˝O.n1Cn2//� .gC 4/� .n1Cn2/� 2:

Finally, by using the assumption n1Cn2C .kC1/� .gC4/ < 0, we conclude that

codimM.Egen; F /D dim Ext1.F; F /� h1.E˝ detE_˝O.n1Cn2// > k� 1:

If k > 1, then we get codimM.Egen; F / > 1 as desired. We consider the cases
where k D 1 on an individual basis. These cases correspond to 0� g � 4.
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Case g D 4. Then Egen D O.2/˚4 and F gen D O.3/˚4 ˚ O.4/. The relative
canonical map embeds C in PEgen ' P3 �P1. The projection to P3 restricts to
the canonical map on C . Therefore, if C is nonhyperelliptic, then there is only one
quadric in P3 containing the canonical model ofC . This means that the bundleF has
exactly one O.4/ summand, and henceF ŠF gen. The locus whereC is hyperelliptic
is easily seen to be codimension-2 in H5;4. This exhausts all possibilities in this case.

Case g D 3. Then Egen DO.1/˚O.2/˚3 and F gen DO.2/˚O.3/˚4. Consider
the special bundle F DO.2/˚O.2/˚O.3/˚2˚O.4/. Then

dim Ext1.F; F /� h1
�V2

F ˝E˝ detE_
�
D 1:

Now consider a general Œ˛ W C ! P1� 2M.E;F / � H5;3. Let ŒX W Y W Z W W �
denote the homogeneous coordinates (locally over P1) on PE corresponding to
the summands of E. As usual, denote by h the class of OPE .1/ and by f the class
of the fiber of PE ! P1. Since O.4/ is a summand of F , there exists a unique
effective divisor Q of class 2h�4f on PE which contains C . The quadric Q may
be written as the zero locus of a form

c0Y
2
C c1YZC � � �C c5W

2;

where the ci are constants. Let p W PEÜ P2 �P1 be the projection from the
section Œ1 W 0 W 0 W 0�, and g W PEÜ P2 � P1 ! P2 the composition with the
projection onto the first factor. Then the rational map g is given by the linear system
jh�2f j on PE, which restricts to the canonical series on C . However, the fact that
C lies on the relative quadric Q means that the image g.C / is exactly the conic
defined by the equation for Q. Thus, C is hyperelliptic.

Given the above geometric understanding of the O.4/ summand of F , it is easy to
show that if we begin with a hyperelliptic curve C , and a degree-5 map ˛ WC !P1,
then F˛ must contain a unique O.4/ summand. By the inequalities in (5-2), there
are no other choices for F .

Case g D 1; 2. In these cases, we leave it to the reader to see that there are no
nontrivial Casnati–Ekedahl or Maroni loci. �

As before, we now exhibit UEgen;F gen as a quotient. For brevity, set E D Egen

and F D F gen. Set

V WDH 0
�
P1;

V2
F ˝E˝ detE

�
:

An element v 2 PsubV defines an antisymmetric matrix as in (5-1). Let Cv be
the zero locus of the 4� 4 sub-Pfaffians of this matrix. Let V ı � PsubV be the
open locus consisting of v for which Cv is irreducible and at worst nodal. Let
GF WD Aut.PF=P1/ and GE WD Aut.PE=P1/. Then G WDGF �GE acts on V ı.
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The assignment v 7! Œ� W Cv! P1� defines a map

q W V ı! zH�5;g :

Let U �E;F be the preimage of UEgen;F gen under zH�5;g ! zH5;g .

Proposition 5.3. The image of q is U �Egen;F gen . The fibers of q consist of single
G-orbits.

Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to that of Proposition 3.2. �

Proposition 5.4 (Picard rank conjecture for degree 5). We have PicQ H5;g D 0.

Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.10. We
indicate only the major steps. Set U D UEgen;F gen , and U � D U �Egen;F gen . Applying
Proposition 1.2 to V ı! U � and U �! U , we get

rk PicQ U � 1C rk�.G/:

Let e be the number of divisorial components of zH5;g nU . We then get

rk PicQ
zH5;g � 1C rk�.G/C e:

Both G and e depend on g modulo 4 and 5. Using Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we get
the following possibilities:

rk�.G/D rk�.GE /C rk�.GF / e

4 j g, 5 j gC 4 0D 0C 0 2 (M and CE)
4 j g, 5 − gC 4 1D 0C 1 1 (M )
4 − g, 5 j gC 4 1D 1C 0 1 (CE)
4 − g, 5 − gC 4 2D 1C 1 0

In all the cases, we have PicQ
zH5;g � 3. Combined with Proposition 2.15, this

gives PicQ H5;g D 0. �

6. From Hurwitz spaces to Severi varieties

The associated scroll construction in Section 2A lets us relate the Picard rank of a
Hurwitz space to the Picard rank of a Severi variety. In this section, we work out
this relation.

Recall the notation Ug.Fm; d�/, Vg.Fm; d�/, and V irr
g .Fm; d�/ from page 462.

When confusion is unlikely, we abbreviate them by U , V , and V irr. Following [Diaz
and Harris 1988a], we enlarge U by including the irreducible curves of geometric
genus g having a cusp, a tacnode, a triple point, and irreducible nodal curves of
geometric genus .g�1/ (that is, curves having an “additional” node). Note that the
resulting enlargement of U is a partial compactification of U in the linear system
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jd� j. Although it does not include extremely singular degenerations of nodal curves,
it does include all codimension-1 degenerations (Proposition 6.3). Denote by zU the
normalization of this partial compactification. The local analysis from [Diaz and
Harris 1988a, §1] of the Severi variety at points corresponding to cusps, tacnodes,
triple points, and an additional node shows that zU is smooth. Since zU maps to the
linear series jd� j, it carries over it a family of (singular) curves. The normalization
of the total space of this family gives a family C! zU of curves of arithmetic genus g.
A generic fiber of C! zU is the normalization the corresponding curve on Fm.

Using the universal family, we can construct tautological divisor classes on zU as
follows. Consider the diagram

C Fm

zU

�

�

Define five tautological divisor classes on zU (The subscript s stands for “Severi”):

(1) �s WD c1.��!�/.

(2) �s WD ��.c1.!�/2/.

(3) �s WD ��.��.f / � c1.!�//.

(4) �s WD ��.��.�/ � c1.!�//.

(5)  s WD ��.��[point]/.

Since the irreducible curves in the linear system jd� j avoid the directrix � , we get
�s D  s D 0. Therefore, it is natural to conjecture:

Conjecture 6.1. The rational Picard group of zU is tautological, that is,

PicQ
zU DQh�s; �s; �si:

Denote by CU, TN, TP, and � the closures in V irr of the locus curves with a
cusp, tacnode, triple point, or an additional node, respectively. Abusing notation,
denote their preimages in zU by the same letters.

Remark 6.2. It is not hard to check that the classes in PicQ
zU of CU, TN, TP, and

� can be expressed as Q-linear combinations of �s , �s , and �s and vice versa.
Conjecture 6.1 is therefore equivalent to

PicQ U D 0:

Proposition 6.3. The only divisorial components of V irrnU are CU, TN, TP, and�.
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Proof. It suffices to show that the codimension-1 components of V nU are the loci
of curves with cusps, tacnodes, triple points or an additional node. This follows
by the same proof as for Theorem 1.4 in [Diaz and Harris 1988b]. The critical
ingredient of the argument is provided by Lemma 6.4. �

Lemma 6.4. LetD 2 jd� j be a reduced irreducible curve on the Hirzebruch surface
Fm. Denote by A the conductor ideal of the singularities of D. Then A imposes
independent conditions on H 0.Fm;O.d�//.

Proof. LetKDKFm be the canonical class. The anticanonical class �K is effective.
Furthermore, the fixed component of�K is the directrix � , and�K separates points
away from � . It is classical that A imposes independent conditions on the adjoint
linear system jKCDj. Let Z D V.A/ be the zero-dimensional scheme defined by
the ideal sheaf A. Then the restriction map

H 0.O.KCD//!H 0.OZ.KCD//

is surjective. Therefore, we can conclude the same for

H 0.O.D//!H 0.OZ.D//

by multiplying the previous restriction map by a general section of O.�K/. �

We now rephrase the Picard rank conjecture for Hurwitz spaces in a manner
similar to Conjecture 6.1. Consider the diagram

C P1

zH�
d;g

f

˛

Define the following tautological divisor classes on zH�
d;g

(The subscript “h” stands
for “Hurwitz”):

(1) �h WD c1.f�!f /.

(2) �h WD f�.c1.!f /2/.

(3) �h WD f�.˛�[point] � c1.!f //.

Conjecture 6.5. The rational Picard group of zH�
d;g

is tautological, that is,

PicQ
zH�
d;g
DQh�h; �h; �hi:
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Remark 6.6. It is easy to see that the classes of T ,D, and� can be expressed as Q-
linear combinations of �h, �h, and �h and vice versa. Also, by Proposition 1.3, the
framed/unframed distinction is irrelevant. Therefore, Conjecture 6.5 is equivalent
to the Picard rank conjecture stated in the introduction, namely, that

PicQ Hd;g D 0:

We now state the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 6.7. If m� b.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/c, then Conjecture 6.1 for zUg.Fm; d�/
implies Conjecture 6.5 for zH�

d;g
. If m� d2.gCd � 1/=de, then Conjecture 6.1 for

zUg.Fm; d�/ is equivalent to Conjecture 6.5 for zH�
d;g

.

Proof. Let m � b.g C d � 1/=.d � 1/c. Retain the notation introduced in this
section. In particular, abbreviate Ug.Fm; d�/ by U , and so on. Let � W Fm! P1

be the projection and � � Fm the directrix. Fix a section � 2 H 0.Fm; �
�O.m//

corresponding to a smooth element of the linear series j� j. We view Fm n � as
the total space of the line bundle O.m/ on P1 and � as the tautological section of
��O.m/ on this total space.

Let � W C! P1 be the composition � D � ı �. Let Z � zU be the open subset
consisting of the u where h0.Cu; ��O.m// is minimal. Likewise, let W � zH�

d;g

be the subset consisting of Œ˛ W C ! P1� where h0.C; ˛�O.m// is minimal. By
Proposition 2.13, the complement of W in zH�

d;g
has codimension at least 2. Let V

be the total space of the vector bundle f�˛�O.m/jW over W .
We have a birational morphism q WZ! V defined as follows. A point u 2 zU is

mapped to Œ�u W Cu!P1; v�, where v 2H 0.Cu; ��uO.m// is the restriction of �. To
define the inverse, we must restrict to an open subset of V . Let X � V be the open
subset consisting of .Œ˛ W C ! P1�; v/, where v 2 H 0.C; ˛�O.m// is such that
the lift of C ! P1 to C ! Fm defined by v is birational onto its image. We then
get a morphism p WX ! V irr which is quasifinite and generically one-to-one. Let
Y �X be the open subset consisting of points whose associated element in V irr has
at worst a cusp, a tacnode, a triple point, or an additional node. By Proposition 6.3
and the quasifiniteness of p, the complement of Y in X has codimension at least 2.
Since Y is normal, we get a morphism p W Y !Z � zU , inverse to q. We summarize
the spaces we have defined and their relationships in the following diagram:

zH�
d;g

W

V X Y Z

zU?

?

?

p

q
(6-1)
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The inclusions are open inclusions. Y and Z are isomorphic via p and q. The
maps marked by ? induce isomorphisms on Picard groups. For the open inclusions,
this is because the complements have codimension at least 2. For V !W , this is
because it is a vector bundle.

Denote the pullbacks of �h, �h, and �h to W , V , X , and Y by the same letters.
Then, we have

p��s D �h; p��sD �h; p��s D �h;

q��h D �s; q��hD �s; q��h D �s:

We may thus drop the subscripts and use �, �, and � to denote the corresponding
divisors on any of the spaces in (6-1).

Before we proceed, we must comment on the inclusionX ,!V . The complement
consists of .Œ˛ WC !P1�; v/, where v 2H 0.C; ˛�O.m// does not give a birational
map to Fm. Let us disregard the ˛ that factor nontrivially (such ˛ form a set of
codimension at least 2). Then the only such v are the pullbacks of the sections
in H 0.P1;O.m//. The locus .Œ˛ W C ! P1�; v/ where v 2 ˛�H 0.P1;O.m//
has codimension at least 2 except in the case g � �1 .mod .d � 1// and m D
b.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/c, that is, when the generic splitting of ˛�OC is

˛�OC DO˚O.�m/˚O.�m� 1/˚ � � �˚O.�m� 1/:

In this case, the complement of X in V has a divisorial component given by the
image of the constant vector bundle H 0.P1;O.m//˝OW . However, the class of
this divisor in PicQ V Š PicQW is in the span of �, �, and �. Therefore, in any
case, PicQ V is spanned by �, �, and � if and only if PicQX is.

Assume that Conjecture 6.1 holds. From diagram (6-1), we see that PicQX

is spanned by �, �, and �. By the comment about X ,! V above, this im-
plies that PicQ V , and in turn PicQ

zH�
d;g

, is spanned by �, �, and �. Hence
Conjecture 6.5 holds.

Assume that m � d2.gC d � 1/=.d � 1/e and Conjecture 6.5 holds. Then, by
Proposition 2.6 the inclusion Z ,! zU is in fact an isomorphism. Again, diagram
(6-1) shows that PicQ

zU is spanned by �, �, and � . Hence Conjecture 6.1 holds. �
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Finite-dimensional quotients
of Hecke algebras

Ivan Losev

Let W be a complex reflection group. We prove that there is a maximal finite-
dimensional quotient of the Hecke algebra Hq.W / of W , and that the dimension
of this quotient coincides with jW j. This is a weak version of a 1998 Broué–
Malle–Rouquier conjecture. The proof is based on the categories O for rational
Cherednik algebras.

1. Introduction

Let W be a complex reflection group. Recall that such groups are fully classified;
see [Shephard and Todd 1954]. In this context, one can also define the braid
group BW . Namely, let h denote the reflection representation of W . Inside h, one
considers the open subset of regular points hreg WD fx 2 h jWx D f1gg, so that W is
the Galois group of the cover hreg� hreg=W . By definition, the braid group BW

is the fundamental group �1.h
reg=W /.

If W is a Coxeter group, one considers a flat deformation of CW , called a Hecke
algebra. These algebras are of importance in representation theory (e.g., that of
finite groups of Lie type) and beyond (e.g., in knot theory). One can define Hecke
algebras for complex reflection groups as well. In the general case, this was done
in [Broué et al. 1998, Section 4C]. To recall the definition, we need some more
notation. Namely, let H denote the set of reflection hyperplanes for W . For � 2 H,
let W� denote the pointwise stabilizer of �; this is a cyclic group. Set `� WD jW� j.
The group BW is generated by elements T� , � 2H, where, roughly speaking, T� is
the rotation around � by 2�=`� ; see [loc. cit., Section 2]. Now, pick independent
variables u�;i , i D 0; 1; : : : ; `� � 1 with u�;i D u� 0;i for W -conjugate �; � 0. Set
u WD .u�;i /. By definition ([loc. cit., Definition 4.21]), the Hecke algebra Hu.W /

is the quotient of ZŒu˙1�BW by the relations

`��1Y
iD0

.T� �u�;i /D 0:

MSC2010: primary 20C08; secondary 20F55, 16G99.
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Broué, Malle and Rouquier [Broué et al. 1998, Section 4C] conjectured that Hu.W /

is a free ZŒu˙1�-module generated by jW j elements. Currently, the proof is missing
in the case of several exceptional complex reflection groups. In this paper, we are
going to prove a weaker version of this conjecture.

First of all, we are dealing with specializations to C. For a collection of nonzero
complex numbers .q�;i /, where � 2 H=W and i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; `� � 1g, consider
the C-algebra Hq.W /, the specialization of Hu.W / with u�;i 7! q�;i . Note that
replacing the collection q�;i with .˛�q�;i / for ˛� 2C�, we get isomorphic algebras;
see, e.g., [Rouquier 2008, Section 3.3.3]. So the number of parameters actually
equals jS=W j, where S denotes the set of complex reflections in W . Note that
if q�;j D exp.2�

p
�1j=`�/ for all � and j , we just have Hq.W / D CW . In

general, however, it is even unclear whether the algebra Hq.W / is finite-dimensional
or not. In a way, the infinite dimension is the only obstruction to the equality
dim Hq.W /D jW j. More precisely, we have the following theorem, which is the
main result of this paper:

Theorem 1.1. There is a minimal two-sided ideal I �Hq.W / such that Hq.W /=I

is finite-dimensional. Moreover, we have dim Hq.W /=I D jW j.

Other results towards the Broué–Malle–Rouquier conjecture were known before;
see [Marin 2014] for a review. One advantage of our approach is that it is fully
conceptual and does not involve any case-by-case arguments.

The key idea of the proof is to use categories O for rational Cherednik algebras
Hc.W /, introduced in [Ginzburg et al. 2003]. By definition, the algebra Hc.W / is
the subalgebra in the skew-group algebra D.hreg/#W generated by CŒh�;CW and
the so-called Dunkl operators Da; a 2 h. These are differential operators with first-
order poles along the reflection hyperplanes � . We have a triangular decomposition
Hc.W / D CŒh�˝ CW ˝ S.h/ that allows to define the category O. This is the
category of all Hc.W /-modules that are finitely generated over CŒh� and have a
locally nilpotent action of h� S.h/.

Let us pick M 2 O. Its restriction to hreg is a W -equivariant local system on hreg.
So the fiber Mx carries a monodromy representation of BW . It was shown in
[Ginzburg et al. 2003] that the CBW -action on Mx factors though a certain quotient
of Hq.W / that has dimension jW j. We will show that every finite-dimensional
Hq.W /-module can be represented in the form Mx for some M 2 O.

The assumption dim Hq.W /D jW j is actually important for the representation
theory of Hc.W /. Theorem 1.1 should make it possible to remove this assumption,
but we are not going to elaborate on that.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we gather various generalities
on the rational Cherednik algebras and their categories O. Then in Section 3 we
prove the main theorem.
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2. Generalities

2A. Rational Cherednik algebras. Rational Cherednik algebras were introduced
by Etingof and Ginzburg [2002]. In this subsection we recall their definition.

Let W be a complex reflection group and h be its reflection representation. We
denote the subset of W consisting of complex reflections by S . For s 2 S , pick an
eigenvector ˛s 2 h

� for s with eigenvalue �s ¤ 1. We fix a W -invariant function
c W S ! C. Using this function, for a 2 h, we can define the Dunkl operator
Da 2D.h

reg/#W by

Da D @aC

X
s2S

2c.s/

1��s

h˛s; ai

˛s
.s� 1/:

The rational Cherednik algebra Hc.W / is the subalgebra in D.hreg/#W generated
by CŒh�;CW and the Dunkl operators Da; a 2 h. Alternatively, one can present
Hc.W / by generators and relations: Hc.W / is the quotient of T .h˚ h�/#W by
the relations

Œx;x0�D Œy;y0�D0; Œy;x�Dhy;xi�
X
s2S

c.s/h˛s;yih˛
_
s ;xis; x;x02h�; y;y02h:

Here, we write ˛_s for the eigenvector of s in h with eigenvalue ��1
s and h˛_s ; ˛siD2.

To get from the second definition to the first one, we use the homomorphism
Hc.W /! D.hreg/#W given by x 7! x;w 7! w; y 7! Dy . Set ı WD

Q
s2S ˛

`s
s ,

where `s stands for the order of s (note that this is slightly different from the usual
definition). This is aW -invariant element, and the operator ad ı WHc.W /!Hc.W /

is locally nilpotent, so the localization Hc.W /Œı
�1� is defined. The homomorphism

Hc.W /!D.hreg/#W extends to an isomorphism Hc.W /Œı
�1� �!� D.hreg/#W .

The algebra Hc.W / admits a triangular decomposition: a natural map S.h�/˝
CW ˝S.h/!Hc.W / is an isomorphism. Also Hc.W / is graded with deg x D 1,
degw D 0, degy D�1, x 2 h�, w 2W , and y 2 h. We call this grading the Euler
grading. It is inner: it is given by the eigenvalues of adh, where

hD

nX
iD1

xiyi C
n

2
�

X
s2S

2c.s/

1��s
s: (2-1)

Now let us discuss base change for Hc.W /. Let U be an affine algebraic
variety equipped with an étale map U ! h=W . Then CŒU �˝CŒh�W Hc.W / has
a natural algebra structure; it is a subalgebra in D.U �h=W hreg/#W generated
by CŒU �˝CŒh=W � CŒh�;CW and the Dunkl operators. Similarly, if U is a Stein
complex analytic manifold (again equipped with an étale map U ! h=W ), then
CanŒU �˝CŒh=W �Hc.W / is an algebra. Here and below CanŒU � denotes the algebra
of analytic functions on U .
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2B. Category O and KZ functor. The category O for Hc.W / was defined in
[Ginzburg et al. 2003]. By definition, it consists of all Hc.W /-modules M that are
finitely generated over S.h�/D CŒh� and where the action of h is locally nilpotent.
Equivalently, O consists of all Hc.W /-modules M that are finitely generated over
CŒh� and that can be graded. This category O will be denoted by Oc.W /.

Let us proceed to the KZ functor introduced in [loc. cit., Section 5]. Pick
M 2 Oc.W /. Then MŒı�1� is a W -equivariant local system on D.hreg/ with
regular singularities. The category of such local systems is equivalent to the
category BW -modfin of finite-dimensional BW -modules; to a local system M 0 one
assigns its fiber (or, more precisely, the fiber of its descent to hreg=W ) equipped
with the monodromy representation. It turns out that the monodromy representation
associated to MŒı�1� factors through Hq.W / [loc. cit., Section 5.3], where the
parameter q is computed as follows: For a reflection hyperplane � , set

h�;i D
1

`�

X
s2W�nf1g

2c.s/

�s � 1
��i

s ; (2-2)

q�;i D exp.2�
p
�1.h�;j C j=`H //: (2-3)

So we get an exact functor KZ W Oc.W /!Hq.W /-modfin. This functor is given by
HomOc.W /.PKZ; �/, where PKZ is a projective object such that dim EndOc.W /.PKZ/

is equal to jW j, equipped with a homomorphism Hq.W /! EndOc.W /.PKZ/
opp.

The proof of [loc. cit., Theorem 5.15] shows that this homomorphism is surjective.
Theorem 1.1 will follow if we show that the functor KZ is essentially surjective.

2C. Isomorphisms of étale lifts. Here we are going to recall some results of
[Bezrukavnikov and Etingof 2009] regarding isomorphisms of completions.

Let W 0 � W be a parabolic subgroup, i.e., the stabilizer of a point in h. Set
hreg�W 0

WD fb 2 h jWb �W
0g. The complement of hreg�W 0

in h is the union of the
hyperplanes ker˛s for s 62W 0. So hreg�W 0

is a principal open subset of h. Note that
the natural morphism hreg�W 0

=W 0! h=W is étale (and hreg�W 0

=W 0 is precisely
the unramified locus of h=W 0! h=W ).

Consider the spaceHc.W /reg�W 0 WDCŒhreg�W 0

�W
0

˝CŒh�W Hc.W /. As was men-
tioned in the end of Section 2A,Hc.W /reg�W 0 is actually an algebra. Bezrukavnikov
and Etingof [2009, Section 3.3] essentially found an alternative description of this
algebra. Namely, consider the Cherednik algebra Hc.W

0; h/ defined for the pair
W 0; h; it decomposes into the tensor product Hc.W

0; h/ D D.hW 0

/˝Hc.W
0/

(here we abuse notation and write c for the restriction of c to S \W 0; D.hW 0

/

stands for the algebra of differential operators on hW 0

). Then consider its localization
Hc.W

0; h/reg�W 0 WD CŒhreg�W 0

�W
0

˝CŒh�W 0 Hc.W
0; h/. Then, following [loc. cit.,

Section 3.2], we can form the centralizer algebra Z.W;W 0;Hc.W
0; h/reg�W 0/. Re-

call that, by definition, for an algebra A equipped with a homomorphism CW 0!A,
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one defines the centralizer algebra Z.W;W 0; A/ as the endomorphism algebra of
the right A-module MapW 0.W;A/Dff WW !A j f .w0w/Dw0f .w/g. Choosing
representatives of the left W 0-cosets in W , we get an identification Z.W;W 0; A/Š
MatjW=W 0j.A/. The algebra A can be recovered from Z.W;W 0; A/ as follows:
Consider the element e.W 0/2Z.W;W 0; A/ given by e.W 0/f .u/Df .u/ if u2W 0

and 0 otherwise. Then e.W 0/Z.W;W 0; A/e.W 0/ is naturally identified with A.
The following is essentially [loc. cit., Theorem 3.2] (there, the authors considered

completions instead of étale lifts, but the proof works in our situation as well).

Lemma 2.1. There is a unique isomorphism

� WHc.W /reg�W 0 �!� Z.W;W 0;Hc.W
0; h/reg�W 0/ (2-4)

such that the following hold for any f 2MapW 0.W;A/ and any u 2W :

Œ�.g/f �.u/D gf .u/; g 2 CŒhreg�W 0

�W
0

;

Œ�.˛/f �.u/D .u˛/f .u/; ˛ 2 h�;

Œ�.w/f �.u/D f .uw/; w 2W;

Œ�.a/f �.u/D .ua/f .u/C
X

s2SnW 0

2c.s/

1��s

h˛s; uai

˛s
.f .su/�f .u//; a 2 h:

Note that the algebras in (2-4) come equipped with C�-actions by algebra
automorphisms. For example, the action of Hc.W /reg�W 0 comes from the action
on Hc.W / induced from the Euler grading and the action on hreg�W 0

=W 0 induced
from the scaling action (t:x D t�1x) on h. The isomorphism � is C�-equivariant.

We can further restrict � to some analytic submanifolds or formal subschemes of
hreg�W 0

=W 0. Choose a little disk Y � hreg�W 0

\hW 0

and also a little diskD around
0 in hW 0=W 0, where hW 0 denotes the uniqueW 0-stable complement to hW 0

in h. We
set yY WD Y �D; this is an open submanifold in hreg�W 0

=W 0, in .hreg�W 0

\hW 0

/�

hW 0=W 0 or in h=W (under the natural morphism hreg�W 0

=W 0! h=W ).
So we get an isomorphism

�Y W CanŒ yY �˝CŒh=W �Hc.W / �!
� Z.W;W 0;CanŒ yY �˝CŒh=W 0�Hc.W

0; h//: (2-5)

Note that this isomorphism is compatible with the Euler derivations.
We can restrict even further. Pick a point b 2 Y , and consider the completion

CŒh=W �^b of CŒh=W � with respect to the maximal ideal defined by b. Then �Y

induces

�b W CŒh=W �
^b ˝CŒh=W �Hc.W /

�!� Z.W;W 0;CŒh=W 0�^b ˝CŒh=W 0�Hc.W
0; h//: (2-6)

This isomorphism was originally constructed in [Bezrukavnikov and Etingof 2009].
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3. Proof of the main theorem

3A. Scheme of the proof. Let V be a finite-dimensional Hq.W /-module and let
N denote the corresponding W -equivariant D-module on hreg. Our goal is to show
that there is an M 2 Oc.W / such that MŒı�1�ŠN . This consists of two steps:

(I) Set hsr WD fb 2W j dim hWb > dim h�1g. This is an open subset that coincides
with

S
�2H hreg�W� ; the codimension of its complement is bigger than 1. We

will see that there is an Ohsr=W -coherent Ohsr=W ˝CŒh�W Hc.W /-module zN
whose restriction to hreg=W is isomorphic to N and that carries a locally finite
derivation compatible with the Euler derivation of Hc.W /.

(II) We will see that zN is a vector bundle. From here we will deduce that the
global sections of zN are finitely generated and hence lie in Oc.W /. Then we
take M WD �. zN/.

Let us elaborate on how we are going to achieve (I). First, in Section 3B we will
check that the Euler vector field acts on N locally finitely. This will eventually
prove that zN comes equipped with a locally finite derivation that is compatible with
the Euler one on Hc.W /.

Now let us explain how we produce zN ; this is done in Section 3C. TakeW 0DW�

and let yY have the same meaning as in Section 2C. Set yY � WD yY nY . ConsiderN� WD

e.W 0/.CanŒ yY
��˝CŒhreg=W �N/. This is a vector bundle on yY � with a meromorphic

connection that has pole of order 1 on Y (since N� is obtained by restricting an
algebraic vector bundle e.W 0/���N , where �� is a natural morphism h=W�!h=W ,
it makes sense to speak about sections of N� with poles on Y ; here and below
�� denotes the projection h=W� ! h=W ). Our first step will be to see that
N� is obtained by restricting a CanŒ yY �˝CŒh=W � Hc.W /-module M� . Then we
will see that Œe.W 0/���N�\M� (the intersection of subspaces in N� ) is finitely
generated over CŒhreg�W 0

=W 0�. We will get zN , roughly speaking, by taking the
intersection of N and ���N \M� over all possible � .1

3B. Locally finite derivation. Our goal here is to show that the Euler vector field
acts on N locally finitely. Recall that N is a local system on hreg=W with regular
singularities. Our claim is a consequence of the following general result.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be the complement to a C�-stable divisor in Cd , and let N be a
local system with regular singularities on X . Then the Euler vector field eu acts on
N locally finitely, meaning that every n 2N is included into a finite-dimensional
eu-stable subspace.

1After this paper was written, I learned from Etingof that most of the proof is already contained in
some form in [Wilcox 2011]. Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 there are similar to what is done in Section 3C,
while the main result of Section 3D has a somewhat easier proof in [Wilcox 2011, Lemma 3.6].
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This claim should be standard, but we provide the proof for the sake of com-
pleteness. For a different proof, see [Wilcox 2011, Lemma 3.2].

Proof. If N 0 �N is a D.X/-submodule and eu acts locally finitely on N=N 0 and
N 0, then the same is true for N . So it is enough to assume that N (and hence V ) is
irreducible. Consider the element � 2 �1.X/ given by the loop exp.2�

p
�1t/x0,

t 2 Œ0; 1�, where x0 denotes the base point. The element � is central and hence
has to act on V by a scalar. Under the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, this
translates to the claim that N is twisted equivariant with respect to the C�-action.
This implies our claim. �

3C. Extension to codimension 1. We start by constructing M� .
Set yY � WD Y �D�D yY nY . Consider the category Locrs. yY ; Y / of meromorphic

local system on yY � with regular singularities on Y (so an object in Locrs. yY ; Y /

comes equipped with a lattice over the ring of meromorphic differential operators
on yY �, and a morphism in the category is supposed to preserve such lattices).
The category Locrs. yY ; Y / is equivalent to the category CŒT˙1�-mod of finite-
dimensional CŒT˙1�-modules via taking the monodromy representation, because
�1. yY

�/D �1.D
�/D Z (here we use the regular singularities condition). Under

the equivalence CŒT˙1�-modŠ Locrs. yY ; Y /, the KZ functor becomes

Oc.W
0/! Locrs. yY ; Y /; M 7! CanŒ yY

��˝CŒhW 0 =W 0�M

(with meromorphic lattice CanŒ yY �Œ�
�1�˝CŒhW 0 =W 0�M , where � denotes a coordinate

on hW 0=W 0). The right adjoint KZ� sends N 0 2 Locrs. yY ; Y / to the subspace of N 0

of all meromorphic elements annihilated by the vector fields on Y and lying in the
generalized eigenspace for hW 0 �Hc.W

0/ with eigenvalue 0.
Now we can produce a CŒ yY �˝CŒh=W 0�Hc.W

0; h/-module M� 2 Oc.W
0; yY /. Set

N� D e.W
0/.CanŒ yY

��˝CŒhreg=W �N/. This is an object in Locrs. yY ; Y /. Note that,
under the equivalence Locrs. yY ; Y /Š CŒT˙1�-mod, we have N� 2Hq.W

0/-mod.
Now set

M� WD CanŒ yY �˝CŒhW 0 =W 0� KZ�.N�/: (3-1)

Note that the description of KZ�.N�/�N� implies that it is stable under the
Euler vector field on N� . So M� �N� is also stable under the Euler vector field.

Let zN� WD M� \ e.W
0/���N (the intersection is taken inside N� ). This is a

submodule in the CŒhreg�W 0

�W
0

˝CŒh=W 0� Hc.W
0/-module e.W 0/���N which is

stable under the Euler vector field.

Lemma 3.2. The module zN� is finitely generated over CŒhreg�W 0

�W
0

and satisfies
zN� Œ�

�1�D e.W 0/���N , where � is a coordinate on hW 0=W 0 Š C.
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Proof. Note that the epimorphism Hq.W
0/!EndOc.W 0/.PKZ/

opp is an isomorphism.
Let Nmer

� � N� denote the meromorphic lattice. Then M� is contained in Nmer
�

and is a CanŒ yY �-lattice there. Indeed, it is enough to show this fiberwise (i.e.,
at any point of Y ), where this is clear (to prove that M� is a lattice we use the
observation that N� is the image ofM� under the KZ functor). For any other lattice
M 0, we have �dM 0 � M� � �

�dM 0 for some d > 0. So it is enough to show
that e.W 0/���N \M

0 is finitely generated for some lattice M 0. Let us construct
such an M 0.

As a CŒhreg=W �-module, N is projective and hence is a direct summand in a free
module, say CŒhreg=W �˚r . So Nmer

� is a direct summand in CanŒ yY �Œ�
�1�˚r . The

intersection M 0 WDNmer
� \CanŒ yY �

˚r (inside CanŒ yY �Œ�
�1�˚r ) is clearly a lattice in

Nmer
� . Further, the intersection M 0\ e.W 0/���N coincides with

e.W 0/���N \CŒhreg�W 0

=W 0�˚r ;

and hence is finitely generated (and clearly is a lattice in e.W 0/���N ). �

Now we are ready to define a module zN over Ohsr=W ˝CŒh=W � Hc.W /. Abus-
ing notation, we will write zN� for the corresponding (under the equivalence)
CŒhreg�W�=W� �˝CŒh=W �Hc.W /-module. The restriction of zN� to ��1

� .hreg=W /

coincides with ���N by construction. Let �� W hreg�W� ,! h be the inclusion and
�� W h

reg�W� � hreg�W�=W� be the quotient morphism. Also let � W h! h=W

denote the quotient morphism and � W hreg ,! hsr the inclusion. Note that, by the
construction, ������ zN� � ���

�N (recall that we view N as a coherent sheaf on
hreg=W ). The intersection yN WD

T
� ����

�
�
zN� is a coherent sheaf on hsr because

of Lemma 3.2 and the equality hsr D
S

� hreg�W� . The intersection is stable
under the Euler vector field because all the zN� are. Also yN is W -stable; this is
because w��� zN� D ��w�

zNw� . Now set zN WD ��. yN/
W D �� yN \ �

0
�N (where

�0 W hsr=W ,! h=W denotes the inclusion). This is a coherent sheaf on hsr=W ,
stable under the Euler vector field on �0�N . It remains to show that zN � �0�N is
stable under Hc.W /. But this follows from the equality

zN D �0�N \
\
�

���
zN� ; (3-2)

where now we view �� as a morphism hreg�W 0

=W 0 ! hsr=W . Equation (3-2)
follows from the observation that zN� D ���.�

�
�
zN�/

W� and � D �� ı�� . Since
all sheaves in the right-hand side of (3-2) are stable under Hc.W /, we see that zN
is stable as well. It follows from the construction that zN jhreg=W ŠN .

3D. Global sections.

Lemma 3.3. The sheaf zN is a vector bundle on hsr=W .
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Proof. The proof is inspired by [Etingof et al. 2013, Section 3.2]. We need to show
that zN is maximal Cohen–Macaulay when viewed as a coherent sheaf on hsr=W .
Let Z denote the non-CM locus of zN in hsr=W and let d be the codimension of
Z in hsr=W . Pick an open C�-stable affine subvariety U of hsr=W that intersects
Z (or, more precisely, an irreducible component of maximal dimension in Z).
Consider H i

U\Z.U;
zN/ for i < d . As in [Etingof et al. 2013, Section 3.2], all

these groups are CŒU �˝CŒh=W �Hc.W /-modules, finitely generated over CŒU � (this
follows from [SGA 2 1968, Exposé VIII, Corollary 2.3] using equivalence of (ii)
and (iii) there; note that the depth used in (ii) coincides with the codimension
thanks to the choice of Z). Moreover, by the choice of Z, one of these modules is
nonzero, as in [Etingof et al. 2013, Section 3.2]. The support of R WDH i

U\Z.U;
zN/

is contained in Z \U .
Pick b 2 h lying over the support of R. Recall the isomorphism �b WHc.W /

^b Š

Z.W;W 0;Hc.W
0; h/^b /, where we take W 0 to be Wb . So we get a nonzero

Hc.W
0; h/^b -module e.W 0/�b�.R

^b /. This module is finitely generated over
CŒh�^b . So it is of the form CŒhW 0 �^b ˝R

^0

0 for R0 2 Oc.W
0/. It follows that

d D 1 and that R D �Z\U .U; zN/. But, by construction, �.U; zN/ is embedded
into �.U \ hreg=W;N / and so �.U; zN/ has no torsion CŒU �-submodules. We get
a contradiction, showing that zN is Cohen–Macaulay. Since zN is torsion-free, we
see that it is maximal Cohen–Macaulay, and hence is a vector bundle. �

Now we can use [SGA 2 1968, Exposé VIII, Corollary 2.3(iv)] (applied to an
extension of zN to a coherent sheaf on h=W ) to see that M WD �.hsr=W; zN/ is
finitely generated over CŒh�W . Let us show that the Hc.W /-module M lies in
Oc.W /. By construction, M carries a locally finite derivation compatible with the
derivation ad h of Hc.W /. It follows that M is gradable and hence lies in O. Also,
by construction, MŒı�1�DN . This completes the proof.
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Semiample invertible sheaves with
semipositive continuous hermitian metrics

Atsushi Moriwaki

Let (L , h) be a pair of a semiample invertible sheaf and a semipositive continuous
hermitian metric on a proper algebraic variety over C. In this paper, we prove
that (L , h) is semiample metrized, answering a generalization of a question of
S. Zhang.

Introduction

Let X be a proper algebraic variety over C. Let L be an invertible sheaf on X ,
and let h be a continuous hermitian metric of L . We say that (L , h) is semiample
metrized if, for any ε > 0, there is n > 0 such that, for any x ∈ X (C), we can find
l ∈ H 0(X, L⊗n) \ {0} with

sup{h⊗n(l, l)(w) | w ∈ X (C)} ≤ eεnh⊗n(l, l)(x).

Shouwu Zhang proposed the following question:

Question 0.1 [Zhang 1995, Question 3.6]. If L is ample and h is smooth and
semipositive, does it follow that (L , h) is semiample metrized?

Theorem 3.5 of the same reference gives an affirmative answer in the case
where X is smooth over C. The purpose of this paper is to give an answer for a
generalization of the above question. First of all, we fix some notation: We say that
L is semiample if there is a positive integer n0 such that L⊗n0 is generated by global
sections. Moreover, h is said to be semipositive (or we say that (L , h) is semipositive)
if, for any point x ∈ X (C) and a local basis s of L on a neighborhood of x ,
− log h(s, s) is plurisubharmonic around x (for the definition of plurisubharmonicity
on a singular variety, see Section 1). Note that h is not necessarily smooth. By
using the recent work of Coman, Guedj and Zeriahi [Coman et al. 2013], we have
the following answer:

Theorem 0.2. If L is semiample and h is continuous and semipositive, then (L , h)
is semiample metrized.

MSC2010: primary 14C20; secondary 32U05, 14G40.
Keywords: semiample metrized, semipositive.
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1. Plurisubharmonic functions on singular complex analytic spaces

Let T be a reduced complex analytic space. An upper-semicontinuous function

ϕ : T → R∪ {−∞}

is said to be plurisubharmonic if ϕ 6≡ −∞ and, for each x ∈ T , there is an analytic
closed embedding ιx : Ux ↪→ Wx of an open neighborhood Ux of x into an open
set Wx of Cnx together with a plurisubharmonic function 8x on Wx such that
ϕ|Ux = ι

∗
x(8x). For an analytic map f : T ′ → T of reduced complex analytic

spaces and a plurisubharmonic function ϕ on T , it is easy to see that ϕ ◦ f is
either identically −∞ or plurisubharmonic on T ′. By [Fornæss and Narasimhan
1980, Theorem 5.3.1], an upper-semicontinuous function ϕ : T → R∪ {−∞} is
plurisubharmonic if and only if, for any analytic map % : D→ T , ϕ ◦ % is either
identically −∞ or subharmonic on D, where D := {z ∈ C | |z|< 1}. Moreover, if
T is compact and ϕ is plurisubharmonic on T , then ϕ is locally constant.

Let ω be a smooth (1, 1)-form on T , that is, in the same way as in the definition
of plurisubharmonic functions, ω is a smooth (1, 1)-form on the regular part of T
and, for each x ∈ T , there is an analytic closed embedding ιx : Ux ↪→ Wx of an
open neighborhood Ux of x into an open set Wx of Cnx together with a smooth
(1, 1)-form �x on Wx such that ω|Ux = ι

∗
x(�x). We assume that ω is locally

given by ddc(u) for some smooth function u on a neighborhood of x . Let φ be
a quasiplurisubharmonic function on T ; that is, for each x ∈ T , φ can be locally
written as the sum of a smooth function and a plurisubharmonic function around x .
We say that φ is ω-plurisubharmonic if there is an open covering T =

⋃
λ Uλ,

together with a smooth function uλ on Uλ for each λ, such that ω|Uλ
= ddc(uλ)

and φ|Uλ
+uλ is plurisubharmonic on Uλ. The condition for ω-plurisubharmonicity

is often denoted by ddc([φ])+ω ≥ 0.
Here we consider the following lemma:

Lemma 1.1. Let f : X → Y be a surjective and proper morphism of algebraic
varieties over C. Let ϕ be a real-valued function on Y (C).

(1) ϕ is continuous if and only if ϕ ◦ f is continuous.

(2) Assume that ϕ is continuous. Then ϕ is plurisubharmonic if and only if ϕ ◦ f
is plurisubharmonic.

Proof. (1) It is sufficient to see that if ϕ ◦ f is continuous, then ϕ is continuous.
Otherwise, there are y ∈ Y (C), ε0 > 0 and a sequence {yn} on Y (C) such that
limn→∞ yn = y and |ϕ(yn)−ϕ(y)| ≥ ε0 for all n. We choose xn ∈ X (C) such that
f (xn)= yn . As f : X→ Y is proper, we can find a subsequence {xni } of {xn} such
that x := limi→∞ xni exists in X (C). Note that

f (x)= lim
i→∞

f (xni )= lim
i→∞

yni = y,
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so that, as ϕ ◦ f is continuous,

ϕ(y)= (ϕ ◦ f )(x)= lim
i→∞

(ϕ ◦ f )(xni )= lim
i→∞

ϕ( f (xni ))= lim
i→∞

ϕ(yni ),

which is a contradiction, so that ϕ is continuous.

(2) We need to check that if ϕ ◦ f is plurisubharmonic, then ϕ is plurisubharmonic.
By using Chow’s lemma, we may assume that f : X→ Y is projective. Moreover,
since the assertion is local with respect to Y , we may further assume that there is a
closed embedding ι : X ↪→ Y ×PN such that p◦ ι= f , where p : Y ×Pn

→ Y is the
projection to the first factor. The remaining proof is same as the last part of the proof
of [Demailly 1985, Theorem 1.7]. Let g : (D, 0)→ (Y, y) be a germ of an analytic
map. By the theorem of Fornæss and Narasimhan, it is sufficient to show that ϕ ◦ g
is subharmonic. Clearly we may assume that g is given by the normalization of a
1-dimensional irreducible germ (C, y) in (Y, y). Using hyperplanes in PN , we can
find x ∈ X and a 1-dimensional irreducible germ (C ′, x) in (X, x) such that (C ′, x)
lies over (C, y). Let g′ : (D, 0)→ (X, x) be the germ of an analytic map given by
the normalization of (C ′, x). Then we have an analytic map σ : (D, 0)→ (D, 0)
with g ◦ σ = f ◦ g′:

(D, 0)
g′
−−−→ (X, x)

σ

y y f

(D, 0)
g

−−−→ (Y, y)

Changing a variable of (D, 0), we may assume that σ is given by σ(z)= zm for some
positive integer m. Then ϕ◦g◦σ is subharmonic because ϕ◦ f is plurisubharmonic.
Therefore, as σ is étale over the outside of 0, ϕ ◦ g is subharmonic on the outside
of 0, and hence ϕ ◦ g is subharmonic on (D, 0) by the removability of singularities
of subharmonic functions. �

2. Descent of a semipositive continuous hermitian metric

Here, we consider a descent problem of a semipositive continuous hermitian metric.

Theorem 2.1. Let f : X → Y be a surjective and proper morphism of algebraic
varieties over C with f∗OX = OY . Let L be an invertible sheaf on Y . If h′ is a
semipositive continuous hermitian metric of f ∗(L), then there is a semipositive
continuous hermitian metric h of L such that h′ = f ∗(h).

Proof. Let h0 be a continuous hermitian metric of L on Y . There is a continuous
function φ on X (C) such that h′ = exp(φ) f ∗(h0). Let F be a subvariety of X such
that F is an irreducible component of a fiber of f : X→ Y . Then, as

( f ∗(L), h′)|F ' (OF , exp(φ|F )),
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we can see that −φ|F is plurisubharmonic, so that φ|F is constant. Therefore,
for any point y ∈ Y (C), φ|µ−1(y) is constant because µ−1(y) is connected, and
hence there is a function ψ on Y (C) such that ψ ◦ f = φ. By Lemma 1.1(1), ψ is
continuous, so that, if we set h := exp(ψ)h0, then h is continuous on Y (C) and
h′ = f ∗(h).

Finally, let us see that h is semipositive. As this is a local question on Y , we may
assume that there is a local basis s of L over Y . If we set ϕ =− log h(s, s), then
ϕ ◦ f is plurisubharmonic because h′ is semipositive. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1(2),
ϕ is plurisubharmonic, as required �

3. The proof of Theorem 0.2

In the case where X is smooth over C, L is ample and h is smooth, this theorem
was proved by Zhang [1995, Theorem 3.5]. First we assume that L is ample.
Then there are a positive integer n0 and a closed embedding X ↪→ PN such
that OPN (1)|X ' L⊗n0 . Let hFS be the Fubini–Study metric of OPn (1). Let φ
be the continuous function on X (C) given by h⊗n0 = exp(−φ)hFS|X . We set
ω = c1(OPN (1), hFS). Then φ is (ω|X )-plurisubharmonic. Therefore, by [Coman
et al. 2013, Corollary C], there is a sequence {ϕi } of smooth functions on PN (C)

with the following properties:

(1) ϕi is ω-plurisubharmonic for all i .

(2) ϕi ≥ ϕi+1 for all i .

(3) For x ∈ X (C), limi→∞ ϕi (x)= φ(x).

Since X is compact and φ is continuous, (3) implies that the sequence {ϕi } converges
to φ uniformly on X (C). We choose i such that |φ(x)− ϕi (x)| ≤ εn0/2 for all
x ∈ X . We set hi = exp(−ϕi )hFS. Then hi is a semipositive smooth hermitian
metric of OPN (1). Therefore, there is a positive integer n1 such that, for x ∈PN (C),
we can find l ∈ H 0(PN ,OPN (n1)) \ {0} with

sup{h⊗n1
i (l, l)(w) | w ∈ PN (C)} ≤ en1(εn0/2)h⊗n1

i (l, l)(x).

In particular, if x ∈ X (C), then l(x) 6= 0 (so that l|X 6= 0) and

sup{h⊗n1
i (l, l)(w) | w ∈ X (C)} ≤ eεn0n1/2h⊗n1

i (l, l)(x).

Note that
h⊗n0e−εn0/2 ≤ hi ≤ h⊗n0 (3-1)

on X (C), because hi = h⊗n0 exp(φ − ϕi ) and −εn0/2 ≤ φ − ϕi ≤ 0 on X (C).
Therefore,

sup{h⊗n0n1(l, l)(w) | w ∈ X (C)}e−n0n1ε/2 ≤ sup{h⊗n1
i (l, l)(w) | w ∈ X (C)}
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and
h⊗n1

i (l, l)(x)≤ h⊗n0n1(l, l)(x),

and hence

sup{h⊗n0n1(l, l)(w) | w ∈ X (C)} ≤ en1n0εh⊗n0n1(l, l)(x),

as required.
In general, as L is semiample, there are a positive integer n2, a projective algebraic

variety Y over C, a morphism f : X → Y and an ample invertible sheaf A on Y
such that f∗OX = OY and f ∗(A)' L⊗n2 . Thus, by Theorem 2.1, there is a semipos-
itive continuous hermitian metric k of A such that ( f ∗(A), f ∗(k))' (L⊗n2, h⊗n2).
Therefore, the assertion of the theorem follows from the previous observation.

4. A variant of Theorem 0.2

The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 0.2 together with the arguments
in [Zhang 1995, Theorem 3.3]. However, we can give a direct proof using ideas in
the proof of Theorem 0.2.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a projective algebraic variety over C. Let L be an ample
invertible sheaf on X and let h be a semipositive continuous hermitian metric of
L. Let us fix a reduced subscheme Y of X , l ∈ H 0(Y, L|Y ) and a positive number ε.
Then, for the given X , L , h, Y , l and ε, there is a positive integer n1 such that, for
all n ≥ n1, we can find l ′ ∈ H 0(X, L⊗n) with l ′|Y = l⊗n and

sup{h⊗n(l ′, l ′)(w) | w ∈ X (C)} ≤ enε sup{h(l, l)(w) | w ∈ Y (C)}n.

Proof. In the case where X is smooth over C and h is smooth and positive, the
assertion of the theorem follows from [Zhang 1995, Theorem 2.2], in which Y is
actually assumed to be a subvariety of X . However, the proof works well under
the assumption that Y is a reduced subscheme. First of all, let us see the theorem
in the case where X is smooth over C and h is smooth and semipositive. As L
is ample, there is a positive smooth hermitian metric t of L with t ≤ h. Let us
choose a positive integer m such that e−ε/2 ≤ (t/h)1/m

≤ 1 on X (C). If we set
tm = h1−1/m t1/m , then tm is smooth and positive, so that, for a sufficiently large
integer n, there is l ′ ∈ H 0(X, L⊗n) such that l ′|Y = l⊗n and

sup{t⊗n
m (l ′, l ′)(w) | w ∈ X (C)} ≤ enε/2 sup{tm(l, l)(w) | w ∈ Y (C)}n,

and hence the assertion follows because e−ε/2h ≤ tm ≤ h on X (C).
For a general case, we use the same symbols n0, X ↪→ PN , hFS, φ, ω and {ϕi }

as in the proof of Theorem 0.2. Clearly we may assume that l 6= 0. Since L is
ample, if a0 is a sufficiently large integer, then, for each j = 0, . . . , n0− 1, there is
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l j ∈ H 0(X, L⊗n0a0+ j ) with l j |Y = l⊗n0a0+ j . Let us fix a positive number A such that

sup{h⊗n0a0+ j (l j , l j )(w) |w ∈ X (C)} ≤ eA sup{h(l, l)(w) |w ∈ Y (C)}n0a0+ j (4-1)

for j =0, . . . , n0−1. We choose i with |φ(x)−ϕi (x)|≤ εn0/2 for all x ∈ X , and we
set hi = exp(−ϕi )hFS. As hi is smooth and semipositive, for the given PN , OPN (1),
hi , Y , l⊗n0 (as an element of H 0(Y,OPN (1)|Y )) and n0ε/4, there is a positive integer
a1 such that the assertion of the theorem holds for all a ≥ a1. We put

n1 := n0 max
{

a1+ a0+ 1,
4A
n0ε
− 3a0+ 1

}
.

Let n be an integer with n ≥ n1. If we set n = n0(a+a0)+ j (0≤ j ≤ n0−1), then

a ≥ a1 and a ≥
4A
n0ε
− 4a0,

so that we can find l ′′ ∈ H 0(PN ,OPN (a)) with l ′′|Y = l⊗n0a and

sup{h⊗a
i (l ′′, l ′′)(w) | w ∈ PN (C)} ≤ ea(n0ε/4) sup{hi (l⊗n0, l⊗n0)(w) | w ∈ Y (C)}a,

which implies that

sup{h⊗n0a(l ′′, l ′′)(w) |w∈ X (C)}≤e(3/4)n0aε sup{h(l, l)(w) |w∈Y (C)}n0a, (4-2)

because of (3-1). Here we set l ′ = l ′′⊗ l j . Then, l ′|Y = l⊗n and, using (4-1) and
(4-2), we have

sup{h⊗n(l ′, l ′)(w) | w ∈ X (C)}

≤ sup{h⊗n0a(l ′′, l ′′)(w) | w ∈ X (C)} sup{h⊗n0a0+ j (l j , l j )(w) | w ∈ X (C)}

≤ e(3/4)n0aε+A sup{h(l, l)(w) | w ∈ Y (C)}n,

which implies the assertion because (3/4)n0aε+ A ≤ εn. �

5. Arithmetic application

As an application of Theorem 0.2, we have the following generalization of the
arithmetic Nakai–Moishezon criterion (see [Zhang 1995, Corollary 4.8]).

Corollary 5.1. Let X be a projective and flat integral scheme over Z. Let L be
an invertible sheaf on X such that L is nef on every fiber of X → Z. Let h be
an F∞-invariant semipositive continuous hermitian metric of L , where F∞ is the
complex conjugation map X (C)→X (C). If d̂eg(ĉ1((L , h)|Y )dim Y ) > 0 for all
horizontal integral subschemes Y of X , then, for an F∞-invariant continuous
hermitian invertible sheaf (M , k) on X , H 0(X ,L ⊗n

⊗M ) has a basis consisting
of strictly small sections for a sufficiently large integer n.
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Proof. Let X be the generic fiber of X → Spec(Z) and let Y be a subvariety of X .
Let Y be the Zariski closure of Y in X . As

d̂eg(ĉ1((L , h)|Y )dim Y ) > 0,

(L , h)|Y is big by [Moriwaki 2012, Theorem 6.6.1], so that H 0(Y ,L ⊗n0 |Y )\ {0}
has a strictly small section for a sufficiently large integer n0. Moreover, if we
set L = L |X , then L|Y is big, and hence deg(Ldim Y

· Y ) > 0 because L is nef.
Therefore, L is ample by the Nakai–Moishezon criterion for ampleness. In particular,
by Theorem 0.2, h is semiample metrized. Thus the assertion follows from the
arguments in [Zhang 1995, Theorem 4.2]. �
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